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ABSTRACT OF THESIS 
AN EXA.!\iiNATION OF TI-..E USE OF THE VERB 1HAYA(H) 1 
'BE 1 , IN BIBLICAL HEBREW 
The accompanying thesis details the way in which the Hebrew 
verb 'h~~(h) 1 , 1 b 1 , functions. 
The study begins by summarising briefly the threefold 
aspect of the verb 'be', (i) as Copula, (ii) as expressing 
'Existence', and (iii) to denote Transition or 'Becoming'. 
It is shown how each aspect has its gasic syntax as regards 
subject definition and the nature of the predicate, such that 
a defined nominal subject, an adjectival or nominal predicate 
is normally associated with a Copula usage, whilst undefined 
nominal subjects and adverbial predicates ~sually denote 
Existence. The transitional aspect is expressed by the verb 
and the preposition 1 1 1 , 'to'. 
Erym this point the use of 'he~(h)' in its two themes, Qa and Niphal, are thoroughly investigated. It becomes 
increasingly evident that its more particular function is 
to locate a situation or event more specifically in time 
rather than point to the nature of that action as complete 
or incomplete. The Perfect, Perfect with weak waw, 
Imperfect Consecutive and Preterite Imperfect 'tenses' 
indicate past time, and Imperfect, Imperfect with weak waw, 
and Perfect Consecutive 'tenses' speak of the future. 
This temporal indication is also the specific function of 
the verb 'haya( h)' when used "non- integral! y'' at the 
commencement of clauses. 
An explanation is offered for the non-appearance of the 
verb 'haya(h)' in any other theme, and in particular how 
the 'causative' connotation is conveyed. 
Before moring to a consideration 
'there is', and 'ayin', 'there is 
- --supplementi.:ng- the verb 1-hetycr(-rr-) + 
existence, the increasing use of 
with participles is traced. 
• I " I of the two part1cles yes 
not' and their role as 
by-denoti-ng- pre Sefit -- -
that verb in compound 
The conclusions are listed more formally and in the 
Appendices every occurrence of the verb is given for ease 
of reference. 
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PREFACE 
The title of·this study points directly to its 
syntactical nature, and whilst the problem of the meaning 
of the verb 'be' is fully acknowledged, its consideration 
lies not within the scope of this present work. 
Amongst the tasks faced is a thorough examination 
of the occurrence and use of the verb ~,~ throughout its 
various themes, in an endeavour to determine the rules which 
govern first of all its presence or absence from a sentence, 
and then the particular signification attached to its incl-
usion. Having then considered the use of each verbal form 
either alone or in compound with other verb-forms, attention 
is then directed towards a survey of the two very important 
particles 1,1), 'there is', and p~ 'there is not', as these 
shed-interesting light upon the use of the concept 'be', and 
no appraisal of n,~ could be thought adequate without such 
study. 
In order to ascertain the more normal usage of this 
verb, the study has been confined to examples found within 
the prose books of the Old Testament, although poetic uses 
within those books are also included. All the examples of 
( i) 
the verb's use which were considered fall within these confines, 
and every example is listed separately in the appendices. 
References to early and late material are relative to 
the Exile. The temporal division is thus that 'early' repres-
ents pre-exilic, and 'late', post-exilic writings. No more 
elaborate division was thought necessary. 
English translations do not come from any one source, 
as the most accurate rendering of the Hebrew text of individual 
examples has been sought. 
When references are given, should there be any discrep-
ancy between the Hebrew and English numbering, the Hebrew is 
noted first and the English follows in brackets, e.g. Nehemiah 
3:36(4:4). 
I would like to take this opportunity to thank my super-
visor, Professor T.W. Thacker, Head of the Department of Oriental 
Studies in the University of Durham, for his invaluable guidance 
and assistance as well as for the enthusiasm and interest in this 
subject which he has passed on to me. 
CHAPTER l 
INTRODUCTION 
THE MEANING AND USE OF 0"~ 'BE' 
The verb ~'~ 'to be' has three significations. The first, and 
the most common, is its function as a copula. The second is that in 
which it stresses the existence of the subject; and the third, as a 
means of expressing transition, change from one state to another, or 
'becoming'. These are significations which the concept of 'being' has 
not only in Hebrew but in most other languages as well. 
(a) As a Copula the verb :1"':"\ serves as the link between the 
subject and the predicate. The subject in each case will 
be either nominal or pronominal, and will be defined. The 
predicate will be either nominal or adjectival, or contain 
an adverbial phrase. 
e.g. Deut. 5:15 
I Sam.3: 1 
'You were a servant' 
~"'' 7'\ 1:1 )I '':) n~~~ 
'The word of the Lord was rare' 
-, i' , :-'I ~ -;, -;, ' ·:r· • ., :1. i' 
I Kings 18:46 'The hand of the Lord was on Elijah' 
~":"1·?'11! L,~ :11\"'':"\ ':"1':"1"'.,,, 
~-~ ---
-"Fhe-context, -however, may TooTca~e that -the-exi-stence of the 
subject in a pa rticular location is being emphasised, 
e.g. II Chron. 1:3 'The tent of the meeting of God was there' 
-o .. ~ , )1\ ;, .,. "!!> ' 1.:) l, :"'\ ' ~ ':1 , ~ "tl\.1) "':) 
and in these cases, although the verb could well be copula, 
the context demands that it be viewed p-rimarily as an indic-
ation of existence. 
2. 
(b) To express Existence the verb 7'\"~~ is also used. In 
such cases there need not be any predicate, for the statement 
is only one in which the subject's existence is being posit~ed, 
and nothing more added by way of explanation, be it of nature 
or circumstance. 
e.g. Gen. 15:17 'and there was darkness' 
:"\:n'':"' ':"\~L,~, 
Here the author is saying nothing more than that darkness 
existed. 
Uness, as is noted in (a) above, the existence of a defined 
nominal subject is being stressed, the subject of ~~~ 
when emphasising existence will always be indefinite. Then 
too, normally an adverbial phrase occurs in the predicate. 
e.g. II Kings 3:9 'There was no water for the army' 
;'i) T'\1'!) ~ "'Q"~ ~ ';"\":") '!It~ l 
(c) ':1"':"\ also indicates Transition from one state to ahother. 
Existence is here presumed, for the idea conveyed is that of 
passing on to a new sphere of existence._ Ihe verb in th-i-s--
capacity is usually used with the preposition ~, 'to', and 
conveys the concept of 'becoming'. 
e.g. I Sam. 10:12 'Therefore it became a proverb' 
~ w ')') ~ ;'l 'n ,7\ ) ~ ~ )\ 
3. 
The following study will be viewing the use of the verb in the 
light of these aspects of the concept 'be', and it is hoped that a full 
appreciation of the use of 0,7'\ will emerge. 
Perhaps this is as convenient a point as any to state that a 
semantic study of the question of "mere" as against "active" existence 
is not within the province of this present work. 
CHA PTER 2 
QAL PERFECT OF THE VERB ~~~ 
1. The normal understanding of the Hebrew Perfect 'tense' is that 
it speaks of situations or actions ~~ich are completed entities. It 
does not have regard to time but to the nature of the action described, 
so that prov-ided the ;::ction is complete, it may be located in either 
past or future time, or alternatively, it may have begun in the past 
and be continuing into the present. Thus Hebrew 'tenses' tell us 
what type of action is involved, and nothing as to when the event took 
place. 
Our present task is to examine the examples of the use of the verb 
~~~ particularly in the light of traditional explanations of the 'tenses' 
in which it appears. 
2. The Qal perfect of our verb 'to be' reveals on close examination, 
its employment in four different ways. It is used as a : 
{a) Past Narrative Tense 
{b) Stative 
(c) Fu_b..l!'~ _r~feren~e _ _(_including '--Prophetic-t--pe:r!ettT -
(d) Conditional or Hypothetical. 
(a) The perfect of ~~~, without the addition of the waw conjunction, 
is primarily used as a means of expressing an event which took 
place in past time. In whatever aspect it may occur, either as 
copula, existential, or transitional, a statement about the past 
is made. It is a descriptive usage, and tells such things as that: 
5. 
'true instruction was ( ":'\7P:"I) in his mouth' (Mal. 2:6) 
or 'there was ( ~~~) bread in Egypt' (Gen. 41:54) 
It is in this particular sense that within the prose books of the 
Old Testament :"\"':'\ occurs some 551 out of a total 620 times, 
which represents 88% of its examples in the Perfect. These 
examples are to be found under Appendix I. 
The impression gained from these uses is that what is conveyed 
by the use of the verb is the fact that the event in question 
took place in past time, and that to interpret the event in terms 
of a completed action alone does not do justice fully to its use. 
In other words it appears right at the outset that the verb 
is going against what is normally understood to be the stand-
point of all Sendtic verbs, in that it looks to time rather than 
the nature of the action. Of course on numerous occasions the 
action or situation will obviously be comething which is both 
past and complete - this is only to be expected. 
e.g. Gen. 1:2 'And the earth was waste and void' 
'~-'--'i"lY, _711\'~ _r_~~~~ -
Further evidence is afforded by the necessity to include a word 
such as .,~~ in Josh. 5:1 ('There was no longer any spirit in 
them' ), to denote that a 
particular situation no longer pertained. Then too, in 
6. 
Deuteronomy there are two cases to which attention should be 
drawn: 
Deut. 9:24 'You have been rebellious' ( "'l'i"'':1 "'0'..,~~) 
31:27 ' You have been rebellious' ( "n 7'1''~ "0,""'~~). 
DespHe the combination of a participle with :1"~ :"'\ , the 
traditional understanding of the Perfect would demand that we 
view Israel's rebellion as a thing of the past which no longer 
held true - i.e. as a single act. The Qal perfect here describes 
a specific past situation but also one which featured prominently 
in Israel's religious life right into the present and beyond. It 
was not a 'completed' or never-to-be-repeated aspect of her 
relationship with her God. 
In short, the only consistently applicable interpretation is that 
which sees ~,~ looking at the event or situation from the stand-
point of time (1), rather than that of the kind of action or state. 
It is important to note that the duration of the event concerned 
does not have any significant influence, as the perfect is used 
to describe an event irrespective of its duration. This feature 
is one which will be borne ou_tagain~and-again-in-tne use of this 
(1) It 0Ught to be stated that English idiom may not require the trans-
lation of the perfect of ~·~ by means of a past tense. In App. 1 
examples of this will be found, but this is merely English idiom, 
and even here a past sense is not at all in doubt. 
e.g. I Sam. 25:37 
Deut. 10:19 
'and he became as a stone' 
\::l~, ~\~ 'N,\~l 
7. 
'for you were sojourners in the land 
of Egypt' 
-o .. ..,~'b r~~:l "Cl'\'~~ "'C .. .,~ ~:) 
However, if it is desired to stress the continuous nature of 
a past action, the perfect could be coupled with a participle 
- see Chapter 16. 
(i) In App. I(A) all those instances in which the perfect is used 
as a copula are grouped together. Here the verb ~,~ serves 
primarily as a link between the subject and predicate of the 
sentence or clause. 
The use of -;,":"\ as copula is confined to clauses or sentences 
in which the subject, be it nominal or pronominal, is defined, 
and in which the predicate is nominal, or adjectival, or 
contains an adverbial phrase. The exception to this rule will be 
those indefinite nominal subjects with adverbial predicates in 
which the existence of the subject is not ~~i!lg _s_!;~e~?ed_(App. TI(CH-31-). 
The seven occasions upon which this occurs indicate that it is very 
much an irregular copula use of the verb. On four occasions one 
notes an interrogative pronoun as subject, and that these are 
peculiar to Samuel. The idiom appears in the phrase i':l.i:-1 -;,":"\ ':'!~. 
8. 
At the outset it must be understood that the use of the copula 
';"\,;"'I is not confined to nominal clauses, i.e. to clauses in 
which a defined nominal or pronominal subject is joined to a 
nominal, adjectival, or adverbial predicate. 
e.g. I Kings 10:6 
Gen. 3:20 
'The report was true' 
"""'':l"-t'":"' -;,'':"I .n ?':) ~ 
'She was the mother of all living' 
~-n -'~ -'tl~ ~ ~,';""\ ~\-;, 
The use of ~,~ is also to be found in clauses strictly verbal 
or in which the pronominal subject of the verb is contained 
within the verbal form by means of a suffix. 
e.g. Ex. 2t22 'I was a sojourner' 
"'l"\''':"1 ,.:I 
In the above sentence "'~"'~ is no less a copula than in the 
nominal sentence. This latter fact is borne out by the large 
number of occasions upon which the relative ~\hl' introduces 
a verbal clause from which the verb 7"1"~ is omitted. 
e.g. Gen. 1:7 'the waters which were under the firmament' 
')'i''"'~ l"\n.n~ ~10 ~ "'C,~':"'' 
It is c_Iear _that_ in_bo_th the nominal and-v.erba-1 -clauses -in-whi-cl"l-
~,~ functions as copula, the construction would be equally 
acceptable syntactically either with or without the verb ;"'I,~ • 
There is little syntactical difference, or difference of meaning, 
between "1'1"\:"\ ,~ and "'l~ .,~ • Similarly one is ab~e- to 
9. 
locate nominal sentences which are quite parallel in every way, 
except that some have the verb ';"'\,':"\ included and others do not. 
In Gen. 36zl3 the opening clause ~~'~., 'l::l. ':"'1~~' is 
followed by ~~'~"" 'l':l ,~:"I :"\~~' (cf. Gen. 36:14 and 36:17). 
That there should be some reason for the inclusion of 0':"'1 in 
these clauses seems to be a fairly safe assumption. Yet as its 
inclusion in one clause and not another does not follow any 
determinable pattern, and owing to the fact that no syntactical 
difference is incurred by its inclusion or exclusion, it is 
not possible to attribute to n~~ the normal function of the 
perfect form of a verb. The verb 'to be' cannot under these 
circumstances indicate completed action,_ for this of necessity 
would make for a basic difference in the meaning of the clause 
in which it occurred, and this, we can state categorically, is 
what it does not do. It would appear that its inclusion is with 
a view to greater specification of time - in the case of the 
_perfect, past time. For whilst ~N.')).,.'l'~. :"I~N. could mean either 
'These~ ~el's children', or 'These~ R~el's children', 
the inclusion of l'il removes that first possibility, and 
anchorSithestatement firmly iri-tne-past~-
NOTE Appendices II and III show a division of the uses of the 
Qal perfect of :"I'~ according to the nature of the subject and 
predicate of the verb, when used as a copula, or to denote 
existence. 
10. 
(ii) In Appendix I(B) are listed all those examples in which the 
perfect of ~~~ signifies past existence. (This group is also 
further divided under App. III on the basis of subject and 
predicate.) 
The instances of the use of ;"'\"'':'\ as an expression of existence 
can be divided into those in which unqualified existence of the 
subject is posited; those which are statements of possession; 
and those in which the subject's existence is qualified adverbially. 
From Appendix III(A) it is noted that the subject, be it pronominal 
or nominal, is undefined, and that the more normal mode of 
expression is "There/It was/were •••• ". 
e.g. Gen. 15:17 'and there was darkness' 
':"'\,;"'\ :i~ ~'Y, 
Statements of past and future possession are also indicated by 
the verb ~,~, there being no verb for 'to have' in Hebrew, by 
the idiom 'there exists to', and these will be noted as having 
an adverbial phrase in the predicate. (App. III(B)). Other 
statements of existence which are qualified adverbially in the 
- -}'3-I'e9-:i:Gat-e~a-Fe-to~ee--£eund- uneei' -AppeRdi-x- -l-I-ft~>).------ --------~- ---
From these examples it is apparent that the quite gen~ral rule 
which applies when ~,~ indicates 'existence' is that there is 
a nominal but undefined subject with or without a predicate. 
Existence, as such, will not be involved where the predicate is 
either nominal or adjectival, or, with few exceptions, when the 
11. 
subject itself is defined. Should the predicate contain an 
adverbial phrase, ~ ~~ may express existence or may function as 
the copula. Normally, however, if the subject is indefinite 
then existence is in the writer's mind, and if defined, then the 
copula. The exception will arise when the verb appearing as a 
copula is, from the context, obviously stressing the fact that 
the subject is in existence. 
What particular signification then does the verb ~~':'I have 
when denoting existence? The instances of this usage would 
suggest that a situation or state of affairs is being presented 
simply as something which was in existence at some time in the 
past. True, it may still be in existence, but that is not so 
important, for the perfect here states only that the situation did 
exist in past time without reference to its duration or completion. 
·(iii) To express a past transition from one state to another, the 
perfect of ~~~ is also used. Examples of this occurrence are to 
be found under Appendix I(C), there being eleven in all. 
__________ Here_~he_ n_a_rrat_iv~ ::_!_ates the past event from which a new 
situation resulted, or did not result, as the case may be. 
e.g. Josh. 14al4 
I Sam. 10:12 
'So Hebron became the inheritance 
7\L,rn? ... l'.,:lT'\ 7'11"\'':"1 
'Therefore it became a proverb' 
?wh~ ':'11'1"~7'1 p ~')) 
... 
12. 
(To'become, come to pass, happen~ are the usual English renderings) 
Although it is true that here both time and aspect may overlap, it 
is quite certain that the emphasis lies upoh the fact that the 
transition, or non-transition in the case of a negative, was' a 
thing of the past. The resultant situation will not be in force 
at the time of narration~ but even so, that is of minor signif~ 
icance. The verb 'be' is directed specifically to the act of 
transition itself without regard to the duration of its result. 
Again one notes this temporal viewpoint in the verb :"\ ':"\ , adding 
further weight to the thesis that this is its primary function. 
3. Although it is apparent that the perfect of ~'~ locates events 
or situations in past time, rather than viewing them as completed 
actions, there is one instance of its use which appears to be 
singularly different. 
Num. 9: 13 'But the man who is clean, and is not on a journey •• 
,, 7\"'i'\ ~', -r-r':l' ~'':"lt.b ~ \~ '"'\w 'N. 0 "~~' 
This example is seemingly a present tense usage for which one 
would expect some other appropriate construction, such as the use 
of T~ (refer para. 140). To translate this as either a past 
tense, or to view it as implying a completed action, destroys the 
condition upoo which the guiltiness for failing to keep the 
Passover is based. 
13. 
It would seem that this can only be viewed as an exception 
to the observed pattern that 71"~ in the perfect refers to 
past time. It is considered that this is the sole example of 
the unusual use of ~·~ as an indication of present time, 
here an alternative to r~. 
4. 
(b) The second important usage of the perfect of ;"'1';, is its use 
in a 'Stative' sense. Here it is employed to describe a 
situation which has come about at some time in the past, 
usually the more immediate past, and which still persists 
into the time at which the speaker is making the statement. 
The initial past action has brought about a change in a 
situation, and it is this new state of affairs about which he 
speaks. 
e.g. Isa. 33:9 'Sharon is like a desert' 
~ ':li ')\':) l"\,1) ~ ~ '";'1 
The above depicts a present situation resulting from a past 
action in which Sharon took upon itself the features of a 
desert. 
__ lt_i S in.-thi~s- -paFt-ieul-ar sens-e~ tnat _';"\,':',- runctlons in exactly 
the same way as a 'Stative' verb, representing past action, 
although English idiom under the circumstances would require 
its rendering as a present tense. (This distinguishes the 
current employment from that of the past narrative 'transitional' 
in which there is no suggestion at all of the present existence 
of the resultant situatio~) 
14. 
(i) The perfect of ~,~ as a copula is found here following the 
same pattern as was discerned earlier, i.e. linking a defined 
nominal or pronominal subject to a nominal or adverbial 
predicate. (see App. IV(A )) 
The fact that these are, strictly speaking, nominal clauses 
into which the verb has been inserted, suggests that a 
particular function attaches to the verb in each case. It 
has already been observed that the perfect of ~':"1 used as a 
copula serves to locate the time of an incident more specifically 
in the past. The indeterminable pattern of its inclusion or 
exclusion in such cases prohibits its having any other 
signification. This suggests that this function of :1,:1 is to 
draw attention to the initial change in status, the original 
transition, which gave rise to a situation present to the 
speaker. Hence, though the state or situation is still in 
existence, the more particular function of ~,~ is to portray 
the initial establishment of a present state of affairs. 
e.g. Isa. 49;5 'My God has become (i.e. and now is) my strength' 
-- - - - ·~ -- "_~_)\~':1 'i1 _ _.,_,.,~ ~~ - - ---- -
(ii) On twelve occasions an existential reference is clearly denoted 
by the perfect ':"\"';'\ when with 'stative' meaning (see App. IV(B) ), 
although six of these are expressions of possession. 
15. 
As has already been observed, existential references are 
confined to clauses without predicates, or having undefined 
nominal subjects with adverbial predicates, unless there is 
particular emphasis upon the existence of a defined nominal 
subject. 
e.g. Ezek. 24: '7 'for her blood is still in the midst' 
~'';"\ ";i":)1.n:J. 7'1~1 ~~ 
The significance of the perfect in these clauses is that it 
draws attention to the fact that present existence is entirely 
dependent upon a past cause. 
e.g. II Kings 20:1~ 'There is nothing in my storehouses' 
'11\i~)t:l ... i~-r -;,"~';"\ ~~ 
Ezek. 36:2 'the ancient heights have become our possession' 
\J ~ :"'iP :"1 -:·u.u i '')) ~ "tl L, ~ 7'\ U~ :l 
NOTE Appendices V and VI show a division of the uses of the 
perfect of :"',~ according to the nature of the subject and 
predicate of the verb, when used as copula or to denote existence. 
(iii) The significance of ~,~ used in a stative sense is perhaps 
here the change from one state to another, rendered in English 
by the perfect tense 'has become', is most obvious. The twenty 
occasions upon which this is used are to be found under 
Appendix IV{ C). 
16. 
The implication here is that the situation in question still 
pertains, but that this is in a way secondary to the fact that 
it was brought about by an earlier change in circumstances. 
e.g. Jer. 59:23 'How Babylon has become a horror' 
? :1.:::1. ~ ~w ~ ~ 1"\ .. 71 l'~ 
The sense here being that her present state results frcm a 
past transition to such a state. 
5. Although not vocalised as a stative verb, it can be seen that 
the verb 'to be' has something of a 'stative' meaning, and at 
least from this point of view, to stand very close to thos~ 
verbs commonly so called. 
With reference to this usage, G K (para. 106, 1) suggest that a 
stative verb may be used in the imperfect in lieu of the perfect, 
when the state or action in question is regarded not as having 
been already completed, but as still continuing or as having just 
taken place. The example given there is of the use of ~,~, in 
the perfect in Psalm 40:13(12) 'I am not about to look up ( ~~' 
~~~~S ·n~~~,)', and in the imperfect in Genesis 31:35 'I cannot rise 
up--before- ybu c-- l,)0~--1np7ln\~ ~~f·~ -~h~;; t-he -~~anings are 
identical. Although this may apply to those verbs to which 
reference is made, it must be emphasised that il':'l fails to 
reveal any similarity. 
17. 
6. Of interest is the observation that these 'stative' uses of 
I· 
';"\ ,~ are a phenomenon of passages involving Direct speech, and 
not pure narrative. It thus gives the appearance of being a 
more colloquial expression than one to be used in the recordfng 
of historical event. 
It is however of limited application within the OT, occurring 
largely in late pre-exilic poetry, ie. the pre-exilic prophets. 
In the post-exilic period the 1 stative 1 usage occurs rather 
infrequently outside the ten prophetic uses - only the two instances 
can be found, Nehemiah 3:36 (4:4) and II Chronicles 7:21. 
7. 
(c) As a means of expressing future events the verb ';"'\,;"'\ has its third 
important use, although on a numerical basis there are only eight 
such examples (see App. VII). Furthermore, two of these eight, 
Ezekiel 13:11 and 21:32(27), may be doubtful on textual grounds. 
(i) On three occasions the verb ':'1'':"\ functions as a copula with future 
reference (App. VII(A)), and in each example the subject is 
pronominal or defined nominal, whilst the predicate is nominal 
or adverbial. Hence these three uses are consistent with what 
has already been noted as the distinctive feasures of our verb as 
copula. Just as the perfect is used to locate more definitely a 
clause in past time, here it is used to express more vividly that 
which lies in the future. The author speaks of the action as 
having already occurred, and by so doing adds emphasis to his 
18. 
remarks. The reference is definitely temporal - he speaks of 
the event as future, rather than as something yet to be 
completed, for each example involves a single actioh. 
(ii) The remaining examples describe events or situations which 
involve specifically the future existence of the subject. 
Unqualified existence - i.e. subject+ verb without any predicate 
- is expressed only once by this use of the perfect, Isaiah 14:24 
I SO 
are 
sha 11 it be ( -;, l'\ '':'1 ];) ) ' , whilst the remaining four ex amp 1 es 
divided equally between those involving possession - Genesis 
18112, 'shall I have pleasure ( ~Ji'')\ ,~ :"'11"\,:"\ )', Isaiah 50:11 
'this shall you have ( "tl:l~ l'\N.~ :"17'\':"1)', and those in which the 
existence of some indefinite nominal subject is posited - uekie.l 
13:11 'there shall be an overflowing shower ( ~~Hu "C\11; ~·il)', 
and 21:32(27), 'there shall not be even a trace of it {.rn~l" "0~ 
;'),71 ~~)I • 
8. The verb ~,~ is no exception to the general observation that 
this use of the perfect of a yerb is normally confined to bold 
__ st_a_:t:~me["}t~ ~Q_ which' G9_c1__g_t~ forth _!:lis p_urposes_ for _the_ fu_tur~.­
By using the perfect here as copula, and by speaking about the 
coming event as though it were already in existence, the author 
represents forcefully the future, emphasising its certainty. 
Naturally the prophetic books will contain the bulk of these 
uses. With regard to its distribution, this can further be 
19. 
narrowed to the poetic sections of same. There is only one 
. non-prophetic occurrence, Genesis 18:12, where it is generally 
thought that it is used in an interrogative sense (with the 
interrogative particle omitted) as Sarah questions the promise 
made to her. (1) 
Within the prophets, as one would expect, one notes this use as 
confined to passages in which the prophet delivers a divine 
oracle, hence they can be said to depict the determined will and 
purpose of God in and for a given situation. 
It is thought that the significance of the use of the per.fect form 
here is the fact that the event as future, or th~ existence of a 
particular situation in the future, has already been determined, 
rather than that the event or situation will at some future time 
take place. Certainly, the latter will follow, but it will do so 
by virtue of the fact that it has been so purposed. The use of the 
perfect brings to the statement an emphasis which cannot readily be 
seen in its rendering as a future alone, for this pointe only to 
the final outcome without any reference to the initial determination 
--- ~- -----·--- - - ---- ---------
in the mind of the speaker. If one were to include in one' s 
(1) S.R. Driver, suggests that its use is not merely to ask a question, 
but as an expression of amazement at a future event which is 
believed to be highly improbable. He draws a comparison with the 
uses found in Judges 9:9, 11:13, II Kings 20:9, and Numbers 17:28. 
- 'Tenses'. 
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translation some phrase such as "(God) has determined that X 
shall be ••• ", then the implications of the perfect vvould be 
manifest. One can then appreciate the use of the perfect in 
preference to the imperfect. 
9. The OT distribution of this present use of -;,"';"'\ is rather 
interesting. As has been pointed out, its use is quite limited, 
with only ~eight possible uses from a total of 620. As a 
"Propheticu perfect it occurs only seven times, and if one 
excludes the two instances in Ezekiel on textual grounds, one is 
left with onlyfive examples all of which are to be found in 
Isaiah. This may be just coincidence, but on the other hand, it 
may well be that one has here a stylistic trait of Isaianic 
writing. ( l) 
10. 
(d) The perfect of any verb may be used with or without particles to 
convey a conditional idea, and ~,0 is so used on four occasions 
only (See App. VIII). Two of theseexamples feature the verb 'to 
be' as the copula (section A), and the other two are indicative 
~ ___ o_f _existence~-C-sec~tion B-) •. --- ····--
(1) Compare paragraph 64, the use of the Qal imperfect with waw 
consecutive as a "prophetic" perfect, and thus as an equivalent 
to the Qal perfect in this present connection. Significantly 
enough, there is only one such usage, and this is found in no 
other book than Isaiah, in 9:5(6): 
'and the government shall be upon his shoulder' 
'~;:)w ·S')) -;,.,w~;, ';"\l"l\ 
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With but one exception, Isaiah 1:9, these instances occur 
as the verb in the protasis of a conditional clause. The 
two Pentateuchal uses are consistent with a regular use of 
the perfect, as both refer to a possible situation which 
may be revealed by investigation. Here the reason for the 
He.brew perfect is an obvious one, for the sense of the 
phrase is definitely past time. i.e. "··· if (upon 
" investigation it was discovered that) there was . . . . 
The speaker can then be described as having taken up a 
standpoint from which he envisages a present situation 
which came about in past time. For this reason he has 
chosen the perfect as the vehicle of expression. 
The use of the perfect in the protasis of Ruth 1:12, ~if 
I should ever have a husband ( w•~t, •••• ,1\,•;j "0~ )' ), 
indicates that the apodosis did not take place because the 
condition noted in the protasis was not realised. It is 
an unfulfilled conditional clause located in past time. 
This explains the use of the perfect in both halves of.the 
construction. (The LXX reads ~ l''n~ for •n";, here, but it 
is wisest to retain the MT.) 
In Isaiah 1:9, ('we should have become like Sodom ( "t),,b':) 
U,i'\ )' ), the verb is located in the apodosis of an 
unfulfilled conditional clause in past time - the protasis 
not having been realised, the apodosis did not take place. 
22. 
As this is simply a case of a past event, which might have 
eventuated but did not, the perfect is used in both clauses. 
One however notes here that ,l~~ is very close to a 'stative' 
in its application, as it contains within it the notion that, 
given these circumstances, we would have become like, and 
would now be like, Sodom. 
11. To close this section on the Qal perfect, it is interesting 
to observe that a little more than two-thirds ( 419) of the 
620 instances of its use are pre-exilic. Together with this, 
the majority of cases are located in prose rather than 
poetic material. However, in view of the relative volumes of 
material within these categories, this distribution is not 
surprising. Of more consequence perhaps is the fact that 
some blocks of material use it far more frequently than 
others, e.g. in Leviticus it occurs only three times, and in 
Numbers only 16, whereas the prophets Jeremiah and Ezekiel 
employ it on 71 and 72 occasions respectively. It is used 
quite sparingly in Isaiah, but Habakkuk is the only book 
fr_Qm_which _the :verh_iS--Singu-la:rly -aGseA-t.-
CHAPTER 3 
QAL PERFECT WITH WEAK WAW 
12. S.R. Driver in his chapter (ch.9) in 'Hebrew Tenses' 
devoted to this phenomenon, begins with the statement that 
"··· it is such a rare and isolated occurrence as both to 
invite and demand a somewhat minute investigation." (1) 
A difficulty 1s seeil to anse immediately upon heeding 
this advice, as it is often difficult to determine whether or not 
the waw attached to 'the verb 'i\':"1 is weak or consecutive. The 
problem is basically that the addition of either a weak waw or 
waw consecutive fails to influence the pointing or accenting 
of the verb. Therefore our first task must needs be a consider-
ation of all the possible instances of its occurrence in order to 
ascertain whether or not 0':"1l in e~ch case falls within our 
present category. 
(a) 
( 1) 
Genesis 2:10 
" it divided and became four rivers." 
"'C~U:n·~., :"l~:l..,~~ :"1':1' 
Commentators on this verse (including GK, S.R. Driver, 
Davidson, Spurrell, and Ewald) generally agree that this 
Skinner hO\"v'ever, comments- that such a view "hardly seems 
natural, and so treats it as a weak waw. On the other hand, 
S.R. Driver 'Hebrew Tenses' page. 158. 
(b) 
(c) 
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in the context of imperfects which have an obvious 
frequentative force, it seems natural to regard it as 
a waw consecutive, for it continues a description of 
a situation which used to pertain. 
Genesis 38:5 "••• he was in Chezib when she bore him. 11 
tn ~ ';l.rt .,.~ :1 :J.•r ,:,::1. -;,•;, 1 
The Massoretic Text here leaves one with little doubt 
that this is a usage of the weak waw with the perfect. 
As the text stands it must be a reference to Judah's 
location at the time of his son's birth. Admittedly the 
sentence may be vague, and this has led some scholars to 
press for the LXX reading ( ~,~)). This has been a 
textual problem of long standing and upon \~ich commentators 
continue to be divided. However, to emend the text simply 
on the grounds of its oddity, whilst it still makes 
perfectly good sense, seems somewhat subjective. For the 
purpose of this study it will be regarded as an example of 
the perfect with weak waw, thus preserving the M.T. 
Genesis 38:9 ..... so when he went into his brother's wife 
,,,N. ·:nw~ '~ ~:l -o~ 7\':"1' 
The weight of opinion suggests that this is an example of 
the waw consecutive, indicative of a frequentative usage. 
" ••• 
(d) 
(e) 
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On the other hand the impression which the verse seems to 
give is that Onan's action took place only once, as a 
result of which he was punished, rather than that the 
punishment came as the culmination of continued failing 
to fulfil the duty of the husband's brother. The syntactial 
structure of the following verse supports this view too, as 
a simple perfect, ':"!YJ'j , is used, and~ an imperfect, 
pointing away from a frequentative, and towards a single 
action. 
Thus it is considered to be a weak waw here, and not 
consecutive. 
Exodus 36:29 
Exodus 36:30 
nAnd they were separate beneath 
';"l~'h~~ '"ll'~~:n P~l 
... 
n 
"There were eight frames with their bases 
"t1, 1./J.., p ';"\ J b IJ) ,,ill 
II 
.. •-
Both the above are considered to be instances of the perfect 
with weak waw as within the narrative they continue a 
-
discription of past events, in this case the preparation of 
objects in the tabernacle. G K wishes to classify them as 
waw consecuti ves, but acknowledges the difficulty whic-h ensues, 
by including them in a section (para. 112 tt) devoted to 
"errors in the~xts, or incorrect modes of expression~ 
(f) 
(g) 
(h) 
(l) 
26. 
Numbers 11 :8 II and the taste of it was like the ... 
taste of cakes baked with oil." 
, \~til';"'' .,.u:, ~ '0')1~::> '~~~ ':'1~~, 
Although this could conceivably be a case of the weak waw 
with ':'I'~, in view of the neighbouring frequentatives, it 
seems more likely that this is a waw consecutive, giving the 
present verb like force, i.e. "••• it used to taste like 
Joshua 9:12 It now behold it is dry and mouldy." 
-n,.,.i'l ':i'ill W:l' ':"\)';i ':'lrt~l 
This reference is one concerning which agreement is 
unanimous as it is so obviously an example of the perfect 
with weak waw. S.R. Driver incorporates it amongst those 
It 
• • • • 
"which can be reduced to a definite rule" (Tenses para.l32) 
It is significant that this is the only case of :'1 17'" which 
he includes within that group. 
I Samuel 1:12 "As she continued praying ••• 
t,L,0I'I.,s 7'1:n:l."''';"l ·~ ';"''i"'' 
It 
_G _K descri_be th_is as_ a_ fle_r_fec_t_ wLth_ consecutive waw denoting_-
"a longer or constant continuance in a past state" (para. 112 ss) 
and thus think of it as a type of frequentative. Over agains~ 
this view stands Driver's statement that such an interpretatiorn 
is "out of place", (l) and that this can only be a perfect 
with weak waw used in place of the normal ,';"\"1\ • 
S.R. Driver 'Samuel' 
(i) 
27. 
It was observed in paragraph 2 that the important function 
of the perfect was to describe past history and that it was 
so used irrespective of the duration of the action or event 
concerned. For this reason it is considered that Driver's 
opinion is the more correct, for the use of the perfect 
here follows exactly this observed function. 
I Samuel 10:9 "When he turned his back to leave Samuel 
"D'Sn 11~~~ l'h:>w 11'1J~71~ 71'ill 
· ~~l~l.il 
tt 
••• 
(j) I Samuel 17:48 .. When the Philistine arose ••• " 
~:ni.IJ~~';"l 'll\' ~,::) :'l';"'tl 
(k) I Samuel 25:20 "And as she rode on the ass ••• " 
""\ H~'TI:'l- ~~ l'r:l.':)., ~~ 7'l ~,';"\\ 
(1) II Samuel 6:16 "As the ark of the Lord came into the city ••• " 
.,,..,..; .. ~ ~::1 ~,;j ... rj~ :"\~';"\! 
These four examples may be considered together owing to their 
simi 1 ari ty. _:Q_r_i ve:J;: gro_UpJ? the_5e _to.gethe;t"-, and- €emm-ent-s--on ~ --
them in the same terms as on I Samuel 1:12- in other words, 
they are to be regarded not as frequentatives but as 7'1'';"\ 
with weak waw used in place of the normal~';"\'' • G K's wish 
is to amend to '':"1') all but I Samuel 25:20 which is 
(m) 
( n) 
(o) 
28. 
which is considered a 'frequentative'. In view of the 
fact that the clauses so introduced take up the narrative 
as a later development, and do not just add concomitant 
facts, it is felt that emending to ,';"!'\ in each case is 
quite justified. 
II Kings 3:15 " and when the minstrel played 
.. ,,,~~ 'itl'lt pn~;"\ l~l:) :"''nt 
II 
The context suggests strongly that ~'nl is not frequentative 
here, but rather a single event in past time. That this is 
a weak waw is supported by the fact that the narrative is 
kept flowing by means of an imperfect consecutive. 
There is no adequate rea son for emending the text to ~'i'l'~ • 
II Kings 18:7 .1... "And the Lord was with him ••• " 
'~~ :iYi"' :i'i1l 
In view of the 'tenses' of verbs in the passage in which 
this instance occurs, a perfect with weak waw is in order. 
There is surely_n_()_ nee<:] to toll_o_w_ the sugge-stecl emend-a-ti-on 
Jeremiah 3:9 
.(cf. Jud. 2:18) 
"Because harlotry was so light to her 
(R.V. And it came to pass through the 
lightness of her whoredom that ••• ) 
.... ;'1!'11J~ ~i'~ ';"\,.,, 
" ... 
(p) 
( q) 
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Again G K classify this as a consecutive waw and conclude 
that it is indicative of a 'frequentative' (para~ 112 ss). 
However it is somewhat difficult to appreciate how this 
concept is to be found here (although the R.S.V. trans-
lation has obviously followed this line of thought). It 
would seem more appropriate to view this as a weak waw, 
perhaps used in place of "'7"'1'1 , as the sense of 
is that the ~'~' refers to the outcome of their particular 
attitude, and not to the duration of the attitude itself. 
Jeremiah 37:11 "Now when the Chaldean anny had withdrawn 
""C'IW':l:1 S,n rn~~o;,J. :"\,i1l 
II 
••• 
Here one has a straightforward case of the weak waw with ':'1~~, 
The context will not permit of a frequentative interpret-
ation, and in the light of the connected imperfect with waw 
consecutive, this present example must be seen as an 
alternative construction. G K suggest emending to ,~,, , 
but this is unnecessary. 
Jeremiah 38:28(b) "And it came to pass when Jerusalem was 
- - --~-- - · --- - taken"- --
"''"Sw,i~ i\i':l~'l "'\w~ ~ :"'''nt 
(R.S.V. does not translate - omitted from some MSS.) 
Presuming for the moment that the M T as it stands is in 
order, the clause itself demands interpretation as 0,~ 
30. 
with weak waw. As with Jeremiah 37:11 there are no valid 
grounds for reading "'~~' in lieu. 
The conclusion reached by G K (para. 112 ss) is that 
owing to the rather odd Hebrew phraseology and the break 
in the narrative in mid-sentence, the text is obviously 
corrupt. Yet if one were to take the passage as a whole, 
ignoring the imposed chapter and verse divisions, then one 
can see that the first two verses of chapter 39 are 
parenthetical. Hence the narrative which begins in 38:28(b) 
is taken up and continued in 39:3. Such a construction may 
well be unusual, but it is certainly not unkno~m, and one 
can therefore hardly have sufficient grounds for omitting it 
from the text. 
( r) tl therefore this thing has come upon you ••• " Jeremiah 40:3 ... 
.,~~ .,:l""T':"l "tt~~ ':'1'':'11 
Once again G K find it necessary to state that the M T is 
corrupt, on the grounds that this clause is omitted from the 
LXX. Driver (para. 129) has classified it as a perfect with 
_ g_on_sE_cuti-v-e waw though--he aoes -say that it i s"al together 
exceptional~ as its reference is to past time, without it 
being a frequentative. Assuming that the M T is in order, 
the most logical view would appear to be that this is a weak 
waw with the perfect, and indeed the English translations 
would seem to have taken this viewpoint. The role of 'i\"'in 
does not suggest that it is a perfect consecutive, and 
( s) 
( t) 
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Driver's difficulty no doubt arises here. 
. 0. so Moab has become a derision ••• " Jeremiah 48:39 It 
~'T'I~~ ':l.~~~ ~·m 
The mather unusual aspect of this occurrence of 71':"11 is 
that it may be regarded as either a consecutive or a weak 
waw as ¥. is borne out by the two differing translations 
of the R.V. and R.s.v •• The R.S.V. renders as a past tense, 
thus conceiving it to be a weak waw, whilst the R.V. 
regards it as a consecutive. The perfects here are not 
'prophetic perfects', hence it would be more in order to 
view this example as a perfect with weak waw (following 
the R.S.V.), and thus as a reference to past events 
consistent with the context. 
Amos 7:2 "When they had finished eating 
,,':)N.L, 71)~ "0~ ;"'1\;"'l 
II 
... 
This example is a difficult one, for Driver is joined by 
very few in classifying it as a weak waw with the perfect. 
--The contBxt -dE:fmands a-pas:Ctl:ms-e expression and this can 
only be gained by ,:"1,1 , or ;'l\i'l with weak waw. 
Numerous commentators wish to emend the text to read ,;,,, 
... 
L , ::::> .. , L ... , I ... ... ..., 1 "'• ( 1 ) . . h . 7• ~7 ••1~·~ n" , and 1t 1st 1s suggestion 
which will be followed here, in view of the fact that ';"\'~' 
(1) Wellhausen, Torrey, G K, Harper (ICC), Edghill(Westminster). 
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does not add supplementary facts to the preceding, but 
rather pictures a later stage in the development of the 
narrative. 
The examples of the Qal perfect with weak waw are, from the 
above, considered to be 13 in number~ and are to be found be low 
under Appendices IX, X, and XI. 
13. With but two exceptions, Joshua 9:12 and Jeremiah 48:39 
(App. X), this present idiom is employed as a means of continuing 
past narrative, relating a series of events the location of which 
is in past time (App. IX and XI). The facts contained within the 
new clause merely add a further explanatory note, and say something 
more about that which precedes, without continuing the development 
of the plot. The construction links together two facts, or groups 
of facts, and indicates that they are to be viewed as concurrent 
in past time. 
The uses of this construction as a past narrative tense, 
---fa~l i"nto- two main -divisions:-
(i) those in which the verb is integral to the general 
sense and meaning of the clause (App. IX) 
and (ii) those in which the ~'nl is an introductory element, 
not integral to the sense of the clause, and to all intents 
and purposes apparently irrelevant. i.e."and it came to 
pass ••• " (App. XI) 
33. 
It is not proposed that this latter usage be considered 
here, for it will be considered later, together with the other 
parts of the verb which are so used (see chapter 8). 
It will be observed from Appendix IX that 4 of the 5 uses 
within this category are as the copula, linking a defined 
nominal or pronominal subject with an adverb-ial predicate. In 
these examples the function of the copula in the perfect is to 
give a more specific past temporal reference, whilst the weak 
waw used in conjunction with it, indicates that the two actions 
or situations are to be viewed as concurrent in the past. 
Section B of Appendix IX gives the only reference ~ which 
expresses existence. 
14. Although what has been said of :1,;''1\ in the preceding 
paragraphs is true of the two examples to which we now turn, 
they are significantly different and merit special note. These 
two instances, in Appendix X below, Joshua 9:12 n •• now it is 
dry and mouldy ( 'll'"Tl'1 ;,•-;,\ W:l' ... )', and Jeremiah 48:39 "So 
M.o_ab_has_ hecome_a_ derLsion--{--~\-1"\-I.U.\, -~~'~ ~ 1 :'11 -)-',-show- i'P:-r----
assuming 'stative' implications. They imply that although a 
particular situation pertains at the moment of writing, it does 
so by virtue of an earlier change in conditions. This past 
change is emphasised particularly by that use which is described 
34. 
as 'Transitional' (Jeremiah 48:39), whilst the copula usage 
poiots more directly to the fact that the change which took 
place did so in past time- the subject's present condition 
bears a direct relationship with the past. 
15. S.R. Driver makes a further statement, followed by Davidson, 
concerning this particular Hebrew phenomenon, which must here be 
considered. His statement runs: "Although in Hebrew the 
continuation of an historical narrative is most usually expressed 
by the imperfect with .'1 , we find, occasionally in the earlier 
books of the O.T., and with increasing frequency in the later 
ones, that this idiom which is so peculiarly and distinctively a 
creation of the Hebrew language, has been replaced by the perfect 
with weak tt ( 1) Furthermore, in the same paragraph he 
attributes this development to Aramaic influence, to the fact 
that Hebrew was adopting the mode of speech found in current 
Aramaic dialects. 
More will be said later about the influence of Aramaic 
upon Biblical Hebrew, when the use of :'1'_:'1 __ with -pa-rt-i-d-ple-s-is-~-
-
considered feHAPTER 16, para. 123). Whether or not Aramaic 
influence is operative here is aot the important question, but 
the statement that there is an increase in the use of this 
(1) S.R. Driver Hebrew Tenses para. 131 
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sv.ntactical phenomenon, is. Even a cursory glance at the 
Appendices will reveal that all examples occur within pre-exilic 
material, and that their distribution within that material is 
quite uniform. Indeed it would not be possible to confine its 
occurrence more than to say that it is a pre-exilic feature. 
Driver's assertion may be a valid one for verbs other 4han ~~~ , 
but it certainly must be acknowledged that this verb runs contrary 
to that statement. Furthermore, it poses the problem that if in 
fact for verbs other than ~~~ there is an increase in later 
literature of its use in the perfect with weak waw, and if in 
fact this is due to Aramaic influence, why does the verb 'to be' 
stand out against these other verbs? Again, the situation with 
~,~ may be coincidental, in which case nothing can be proved by 
it. 
CHAPTER 4 
QAL PERFECT WITH WAW CONSECUTIVE 
16. The addition of the waw consecutive to the perfect of the 
verb is an idiom confined largely to Biblical Hebrew, and its 
origin is disputed. Yet over against this the syntactical 
principles•operative in its use are readily discernible. 
Generally it can be seen that this construction denotes actions 
or events which arise from what precedes, or which are the 
temporal or logical consequence of some previously-mentioned event 
or situation. 
The period of time to which the idiom refers is normally 
inferred from that of the verb which it follows and continues, or 
from the more general context. 
1;, Before taking up a survey of the verb ~'~ and its functioning 
under these circumstances, mention should be made of the slight 
difficulty which may be encountered in determining whether the 
verb has' a consecutive or weak waw attached. Attention was drawn 
to this in the introductory ~e~ti_on_a-f- -the- previou~ chapter. 
_ -----Stlffice-itt~ say here that this difficulty does exist, and that 
where it has occurred a decision has had to be taken one way or 
another. Under Appendices XII - XX will be found all those 
examples, which it is believed fall within this present category. 
37. 
(This excludes the nine references which are mentioned 
individually - Genesis 24:14,43 , Deuteronomy 5:29, 15:9, 19:10, 
24:15, I Samuel 24:16(15), Isaiah 5:12, and 29:15.) 
18. By far the most regular usage of ':"\ •il with consecutive 
waw in the Qal perfect is as a means of relating some future 
occurrence, normally arising out of the preceding clause or 
sentence. Examples of this are all given under Appendix XII~ 
below_;-
As one would expect, this particular idiom follows, and 
thus continues the idea of, an Imperfect 'tense', its equivalent 
Imperfect with weak waw, or another Perfect with waw consecutive, 
this latter in its turn coming after an Imperfect or its equivalent. 
However, once this has been said there yet remain may possibilities: 
(i) Following a Jussivea Instances of this are largely 
confined to the Pentateuch where legislation is 
presented, together with its consequence in such terms 
as, "••• and thou shalt be ••• "· e.g. Genesis 47:25 
'let us~-~i_fld _{~~-'l'lJ_)- g-rae-e- .-..·-·and· -we- wi 11 be ( 1 l,i1l) 
Pharaoh's servants' 
Exodus 9:9 'let Moses sprinkle ( ''J'i~l) it, ••• and it 
shall become ( ':"'\•-:·n) small dust' 
Exodus 18:22 'let them judge ('~&lW') the people: 
and it shall be ( ~'~l) that every great matter •••' 
(ii) Following a Perfect with waw consecutive: Again the 
majority of such examples are from the Pentateuch. e.g. 
Exodus 26:6 'and (thou shalt). couple (1"'\:l.,'n') the 
curtains ••• and the tabernacle shall be (~'~\)one' 
Exodus 27:5 'and thou shalt put (1'\l"ll''\Jl) it •.. that 
the net may reach ( ~'~l) half-way ••• 1 
Exodus 28:39 I and thou shalt put ( runl) ... and they 
shall be ( l','"") 
Leviticus 5: 13 ' and the priest shall make atonement 
_(iC:>l), ••• and the remnant shall be ( ~11'':'\1) ••• • 
(cf. also Exodus 26:11, 27:7, Leviticus 14:9, Numbers 19:9, 
Deuteronomy 11:18, I Kings 17:4, Ezekiel 37:17) 
(iii) Following a participle: e.g. 
Genesis 3:5 1 for God knows (~,,~) and you sha 11 
be ( "'0 1"'\~':'ll) like gods' 
Numbers 25:13 'I give ( l~'l) him my covenant ••• and 
it shall be ( ~1'\'~l ) ••• 
39. 
Isaiah 8:14 'he will be your dread ('tl':)~.,~h), And 
he shall be ( ~,-;,, ) ••• ' 
Jeremiah 16:10 'I will cause to cease ( '%1"::1 UJ?') ) 
••• and it shall come to pass ( ';"\'-;,' ) · ••• ' 
(cf. also Genesis 48:21, Exodus 11:6, 13:5, Numbers 34:3, 
Isaiah 11:10, 17:1, Jeremiah 25:28, Ezekiel 47:12, 
Zephaniah 2:13(9), Malachi 3:19(4:1)) 
These comprise the only such examples. In all of them 
the sense of the passage is future and the clause 
containing ~·~' normally expresses the future result 
of an action already given. 
(iv) After an Imperative: Under these circumstances the idiom 
does not continue the imperative but is used to denote 
the result of heeding the command in question. e.g. 
Numbers 3:45 'take ('ni') the Levites ••• and the 
Levi tes shall be ( l,i1l ) mine' 
--- -Nt~mb er s- -16-: 7 
( i'l,:"l) ) that ... 
I Samuel 3:9 'Go, lie down ( ::l':)W 1~): and it shall be 
( \1" ;'1) ) ••• ' 
Isaiah 16:2 'send ye ('n~w) the lambs ••• For it shall 
be ( i'l.,~l ) ••• ' 
40. 
(cf. also Leviticus 5:23(6:4), 11:45, Deuteronomy 23:15(14), 
I Kings 9:3, Isaiah 39:3, Jeremiah 17:24, 19:13, 
Ezekiel 38:18, Zechariah 14:17, II Chronicles 7:16) 
(vi) After an Infinitive Absolute: 
Isaiah 5:5 'I will take away ( """0:1) its hedge, and 
it shall be ( 71':'li ) eaten up ... 
This is a rather unusual construction in which an 
Infinitive absolute is used in a clause which explains 
more fully the speaker's determined course of action. 
One would here normally expect the Imperfect, but we 
find an Infinitive instead. The narrative is continued 
in this case by means of the perfect consecutive. 
(vii) To Introduce the Apodosis of a Conditional Clause: 
following'D'Iol., or "~with the Imperfect. All refer to 
future events or situations. 
Leviticus 25:28 'But if he is not able to get it back 
for himself then ••• 
Numbers 33:55 'But if you will not drive out ••• then • ; • 1 
... ;,~';"II ... HU ,""\,71 ~~ t)ll!.l 
I Samuel 12:15 'But if you will not listen ••• then . .. 
41. 
Deuteronomy 21:15 'If a man have two wives and ••• then 
"' ';"\'j" "' "'0'\PJ • l,r\~ \JJI"'tl, r;,n "~ 
(cf also Lev. 27:4ff, I Samuel 17:9, Jer. 42:16, I Ch. 19:12, 
II Ch. 10:7 ) 
(viii)Following a 'Prophetic' Perfect: A poetic usage in which an 
oracle characterised by perfects with future reference is 
·;rt: 
continued by a perfect with waw consecutive in preference to <:; 
an imperfect. 
Numbers 24: Uf 'and (shall) break down ( "''~ "'lrl) all the sons of 
Seth; and Edom shall be ( ~~~1) a possession.' 
(ix) Following a Perfect: e.g. 
Genesis 9:13 'I ha~e set ( ~~nl) my bow in the cloud, and it 
shall be { 7'11"'1 ':11) for a token ••• ' 
Numbers 3:12 'I have taken (~nT'Ip~) the Levites ••• and the 
Levi tes shall be ( 1':1\) mine.' 
I Samuel 17:36 'Thy servant smote -;,~:"\) ••• and this ••• 
shall be ( 7'1 1 ~') as one of them' 
Zeph 1:8 'He has sanctified (\IJ 1-,.1':'l) his guests. And it 
sha 11 come to pass ( ':"1'7"1' ) •••• ' 
(cf also I Sam. 27:12, Jer. 48:4l, Ezek. 21:28(23) ) 
42. 
Here the clause introduced by ~~~l stands in direct contrast to 
the time period of the preceding clause. It normally indicates 
a future condition arising out of the event(s) of that preceding 
clause. 
(x) After a Nominal Sentence: Very occasionaDy the perfect consec-
utive ~~M\ follows a nominal sentence, the temporal reference of 
which is obviously present. The idiom of the perfect consecutive 
gives the future result or consequence of this present situation. 
From the preceding it is noted that the primary use of the Qal 
perfect of ~·~with waw consecutive, is in order that a future event 
or situation, to which the idea in the preceding clause gives rise, 
may be indicated. 
Of more consequence is the fact, indicated by sections (ix) and 
(x) above, that the verb~~~ can stand quite independent, from a temporal 
point of view, of its preceding verb. In other words, unlike other 
verbs used in this context, which take their temporal aspect from the 
verb which they follow, ~,~is able to alter completely the period of 
t-ime -te wfl-i-ch- i ts-c-J::-ause re-re-rs. 
primary function the Qal perfect of 0,~ with consecutive waw is 
indicative of events or situations taking place in future time, and 
that in this function it is not dependent upon, nor necessarily 
influenced by, the temporal reference of the immediate context. 
43. 
19. Appendix XII below contains all those examples of:'!':"\' in 
which its use is integral to the sens.e of the clause, and only 
these examples will be considered under this particular head. The 
remainder have been gathered under Appendix XIX and will be consid-
ered under the general subject of ~'~ used at the beginning of a 
clause. (Chapter 8) 
(A) Instances of the use of ;,,~las a copula are found under section 
A of Appendix XII, and again it is obvious that this is its most 
frequent usage. The familiar syntactidl pattern of this usage again 
emerges, with its use in clauses where the subject is defined, be it 
nominal or pronominal, and in which there is a nominal, adjectival, or 
adverbial predicate. (A breakdown into subject and predicate type is 
given under App. XIII) The verb 'to be' is here seen as the link 
between the subject and the predicate, although its inclusion is not. 
strictly necessary for the sense of the clause. Just as in other 
clauses where ~,~ is included for greater specification of time, so in 
this present use the waw consecutive with the perfect indicates an action 
or situation which is yet to eventuate. 
(B) As an expression of the future existence of a subject :'\':"1' has its 
second main usage, examples of which are to be found under section B of 
Appendix XII. This assemblage incorporates those which indicate possession 
by means of the idiom "There will be to him (her etc) ..... , and also 
those in which an adverbial qualification of the subject's existence is 
44. 
given- see Appendix XIV. It will be noted that there are no 
instances of this use of :'\'~1 to express the subject's unqualified 
existence. 
Again the distinguishing features of the structure of these 
examples are (i) that the subject is normally indefinite, unless 
the express existence of a defined subject is in mind; (ii) a 
predicate need not occur when the fact of existence al~oe is being 
posited; and, (iii) if a predicate is given then it will invariably 
be· an~~adverbial phrase, although in the case of the defined subject 
whose existence is being emphasised it may well be nominal or 
adjectival. 
(C) To express transition; Apprendix XII C contains such examples, 
all of which will take place at a particular stage in the future. 
e.g. Exodws 22:23(24) Your wives shall become ( ~,~l) widows ••• ' 
20. Much less frequently one finds the perfect of ,''!'~ with waw 
consecutive used to indicate a FREQUENTATIVE. 
In Appendix XV the instances of its occurrence are listed, there 
----being 22 in- an- (App~ XX contains the non-integral uses which will be 
considered along with those dthers which introduce clauses.) 
Within this particular classification, subdivided on the basis 
of the three basic ideas conveyed by ';'\,i\ (App. XVI, A:;B,C-) it can be 
observed that:-
45. 
(i) the more common usage is that which continues a narrative 
of past events which occurred with some frequency, or a 
situation which persisted throughout past time, and for 
which the imperfect, perfect consecutive, or even the 
imperfect with weak waw, is used. 
(ii) there are, however, two examples of the perfect consecutive 
continuing the frequentative implication of a verb in the 
perfect (Judges 2:18 'And when the Lord raised them up ( "tPT';"I) 
judges, then the Lord was ( ';'\ ':"'\ ) with the judge', Haggai 
2. :16 I When one came ( ~'l ) to ••• there were ( ) 
but ten ••• '), as well as of a verb in the imperfect with waw 
consecutive (I Samuel 13:21 'But all the Israelites went down 
( ,.,. .,, \ ) • • • Yet they had ( ";") 1'1' 'in ) ••• • ) 
(iii) to the above one finds one exception: I Chronicles 9:26 
'For the four ••• were in a set office ( ";"\t"ii':'\ o;,'l\t::I~::L "':1) 
... and were ( Pill ) over • • • ' 
From the above one concludes that ':'1'7\ with consecutive waw is 
used to continue a narrative which relates actions of frequent repetition 
in past time. In this it follows the example of other verbs, being an 
idiom for continuing the ideas expressed by a preceding imperfect or its 
equivalent. 
However, the ability of the verb ~'~to stand quite independent 
of preceding verbs in temporal reference continues to be a character-
istic feature. 
46. 
Special mention ought to be made here of the interesting 
fact that in Joshua the appearance of ~'0' as a frequentative is a 
most noticeable one. As Driver notes, (para. 120, Obs 1) • the 
regular device for setting forth development in the narrative there is 
the perfect followed by the imperfect consecutive. However with 
chapter 15 and the recording of the boundaries of the various tribal 
allocations, the perfect with waw consecutive makes. itsappearance. 
Its employment as a means of describing the courses which tribal 
boundaries took, and also in con~unction with Imperfects used obviously 
as frequentatives, makes it quite certain that it is with such signif-
ication that it appears there. 
21. 
(A.) It is as a copula that 0'':'1 occurs most frequently in this conjug-
ation, on each occasion stressing the fact that this was something 
which took place repeatedly in past time. ~~0 is incorporated into the 
clause with this specific task in mind, for a nominal sentence, which 
would be syntactically in order, would not be adequate to convey 
clearly the past frequentative nature of the situation or event. 
(B.) On four occasions (App. XV, B) the verb ':'!'':\expresses primarily 
existence, the subject in each case being indefinite and the 
predicate an adverbial phrase. 
47. 
(C) The remainder of the examples (section C) are those which 
denote transition, and the force of ';"!,ill at these times is in 
portraying an action which frequently or even continually gave rise 
to a new series of events or situations. 
N.B. As this use of ~,~1 is basically an alternative to the use of the 
Imperfect as Frequentative, a full discussion is not to be 
found here, but in paragraphs 38, 39 under the use of the Qal 
Imperfect. For the complete picture of ~'~ as a Frequentative 
these two sections ought to be considered together. 
22. The incidence of the present idiom in the O.T. can be said to be 
largely pre-exilic, and confined to narrative as against poetic 
material. There are furthermore, only three prophetic usages, and 
these are all post-exilic. 
23. The use of the perfect consecutive to continue a preceding 
jussive or imperative is one in which 
App. XVII). 
'to be' also features (refer 
Nothing unusual marks these particular constructions,_ as j.n (?ach _ 
the use of ';"!'';"! follows the pattern observable in other verbs under 
similar circumstances. 
(a) As regards the use with a preceding jussive (section 1) it will 
be noted from the e~amples that the verb ~~~ features a 
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pronominal subject whose existence is qualified by the adverbial 
predicate to express purpose or state. On the other hand the 
copula uses are only two in number, both defined nominal subjects 
with adjectival predicates. 
(b) The slightly more -.numerous usage is that which continues the 
imperative, expressing thereby a positive command (section 2). 
These examples of ~'~are all of the copula variety and, with 
the exception of Judges 11:6 'come and be (~l"P'~') our leader', 
I Kings 2:2 'be strong and show yourself ( l"\ '' ';"\ l ) a man' , 
Exekiel 38:7 'and be ( l"\"';,') a guard for them', which have 
nominal predicates, all are pronominal subjects with adjectival 
predicates. 
The temporal reference of ~~~, here must always be future, as the 
speaker is thinking in terms of the implications of the command 
just given or the wish expressed. 
24. The perfect consecutive ~'~\ is also found in conditional 
statements (App. XVIII). :"'"~l in this construction continues the 
imperfect of __-t:~e pro!;asis. i. e. •. 3t d.enotes-t-he -condition( s)t.lpon--
which the command or result indicated in the apod?sis, is based. 
(The condition is regularly translated by an English present tensa) 
(A) Only three of the ten examples of this idiom are copula uses, 
but in each the pronominal or nominal subject is defined, whilst 
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the predicates may be either adjectival, nominal, or adverbial. 
The example which occurs in Ezekiel 14:14 'Even if these three 
men were in it ~':::l,l"'':l ':"Is~';'\ "!!,l.iiH~':"'' l"'~n~u.J 1'~1 
is noteworthy, in that here the ':"'!'~' is included, whilst two 
verses later (v.l6), the same idea is expressed but without the 
verb 'to be':- 'Though these three men were in it' 
c':"''~,ti:l ';'\~~;"l -a·IJJ'l)l.;"l 111.1J,~w). One can only 
conclude that the use of ~~~l in the earlier verse is for greater 
clarity (then not necessary in the later verse), and does not 
arise from syntactical necessity. 
(B) Indefinite subjects are found in conjunction with those examples 
which indicate existence, and with but one exception these are 
expressions of possession. (App. XVIII B). All have adverbial 
predicates. 
(C) The two remaining examples in this section are those which 
indicate a situation coming into being at some future date, 
provided that the previous condition has been fulfilled. It is 
a transition wl+i-G-A-€-Oule take place if other conditions -permitted. 
25. The incidence of this idiom is found basically in pre-exilic 
material, e~ecially the Pentateuch. The prophetic uses are only three 
in number, two of which are post-exilid. Again prose rather than 
poetry is the literary area to which references are confined. 
50. 
26. There are just three examples of the use of ~·;,1 in this next 
particular way, and that is as expressing the RESULT OF AN HYPOTHETICAL 
CASE. Each example depicts the result of disobedience of a 
particular command:-
Deuteronomy 15:9 
19:10 
24:15 
and if be sin in you" 
•• so the guilt of bloodshed be upon you' 
"'O'~"'T Ts~ ':1':"l' 
... and it be sin in you' 
~~T'l l::l ~''i'l\ 
Here ~':'!\ follows an imperfect with )~, or .'l.~' used in that same 
sense, and it can therefore be said to continue the idea expressed by 
the imperfect in a dependent clause. The temporal reference is, in 
each case, future. 
Oddly enough these are all examples from 'D' material, and each 
one finds the verb 'to be' functioning with. the aspect of 'existence'. 
27. A somewhat unusual poetic usage of 0 1 ~\ is to be found in two 
example_:_ f:_om_ Isaia~'- ~oth _ o~~u!'_ring_in F?_ssa_ge_s __ wj th _aD h'y'p_o_tbe±ical _____ --
tone. 
Isaiah 5: 12 
29:15 
'They have lyre and harp 
~:l)' .,,J~ ~, ;,l 
... 
••• whose deeds are in the dark 
"''':i'~"lllh 1wn~~ ':1'i'll 
0 
... 
51. 
Both are general pronouncements against evil-doers, "woe 
to those who II . . . . The perfect consecutive in each continues a 
construction which is preceded by a participle. In 5:12 the ~·M\ 
continues a construction which is preceded by a participle. In 
5:12 the ~'M1 continues an infinitive construct~ and in 29:15 
an imperfect. It has been observed above that the use of the 
perfect consecutive in such situations is a regular construction 
in Biblical Hebrew. 
The significance of the ';"\';"')1 is that it expresses an 
hypothetical situation, i.e. that doom will come upon the evil-doer, 
the existence of which may well be envisaged in the future, but 
which could take place at any time. 
28. An entreaty or mild imperative may also be indicated by the 
perfect consecutive ';"\'~' , although the incidence is far from 
numerous. 
Genesis 24:14 "Let the young maiden to whom I shall say ••• " 
~'L,~ '""''h~ '""'lin~ ';"''""'~'l;o, ":'!'ill 
24:43 -" ••• let the young woman who comes out to draw •• be •• " 
- --':l~QJ~- l''fN.~';"\ -'7'\~t?~:l -~~~, -. 
I Samuel 24 :!6 ( 15) "May the Lord therefore be judge " 
r"'T'~ ':"! '';"\' ';"\'':"'!' 
In the first example above it is just possible that the mild 
imperative or precative sense is influenced by the imperatives in v.l2. 
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Likewise the use in 24:43 can be explained perhaps in terms of the 
similarity of expression with 24:14. As was the case with the two 
previous examples, so with the I Samuel usage in which the mild 
imperative is undoubted! y influenced by the jussive with wlii'ch v.l3( 12) 
.commences, and which expresses a similar sentiment. 
One could therefore arg'...:e that here :"I';; l stands independent 
of its immediate context as it does not merely continue the ideas 
contained in the verb it follows strictly, but that it owes its 
precative value to the influence of a preceding jussive or imperative. 
In other words their function is one which is derived, rather than one 
which they have in and of themselves. 
The temporal reference is unmistakeably future. 
29. In what may almost be described as a SUBJUNCTIVE mood, the 
perfect consecutive ~,n, appears in Deuteronomy 5:29. 
~on that they had such a mind as this 
" .... 
... "D'i\? ':1~ Ll~~ :"1 1i\l )tl, '1:1 
Here the perfect with waw ·consecutive follow~ an_imperfect, -- -
- ----- --- ---
although the stereotyped expression 1~~ '~ may have become nothing 
more than the desiderative particle, in which the jilmperfect p·, has 
lost its verbal force. In view of the fact that this expression may 
be followed by either an accusative, a perfect or an imperfect, it is 
difficult to ascribe any particular function fo the , the only 
example of the present idiom under these circumstances. 
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On the other hand it is perhaps correct to assume that the 1~' 
has its full verbal force within the idiom, and that the sense is, 
'who will give (allow) that this might be their mind ' . . . . If this 
is correct then the ;"1'~1) introduces a clause expressing the 
result of the , and as such corresponds to a very ccmT<on 
Hebrew constrtlction. 
CHAPTER 5. 
QAL IMPERFECf 
39. It is normally understood that the Imperfect 'tense' in the 
Semitic languages represents actions, events, or conditions which to 
the speaker are at any moment still continuing, or actually being 
accomplished. The concept portrayed ts one of irncompleteness, whether 
the event concerned belongs to the past, present or future, though 
mainly the two latter temporal divisions will be the ones involved. 
The temporal reference of this 'tense' can consequently be said to be 
irrelevant - it is the nature of an action which the imperfect denotes, 
not when that action takes place. 
How does the verb ~'~stand in relation to this traditional 
explanation? Does it conform to this pattern? 
After perusal of the instances of its usage (App. XXI) one comes 
toappreciate that in all the examples, the temporal reference is future 
- it is never past or present. Each clause refers to a situation or 
event which will come into being at some point beyond that at which 
the speaker stands. The duration of theevent is not signifi~_§lnj:.._Nei~her­
can one S.§Y i:h_at_the -s-ituatt6n-1n-question has as yet begun, for each 
lies entirely within the future. From the sheer weight of the evidence 
one concludes that with the verb ~.,'ii there is some departure from 
the regular idea conveyed by the imperfect, at least as it is 
traditionally explained. As roughly 85% of the examples of the 
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imperfect ':'\'i1~ fall within this category, one can assume that its 
primary function is as a future narrative tense. 
31. 
(a) Closer scrutiny of this use reveals that it contains examples 
of copula usage, as well as expressions of existence and 
transition. The copula usages are again the most numerous~ 
formi11g aJ.most 60% of the total. 
Observations have already been made as to the syntax of this 
aspect, but briefly it is that the verb ~~~serves as the 
link between the subject, which will be of either pronominal 
or defined nominal type, and the predicate, which may be of 
one of three types, nominal, adjectival, or adverbial (App.XXII). 
One slight divergence from this, is that in Ezekiel there are 
two poetic usages in which the copula is followed by an 
infinitive construct~ ~App. XXII D) 
The function of the copula is that which should now concern us. 
We have seen that in the perfect the copula 0,~ may or may not 
be included in what is, strictly-speaking, a nominal clause 
(para. 2A(i)), and that its __ i_~Jclu_sion-clees not:-aTf.e-r the 
------ - ---Ju.ncfamental structure of the clause. One is then prompted to 
seek non-syntactical reasons for its appearance or non-appearance 
in such circumstances. Furthermore it was suggested that the addition 
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of the verb in such cases was essentially to give greater temporal 
signification. That this same reason underlies the use of the 
imperfect is fairly obvious, in this case being for future time 
location. Two very simple examples wi 11 suffice to make the 
point clearer: 
(i) Throughout Leviticus the concept indicated by the demonstrative 
pronoun n~~ and the noun ~iln is constantly recurring. There 
is a variation, in that sometimes the imperfect is inserted as 
copula, and at other times it is not. The concept itself is 
unvarying, but the temporal reference of each is influenced by 
the verb ':'1'-;,. cf. Leviticus 7:1 'This is the law of the 
guilt-offering ••• '( "'00~:-1 ·r1·wn 'n~~ ) and 14:2 ' This 
shall be the law of the leper ••• ' ( ~., ~h;o, I"~\ I" ";-,''i\'n I'\~~), 
the future reference of the latter being most evident. 
(ii) In Exodus 3:12the tvvo future ideas 'I will be with you ( :"''"i\~ 
lh~ ) , and 'this will be the sign ( 
stand alongside one another. In the first clause, which 
happens to be a verbal one, the thought could be none other 
than that expressed in the given translation, whilst in the 
second, a nominal clau~~' _Us-a-ssodati-onwlth that which 
-----
precedes is sufficient to make the repetition of the verb 
unnecessary. This is what one would expect if the present 
suggestion, that ':"!';"\ as copula is for greater accuracy in 
temporal specification, were correct. 
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The idea conveyed by the Imperfect of verbs other than this one at 
present under consideration, viz. the idea of incompletion, cannot 
really be applied to these 350 or so examples. It would appear to be 
an inadequate, and thus not entirely correct, picture which does not 
explain fully such definite future facts as that 'the rings shall be 
)1711 ) close to the frames (Exodus 25 :27), or 'her c 5 ties sha l1 be 
( :,'l"i'lrl) a waste (Ezekiel 29: 12). Then too the addition of ""'t'\) in several 
references in Ezekiel (13: 21 'They shall no more be ( i\~ \ 1~' ~~) in 
your hand' , 34:22 'they shall no longer be ( "'il~ ;"'11Wii'Tl ~~) a prey', 
34:29 'they shall no more be ( -n~ \li'l, ~~) taken' , 37:22b 'they shall be 
no longer -n')\ ,,i'l, ~~) two nations') , and Nehemiah 2:17 ('that we may 
no longer be ( \~')\ ~'~J ) a reproach'), though not very numerous, 
do point towards a completed action lying in future time. Furthermore, 
incompleteness would seem not to allow for the copula's almost indiscrim-
inate inclusion in,or exclusion from,what are theoretically nominal 
sentences, as it would make for some basic difference between them. 
There are also the copula uses within verbal dauses, i.e. where 
the pronominal subject is incorporated in the verb-form. One such 
example is Malachi 3:12 'You will be ( P~n) a lal19·~-••!- The-verb Ys -~ 
_h~re_no-1-ess- a ~cop_u~lathan it would be if it were a nominal sentence. 
On only one occasion, Jonah 4:5 ('till he might see what· would 
become ( ~,;"1') of the city'), is '':'1~.:'1~ used in a dependent clause to 
express an action which from some point in past time is to be viewed as 
future,even though this latter is itself located in the past. 
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To find such an example should not be suprising according to the traditional 
explanation of the imperfect in Hebrew, but with the verb 'to be' it is 
certainly an exception to the observed usage,viz. that the reference is 
future in relation to the speaker. All along then it is obvious that 
the verb~'~ has parted company with the regular understanding of Hebrew 
'tenses', for the kind or type of action does not satisfy as a criterion 
of its viewpdnt. 
32. 
(b) Future existence fills second place, on a numerical basis, as that 
which may be indicated by the Qal Imperfect of -;,,;, • (App.' s XXIB, XXII I)_ 
By far the most regular construction within this category is that 
of a clause with an indefinite subject, and an adverbial phrase as the 
predicate. Exceptions to this are only two in number: 
(i) those clauses which have no predicate, i.e. those which merely 
affirm the subjects existence, and, 
(ii) clauses of which the subject is defined, in which case the 
subject~ actual existence is being emphasised. It will be 
observed again that a clause whose predicate is either nominal 
or adjectival does not fall within this parti<:_tll?_r_c::ate_goxy.-
Bold statements of existence have already been given as one of the 
aspects of the application of the verb here, but there are two other 
types. One is that which denotes possession by means of the idiom, 'There 
will be to ••• " (indefinite subject+ imperfect -;,'';1 +(suffixed) ' 
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- Appendix XXIII B - the second is that in which the subjects existence 
has some adverbial qualification, e.g. Exodus 28:37 'it shall be ( ~,~,) 
on the front of ••• ". 
In each example the temporal reference is future in relation to 
the speaker - situations or events are described which will come into 
existence in the future, e.g. Numbers 1:4 'there shall be ( ~·0,) a man 
with you ••• '. The duration of the situation is not an operative factor 
as both short and long-term events are recounted by the same 'tense', e.g. 
Isaiah 51:6 'my salvation shall be ':"'1•7'1.n) for ever'. cf, Ezekiel 13:13 
'there shall be ( ':'l'':i• ) a deluge of rain'. Actions which in the future 
will take their rise and be completed are also described in terms of 
the imperfect ~'~, e.g. Zechariah 14:13 'a great panic ••• shall fall 
-;'1'~ l'\ ) '; and the expansion of the verbal idea by means of ,;., in 
e.g. Numbers 18:5 'that there be ( ";"Pi,) wrath no more ( ""Tl~ )',Ezekiel 
12:24 'there shall be no more ( -n'll\ ':"\~7'1~) any false vision' (cf. also 
Ezekiel 21: 18, 28:24, 30:13 and Zechariah 14:11,21), underlines the 
fact that ':'\'~ is operating basically from the standpoint of time as 
against aspect. 
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(c) The transitional connot_atj.gn.s of-· ";"l'\)1-, -•become', are also to be found 
-represented amongst those of the Imperfect as a future narrative tens~. 
The number of occasions upon which it is used is relatively small 
(less than 1%), nevertheless even these can be seen to illustrate the 
novel way in which this verb functions. (refer A.pp. XXI C). The idea 
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conveyed is that at some future date a change will be effected, such 
that the present situation will become something other than what it 
now is. As one would imagine, this is most often to be found in the 
prophetic books where a prophet's hearers are urged to amend their ways 
in order to avert a particular unpleasant prospect. Thus the verb 'to 
be' used in conjunction with the preposition ~, denotes a future· · -·: · 
alteration in present circumstar:ces, ·;;hatever they may be. The 
occurrences of its use indicate that a defined nominaloor pronominal 
subject will normally precede the verb, whilst the predicate, a nominal 
one, will be introduced by the preposition S Again the duration of 
the new circumstances, and the precise future time at which the trans-
ition will be effected,are factors without any bearing upon the use of 
the imperfect. The situations envisaged are brought about by changes, 
the results of which are completed actions. The only consistent light 
in which they can all be viewed is as future events, and so one again 
finds that the most appropriate explanation of the imperfect of ~~~ 
is that its primary function is to indicate future time. In this present 
aspect it portrays a future change or transition giving rise to a 
completely new set of circumstances. 
- -34~- Before m-ovfng on to further uses of the Qal Imperfect attention 
should be drawn ~o its use in Isaiah 7:23, as within this verse, the 
verbr'to be' occurs no less than four times. 
'And in that day every place where there were a thousand vines at a 
thousand silverlings, shall eve~ be for briars and thorns' 
,'0':) 't)?~ ~~A ~L,w., "DIU ':".,~" """I&J N "1J1i'~ ~ ~ ':'1 '7'1~ ~ 1~':"\ 't11'~ -;,':"11 
~ ":"1':"1' :n •w ~' -,•'Y)t.J ~ 
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The second imperfect in this verse is an obvious 'frequentative', 
whilst the remaining two are future. However both future uses would 
appear to serve exactly the same purpose in that they have the same 
subject ( "'C l~h ~'::l ) , and denote the transit ion of that subject to 
a situation described as ~"~W and Perhaps the repetition 
arises from the fact that as the relative clause qualifying "tll~~ 
was rather lengthy, ':"1'7"1" was repeated to make for claTi ty. Otherwise 
one has to admit the redundance of one or other of the forms. 
35. Although examples of ';"\,~ in the perfect can be found in 
conditional clauses, by far the more regular way of expressing this 
concept is by the imperfect with conditional particles "tl~ or .. ~ • 
(There is only one instance of its use with 1~ ) App. XXIV may be 
referred to for all examples. 
On a numerical comparison it appears more customary to use the 
particle ~~with the Imperfect than~~, however even a cursory glance 
at their distribution within the 0 T prose books shows that some authors 
or blocks of material tend to make use of one particle to the exclusion 
of the other. e.g. almost without fail the Levitical and Deuteronomic 
----- - --- ------ ---- ------ --------
writings will us~ "~(there is only one exception in each case), The 
remainder of the pre-exi lie writings, including the· other Pentateuchal 
books, prefer "C')l • 
Whilst on the subject of the distribution of these occurrences, 
one cannot but help notice their concentration within the Pentateuch 
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(j of the total), and more expecially within Leviticus and Deuteronomy. 
This hardly runs contrary to one's expectations in view of the legal 
nature of both books. Because of this heavy concentration within one 
or two pre-exilic books, and taking into account the nature of this 
construction, one cannot attach much importance to the consequent fact 
that very few examples are found in post-exilic writings of any type. 
36. Very little can really be said about this usage of the imperfect 
as one of its regular occurrences is that within either the protasis 
or apodosis of a conditional clause~ although i·ts use within the 
apodosis is rather limited, this being so not only of ':'1'':"1 but of other 
verbs as well. 
If the same construction is used alike for ~,~ as for other verbs, 
can any distinction be drawn between this verb and the others? The 
nature of the verb and its usage would seem to suggest that the 
observations regarding :'1':'\ and its standpoint. holds true once again. 
(a) There are a number of examples of the use of ':"'1'':1 as copula in both 
the protasis and apodosis, and once more one notes that the 
inc],_t.g;ion_Qr _ral!Ilission---Of -the -verb dne-s -not- aner -tn_e_b-as1c- sense 
of the clause. It portrays actions which could begin and continue 
in future time if circumstances permitted. The inclusion or 
exclusion of this verb does not, nor- can it, alter the nature of the 
action or situation described - that must be a constant factor. 
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Consequently one finds that the traditional understanding of 
the standpoint of the Semitic verb cannot be fully and 
consistently applied to ':"!':"\ • But if the verb 'to be' is viewed 
as a more specific way of indicating the time at which a particular 
action takes place - in the case of the imperfect, in the future, 
- then the problem is overcome. The inclusion of the verb in a 
clause which does not demand it on syntactical or conceptual 
grounds, can only really be explained adequately in terms of its 
novel standpoint. 
(b) Again, the imperfect of ~·~ in this sense can express 'existence', 
and App~ndix XXIV shows which examples fall within this category. The 
observed pattern of indefinite subject with mainly adverbial 
predicates again is found to pertain. 
Just vvhat significance does ':"'\,':'\ have here, if any ? Regular it is 
for the Hebrew imperfect to denote incomplete action;; yet our 
verb may be used with equal ease ~nd clarity in respect of both 
completed and incomplete actions. One is without any evidence for 
saying that it is confined in its use. 
e.g. Deuteronomy 21:22 " If a man shall_h_9V_fLC_omrni-ttecl(-':"',~"~)_a_- --
. " cr1me ••• 
cf. I Kings 8:37 "If there is ... 'I ..... ) f . tl , , , , a am1 ne ••• 
The first of these examples describes a completed future actipn; 
the second refers to one which may be so, but it is more likely to 
be a continuing one. The common factor is a hYPothetical condition. 
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with future temporal reference, and the one verb form serves 
for both types of situation. Thus the time at which the action 
could conceivably take place is the primary indication of our 
verb. 
37. A slight distinction is now drawn between conditional clauses, 
and those which may be called 'Hypothetical' (Although s.R. Driver 
uses the term 'Hypothetical' as a synonvm for 'conditional'J The 
distinction is made on the grounds that the construction is somewhat 
different from the above, owing to the absence of a conditional particle. 
The sense of this hypothetical use is in terms of 'whoever', 'whatever'. 
Appendix XXV contains its few occurrences. 
What is depicted is a possible situation for future time, be it 
immediate or more distant, for it is not the nature of the action which 
is prominent, simply the fact that it could conceivably arise at any 
time following the speaker's utterance. That this is so is suggested 
by the use of the imperfect to describe actions both complete and 
otherwise. (rt will be remembered that this was also a feature of the 
conditional uses~ 
e ._g!__ Levj_ticus _15-:lO ~ wheever-'teuche-s-anythtn-g tna~- Ts (;,•'f!~J 
under him 
a future tense, but a completed action. (The R.S.V. takes it this way, 
and although preserving the future idea in the clause, translates ~'~~ 
by 'was'.) The remainder of the instances could possibly be viewed as 
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incomplete actions, but this is difficult to establish unless one 
insists on the aspect standpoint of the verb. 
38. We come now to the first of the uses of ~,~, which have reference 
to past time, to situations in existence prior to their being related. 
This is the use of the Imperfect as a FREQUENTATIVE. 
It is here perhaps more than anywhere else that the Western 
difficulty in understanding the concepts of the Semitic 'tenses' is 
made plain. The Hebrew imperfect as has been said, is normally 
explained in terms of incomplete action. It is the use labelled uFreq-
uentative" which severely tests this description, for on a closer look 
at the examples falling within this category one notes two basic and 
differing ideas thereby conveyed: 
(i) the first is that describing states which were more or less 
permanent, continuing without interruption through past time. 
A good illustration is Numbers 9:16, which states that the 
ark was always covered either by cloud or pillar of fire. 
But what one is faced with here is a situation which was 
completed at the time the author related it - it came to a 
- ~--- --l:!al-t--~Ren-the chii.-dren-o-r- IsraeCseHiea in- the Promised Land. 
(ii) the second is that which portrays actions which were of 
frequent occurrence in the past. Each isolated occurrence is 
in itself complete, so that if the traditional explanation be 
adequate then the imperfect here cannot refer to each individual 
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action as such, but looks only at the sum of their occurrences, 
and sees it as possibly having occurred once again - the 
sequence may have been an incomplete thing. The difficulty 
is that, e.g. I Kings 4:7 ('each man was (~,~,)to make 
provision ••• • ), 5:28(14) ('they used to be ,, i1' a month 
in Lebanon'), are, at the time of recording, past customs 
no longer in operation. 
That there are these two different applications of the imperfect 
cannot be ·denied. Driver suggests ('Tenses' p.27) that the one readily 
passes into the other, and seeks a comparison with the English idea of 
being 'apt' to do something, which not only suggests tendency tP.wards, 
but the actual intermittent following of, a course of action. Dangerous 
though it be to seek idiomatic parallels, between such basically 
different languages and concepts, Driver's illustration is valuable. 
Try though one might to explain the scope of the Hebrew imperfect, one 
cannot get away from the fact that so often it applies to completed as 
well as incomplete actions , in the past, though to events which are of 
~onsistently lengthy periods:. It illustrates our linguistic problem 
but does not really lead us to its solution. 
Yet once all this has been said, one comes back to the fact that 
these uses of the ~~perfect, and the corresponding perfect consecutive, 
do convey more than the use of the perfect as a description of past 
events. ·Perhaps because of the linguistic problem involved one must partly 
fall back upon talking in terms of the 'ethos' of the-passages in which 
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such forms are found. For there is a very definite ~equentative' 
atmosphere about these passages, such that one certainly cannot talk 
in terms of the perfect being an alternative mode of past expression. 
The perfect simply points to an event in the past irrespective of its 
temporal duration. The imperfect is applied specifically to acts of 
longer rather than shorter duration. The distinction which we know 
in English between 'I went' and 'I used to got is in many ways akin 
to this Semitic idea. The Hebrews' endeavour to distinguish between 
the two ideas must been seen to lie behind the use of these two 'tenses'. 
39. A further problem not so much connected with its meaning, but its 
use,comes to light in Joshua 15. It was noted under the perfect 
consecutive that this chapter marks the beginning of a section in which 
the 'frequentative' idea is uppermost. In verse 2 of that chapter the 
lot of the tribe of Judah is outlined, and its southern border delineated 
as being in a relationship to the Salt Sea. Instead of, as is common 
from then on, using a 'frequentative', the imperfect consecutive 
is employed. Then in verse 5 two nominal sentences are used in the 
description of the location of its eastern and northern borders (cf. also 
verse 12). In fact throughout this entire section, when_tbe_j.n_cideAce -
-~ 
o_f ~,·:1 is _quHe high, -·rneonty time it appears as a frequentative is in 
the perfect consecutive. It can be narrowed down even further in that 
it is then only used in the formula Whilst 
the frequentative is used very often with most verbs, ~hat very common 
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verb 0'~ has correspondingly few such uses. The result is that ih the 
latter half of Jushua in the midst of numerous 'frequentatives', the 
verb~'~ (i) is not used in the imperfect with this connotation, and, 
(ii) when used at all it is as an equivalent of the perfect, with the 
one exception mentioned above. 
Neither is it specifically the duration of the event in questian 
which underlies the use of the imperfect as a 'frequentative'. What 
one can say however, is that the temporal duration of this use is 
on the whole longer than that of the p:erfect. This is only a general 
observation and cannot be rigidly applied, as Deuteronomy 10;19, which 
describes the children of Israel as being 430 ~ears in Egypt, makes use 
of the perfe~t rather than the imperfect. The perfect then merely 
locates a situation in the past; the imperfect with past frequentative 
reference points more to its duration throughout past time. 
40. Is one able to draw from the above complex, one or two threads by 
way of general conclusion ? Three main ideas seem to be evident: 
(i) that the imperfect of ~'~used frequentatively can, and does, 
refer to events which, whether intermittent or continued, 
we_!'~ featJ.Lres _o_f--past- ti-me,-and- as- sucn- lNere completed actions 
at the time of their being related. Thus to apply fully the 
principle that the imperfect denotes incomplete action is not 
possible. 
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(ii) that the imperfect ~~~, as frequentative is not used as 
often as it might, or as one would have imagined. Often 
in the midst of other verbs having this nuance, one finds 
the simple perfect or its equivalent, or even a nominal 
sentence. 
(iii) that although ~~~· on many occasions has a frequentative 
'flavour', the verb itself has primarily a temporal aspect. 
It would appear as though its frequentative force arises not 
from within, but, by association, from other verbs- it is 
thus a dependent and derived quality. Because other verbs 
are used in this sense, so too on occasions may ~,~ 
Where the frequentative ethos of a passage is not unclear, 
e.g. in Joshua 15 ff, the verb 'to be' returns to its 
regular aspect indicating past time. The context tells one 
that within that period the event may have been an intermittent, 
or continual, feature. 
41. Just before passing on from this section it is to be noted that in 
Exodus 36:29 "but they were ~~') joined at the top ••• ", the use of 
the imperfect can only be justified -~n_t~xm_s of-it-s-u-s~-as a-Jrequentative. 
---~bwever~ in all other descriptions of the Tabernacle, including passages 
identical to this one, the narrative is related by means of perfects 
and imperfects consecutive. In view of this it is recommended that the 
suggested emendation to l'~'l is in order, and will be regarded as such 
in this study. 
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42. Only very occasionally is the imperfect of 'to be' used to continue 
the idea contained in a preceding Jussive or Imperative. The three 
examples of this are given in Appendix XXVII. Only one of the three 
follows a Jussive, viz. the example in Judges, and although one would 
have expected the Jussive idea to be conveyed by means of a perfect 
consecutive, it seems clear that this example is certainly an imperfect, 
and not just another Jussive. The imperfect form is perhaps added for 
variely but in so doing the author has followed normal Hebraic custom. 
The imperfect here is then nothing more than an alternative for ~,~, 
The remaining two examples are to continue imperatives. Zechariah 1:4 
('Be not as your fathers ... 
to be one such use as it follows in the wake of imperatives rather than 
jussives. It is then one of those rare occasions upon which ~~ is 
followed not by the jussive,but by an imperfect. Again one would have 
expected perfect consecutives here but one finds the alternative form 
being used. 
The very limited used which is made of this construction indicates 
that this is certainly not amongst its more regular functions. 
-
43. Then too there are occasions ~beD p_ar-tic-les cc.n-be--saia to- attract 
--to themselves the use of the imperfect 'tense'. In Appendix XXIX 
there will be found those uses of ~~~ which are of this type. Their 
sense will normally be future, though English idiom may render them by 
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a present tense, but neither of these facts necessarily holds, as the 
time may be so obviously past (e.g. Genesis 2:5 'when no plant of the 
field was ( ":'1':"\' ) yet in the field'). 
( i) ':"\~~ on six occasions introduces questions in which the 
imperfect is used. Driver suggests that this is because the 
imperfect is more courteous and ~ore adapted to a tone of 
entreaty or deprecation - but then this has little or no 
bearing upon the peculiar standpoint of the Imperfect. This 
may well be so as the examples given below are clauses whose 
temp:ral reference is either past or future, and which refer 
to events completed or incomplete. (This latter gives grounds 
for disputing Driver's footnote on page 45 ('Tenses') that the 
imperfect is used "when the speaker desires to aN"eFt or 
deprecate the action which is only pending, or not finally 
completed.") Once more in respect of 'to be', the traditional 
explanation of the function of the imperfect is found 
inadequate. 
(ii) 1~- the conjunction beginning clauses expressing fear or 
precaution as to the outcome of a particular situation or action. 
--- -- -_- - -1t -is -customary for this conjunction to be followed by the 
imperfect of the verb, and 'to be' is not an exception here, 
although it is surprising that the construction should be so 
(l) 
1 i ttle used. 
(i) This presumably arises from the fact that there is an alternative 
construction in the use of ~~l for 1~ conveying almost the same sense, 
and it is this of which more frequent use is made. 
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But whatever the construction, the use of the imperfect is 
to describe a possible future event - the temporal reference 
can be little else than future. Moreover should these 
events actually take place, they will be single acts, 
completed actions in the main. In a sense this approximates 
the 'conditional' usage in that it speaks of future events 
which are possible,given the proper conditions. Just as 
in those cases the traditional understanding of the imperfect 
was thought inadequate in view of the completed actions so 
often involved, so here. 
(iii) The imperfect after'D')t '':)is used twice by pre-exilic prophets, 
and closely parallels the use of the imperfect in a 
" conditional clause, as it conveys the idea, "even if . . . . 
It portrays as a more remote possibility a condition which 
could corrceivably hold true. The sense is again future as 
their contexts indicate, hence the use of the imperfect. 
(iv) The only use of an imperfect with past temporal feference 
after one of these particles is that following "0.,~ ' tl .. 
. . 
Genesis-2t5-{ 'when~ne p-1-ar+t-~of the___ fie.ld was ( ";'\~-;,"_) yet in the 
field'). G K note that this is a means of indicating actions 
which progress through a longer or shorter period in past 
time. This explanation does not seem particularly apt in 
respect of i'l"'-;, for two reasons: 
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(a) it was noted that the perfect, in describing past 
events, was used irrespective of the duration of those 
events, and, 
(b) that in Genesis 2:5 the event in question is a single 
event. 
However, in all fairness to G K it must be said that since 
their work was published much more information has come to 
light and a perfectly logical explanation now attaches to 
this phenomenon. One of the uses of the Imperfect now known 
is that which stands parallel to the Accadian Preterite Past, 
and normally referred to as the Preterite Imperfect. In 
Hebrew prose this is customarily found after the waw 
consecutive 'l, but it also appears after the particles t ~ ' .. 
and, as here, ~.,~ • 
'I •: 
0!) The originally interrogative ~~used with the imperfect and 
introducing an exclamatory clause, is found only once with 
in Ezekiel 15:2 ('how is ( -;,,-;,, ) the wood of the vine better 
than ••• ?' ). The significance of ';'l,'i!, here is that it 
clarifi~ a future reference. Much greater clarity is 
achieved if one translates the verse on the basis that the 
imperfect equals a future tense, and the perfect a past tense 
i.e. "How shall the wood of the V·ine be ( ':"!':"I .. ) better than the 
wood of the branch which was ( ~,~ ) amongst the trees of the 
forest ••• ?" 
To sum up one must say that not a great deal can be learned 
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from the use of the imperfect 0~~' when introduced by certain particles. 
The examples which Appendix XXIX gives shows that the reference can 
be either future, present, or past, though mainly the first of the 
three. Yet not only is its temporal reference a variable quantity, 
for this also applies to its use in relation to the nature of events 
described as well. Purely on numerical grounds however one can say 
that it is used more often as a future temporal reference, but this can 
only be propounded with qualification. 
44. An example of the Preterite Imperfect seems to be the only 
explanation for the use inFfa:ba:kkuk3:4 'And his brightness was (";"'\"':"1I"l) 
as the light ••• ' Here within the prophet's prayer is a poetic usage 
of i"\"~7'1 without parallel elsewhere in the O.T. prose books, for it is 
the use of the Imperfect to describe a particular past event. The 
customary explanation of the use of the imperfect as denoting incomplete 
action cannot be made to fit this particular occurrence, and the present 
hypothesis that the imperfect of ~,~ denotes primarily future time is 
equally ill at ease. This usage then does not fall within either of these 
categories, and so one must seek an alternative explanation. 
The use of the Imperfect in reference to past time has long been 
an acknowledged feature of Hebrew Literature, but ~ satisfactory 
explanation has a much shorter history. The association between the 
Accadian Past Preterite and Hebrew Preterite Imperfect is here acknow-
ledged. The use of this Preterite Imperfect occurs primarily after the 
waw consecutive 'l, and after the particles nt and 'll.,lll , in prose, but 
may also be found in poetry, as here. This is however the only usage of same. 
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45. Another irregular usage of ~'~ , though one is given to believe that 
this is reasonably frequent in other verbs, is that which states a 
:'ltimeless' fact such as one encounters in the propounding of general 
truths. In II Samuel 7:28 one reads, in reference to God, "••• your 
words are truth ( l"'h~ ''';"'\' \.,:l.,., ) ... ". However1 just to describe 
its use in terms of its expressing a general truth does not really 
cat~h the spirit of the verse. These are words uttered by one, 
David, who over many years has come to know and experience the Divine 
working, and on the basis of this past experience he can make this 
great affirmation of confidence, that as God has proved to be trust-
worthy and reliable ( ~~~ ) in the past, so David can be assured 
of the fulfilment of His promises in and for the future. PiP here 
elevates this from the level of mere stated fact, to that of an 
affirmation of faith and confidence in the future. 
46. There remains one verse in which the imperfect of ~'~ occurs 
three times, and which has not as yet been mentioned. It has not 
really been possible to incorporate it ~nthin any of the existing 
subdivisions of the verb's use, although one can be sure that is is 
an expression of existence and not a COf>Ul~Qr_j:..Jaosit_i_ooaL_usage.- ---
-- -- - --- - . ---- - -
The verse in question is Exodus 3:14, cont9ining as it does the verb 
'to be' as the divine name. 
-,w~ '';''\'';"il-l. ":""iJlY.:~·S~ "0'-n~~ "'\Y,)~'' 
~ "tl~.,~~ "'l,.,~W -;,'';"'\~ ~N..i~"·'J'l~ 
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As this is not a theological discourse, the major problems 
surrounding the verb and its meaning are not of immediate concern. 
With reference to this present study, however, suffice it to say 
that its rendering as a future tense is held to be a more accurate 
and consistent one in view of the observed usage of 7\'':1 • 
47. The pattern of the distribution of the imperfect ~'~' 
throughout the O.T. prose books is quite interesting in that it 
occurs mainly within the Pentateuch. Outside this the pre-exilic 
usage is comparatively very limited. Of the later books Ezekiel is-
the only one making any great use of it. Interestingly enough the 
ratio of early-late examples, and the distribution book-wise, of the 
alternative perfect consecutive closely parallels this. 
CHAPTER 6 
QAL IMPERFECT WITH WEAK WAV<Jf 
48. Just as the Qal Perfect with waw conjunction was seen to be an 
extremely infrequent and uncommon use of ~,~in O.T. prose books, so 
does the same apply to the imperfect with weak waw. There are 26 
examples in all - the majority of which occur as a future narrative 
tense - refer Appendix XXX.(These 26 include 4 which will be treated 
with those which introduce a clause - II Samuel 5:24, Jeremiah 42:17, 
Ruth 3:4, I Chronicles 14:15 - Appendix XXXI) 
To b~giQ with, one observes that these instances of its use are 
either as copula, or to express existence, with the former slightly 
more numerous. The particular syntactical characteristics of these 
aspects of ~·~ have been mentioned frequently in the past, and so need 
not be outlined again, except to say that these present examples follow 
that pattern unfailingly. 
49. Grammars and works on Syntax have very little to report about this 
present phenomenon. It is supposedly a common occurrence in all periods 
of the language, though perhaps confined more to animated speech. (l) 
Yet on the other hand it often tends in later_~ook~_t_q__ be_superseG-ee- by-
V~at happens with the verb 'to be' 
is that post-exilic references are quite small in number, and one infers 
from this that Driver's observation above is quite valid. 
( 1) 
(2) 
Davidson 'Syntax' paragraph 59 page 85 
Driver I b I l_ He rew Tenses paragraph ~34 , page 164 
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Perhaps this is the most suitable place to note that its use is 
confined to passages of direct speech, rather than occurring in purely 
narrative material. It is presumably more in the way of a colloquial 
turn of phrase than anything else. 
50. It is indeed most unusual for two imperfects to occur together and 
to be joined by a weak waw, no matter what the particular connotation 
of the imperfect at the time. It has been observed that the perfect with 
waw consecutive is the regular form for continuing an imperfect, and the 
evidence would suggest that this was an increasingly usual practice. 
Whilst many of the examples of ~,~ in the imperfect with weak waw 
carry on from a preceding imperfect, almost half the examples follow an 
imperative. (Genesis 26:3, 31:3, Exodus 7:19, 9:22, Numbers 31:3, ~ 
1 Samuel 28:22, I Kings 21:2, Isaiah 30:8, Malachi 3:10). These 
uses are nonetheless future and· not merely continuations of the imperative. 
(As a continuation of the Imperative, of which there are only two examples, 
refer to paragraph 53.) What normally happens under these circumstances 
is that the speaker lays down his command, and then the clause introduced 
by this use of the verb is that in which he conveys his promise, or the 
-- -- - - - -- - - --- -
- - - - - - --. ----
outcome consequent upon the hearer's obedience. The remainder of the 
examples show ';'1 .. ';'1 following another imperfect, all of them being 
references to events which are future to the speaker at the time of relating. 
There is only one instance of this idiom occuring after a perfect 
verb form - Isaiah 37: 26 ('Now I have brought it to pass ( 
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that thou shouldst be ( ,':'IT\\) ••• ' ). In this particular case however, 
the imperfect lies within a clause denoting the purpose behind an action. 
It is certainly a most unusual occurrence, hence theruggestion that it should 
be emended to read as an imperfect consecutive would appear to be fully 
justified. 
One other textual emendation some would wish to make is in 
Jereritiah 13:10 ('It shall be ( "~':"'l,l ) like this waistcloth'). Driver 
regards it as Jussive, translating it 'let it be • . . . . The main problem 
being of course that ,~,, is capable of two interpretations - that 
adopted by Driver, and that which views it simply as an apocopated 
imperfect with weak waw. The context furthermore will permit equally of 
either interpretation, and so one can do little more than state one's 
own preference, if any. I-t one views it as an imperfect, then the imperfect 
which it follows is that in the preceding verse, ver·se 9. 
51. What significance then attaches to the employment of this verb-form ? 
Driver ('Tenses' page 164) says: "In general the imperfect is only 
repeated when it is desired to lay some particular stress upon the verb, 
or, in order to combine synonyms... Its employment allegedly draws 
attention to the verb, no~<:i_oubi: by_meaos .oL the -use ef -a- --form-other-tha_n_ ~ 
that which one would normally expect, or to continue what has preceded 
without conveying any change in viewpoint. 
No exception can be taken to Driver's statement, as both his points 
are well-known and well-attested in Hebrew writing. But to come down to 
so. 
specific instances, one notes that with ~~~it is somewhat difficult 
to attribute either of these reasons to such repetition especially to 
those which occur after an imperative. Furthermore those which come 
after an imperfect are all uses of a copula nature, in which the verb 
may almost be termed an "optional extra". If the occurrence of two 
imperfects in succession can be termed 'exceptional', one may say that 
I Samuel 18:21 is almost incredible. Here one finds not just one 
imperfect following another, but two. The clauses themselves, and the 
fact that both are copula uses, makes the first of Driver's observations 
quite inapplicable to ~~~ 
The nature of the clauses in which this verbal form occurs also 
points away from Driver's above statement in that in the case of the 
imperatives the clause contining the imperfect stands over against that 
of the preceding imperative, by expressing its purpose, or the result of 
obeying the command. Furthermore, if one compares Genesis 47:19,' and 
we will be ( ~'':"111 ) slaves to Pharaeh', with 47:25 'and we will be 
1)";"'11) slaves to Hharaeh', one finds phrases which are to all intents 
and purposes identical in every way. However in verse 19 our present 
verbal form is used, whilst in v~rse 25 one finds the perfect consecutive. 
It __ yvo~ld Q~ _ i_a_d_e_ed_a ra_ther forC-ed in-teFpre-t-ati-on which-viewed- the-se--
clauses as having a different emphasis upon the verb, and one is certainly 
not justified in saying more than that these are alternative modes of 
expression. 
A further look at Appendix XXX on the other hand will demonstrate 
again an observation about ~~~ which has been made on prior occasions, 
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for all our examples have this one thing in common, viz. that each 
speaks of events or possibilities, future .. to the speaker. The copula 
uses have been viewed as for greater specification in time, whilst 
those which follow imperatives have it to an even greater extent in 
view of the relative 'timelessness' of the imperative, for this latter 
can also have present tense reference. Far from the imperfect with 
weak waw continuing this, it plants its particular clause very firmly 
in future realms whether immediate or distant. 
52. A_further statement from Driver, in connection with this verbal 
form is that, 11 ••• repetition is also more frequent in the poetical 
than in the historical books11 (page 164). It is simply to be stated that 
this situation is quite reversed when it comes to the verb 'to be', as the 
list of ~amples will indicate. 
53. Apart from the above future uses, there are two other occasions 
upon which this phenomenon makes its appearance. 
I Samuel 18:17 "··· let not my hand be upon him, but let the 
hand ••• be ( ,7"1!\, ) upon him." 
Jeremiah 48:6 "Fle!=,~§ave __ your--1-i-ve-s, -and-be-t-- -71T"-~-l'\l-T ~­
like the heath ••• " 
In the first of these examples it is thought that the verb-form is 
here not a repetition of the Jussive, which would indeed be a none-too-
usual thing, but that it is in fact an apocopated imperfect continuing 
the jussive idea of the preceding verb. That such a use should be found 
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is to be expected, likewise that noted in the second of the above 
examples. Here the verb ~~~ continues the imperative of the two 
preceding verbs. Whilst it may be possible to find two imperatives 
together, it is much more idiomatic to continue a command by means 
of an imperfect. That it should be an imperfect with weak waw could 
not be regarded as highly irregular, though not a particularly 
freq...:ant occurrence, for one would have anticipated the alternative 
perfect consecutive. 
CHAPTER 7 
QAL IMPERFECT vVITH WAW CONSECUTIVE 
54. The Imperfect with waw consecutive is customarily viewed as 
expressing actions or events which are to be regarded as the sequel, 
be it logical or temporal, of actions or situations which have just been 
described. It is natural then, that one would expect to find the 
majority of its instances within narrative material in which past events 
are outlined. It will be regularly seen as the means of continuing a 
narrative which has been described by a verb in the perfect. 
The Imperfect consecutive then serves, for the most part, to 
represent a chronological succession of events in the past, (i) 
relating a further fact or happening, or, (ii) giving the consequence 
' of the preceding action, normally rendered in English by ' ••• and so . . . . 
Yet in a sense it is confusing to talk of the Imperfect with waw 
consecutive without some explanation. Vfuat we have here is certainly 
an Imperfect form, but confusion arises over a failure to appreciate it 
in terms of a 'Preterite Imperfect', derived directly from the Permansi ve 
Perfect by prefixing the pronominal element rather than postfixing it. (l) 
As a past Preterite usage this agrees with the Accadian. 
(1) That the form in question is actually Preterite Imperfect seems 
obvious. A philological comparison indicates that this form in Accadian 
(iqtul) and Arabic (y~qtulu), is accented on the first syllable, on the 
vowel of the prefixed element. A distinct parallel is noted in Hebrew in 
that the Imperfect with waw consecutive has the accent drawn forward from 
the ultimate to the penultimate syllable- yiqt~l becomes wayyfqtol -
suggesting that this is in fact the original accenting of the form, changed 
in the light of the Hebraic tendency to put the strees on the final syllable. 
In early Aramaic, Moabite, and Sabaean, the Imperfect found after the 
conjunction 'and' is precisely similar to our present Hebrew employment. 
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Normally the Imperfect is thought of as describing an action which 
is incomplete, and in view of this Driver notes: 
II 
... the imperfect depicts action as incipient in strict accordance 
with what appears to have been the primitive signification of the tense: 
.it is just in virtue of this, its original meaning, that, in coalition 
with •1 , it grew up into a fixed formula, capable of being generally 
employed in historical narrative~ That afreries of past facts should 
ever have been regularly viewed in this light (a supposition without 
which the construction before us remains unaccountable), that in each 
term of such a series the salient feature seized upon by language should 
be not its character as past, but its character as nascent or progressive, 
may indeed appear singular: but the ultimate explanation of it must lie 
in the mode of thought peculiai to the people, and here reflected in 
their language. Only, inasmuch as the formula became one of the commonest 
and most constant occurrences, it is probable that a distinct recollection 
of the exact sense of its component parts was lost, or at any rate, 
receded greatly into the background, and that the construction was used 
as a whole without any thought of its original meaning, simply as a form 
to connect together a series of past events into a consecutive narrative."(!) 
__ Drive~-theA- &laims- that--the origi-narimpl:ications of the imperfect 
in the present construction have been lost owing to constant use, but 
since this statement was made, much more has come to light about the 
Semitic languages in general, particularly through the knowledge of Accadian. 
(1) Driver 'Hebrew Tenses' page 73. 
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If the imperfect here is indeed a Preterite Imperfect, as would seem 
obvious, then what we have is a retention, not loss, of an original 
meaning. One can then appreciate how an Imperfect form is able'.to 
refer to a simple past action, as is also the case when this form: 
follows 'tl..,~ and ~lt • 
55. Our verb ~':"\ must now be that to which we turn our attention and 
to Appendix XXXI in which most instances of our verb are given. (It 
will be observed that these are all examples in which the verb is 
integral to the meaning of the clause in which it occurs. Those uses 
which introduce clauses and are not integral to that particular clause's 
meaning will be considered in the following chapter, chapterS.) 
As one would expect these are all examples of the Imperfect • 
consecutive used in past narrative portraying late events of one sort 
or another. As regards the nature of the action, they all began and 
finished in past time; only 18 instances .. ~otieR: could be described as 
having continued into the time at which the speaker is alluding to 
them- Appendix XXXV- 'stative' uses.) 
The verb 'to be' has so far been observed as having a different 
standpoint·rrotnother verbs,- and one which would give itself naturally 
to the present use. In fact, if the suggestion that 7'1~:"1 h9s a temporal 
standpoint be a valid one, the observed use of ~,~ is only to be expected. 
It must be remembered however, that this is a remaant of another usage and 
as such must be distinguished from the more normal function of the 
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the Impe·rfect of this verb, viz. as an indication of future time. Vfe 
come to understand then that the Imperfect of ~,~ alone points only 
to future time, whereas here in this present idiom we meet, following 
the waw consecutive, the Preterite Imperfect, which speaks only of 
the past. Hence this does not indicate the loss of a particular 
nuance of the imperfect of~,~, but that it is a meaning which it has 
retained from the outset. It cannot be maintained that in the majority 
of cases the imperfect consecutive of ~,~ refers to anything other 
than past completed actions, and there is no evidence at all that the 
traditional understanding of the imperfect in terms of present or 
future incomplete action has any bearing upon it. 
One essential fact to be grasped is that one here finds that 
the imperfect consecutive forms a strict parallel with its 'alternative' 
form, the perfect. The nature of the action involved does not 
apparently enter into the picture at all - both actions are identical. 
Could one seriously maintain that an essentia~ difference existed in 
the use of \'':1,, in Genesis 36:ll('and the sons of Eliphaz were(',~'\) ••• ',) 
and of 1';"\ in 36:1 4 (• ••• and these were p;, the sons of ',) ? 
Both clauses describe situations w~ich once existed, but now can no 
longer be said to be so. 
As has been observed in previous forms of the verb's appearance, 
the duration of the events described are not operative factors. Whether 
they be longer or shorter, the same verbal form is used, and this 
holds true just as much for this form as it does for others. 
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56. Following the customary pattern, the uses of the verb have 
been divided into the three sub-groups according to the particular 
emphasis of each. 
(a) Those uses in which the verb is integral to the sense of the 
clause are seen to be in the majority of cases, copula uses 
(Appendix XXXI A, sub-divided in terms of subject and predicate 
in Appendix x-XXIl). Nothing unusual is exhibited by them and the 
general pattern already observed as to their syntax is here 
followed strictly. Consequently on looking back one can justifiably 
talk of the identity between the perfect and imperfect consecutive 
as copula. In neither case is there a fundamental difference 
between clauses using these verbal forms, and the nominal sentence. 
If one may be permitted to use Genesis 36 again for purposes of 
illustration, one can show that the thought and nature of the 
clauses in that chapter which list for us the names of certain 
individual's descendants, is not at all influenced by the inclusion 
or exclusion, of the verb whatever its form. It seems quite apparent 
that the only difference between those with the verb, and those 
without it, is one of greater temporal specification. Yet no serious 
distinction can be drawn between these phr_a~e_s Qf'l _the_ba_sis--O-f 
the particular form of the verb which they incorporate (c£ also 
Exodus 1:5 'And all the souls ••• were ( '';,) seventy souls: and 
Joseph was ( ,-:1,1 ) already in Egypt', where two independent past 
single actions are described by these two verb-forms, yet without 
any obvious distinction.) 
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57. 
(b) Then there are uses denoting existence, in the terms already 
noted in other appearances of the verb. These are given in 
Appendix XXXI B, and Appendix XXXIII, and follow observed 
patterns. 
Here too our present idiom portrays actions or situations 
the nature of which is as finished or completed ones, and 
whose temporal reference is obvioL~sly past. Again temporal 
duration is not of any importance in determining the particular 
'tense' used, and complete interchange and identity exists 
' 
between this present form and its alternative perfect. 
e.g. Exodus 9:24 'So there was ( '7Pl) hail ••• ' 
26 'There was ( ~,;, ) no hail •• ' 
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(c) Very little need really be said about the third aspect contained 
within the verb 'to be' in the imperfect consecutive see 
Appendix XXXI C), save to draw attention to the fact that it 
speaks about changes or transitions in the past which brought 
about a new situation, which itself was past and comJ;leted. It is 
thOt]Qht_ i:._hat __ th_fr_ signi-ficafle~ of- -;,,:"1 in th-is -s1tuation is that it 
denotes the past change rather than telling something about the 
new situation. 
59. Finally in this past narrative tense usage, it should be mentioned 
that one or two examples occasion slight difficulty textually. 
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There are five examples given in Appendix XXXI which are there· 
by virtue of the emendation of their M.T. form - Exodus 36:29, I Samuel 
i0:9, 17:48, 25:20, and II Samuel 6:16. (The first of these is an 
emendation from an imperfect, whilst the others were possible perfects 
with weak waw.) 
Just three other cases (Genesis 5:23, 31 and47:28) need noting, 
for their omission warrants an explanation. These are identical 
phrases, and it is thought that the verb.in each case is used in a 
non-integral sense, i.e. merely introducing a clause, which is then 
nominal. If this view is correct then it makes it unnecessary to 
emend tbe text to a plural verbal form as some would wish, .and the need 
for specific time location is supplied by the ";"'I~\ at the commencement. 
60. When the Qal Perfect was under review it was seen that an important 
function of ~,~was to convey something approaching a 'stative' quality 
(paragraph 4). It was used to describe a present situation brought about 
by past action. It was further noted that the verb ":""'~ does not have 
a 'stative' form, so it can hardly be called such in the strict sense 
of the term, although its function on occasio~s is undeniably of that 
----~type. The-conclusion reacne-dwa-s tha·Cour-verb- fn- theperfect-derJOteCi 
generally the new situation(s coming into being and not the subsidiary 
fact that it persisted up until the speaker's, mention of it. 
Here too in the imperfect consecutive there are a number of times, 
18 in all, when this same 'stative' idea is depicted. The English 
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translation is quite often a present tense, but the sense is definitely 
past, yet with present implications. Appendix XXXVI gives these examples 
under the three main usage divisions. 
The traditional explanation of the function of the imperfect in 
terms of incomplete action would appear a singularly apt one for this 
; stati ve' function of ~,~ It seems to be nne of the only 
points at which the observed usage of this verb and such 'tense ' 
explanations coincides, for here actions may be viewed as incomplete, 
and are indeed obviously so. They are all actions which continue on 
through the speaker's present time, having taken their rise in the past. 
However, before one can claim that this is a use of the verb 'to be' 
directly in line with the traditional explanation of the imperfect, one 
has to contend with three main facts: 
(i) that the use of the imperfect consecutive in order to denote 
this 'stative' idea is very much less numerous than that of 
the perfect. So that if in fact the imperfect were the more 
approximate 'tense' to convey this concept, the fact that it 
is used to a far less extent than the perfect militates against 
-H--.- (-In-an iAcli-r-eGt -way tM-s- i-s-perhaps __ fur:ther e\Lid~n_ce_-t.haLQ11L 
present Imperfect form is actually Preterite Imperfect.) 
( ii) the identity between passages in which the perfect and imperfect 
consecutive is used. It has been mentioned that one is unable to 
draw any distinction between clauses in which these two verbal 
'_. 
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~tenses' of ':1"':'"1 are used. No matter what the implications of 
one 'tense', this same implication may well hold for the other. 
There is thus the possibility of complete interchange of 'tenses' 
without any peculiar contribution being made by either one. 
(iii) Arising from (ii), it is more than likely that just as the 
perfect ':'!as thought to draw attenti0n to the commencement of the 
present situation, the same generally applies to the imperfect 
consecutive. The initial action which gave rise to the new state 
of affairs is that which the writer ha·s in mind. 
The above facts make it rather difficult to draw what would have 
appeared to be the logical conclusion at the beginning, that here in 
this usage one had a high degree of correlation between the normal . 
understanding of the imperfect, and the verb 'to be'. 
One further question arises, and that is that one would expect the 
fairly regular use of the imperfect alone to convey this 'stative' idea 
= in fact G K (Paragraph 106 ) state that such does happen with other 
verbs. Perhaps by now we should not be at all suprised to learn that ~'~ 
doe.s not. conform to_thi.s_pa.t±ern_hu.t stands_ou.t against_it. _____ _ 
What makes it so difficult to be dogmatic with this 'stative' 
usage is the fact that some examples point obviously to the present 
continuation of a situation which began in past time, and that either 
imperfect consecutives or simple perfects are used to indicate same. 
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Yet these two forms also indicate situations which at present pertain, 
but about which the most relevant fact is that they began at a given 
past point. The application of these forms of ~'~ is such that one 
just cannot say that the regular explanation is adequate as it allows 
for neither the emphasis which is obvious in ma·ny cases, nor the apparently 
insignificant interchange between the two forms. The imperfect 
consecutive used here adds nothing more to the sense of the passage than 
does the perfect - to suggest otherwise would be contrary to observed use. 
61. Only one minor textual problem arises in this section- Hosea 13:7 7 
'Therefore I am to them like a lion' ( 
The \~~' is thought by some to be a corruption of 
' \'I r 0~i'l~) U ' II I 
I I I I 
To view 
it in its existing form as a 'stative' type usage is perfectly in accord 
with the context, but no doubt the future tenses which follow have led 
to the suggested change. The LXX has ~) ~11C~fA111.1 and it is this use of 
a future which has prompted the various textual possibilities. 7'1,~~, 
'11 ·.·: 
is preferred by vVellhausen, Nowack, Oettli, Marti and others, whilst 
another possibility is Little support can be found for 
regarding the existing M T as a 'pn~phetic' perfect equivalent. It must 
be admitted that all these possibilities have much to commend them, and 
. ~11 ·mak~ pe.rfectl-Y €JGOO se-n-se of· the clause. 
62. A further function of the imperfect consecutive is one which perhaps 
occasions some surprise, for it appears as a 'frequentative' on at least 
four occasions. (Besides these four, there are the possible frequentative 
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uses scattered throughout Joshua 15 ff, together with,~, used in a non-
integral way at the commencement of a clause -chapter 8.) 
Of these four examples (Appendix XXXVI) it is just conceivable that 
the two references in I Kings (5:2 (4:22) 1 'and Solomon's provision for 
one day was ( ';,'' ) ')( 10:14 'the weight of gold ••• in one year was ( ,;,,, ) ') 
' 
are not strict frequentatives. One could suggest that the author has in 
mind nothing mere than statements of fact about Solomon's daily consumption 
of victuals, and of his annual gold income, and is not at all interested 
in their daily or annual repetition. This must be granted as legitimate 
comment, although the two verses in question are included here because, in 
view of the other uses of the imperfect consecutive as frequentative, the 
possibility that the sense is here frequentative cannot be denied. 
Our previous study of the use of ':"1'il as a frequentative, in the 
perfect consecutive (paragraph 20), and imperfect (paragraph 39) forms, 
revealed that the verb 'to be' is only occasionally so used, furthermore 
that the verb rarely appeared as a frequentative in passages in which 
other verbs did. Then there was the observation that the only time in the 
'frequentative' atmosphere of Joshua 15 ff that "il,;"\ was used strictly as 
such itself was in the phrase" ••• and its end was ( '':"11) at 
" But 
what w~_now_£ind- is- that- the imper-fec-·Cconsecutive ':"1'' is used twice in 
exactly the same phrase. Examination of the context of these uses, both 
perfect consecutive, and imperfect consecutive, shows that there can be 
no basic difference between them - a fact which has been indicated on a 
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previous occasion. One can thus establish that in a passage of which 
the sense is 'frequentative', the verb 'to be' can be used, without 
spoiling this ethos, in either the perfect consecutive, or less-
frequently, the imperfect consecutive. Once having arrived at this point 
it is then possible to suggest that the instances of the imperfect 
consecutive given in Appendix XXXI between Joshua 13:16 and 21;40 may 
also be frequantative. This is by no means impossible and may well be 
the more proper v:lew to take. Hence the conclusion that as a less regular 
way of denoting the 'frequentative', the imperfect consecutive may be 
used. It would however, be most necessary to add the conditions under 
which this can take place, for it has been noted that the imperfect or the 
perfect consecutive are the customary ways of conveying this idea, but 
this will only be so with ~,~ where the sense of the remainder of the 
passage is otherwise. The fact that other verbs may be used to denote a 
frequentati ve has led to the very sparing use of :1':"1 by itself with that 
same force. When a passage is met with in which the frequentative spirit 
is most obvious, as in Joshua 15 ff., the verb 'to be' is not used 
in the same vein.- the normal perfect or its equivalent appears. This 
would .seem to signify, and inde.ed the most acceptable explanation is, that 
~"':"1 does not have frequen"t:__a!ive _ _::(_or_ce_ it-selfo - n:-can -be used in this way 
1f-necessary, but not if it can be avoided- it is a nuance which it has by 
association with other verbs. Of itself in this form it indicates 
nothing more than past action, but in the midst of 'frequentatives', it 
may attract to itself a little of this same implication. 
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63. To use the imperfect consecutive in a conditional or hypothetical 
clause is certainly not a very regular practice, but on three occasions 
such a use is observed in unfulfilled conditional clauses. 
Jeremiah 20:17 so my mother would have been ( ":"\1'11) my grave 
Isaiah 48:18 ... then your place would have been ( 
a river.' 
19 'Your offspring would have been ( ,-;,,) ) like the 
sand ••• ' 
In the first of the above examples the protasis is characterised 
II 
.. 
by a verb in the perfect, and as the condition was not realised, the 
apodosis is expressed by means of the imperfect consecutive. The Isaiah 
48 examples follow the expression of a wish denoted by .,~ with the 
perfect. The wish is unrealised, and the following clause, not an 
apodosis, is introduced by "'';"1,) in each case. The temporal reference 
is past, as the speaker envisages a situation which could quite possibly 
have eventuated, but which did not owing to the failure of certain 
conditions to be met. The possible past situation is, in Jeremiah and 
Isaiah 48:18, a single act, whilst that in 48:19 could be viewed in terms 
of an action continuing into the speaker's present and beyond. 
64. Only on one occasion can one claim any great certainty 'about the 
future temporal reference of the imperfect consecutive of ~,~ 
In Isaiah 9:5(6)~ 
and the government will be ( ,~l'H ) upon his shoulder ... 
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Little need be said by way of explanation as this usage is 
preceded by two verbs in the perfect with future reference. It thus 
continues a 'prophetic' perfect. 
(Hosea 13:7 which has recently been mentioned (paragraph 61) could 
also conceivably be a "prophetic" perfect equivalent if one insists on 
.the present M T having fut1Jre :refe!'ence. OnG ar-gument which rnay 
militate against this is the fact that it does not follow a perfect 
with such reference.) 
Nothing in this usage can be said to contravene the present 
suggestion that ~,~ primarily indicates the time of the action to 
which it applies, for one can explain the future reference here in 
terms of the decision having already been taken in the mind of the 
prophet's God. As far as he is concerned the future event is inevitable, 
and the prophet can speak of it as past history. 
65. The nature of the concept denoted by the imperfect consecutive 
means that it will be located primarily in narrative material and for 
this reason one assumes that its occurrence will be confined largely 
t() th<:Jse book~_w_k1gsg c_pncern _it is-tG--relate past- events,- -rather- than-
addressing remarks to a live congre~ation. The distribution of examples 
of this part of the verb are thus for the most part pre-exilic and non-
poetic, as well as non-prophetic; the majority of post-exilic references 
are confined to the narrative material of I and II Chronicles. Although 
the buik of the references are pre-exilic it is surprising that in the 
books of Leviticus and Deuteronomy (8) its appearance is almost non-existertt. 
CHAPTER 8 
THE USE OF THE VERB ':'1 ,';"\ TO INTRODUCE CLAUSES 
66._ Undoubtedly one of the most irritating features of older English 
translations of the OT is their tedious literal translation of the 
verb 'to be' when it stands at the introduction of a clause. How often 
has one had to listen to readings from the OT labouring their way 
through the phrases, 'and it came to pass ••• •, or, 'and it will be I . . . ' 
at the commencement of every other verse ? The seemingly endless 
occasions upon which such phrases occurred was sufficient to arouse 
one's doubts as to their value and importance, at least for the meaning 
of that clause. 
The verb ~'~ with weak waw or consecutive waw is a very common 
feature within Hebrew, and used in this present sense approaches something 
like half of the total usages. For want of a better term the idiom is 
here described as a 'non-integral' use, because it cannot be said to be 
integral to the meaning of the clause thus introduced. The specific 
meaning of a clause is not in the least affected by the prefixing or not 
of this idiom- its function and purpose must be explained in terms 
_o_~~er_t_h_an_ t_kt_at_ oLmeaning.-- Te exp--lai-n-i-t- as--a- •-mere irltrocfuctory 
formula', or simply on the grounds of style, whilst containing an 
element ef truth will be seen as insufficient and inadequate. 
In Appendices XI, XIX, XX, XXXI, and XXXV there will be found all 
instances of this use. 
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67. Let us then begin our survey with the Qal perfect and weak waw, 
(Appendix XI), noting that the occasions upon which it is so uied 
number no more than six. The most obvious fact is that, with the 
exception of Jeremiah 3:9, which introduces a purpose clause,(' and 
( ~'~1 ) through the lightness of her whoredom'), they all stand at 
the head of clauses which are then continued by :::lor ":) with an infin-
itiv"e construct, and all indicate therefore past temporal clauses. 
(It will become increasingly apparent that the use of this idiom has 
very close connection with temporal clauses, often rendered by 
prefixed infinitive constructs. The significance of this connection 
will also be more plain.) 
An analysis of the context of each of these present examples shows 
that the clause introduced by 71,;'1) stands somewhat separate in time 
from the preceding clause(s). Naturally in some cases it will be a 
very brief interval, but the significant fact is that there is this 
distinct break in the narrative, which is then taken up-by the new 
clause. 
vThat then is the function of the ~'~l in these circumstances ? 
Certainly literary style must be admitted as relevent, for the abrupt 
launching into a clause with an infinitive construct is not particu-
larly pleasing style, though it does happen. However, in view of the 
temporal break between these clauses and their antecedents, it seems 
more likely that the predominant cause for the birth of the idiom was 
that it should make the temporal reference of the new clause quite clear. 
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It makes it perfectly clear that this new state of affairs was also 
located in past time ~ the break in the narrative does not then 
result in any uncertainty of temporal reference. 
68. The Qal perfect with consecutive waw has quite a large prop-
ortion of its examples which fall into this 'non-integral use' 
category. (Appendices XIX, XX ). Taking first of all those in 
Appendix XIX, which indicate future time, one again is able to observe 
something of the pattern mentioned above, viz. that the stands 
at the beginning of a temporal clause whose temporal link with the 
previous one is broken. The idiom does not refer only to clauses which 
follow imperfect forms of the verb, but also perfect forms, and so one 
cannot state that the clause introduced by the perfect consecutive is 
dependent temporally upon the preceding one. Often the clause so 
introduced will represent a temporal period at the other end of the 
seale to -that of the one it follows. 
The uses given in this Appendix on the whole point to temporal 
clauses which lie in future time, but this is by no means the only 
type to which it is attached. 
___ e.g~ 
(a) Exodus 4:8 
Deuteronomy 
'And if they will not believe .... 
8:19 
"' 1j·~~ 'I ~~ "'N. ~'':"\l 
'And if thou shalt forget the Lord thy God 
... :"''':'"t' ·l'l~ "T'\':)Wl'l 'n~il "0~ ':'P':"\' 
... 
100. 
These are only two of many examples in which ~'~1 introduces a 
conditional clause - others may be found in Exodus 22:26(27), 
Numbers 5:27, -18:32, 15:24, Deuteronomy 11:13, 15:16, 21:14, 24:1, 
Joshua 2:19, 22:18, 28, etc •• 
(b) Also introducing clauses which do no more than state facts. 
e.g~ 
Exodus 25:20 'And the Cherubim shall spread out their wings •• ' 
"',c:~J~ ~w;E) "tl'':l ,.,":):"'\ ,,;"'), 
Joshua 7:14 'And the tribe which the Lord takes ••• shall be 0 0 • 
... :11:'1, ,).,.':)s~ ..,yj~ ~::l.W';"\ :"'\'':"'\' 
These present uses will normally be found following a passage referring 
to past time, (or as in the case of Exodus 18:22, a Jussive) so there 
has been the need for a more definite means of depicting the new temporal 
setting. What better way than to introduce this new situation by its 
relevant temporal indicator ~ The change in temporal reference could 
never be regarded as decisive without the inclusion of the verb 'to be'. 
Had the verb ~·~ been appearing in the new clause as an integral part 
of same, then there may not have been the need for such specific 
indic<!_t_i_Qns at Lts_beg-irmiRg. -(-l) 
(1) It must be admitted that there will be occasions when, because of 
the appearance of 0•~ in the main body of the clause, the introductory 
':1·~l has been included for other reasons. Take for example Exodus 4:16 
'and he shall be a mouth for you ••• 1 ~~L, 11, :"!·~· ~ 1':"1 -;,•~1 
(cf. Also Leviticus 27:10, 33, Deuteronomy 20:ll(b), Isaiah 2:2, 3:24). 
These very few examples cannot be explained entirely in terms of the verb 
'to be' as a temporal specificator, but this does not disprove that this 
is normally its primary function. Here it may possibly be redundant; on 
the other hand the author may be so accustomed to usipg the idiom that it 
is here for stylistic reasons though not strictly necessary as time indicatnr. 
This is not inconceivable. 
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e.g. II Chronicles 6: 26 'When the heaven is shut up and there is 
no rain 
(c) The third group consistutes those which express the future 
outcome of a present situation - this will incorporate result 
clauses such as in Deuteronomy 7:12, 28:63 - a good example of 
which would be: 
I Kings 18:24 'and the God who answers by fire •••• 
... W~':l. ':'\J"j' "'1\JJ'l'l "tl .. ..., s~';"l ':"\';,, 
One is able then to find a pattern in the perfect consecutive 
uses which point to future tense clauses. For the most part the ':"\'~\ 
stands at the beginning of a temporal clause, though the type of clause 
is not the important factor, and indicates that clause's future 
reference. This is made necessary by the discrepancy in time, to a 
greater or lesser degree, between that clause and the previous one. 
In order that the reader or hearer should be without doubt as to the 
time in the speaker's mind, he prefaces his remark with the verb 'to 
be', the temporal indicator. 
69. The second of the ideas COr!V'~_yed _Q_y t_b_e_! non.-integraL' use--of -
the perfect consecutive is that of the Frequentative (Appendix XX). 
There are only 13 of these uses, and all are confined to pre-exilic 
narrative. (It will be noted that for these examples the full Hebrew 
is given as it has bearing upon the use of the initial ':"\ 'iH • ) 
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The examples show that the 'non-integral' ':1':1' introduces 
most frequently a temporal clause denoted byatemporal phrase or 
preposition plus infinitive construct -
Genesis 30:41 'And whenever the stronger of the flock conceived 
... l"l1iw? ~':'1 ~}q.~:1 "''n, .. ~~:l ':"1':1' 
Exodus 33:8 'And whenever Moses went out to the tent 
... ~·;n:.~-~~ 7'10~ !'!~~':) ':"1~7'1' 
(see also Exodus 33:9, Judges 2:19, I Samuel i6:23; II Samuel 15:5) 
It is recognised that the infinitive construct can of itself have no 
specific temporal reference, and as the sentence is then taken up by a 
verb form in either the imperfect or perfect consecutive, the temporal 
reference, or the nature of that temporal reference is not exactly clear, 
hence the ~,:11 at the beginning. 
In addition to these six uses above, there are two clauses in which 
the structure is, ';"\';")' +participle +perfect consecutive. 
Judges 19:30 'And all who saw it said ••• ' 
... ,~~' 7'1>t.,7'l·~':) 7'1'7'1' 
'.• ,. 
I Samuel 13:22 'So in the day of battle there was found neither •• 
... ~~~l ~~, Tlb,L,~ 'tn'::l. ':1'il' 
- --A~ain the time-lessnes-s of-the participle demands something more 
specific in the way of temporal indication, and the addition of ~,~, 
can be explained simply and adequately in those terms. 
In Numbers 21 :9 ' ••• and if a serpent had bitten any man 
w"~ ·Tt'lo\ w Tlj;"\ 1w~ "0~ ;,,;-,, 
... 
•.. 
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and, Judges 6:3 'And when Israel had sown,the Midianites came 
r..,.)':) :"!~~, ~~.,iLl" ~..,~ ~~ 'i'l'il' 
one meets with another very interesting use of the verb 'to be' at the 
head of a clause, and in these two examples, perhaps more clearly 
than elsewhere, is the influence of the initial ~,~) illustrated. 
It introduces a clause in which the perfect nf a verb follows a 
conditional partie le 'tl'tl , the sense of which without ';"'1':'1' would 
be simply the past conditional statement that a man would have lived 
after being bitten had he looked at the brasen serpent. The force of 
the ~~~) is such that it gives to the perfect 'tenses' of the clause 
'frequentative' application. 
For the majority of cases, the ~,~, is attached to a clause 
which is by nature timeless, owing to the use of a timeless verbal form, 
or, as in the case of conditionals, to give to a past conditional 
statement frequentative significance. This leaves only three examples: 
Exodus 17:11 'and whenever Moses held up his hand .. .' 
.... ,.,~ "l'l ~ :"'1\.1)~ ""C~.,, ""1\.t)~:l -;,·~l 
33: 7 'and everyone who sought the Lord went out 
"' ~~~ ;"'\l';i' llij'::J.~ -?~ ';"1,:"11 
and II Samuel 14:26 'it was at every years' end that he polled it' 
,1;:1' ii!J"R ""0•-n,, "''t)~ Y1'~ :'1':"11 
where the ~~~) stands before a clause in which imperfect forms appear. 
It is difficult to attach any particular significance to its use in 
these examples, especially Exodus 33:7 which stands amongst other 
frequentatives. The two remaining examples can perhaps be explained 
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as a means of emphasising the frequentative imperfect by drawing 
attention to its being of a different employment than the verbal forms 
immediately preceding. In fact Exodus 33:7 is the only one of these 
thirteen uses in which any previous frequentative force is apparent. 
The position then is that 7"1'-;,' is a pointer to, one may even 
say is capable of influencing, the nature or temporal reference of the 
clause at whose beginning it stands. It is therefore more than just a 
·~introductory formula'. Though its translation is not integral 
to the clause, its function is, insofaras it demonstrates what type of 
clause follows. 
70. It was apparently not a very common practice in OT prose books to 
employ the imperfect with weak waw in the capacity at present under 
consideration - the only four occasions are in Appendix XXXI. 
With the exception of Jeremiah 42:17 ('so shall it be with all 
who set ••• ' ,~~ "''ll)~ 1l'l~b~':'l'~':l ''':"\~,),the existence of a time 
discrepancy between the verse introduced by a 'non-integral' use of 
and the preceding clause, may again be noted here. Each introduces a 
temporal clause _ma_l'_ked~ b'f an- in~fi-nrtive-coristruc-t-(a timeless verbal 
form), and is preceded by a command. They indicate the outcome of the 
fulfilment of the command given. The force of the verb ";1,:"\ then 
lies in the location of the action in time future to the speaker, but 
it is also a means of changing the nature of the clause to which it is 
prefixed from that which precedes. 
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Jeremiah 42:17 was noted as an exception, for its verb form is not 
in the impersonal third singular masculine, but in the third plural, and 
would seem therefore to be an integral part of the sentence. (The RV 
regards it as such but its translation is an unnatural one.) It is 
not unknown for the 1 non-integral' use of ';"\'';"\ to appear in a form 
which is of the more personal type 1 and its use in Jeremiah 42:17 
should not concern us overmuch. Its inclusion here is not exactly 
one of necessity as regards specification of time, as this verse (verse 17) 
merely repeats the thoughts of the previous one. It therefore adds 
no new facts, and for this reason the imperfect with weak waw has been 
used. (The suggested emendation to ~,~, would be out of keeping with 
the sense of the passage). The use of '1 ~'' specifies the action in 
future time as does the ';"\'';"\' at the beginning of the preceding verse 
(verse 16), the verse of which this present one is a parallel, whilst 
the imperfect with weak waw in lieu of the perfect consecutive reveals 
the identity in time and thought with that verse. It is the parallelism 
which has determined its use here rather than the necessity for 
temporal precision. 
71. _T"_o _ __9ate_,_the _rCl_tio of _1 non-integr_al 1 uses e-f-- ';"1~';"\--- -to -• integraT' 
uses has been higher in respect of the latter. It is with the 
imperfect consecutive that the position is reversed. A further feature 
is that it only ever occurs in the impersonal form .,7'1,1 • Whilst on 
the subject of its characteristics one may mention that it is found 
mainly in the histori~al books, and is exclusively a narrative phenomenon. 
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(Isaiah 22:7 is its only poetic appearance), One will not therefore 
expect to find many post-exilic uses, nor many ~nthin prophetic writings. 
The examples of its use (Appendix X.XXV) show that almost without 
exception the clause introduced by ~7'1~1 is a temporal one. (l) 
majority of cases the verb 'to be' is followed by an infinitive 
In the 
construct with :l or ~ prefix, and in the remainder by :l. with a 
noun denoting some time period, e. g. '1)~' • There are only four 
examples in which a participle is used - I Kings 20:39,40, II Kings 
6:26' 8:5. 
The clause with initial "'7'1'1 speaks of past situations or events 
which are separated from the preceding by some temporal delay. In 
some cases this may be lengthy, e.g. Deuteronomy 9:ll('And at the end 
of forty years ••• ' "'0,~ ~i"'t ri'~ •-:1"'1 ) . 'whilst in 
others so short as to be unnoticeable, e.g. I Samuel 13:lOCAnd as soon 
as he had finished •• • 1!'1~':)':1 "-:1,) ). Basically then the 
function of the verb 'to be' can be described as (a) a means of giving 
precise temporal location, in this case past time, to a clause which 
of itself is timeless, and which could at best have only an inferred 
temporal reference, and, (b) a means of introducing a clause which 
stands somewhat separate from the preceding, again primarily in terms of 
(1) 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
The exceptional clauses are: 
Genesis 5:23, 31, 47:28 in which the~':'l''appears to be a non-impersonal 
use. It is probably best to emend the text on these occasions to ~~~ 
(cf. 5:17, 20, 27, etc.) 
purpose clauses - Exodus 1:21, Judges 6:27, I Chronicles 15:26 - in 
which the "':'1'1 .is followed by "':) with imperfect, or as in the later 
example, :) with infinitive construct. 
II Sam~e1 ~:23, II Kings 8:21, I Chronicles 15:25 in which the 
narrat1ve 1s taken up. afresh - II Samuel and II Kings as parenthetical 
clauses, and II Chron1cles as beginning anew an interruotPrl n::n·,....o.+~ .. ~ 
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time. It is rather rare to find a temporal clause beginning with a 
mere prefixed infinitive construct, and so to this extent the ,';'\'\ is 
also something of a literary device to take the edge off an otherwise 
harsh statement. 
72. There is a particular use of ~~,, at the head of a clause which calls 
fer separate mention. 
Genesis 15:17 
and II Kings 20:4 
'And when the sun had gone down 
... o;,~':l. w~0':'1 '':"\,, 
.... 
'And before Isaiah had gone out ••• 
... N.~" ,~L, '':"\'\IW' ... -;,,, 
The syntactical structure is, Imperfect consecutive + subject + 
perfect, and the clause itself circumst~ntial, preceding the principal 
clause. So far one has normally had a participle or infinitive construct 
following the '':'1,, which is clearly of importance as the time specif-
icator. The use in compound with a perfect is therefore unusual. Here 
one has a situation in which either the ,~,, has its function as 
temporal indicator and nothing else, or it has that function but is 
also coupled with a perfect 'tense' as a compound form. If the former 
be the correct view then we have s_?i_d_ alL _that nee~ ee sa:i:-d-,---but -if--the--
latter is true then a somewhat significant usage stands before us. It 
is well known that the verb 'to be' in Semitic and Egyptian may be used 
with forms of other verbs as co'Tlpound 'tenses'. One such use is that 
which combines the perfect of the verb 'be' with the perfect of another 
verb, to denote a pluperfect. (This is commonly found in Arabic and 
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Syriac.y 
e. g. (Arab.) Zaid had written 
(Syr) Mark 6:17 'For Herod had sent forth ( 
and laid hold upon ••• ' 
Hebrew is alone in being without such a compound verbal form. But if 
in the two references above the verb ':"1'':1 is to be cqmpounded 'Ni th 
the following perfect (after a fashion parallel to its Semitic cognates), 
then we have here two Hebraic examples which are of utmost interest and 
significance. 
73. To date we have been thinking in terms of the 'non-integral' use 
of ~~~ at the head of a clause which continues the narrative from 
the previous verse. There are, however, a number of occasions when 
this construction is located at the beginning of a book, and as such 
may be thought ofo as introducing independent narratives, e. g. Judges, 
II Samuel, Ezekiel, Ruth, Esther, and Nehemiah. For some of these it 
can simply be said that they commence not new books, but the second 
part of a corpus of material more correctly regarded as one whole. 
The majority of books in the OT, on the other hand, begin with the 
conjunction_ '__§!!d' a_s_though -it-were -a simple-Tnfroductory formula. 
(Actually it would be more correct to speak of the conjunction as 
the•mere introductory formula' irrespective bf its connection with 
the verb ';'\'":"'\ • ) It is the verb 'to be' at the commencement of any 
body of material which gives the correct time setting- it is no mere 
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introductory formula in the sense that it is of little or no 
significance for the clause so introduced. This could be said of 
the waw conjunction, but not of the verb 'to be' •. Why the form~~~\ 
should be used in lieu of a form which is not primarily for continuing 
a preceding perfect may perhaps be explained in terms of the 
preference for ~;,,, over The waw con~unction is the 
introductory particle, the verb -;,\~ indicates the temporal setting, 
and the use of the imperfect consecutive rather than the ~'~\ stems 
from individual preference for the former. 
74. What appears at first sight to be quite an unusual use of the 
i11personal ,~,) introducing a clause is to be found amongst those eight 
examples whose clauses have frequentative force. (see Appendix XX\~ B ) 
Four of the clauses are temporal ones in which 
followed by ,.,.~ · + infinitive construct. 
e.g. I Samuel 18: 30 'And as often as they came out ' 
I Kings 14:28 
"tl'I'H~~ '"iJI':I ,o;,,\ 
'And as often as the king went' 
1,~~ ~::1 ,""'T)') ~~~~ 
II Kings 4:8(b) 'So whenever he passed' 
,.,":!.~ ,.,.~ ,o;,,, 
II Chronicles 12:11 'And as often as the king went' 
1'~ ';"'\ ~ ,:l '"i?':) '':'1'1 
is 
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The construction ~,~·'as often as', with the infinitive is a 
timeless one, and the fact that it is of frequentative nature has 
nothing to do with its time setting. The function of the ,~,, 
as a prefix to the clause is to pin down this timeless frequentative to 
past time - it has nothing to do with the nature of the action of 
the clause, its role is simply that of time location. 
There aT8 two examples, 
II Samuel 15:2 'Aod when any man had a suit' 
':l.'"'l ~~ ~~on' .., \il'l!. ui,~ ~~ '':'\,\ 
and II Chronicles 24:11 'And whenever the chest was brought' 
l"..,~o;, -31~ N..":l' l'1~:l '~"' 
where the ,~,, stands at the head of a clause in which the verb 
occurs in the imperfect with frequentative force. Much the same can 
be said about these as was said of the above four examples, for the 
use of the imperfect speaks of the nature of the action in question -
its precise time location must be inferred from the context. To locate 
them more specifically the verb ':"\ ,7'1 is prefixed to the clause. An 
interesting illustration of the function of our verb as temporal 
indicator is given by II Samuel 15:2. The verb occurs in the im~~~f~~t- __ 
within the clause but it has one-o-f-±ts more minor functions, ie. to 
----rndicate frequentative action. There is still the need for precise 
time fixing, hence the verb appears again as prefix, 
75. We must now endeavour to draw one or two threads together by way 
of conclusion: 
(i) it would appear obvious that the 'non-integral' use of the 
verb ~,~ is not intended by the author(s) to be taken 
literally. This arises out of its indicative role. 
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(ii) the function of the verb is to locate more specifically the time 
at which an action took place. If in future time, ·:·then the 
perfect consecutive, or much l0ss frequently the imperfect 
with weak waw, is used; if in past time, then the imperfect 
consecutive, or again much less frequently, the perfect with 
weak waw. 
(iii) the nature of the particular action is not an operative factor 
in its use, only its temporal location. This however does not 
apply to the perfect consecutive which may indicate past 
frequentative action. 
(iv) the need for more specific temporal location may be attributed 
in the majority of cases to : 
(a) the fact that the clause so introduced stands separated 
from the previous clause by some passage of time, be it 
longer or shorter 
__ Cb)- -the- use Wltnin the clause of verb-forms which, of themselves 
are devoid of temporal reference 
(v) with very few exceptions, the form of the verb will be the 
imp~r~onal third masculine singular. 
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(vi) in one or two cases one may attribute its use more to literary 
style than to the need for precision in time - in these cases 
the role of time indicator would appear unnecessary - as the 
verb ":"1"~'i\ occurs with temporal reference in the clause in 
question 
(vii) there may be a case for thinking that on two occasions the 
verb ~'I~ is used in compound with the perfect of another verb 
to express a pluperfect 
(viii) this use is very much a narrative device and thus mainly pre-
exilic in its distribution. 
CHAPTER 9 
QAL PARTICIPLE 
76. It is to some extent difficult to say very much about the participle 
of the verb 'to be', as it occurs only once- in Exodus 9:3. The 
significance of this for the present study may be seen later, but first 
the clause itself: 
'Behold the hand of the Lord is upon your cattle.' " 
7\'b ~,:"1~ -..,'1 ~1':"1 
' 
The form of the participle is certainly that of a noun, and yet 
its nature is that of a verb. In other words a participle describes not 
just a quality of the subject as something fixed and immobile such as 
befits a noun or adjective, but the continuous display of the idea contained 
in the root from which it derives. As ~regards their temporal reference 
participles may apply to things past, present, or future, but our only. 
example of the participle of ~'I~ is as a future. In this case it is 
intended to show that the event is imminentor near at hand, thus asserting 
somewhat emphatically the inevitability of that event. It is this particular 
nuance which leads one to expect most of the examples of its use to be 
confined to Divine purpose announcements either by Yahweh or his agent. The 
further observation is that ?£1-_~ccas;ioos SUGA -as- these,- the author, by the 
addition of 71~:1 is able to lay the greater emphasis. All the above 
... 
features of the use of participles can be appreciated as applying fully 
to the one isolated occurrence of ~'l0 , and from it one concludes that 
its use is an extrem~-ly regular one. 
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In view of the connotations of the participle as describing 
continuous action, its widest use would normally be in circumstances 
closely approaching that of a present tense, and this is presumably 
the case. ~,~ would be expected to differ here, as the idiom for 
denoting present existence, or a present action, is the nominal sentence. 
The use of ~~~ in the perfect locates an action in the past, and the 
imperfect in the future, whilst the absence of the verb, i.e. a nominal 
sentence, denotes present time unless context demands otherwise, in 
which case the need for a more precise time location has not arisen. 
For this reason the virtual absence of the participle of 0'~ is not 
in the least surprising -one might even go so far as to say it is not 
needed, and its lack of use would tend to corroborate this. If an 
event were spoken of as being future, whether immediate or otherwise, 
the author would invariably use the imperfect, and if in the past, then 
the perfect. What significance has the participle in Exodus 9:3; why 
has it been used in lieu of the imperfect 7 Perhaps it is attributable 
to a combination of two factors:-
(i) this present example is such a classical one as regards the 
circumstances under which the participle is normally used. An 
as the '1"H7'\ 
.. . 
can give. Of itself however this does not consitiute 
sufficient grounds for its use, as one could find intances which 
fulfil these particular conditions to the same degree, yet in which 
the imperfect or even a nominal sentence, is used. It is in 
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combination with the second factor however, that this first assumes 
more importance, and one can see clearly the reason for its use 
(ii) the second factor arises directly from the text itself, for 
within it one finds a pattern ih the use of the participle. On 
five occasions Moses and Aaron present themselves before Pharoah to 
petition for approval of an Israelite pilgrimage into tl"{e de.sert. 
Their words on these occasions involve statements about ·God's 
actions should Pharoah fail to comply with their request, and in 
each case the pattern of speech is identical, as the following 
indicates: 
Exodus 7:17 \.,.:a -.,liJR "':114~~ ~:!)~ 'l ~ I :1~~ 
-~~: .. 'I' ~~ •: -- " - I .. \ • J 
... 
7:27(8:2) ~7~:l-r-~~·11t. ~;.liJ ·~,J~ :1;~~. 
' 
9z 3 'P~~t I ':'\, ';"'\ ':'\ l :"'' .,, 71.¥ \I 
' 
9:14 •.n'lf:)A~ -~~-7'1~; ,_7. iw T~: 
•_ ~·-- ~ ' ~: r 
10: 4 ':'"\~"''N. .,,h : ~.':l~ 'Hi'\ 
·.• : .. . ~ ... 'I 
The second factor operative in the use of ':"l'l';"\ is surely that of 
conformity to this pattern. Rather than break the pattern the participle 
~'l';"\ is used, and as this is its only such appearance it almost gives 
the impre ssi~n that the. 1J!Ord_ h_a_.s __ Q.e_en 'manuf actur.ed!... -for-th-i s--ve-Fy &as-e-. 
Little attention need be paid to the text of the Samaritan Pent, 
which'here reads ':'"I'~ If this were the correct text, which seems very 
doubtful, it would need to be interpreted as a 'prophetic' perfect if sense 
were to be made of it. 
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It is suggested then that the solitary use of the participle of 
~,~ in Exodus 9:3, is quite a regular employment of it as such, but 
in view of the nature of the verb ~\~ , it is thought that its occurring 
no more than this once is significant. One would have expected here 
the imperfect, as the temporal reference of the clause is future, but 
in view of the classical conditions noted in the verse, and the pattern 
. 
in the passage as a whole, i1'1':\ is fully justified. These are the 
' 
only two factors influencing the use of the participle, for the observed 
behaviour of the verb is such that its use in this form is unnecessary. 
The peculiar contribution of the participle of other verbs can hardly 
apply to ~,~ , nor does its temporal standpoint really allow for the 
subtleties of aspect portrayed by other verbs. It was noted that the 
imperfect of our verb denotes future events or situations irrespective of 
their imminence or duration, and under normal circumstances it would most 
certainly have been used in Exodus 9:3. 
CHAPTER 10 
QAL INFINITIVE ABSOLUTE 
77. In Biblical Hebrew the use of the Infinitive Absolute is quite 
restricted, as its meaning and use are very much dependent qualities. 
It depicts the abstract verbal idea of its root, and has no bearing upon 
the subject or object of the action in view. It is used commonly in 
conjunction with a finite verb formed from its same root. The inflex-
ibility of its meaning and application isparalleled by unchangeable 
vowel arrangements. It knows nothing of subject inflections nor variations-
denoting 'tenses'. It seems obvious that this form belongs to a period 
when the present highly-inflected Hebrew verb was without inflections, 
when there were no hard and fast boundaries between various parts of 
speech. It is surely the oldest verb-form known in the Semitic languages. 
Because of its abstract nature it,on occasions, approximates a noun, 
forming the subject of a nominal sentence, or being used as the object 
of another verb. 
Its primary verbal function however is to indicate emphasis. It 
stands chiefly before its verb, which after all is the normal Hebrew means 
oi _denotin.g_empha_s_i~( 1 ~and _is ()_f_ the same_ tt1_~~-·~s- the main verb. Used 
before the finite verb in this way it emphasises either (a) the certainty, 
or, (b~ the forcibleness and completeness, of any occurrence. 
( 1) Owing to the absence from the verb :"1 1 :'1 of a Pi' el theme, it might be 
thogght that this is the only way in which an intensive force may be 
added to this verb. However as will be seen later, intensification is 
the main attribute of the Niphal - not to express a passive, but rather 
very strong statements about past events. It may be said that as well 
as emphasising the existence, or non-existence of past events, the 
Niphal also intensifies to a greater degree than does the infinitive absolute. 
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78. Let us then turn to the- six possible occasions upon which this 
phenomenon appears, noting also that it is only a feature of the Qal 
theme and not to be found in any other, 
Genesis· 18:18 'Seeing that Abraham shall become ( 
a great •••• ' 
Numb12rs 30;-7(6)'And if her husband hears ( '~ 7\'7'1l' \ 1;, ) of it ••• ' ! 
I Kings 13:32 
Jeremiah 15:18 
Ezekiel 1:3 
28:32 
'For the saying ... shall surely come to pass ( 
;"\~;,,) 
'Wilt thou be ( :i'':1I"' \I ';1 to me like a 
' 
deceitful brook ... 
'The word of the Lord came ( .(.v. expressly)( "i\' 1 ';1 
' 
~~~) to Ezekiel ••• • 
'What is in your mind shall never happen ( 
71"':'\l'l 'Itt~ ) ••••• ' 
,,:i 
' 
'':i 
' 
One observes that the infinitive absolute \17'1 may be used before 
the perfect or imperfect of :"1'~ , to express an emphatic past or future, 
although one can detect several different nuances within such uses. 
(i) The first of these nuances is that which is the most normal function 
- simply to emphasise the event or situation in question by pointing 
to the certainty of its fulfilment. l.'Ji thin this type one would 
include Genesis 18:18, I Kings 13:32, Ezekiel 20:32 referring to 
the future, and Ezekiel 1:3 the past. In each one notes the 
certainty and the completeness bf the actions concerned. The 
119. 
infinitive itself has no bearing whatsoever upon the nature of the 
event nor its temporal situation, it merely adds emphasis to the 
verbal action following. The nature and temporal standpoint must be 
inferred. In these four examples the use of the imperfect locates 
the action within the future, whilst the perfect points to the past. 
This is consistent with facts already observed about 7\'7'1 The 
nature of each action can only be gleaned froi"ll the context and the 
character of the event itself, not from the verb. 
(ii) The second is that which is used in a conditional sentence. In 
Numbers 30:7(6) the infinitive absolute with its accompanying 
finite verb follow the conditional partie le 'O"H. , and as such 
underlines the condition upon which the ·consequence depends for 
its fulfilment. The function of the infinitive absolute in this 
particular case is to stress the necessity of the husband's hearing 
of the fact in question. It is not the conditional aspect to which 
attention is drawn, but the verbal action involved in that condition. 
In other words it is saying not that 'if, by the remotest chance, 
her husband should hear of it', but 'if he should hear it', laying 
down the actual hearing as the conditional factor. 
-( "Tr:t:J Fina1Iy ,-the-only poetic usage, Jeremiah 15:18, in which we meet 
the infinitive absolute strengthening a question. The significance 
of its use is undobutedly that it underlines the great indignation 
and the amazement which Jeremiah feels at his being ill-treated in 
such a·fashion, especially in view of his faithful~ess to Yahweh. 
120. 
This is not the stress of certainty, but of forcibleness -Jeremiah's 
incredulity at the possibility of God's deception- a fact to which 
circumstances apparently point. The construction certainly makes 
the expression the more poignant, and such could not be expressed 
by the impeffect alone. 
?9. The statement has been made that the six examples given are only 
'possible' instances- this cautionary note is added because two are 
open to doubt textually. The two in question are Jeremiah 15:18, and 
Ezekiel l :3. For 1\;'1 in Jeremiah 15 some wish to read and 
render it as an exclamation. However there are no real grounds for this, 
especially in view of the very regular usage of the infinitive absolute 
involved. The textual problems surrounding Ezekiel 1:3 are on the other 
hand more numerous, and textual variants may be cited. The present MT 
"':"\\~ is at variance with that of the Syriac, Targum, and Vulgate, all 
of which have only, obviously regarding either the infinitive 
absolute or qal perfect of the MT as an error in the text, due to 
haplography. The.LXX differs yet again in that it reads In view 
of the fact that the form 7'1''~ is the more original form of the infinitive, 
... 
j:here seem_ :to be .!lQ real gr_o_unds_fur__i:ls_omission.iJ:~- 'l"he only -po-ssible--------
reason for not retaining it is that the two stereotyped phrases normally 
found in connection with God's word coming to the prophets never contain 
such a form. One may therefore comment only on the irregularity of its 
(l) The English RV endeavours to draw out the force of the infinitive 
~y adding the word 'expressly'. 
appearance here whilst recognising that this alone does not justify 
its omission. 
121. 
It is conc1uded that evidence is insufficient to warrant any 
emendation, and that the six examples given above are indeed all valid. 
80. The observed uses of the infinitive absolute of the verb 'to be' 
indicate its employment preceding a finite form of its root as a mil,d 
imperative - a regular Hebrew idiom. Of itself it has no influence upon 
the time o'f the event in question, nor upon its nature. These both must 
be determined from the context, the temporal reference being indicated 
specifically by the finite form following. Its limited use cannot be 
justifiably confined to any one period of literature, though most cases 
are pre-exilic, and occur in narrative material - Jeremiah 15:18 is the 
only poetic use. 
CHAPTER 11 
QAL INFINITIVE CONSTRUCT 
81. The infinitive construct is much like the infinitive absolute with 
which we have just dealt, in that it also has the qualities of both noun 
and verb, although the construct form is very much more flexible than its 
unvarying counterpart. Its quality as a noun is reflected particularly 
inits employment in any of the three cases, nominative, accusative, or 
genitive, yet it is so much of a noun that it is capable of taking 
the definite article. It permits of both suffixes and prefixes, and when 
used with attached prepositions assumes all the meanings of the finite 
verbal form with conjunction. Particularly frequent is the use of the 
infinite construct with :lor .::> to
1
express temporal clauses, and less 
frequently with By far the most common attached pronoun is ~ 
where its addition turns the infinitive construct into the equivalent of 
an English infinitive expressing purpose. 
As far as temporal reference is concerned, the infinitive construct 
has no significance itself, but context and circumstance will normally 
make it evident as to the time period involved. 
T'l ''i1 
82. This is the basic form of the infinitive construct of__ ';'P.~- ,-and-
the few occasi_()f_lS_l,.lp_Oll -wl:l-i-c·h-tt occur; are given under Appendix XXXVIII, 
and there classified according to the time period to which each refers. 
(this is thought to be the most simple classification of these uses, but 
they must further be regarded in the light of their nominal or verbal 
function.) 
123. 
To take first of all those examples in section A (past 'tense') 
which are of nominal type, one finds that there are six occasions upon 
which the infinitive construct I'\'':i functions as a genitive. They 
are Exodus 10:6 'From the day they came ( "'l"'P:1 "0''~ )', 
Judges 18: 31 'as long as the house o{ God was 111'':'1 • "~" -~,::) ) ••• ', 
I Samuel 22:4 'all the time David was ( . . . ' 
I 
25:7 'all the time they were ( 'Dli\':1 _,~, -~::> )', 25:16 'all the 
time we were ( 'Jl'l'':'i • ,Jo:)., -~~ ) ••• ',Isaiah 48:16 'from 
the time it came to be ':il"\\1';1 "l"\~~ )',and are all 
instances in which the I'\ 1'':'1 is coupled with the construct form of a 
temporal period, usually ~l' or 10 1 ~, It will be noted that 
within this temporal division the infinitive construct does not appear as 
either nominative or accusative. 
The remaining uses must then be verbal in type and be regarded 
as equivalent to finite verbs - they are those which are prf}deded by a 
preposition to express, 
(a) a temporal clause, II Kings 6:25 'until an ass~s' head be ( ~~ 
l"l''~ ) .. ', Jonah 4:2 'when I was "!1 l' ii ~ 
in m¥ own land', Esther 2:12 'after it had been done ( Yi'1':) 
____ - - -nl';"\- }- i;o her ••• _.,- or, ---
(b) a cauaal clause, Ezekiel 22:19 'Because you have become 
( '~ 11\,;'1 1')), ) dross •• ', 29:6 'Because they have been 
"D :rw;-, l~' ) a staff •• ', 34:8 'Because my sheep have 
become ( l'\l';"\ 1\l' ) a prey', 35:5 'Because you have had 
1"" ) perpetual enmity' , ( 
124. 
The verbal character of these examples is borne out by their taking a 
subject and predicate. The subject, which in construction follows the 
infinitive, may occur either in the genitive, as a pronominal suffix, or as 
a nominative, in which case it stands separate from the infinitive. The 
predicate wiil normally be an adverbial phrase, but may also be nominal. 
interesting in that it is the only use af a participle (pass.) with the 
simple infinitive. 
83. Reference to the present, at least from the speakers ,viewpoint, 
can be confined to Ezekiel 34:12 'when he is( ) among 
the sheep'. This example is a nominal type rather than verbal, and is 
in the genitive following a temporal location ~''~ The subject is 
also of genitive type, in the form of a pronominal suffix. 
84. With future temporal reference one notes a more numerous usage of 
1'1 ,,';"'\ though less than its use in a past sense. 
To begin vvith there are three examples which are of nominative nominal type 
- they are Genesis 2:18 'It is not good that man should be ( 
alone', and Judges 18:19 'It is better for you to be ( 1n p-;, )priest 
••• or to be ( l.T\1 1';'1) priest to a tribe'l''. In these examples it will be 
noted that there is a common use of 'good' or 'not good' in the predicate, 
whilst the infinitive construct here forms the subject of what is strictly 
a nominal sentence. 
125. 
Whilst the general sense is quite obvious there .is some minor 
difficulty in the rendering of this idea. The examples are classified as 
future simply on the basis of English idiom which is best rendered as 
such. Strictly speaking, however, they ought to be present tense uses 
as they do no more than express a general truth. The absence of the 
verb 'to be' in its finite form, and thus as time indicator, may well 
demand a reference to present time. The point is only minor and does 
not affect the Hebrew in the slightest, for its sense is quite clear, 
that 'man's being alone is not good' (Genesis 2:18). 
There is just one use that is an accusative nominal type -
Ruth 1:13 'would you not have I'1 l';"\ ) a husband'. Here the infin-
itive construct appears to be the object or accusative of the verb }~~ , 
in which case it is the only such use of l1P':"t • 
The remainder of the future references are verbal, and all, with the 
exception of II Samuel 24:13,' shall three days of pestilence come ( "C~ 
1'\P;"!) to you', portray clauses of purpose (Joshua 11:20, I Kings 11:36, 
Jeremiah 44:8, 5i:62), or result (Exodus 8:18(22), Jeremiah 33:20). In 
each case, then, the infinitive may be regarded as a finite verb with 
T-h-e- subJect .will :tS?nd to be nominal, and nomin-
-- -- -- - -- ---·- -- --- ----
ative rather than genitive. The predicates are primarily adverbial 
phrases, but one, Jeremiah 44:8,'that you may become ( 
a curse', is of nominal type. Each denotes a purpose with future 
implications, or alternatively a ·:'future' result, normally one which is 
to be avoided if possible. 
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The verse cited as an exception to the above, II Samuel 24:13, 
is a most unusual one in that it can be described as a disjunctive 
question in which the rather rare construction of "'D~ with the in fin-
itive is used. Again the infinitive must be treated as a finite verb, 
with a nominal subject and an adverbial phrase in the predicate. 
One brief observation before moving on to li ,, i\ with prepositional 
prefixes- that l"l':'"\ is never negatived by ~~(or ~>ol ), but by "~l1~::J. 
with~ prefix. (cf. Exodus 8:18(22), Joshua 11:20, Jeremiah 33:20, 51:62, 
Ruth 1:13). This may serve to illustrate its tather strong nominal 
qualities. 
Included in Appendix XXXVIII Cis Ezekiel 21:15(10~ where the MT 
reads an imperative. This is to be emended to an Infinitive construct 
following l'>' ~ ~ • 
85. It has been noted that one of the features of the infinitive 
construct is that it may be modified, not just by pronominal suffixes, 
but also by the acdition of prefixes. The verb 0' :"'I will be noted as 
having only three of the regular p:'efixes 7 , :::l. , 1~, for there is 
no use made of the prefix ;:) • By far the most -frequent prefix;- and-- - ---
this applies to ":1,7'\ , is the preposition ', The varied ways in 
which this is used must now concern us. 
127. 
n1,~~ It is obvious from Appendix XXXIX that the primary usage of the 
infinitive with ~ is with a view to some future action, or to express 
the plain infinitive of purpose. The Appendix contains both infinitive 
and future translations in English, and it is indeed difficult· to draw. 
any clear distinction between these two ideas - e.g. 
may be rendered as either, 'to be your God', or 'that (I) should be 
you.c God:. Consequently no division lias been attempted as this is only 
a problem of the English rendering and not the Hebrew. 
A subdivision of the uses of this infinitive with ~ is noted 
in Appendix XL. 
( ! ' .!.; The most numerous of its applications (62%), is that 
expressing purpose, and indeed it is here that the function of the nl'n 
as indicating action towards something is most evident, e.g. II Kings 11:17 
'that they should be ( Tl)'i1~ ) the Lord's people', is the reason for 
, 
Jeho\da' s making the covenant between himself, Yahweh, and the people. 
It is at this point that the parallel with an English infinitive is 
closest. As an expression of purpose it seems fairly obvious that this 
present form is merely a contraction from .t'\P':"l l~~~ e.g. in 
I Kings 11:36,'that David my servant may have 11 ":"l '~-~~ ) ~J_amp~ 
-1"\Pi'\-~ · wotdd-certaim y suffice, as also in Jeremiah 44:8. No doubt 
the rather sparing use of the longer form .nP:"l ))I~~ is indicative of 
its cumbersome nature, and of the preference for the shorter alternative. 
( ii) The infinitive construct with ~ is also used to denote 
motives, or circumstances, or to define in a more exact manner what is 
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set out in the preceding. The grammars talk about this as 
something bf the nature of a gerund. (The most classic example is 
undoubtedly in the verb "'\~'loL i'h~~ 1 saying'.) 
flpproaches this in I Kings 16:7 ' in being like the •••• ' In 
'1'1'1'':'1~ . 
Esther 9:21 the use of/is the means by which the author conveys the 
subject-matter of what Mordecai inserted in his letters - he enjoined 
them that they should keep ( the fourteenth Adar. 
(iii) The use of ~~\~~ as the object of a governing verb 
involves only 5 of its 70 appearances. (see Appendix XL, 3) In this 
case the verbs to which it is subordinate are: ~'i,., Genesis 18:11, 
~ni1 Genesis 10:8, ~'nil I Chronicles 1:10, and 
7:12, I Samuel 19:8. 
(iv) There are just 3 occasions (XL 4) where the infinitive 
construct with has waw added, and can be spoken of as continuing 
a previous finite verb. This phenomenon is found primarily in later 
books, though certainly not to the exclusion of earlier ones, e.g. 
Deuteronomy. In each or' these examples the clause so introduced 
expresses the intention denoted by the preceding finite verb. Whilst 
on this unusual occurrence, one must_adf!}_it_tQ_b_eing . ..at-a }ess-to k:now--
why the waw has been omitted in the case of Leviticus 25:38 'to give 
you the land of Canaan (and) to be ( lJ1P'il~ ) your God'. 
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86. Only once is use ma~e of the construction ':"1':'1 vvith I""'ii~ 
and that is in Exodus 48:l:'J1 'and their anointing shall be to them 
for 
G.K. describe this particular construction as denoting the idea of 
aiming at a definite purpose or turning towards an object (p.365). 
Consequc·ntly th(c' specific purpose:> behind theaction in question is 
alluded to, rather than its being a mere statement of.fact. (i) 
87. One rather unusual feature of T\\'':'1~ , and one l''hi.ch is very 
limited indeed, is its following a participle to express the verbal 
idea of the participial root. N:t only is th(~ use of this construction not 
widespread, but also it is confined to hvo VP.rb f0rms- in esther 9:21,27 
the verb in participle is 'iiW')) , and in I Kings 8:29, 52, and 
II Chronicles 6:20, Norma 11 y it i ,., unc;e rs toad that. the verb 
'to be' with a participle denotes continuation over a period of time, but 
this cannot be so in this case, cf. I Kings 8:29 'that thine eyes might 
be open' ), which is exprPssive of a single act. 
It would appear as though is nothing more 
than an alternative for Xl\~')1~, but the passive nature of the uses with 
woulc not admit of the same explanation, as the theme would need 
to be changed to either Niphal or Pual. 
(I) G K also draw a comparison between this Hebrew construction and 
the English expression 'I a:-n to ••• ', which also indicates specific 
purpose. 
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88. Finally under this head a word about the text of I Kings 8:52, 
Some wish to read 
1'1'';,~ of the M.T., thereby following the LXX and II Chronicles 6:40. 
Perhaps one can do no more than note this discrepancy, for it does 
not provide very adequate grounds for any textual emendation. (The 
RSV here shows preference for the suggested emendation.) Also the 
fact that the infinitive construct with J, is found in I Kings 8:29 
anJ ir1 its parallel II Chronicles 6:20, is further evidence against 
the emendation. 
89. Tl 1';'1:l There are only 27 occasions throughout the O.T. prose 
books when this construction is employed - Appendix XLI. Its 
peculiar emphasis is that it denotes a temporal clause, and in doing 
so its temporal reference is always either present or past - never 
is it a means of denoting a future temporal clause. (This is the 
province of the imperfect with '"~ • ) 
Once again we note that the infinitive construct with prepositional 
prefix is best rendered in English by the finite verb with conjunction, 
and it is here that the more verbal character of the infinitive becomes 
apparent. In these cases then one expects the infinitive to have a 
·infinitive itself. The predicate will mostly be adverbial, but may 
also be nominal or adjectival. 
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What normally happens in these cases is that the infinitive 
construct is preceded by ~i'l,\ or ':i'i1' , but surprisingly enough 
this only applies to eight of our present examples. For the bulk 
however there is no adjacent use of the verb in this way. Where the 
infinitive construct with ':l. is preceded by "i\') , there is greater 
clarity in the temporal reference of that clause, but under normal 
circumstances this must be inferred from the context. On two occasions 
one notes the u-se -of 7'1';'\ before the infinitive construct in the 
form 7"1":11 - I Samuel 16:16,23. In the earlier use it denotes the 
future event - 'when the evil spirit of God is upon you ••• ' - though 
this could conceivably be viewed as a future frequentative. The 
second reference is an obvious frequentative, 'whenever the evil spirit 
was ( ) upon you ••• ', and thus this ethos is 
conveyed to the temporal clause indicated by the infinitive construct. 
Of final note, the use on three occasions of participles in 
conjunction with n l':1:J. 
Genesis 34: 25 when they were suffering 
Jeremiah 39:15 while he was shut up ... 
Zechariah 7:7 ... when (Jerusalem) was inhabited.' 
These periphrastic forms are obviously alternative ways of 
indicating the temporal clause which could be expressed either as an 
infinitive of the root, of. the participal form, or by some other more 
common construction. It is extremely difficult to attribute any just 
cause to this use, expecially when the sense is exactly the same as that 
which would be conveyed by any of the alternative constructions. 
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Furthermore the scarcity of its usage does not allow one to 
unclerta!<e any very full survey. 
90. The ohly other additive particle used with the 
infinitive construct of 'i1 .. ':'\ is the preposition ,~ - see 
Appendix XLII. The normal rendering of is to convey movement 
away from an object, and with this basic idea of separation, it can 
be seen with the infinitive construct to suggest restraining or 
withdrawing from.( literally ' ... from there being ••• '). This is 
perhaps clearest in I Samuel 15:26 'Israel has rejected you from 
being nPi1~ ) king'' I Kings 2:27 I Solomon expelled Abiathar from 
being ~ ,, ;"\J\ ) priest', and Jeremiah 31:36 'cease from being ( 1''';,~) 
a nation'. 
This observation of the use and .application of :n''i1~ applies 
to all but four of the examples given in Appendix XLII. The first 
exceptions -are:-
Exodus 9:28 'there has been enough of these mighty thunderings' 
l'l1,p 'n''';"\h 'J.il 
lli<odus 12:4 'And if the household be too small for a lamb' 
----
- ----·- -and-- Isaiah 49:6 
'It is too light a thing that you should be my servant' 
'"i:J.~ '~ l;nP';"\~ ~~l 
It can be observed that the 1h is used in connection with adjectives 
or intransitive verbs. The force of the expression is to 
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show that the adjectival or verbal quality is present to a 
degree either too great or too small for the purpose in view. 
The other unusual usage is in Haggai 2:16 'when one came to a 
heap of twenty measures' ( 
the sense of which is almost frequentative. This however is only 
the impression created by the English translations, and is to be 
ignored. In fact the textual difficulties of this verse, once solved 
I ";\ 
rid us of the problem. The LXX here reads 11~f:S '1Tt. , pointing to 
a Hebrew text "'Cl""'':"\ 01'l , which would indeed appear to be a 
much more acceptable reading in every way. It is therefore proposed to 
follow this latter and to discount the reference as an example of 1~ 
with the infinitive construct. 
91. From this survey one detects a pattern in the use of the 
Infinitive construct with its prefixed particles. The simple 
infinitive construct ~' 17'\ is most often used in the sense of a 
finite verb, and normally points to the past or present. t,0~ has 
priimarily future connotations and depicts purpose, whilst 'n"ii:::J.. 
is confined to temporal clauses relating to either past or present. 
The infinitive with r~ is an unusual usage and involves an idea of 
speak of withholding or separating something from the subject. 
92. The temporal period to which the actions denoted by the infinitive 
construct refer, can only be discovered by looking at the context. 
I3 4. 
This will be quite obvious in those few examples of I'WilJ. with 
';"1") , but elsehwere the context itself will need closer 
scrutiny. This.arises from the infinitive construct's having no 
temporal reference of its own, indeed its very nature as something between 
both verb and noun is contrary to this. Normally it will be the finite 
tense following the infinitive which will give the temporal nuance. 
CHAPTER 12 
gAL JUSSIVE & COHORTATIVE 
93. The Jussive mood (l)of the Hebrew verb is to be found in all 
three persons, (though very rarely in the first person) expressing 
the desire of the speaker that something should, or should not, happen. 
It is customarily the province of the Cohortative to express a wish 
in respect of the speaker himself, whilst the Jussive in the second 
pe:cson occurs mainly as the negative imperative with The 
verb ~,~ does not appear in the first person Jussive and only four 
times in the second person, as negative commands. 
Jeremiah 17:17 'Be (':''\'";'\'I'\ not a terror' 
Hosea 3:3 'nor belong ''i\l'l) to another man' 
Ezekiel 2:8 'Be ( ':1l"t not rebellious' 
II Chronicles 30:7 'Do Hot be ( ,iil\ ) like your fathers' 
The remainder of the examples are all third person. 
94. 
(a) By far the most numerous way of employing the Jussive of the 
( 1) 
verb ~,~ is within sentences ~esigned to convey a command or 
wish- e.g. Genesis 1:3 'let there be ( light'. The 
full list of occurrences of this ph€momeno~_\o\lill~joung_j_Q _________ _ 
Appendix XLIII, where this first and most numerous means of its 
use forms section A of that list. Often these examples will stand 
The particular form of the Jussive is identical with that of the 
Imperfect ~1la'J'' , but it more likely is that it was originally 
accented on the last syllable, as was the Imperative, which disting-
uished it from the Preterite Imperfect with its stress on the 
first syllable.· Driver's suggestion that it is derived from the 
Imperative on analogy with the Imperfect is probably the most 
satisfactory answer. 
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alone in the narrative, but occasionally they will follow another 
Jussive, e.g. Genesis 1:6 'let there be ( 
I 
"7'1 'I 
. \ 
and let there be a division ( i '"':T :l. h 
• I -
) a firmament 
) I • 
These forms are not confined to affirmative uses only, but may 
appear as negatives to express prohibition or dissuasion, or a 
negative wish - e.g. II Chronicles 38:7 'Do not be ( 
like your fathers' (the negative particle is ~~· and not ~~ 
On occasions the Jussive with waw will follow an imperative. In 
Exodus 10:21 it is difficult to know precisely whether the '~'1 
there expresses the result or purpose of the command, or indeed, 
whether it expresses a contingent occurrence, 'and let there be 
darkness ••• ' 
(b) If the speaker wishes to add some emphasis to his expression, 
this is done by means of the addition of ~l- , the particle ,. 
of entreaty. (see section B) There are 15 occasions upon which 
• 0 0 
this construction appears. The ~j- particle imparts to the Jussive 
the idea of one's imploring one's hearer to act, or refrain from 
acting, in order to achieve some particular end. Perhaps it is not 
strictly correct to talk in terms of this particle making it a 
more emphatic utterance, as to do so may give the impression that 
additive changes the whole tone of the utterance to one in which 
the speaker adopts something approaching a position of subservience 
to his hearer. 
Again, this may be used in the negative - in actual fact it is only 
so used twice, Genesis 13:8, Numbers 12:12- in which case the )i:l 
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follows not the jussive verb form but the negative particle . ~~ 
(c) As with most detailed examinations of any particular subject 
one might care to mention, so with this use of the verb ~,~ 
for one or two occasions of its use fail to conform to the 
wider pattern. Section C of the present Appendix gives 5 such 
occasions. 
(i) In Genesis 30:34 the Jussive ·~~is preceded by the 
particle ~S. · It is not felt that this is an alternative 
to the conditional particle "tlN. , but simply a particle 
to emphasise the element of wishfulness- 'I wish that 
it would be ••• '. GK describe this as expressing a concession 
equivalent to 'let it be so'. 
(ii) Though somewhat unusual, the Jussive may find itself in 
either the protasis or apodosis of a conditional clause. 
The two exa;-nples of ':"'1,7"\ used after this fashion provide 
us with an illustration of both types. Leviticus 15:24, 
'and (if) her impurity is ,7'11"11 ) on him', is the only 
instance of this usage in the protasis of a conditional 
clause, whilst in Exodus 7:9~_·_t_~a~_H_rn_ay_be~emeE----"~jl, )-
the Jussive is noted in the apodosis of such 
a clause. ("G.!Ce:Xplain the latter occurrence as lying 
within the apodosis of a suppressed protasis, 'if thou 
cast it down ••• '(p. 520)) 
• 
• 
• 
• I 
(iii) 
138 • 
Some examples show that this form may be used in place 
of the ordinary imperfect - there are two such occasions: 
in I Samuel 10:5 ' ( '';1 ,, and as you come into the 
city I . . . ' introduces a new clause, in which one 
would normally expect a perfect consecutive. GK' s 
explanation is based on rhythmical grounds, as its 
position at the beginning of a clause puts it as far as 
possible from the main accent. Driver on the other hand 
mentions this particular instance as being one of four 
occasions where "~':"\'' is found, yet where one would have 
expected ~'-;,1 • "It is impossible to dismiss this so 
unconcernedly as is done by Ewald (paragraph 345): either 
"':1'1 must be a copyist error, or some definite explanation 
must be found for the adoption of so unusual a form: observe 
how in I Samue 1 '~'1 is followed within a few verses by 
two instances of the customary .... the verb has the 
force of a legitimate jussive: ,~,, is simply prefixed to 
the adverbial clause in the same manner as 
Thus I Samuel 'and let it be when ••• ' ( a permissive edict 
~----- -
issued thr~~gh- th~- ~~diu;-of -the prop~~~)-.-:-1 1 f The second 
possible instance under this head is II Kings 19:25, 'that 
you should turn ( 'i'll"\1 ) fortified cities into ruins', 
It would seem in order to follow this reading and regard it 
as a Jussive with weak waw whilst translating it in terms of 
an imperfect. The LXX would here demand the MT '7'l.X:n , but 
I : -
it is not considered the more correct reading and no emend-
(1) Driver 1 TPn~P~ 1 n lAQ ~h~ ~ 
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ation will be effected. 
95. Five times throughout the OT prose books one meets the use of the 
Jussive in association with a participle- in Genesis 1:6 ( 'n'\ 
?'\"'T~), I Kings 10:9, Jeremiah 20:14, Ruth 2:19, II Chronicles 9:8 
l'..,:l ). True it is that the verb will often be found in 
conjunction with a participle, but it·is unusual to find it in the 
Jussive. Its function in our present examples is that the Jussive 
element is denoted by the verb ~,~ ahd the continuous nature of the 
wish or command contained within the participle. 
96. Two colloquial uses are noted. In II Samuel 18:22,23, Ahimaaz 
speaks to joab and uses the phrase , rendered in English 
as ''Come what mayu. These are the only occasions upon which the 
expression ;is used, from which one assumes that its use was quite limited, 
although the function of the Jussive is an extremely common and regular 
one here. 
97. Only once does the question of emendation arise with anything 
_______ _Ep_J:!T_Qachi_o_g seri_o.u_S[le_ss__:-_ LKings-14-:5. ---+l=le- MJ- -hel'e--re-ads--'!.~,1 
7\""'':)Hl'~ ~~n, Tl'lt::l~ ••• (The LXX, Alexandrinus, and- Vulgate point to ~;,"l I,. ..... ~ 
in the Hebrew.) Burney (l) says the alternative pointing to which the 
LXX points is to be followed, on the grounds that this clause is part of 
the narrator's description, and not of Yahweh's,as is suggested by the 
(1) Burney 'Notes on the text of Kings' 
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existing MT vocalisation. Driver's solution is that this is indeed 
a Jussive, thus retaining the MT, but suggests that there has been an 
omission from the text. He wishes to assume that words such as Tli~~' 
~·~~ (l) have somehow been displaced, 
and on this basis can obtain an appropriate sense for the existing 
form. 
Of the two explanations the less involved one ·is thought the 
more likely and acceptable, and thus emendation to ~ ';"\ .,, is recommended. 
98. The temporal sphere of reference of this particular mood of the 
verb 'to be' is entirely future. The speaker uses the Jussive to refer 
to a situation which he wishes to see at some future date, be it sooner 
or later. If the imperfect of our verb functions in this way then it is 
not at all surprising that the Jussive should follow similar lines. It 
can be confidently asserted that the Jussive of. ~.,~ is never actually 
used to denote events or situations which lie other than in the speaker's 
future. 
QAL COHORTATIVE 
99. Is the verb ';"\';1 ever used in the Cohortative 7 The possibility 
of an affirmative answer to this question arises out of just one use of 
the verb, in Ezekiel 20:32. 
"tl'1:l~ ':'P':'\1 "'''i~~ 1ll'IN 
:·: I 
( 1) Driver 'Tenses' ~age 148 Obs. 3. 
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Of the 8JV, the RSV is the only one to translate as a Cohortative, 
whilst the remainder view it as an Imperfect. One can appreciate the 
difficulty, as the forms of the Cohortative and Imperfect of this 
verb are identical. This must be one's conclusion- that the existing 
form may be of either category. 
Unfortunately the context does not allow us to st~te its form 
categorically one way or the other - either interpretation fits 
adequately. (Nor does the usage in a similar situation in I Samuel 8:19, 
Nay, but we will have ( 7P;'1, ) a king over us', shed any light 
upon the problem here.) Although each of the possible views could be 
applied, there is sufficient distinction between them to demand one's 
making a choice. My personal preference is to regard this as a 
Cohortative, as such an interpretation seems to suit the circumstances 
is 
better: a call to idolatrous practices?more appropriate than a mere 
statement of fact. 
If this is a correct observation, then this example of ~~~ 
can be appreciated as denoting a rather strongly-felt desire or impulse. 
In support also is the fact that there is a real possibility of 
that desire to be effected, as here. Under the circumstances one can 
do little else but claim this as the only possible example of the 
Cohortative .of the verb 'to be'. 
CHAPTER 13 
QAL I:v!P ERA TIVE 
100. The development of the Imperative verb-form in the Semitic 
languages arose out of the need for a more abrupt form to express a 
command. The Permansive-Perfect with its wide range of m~aning was 
found to be rather inadequate, in that it was quite ambiguous, as an 
expression of this idea. Hence the formation of a distinctive 
most probably from the Permansive-Perfect. The Gram~ars describe the 
form's development in terms of the Imperfect, from which the second 
person prefix, ~ , is removed. Whil_st this is a good rule-of-thurrib to 
be followed in discovering actual Imperative formsof a Hebrew verb, it 
is certainly not meant as an explanation of its historical development. 
101. The verb ~,;, does not occur so very often in this mood, but those 
occasions upon which it is used are found under Ap~endix XLIV. From a 
review of these, conclusions in respect of their usage may be drawn. 
Basically, the employment of this verb form is to express a command. 
This statement is however not quite as naive as it seems, for when one 
looks at other verbs and the possible implications of the Imperative, it 
is realised that to express a comma~~pu~~~-Q _simple, _is_ oA-1-y- one-o-f 
the categories into which its use may be divided - e.g~ with n'n 
the Imperative is not used in a concessive sense, nor to express 
permission; neither is it used in a command the fulfilment of which is 
not within the power of the individual addressed. GK give to this 
basic aspect of the Imperative the title 'real' Imperative- it portrays 
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such ideas as, 'Be r~ady ( ~'~)',.or 'Be ( 
" •: ~ 
king' - so that they can be spoken of as orders or commands which the 
speaker not only expects the hearer to fulfil, but as being within 
the bounds of possibility. 
In executing this function, the imperative of 7l' :i may stand 
either alone or in association with other imperatives, or with jussives 
and imperfects. (These latter two are less com~on events - Genesis 12:2 
and I Samuel 18:17 follow Imperfects, whilst Exodus 18:19, II Samuel 2:7, 
II :<ings 11:8, and its parallel II Chronicles 23:7 follow Jussives.) 
It is in association with other Imperatives that one finds the use of 
the waw conjunction with the Imperatives. However, in these examples 
it is still this basic 'real' command that is conveyed, hy:.which is 
meant that the Imperative with waw does not convey a consequence of a 
previous command (as does an imperfect), be it a conditional one, or 
one which the speaker intends - it is to issue a further order. 
182. There are several occasions upon which the Imperative is found 
when one could have expected the Jussive. On one of these occasions, 
Genesis 12:2, 'and be thou ( ';"\' ~l ) a blessing', the Imperative is 
,. ''t' 
in mind in the preceding verb. The Imperative denotes the purpose 
behind the Divine blessing upon Abraham - that he in turn might become 
a blessing to others. The same idea would awpear to lie behind that 
usage in Exodus 18:19 'be thou ( ';1 '~ ) for the people to God-ward' l 
u ·:: 
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(Perhaps it is significant that the RSV translates both by an 
English future rather than as an Imperative.) 
One other example need be mentioned here- Genesis 24:68 'Sister 
be ( ~ .,';'1 ) the mother of thousands of ten thousands' - for in it 
I •: 
one notes the use of the Imperative, giving a somewhat harsh tone to 
that statement. As it stands, Rebekah's brothers command her to be the 
mother of thousands of ten thousands - a rather tall order for the 
young girl, even in a society which interpreted abundance of offspring 
in terms of Divine blessing ! It hardly need be said that Rebekah's 
brothers are giving her their blessing, and are paying her the highest 
of compl~ments, but would not the Jussive as a more mild expression be 
more acceptable as a means of conveying the same 7 On the other hand 
there is a considerable similarity between the Imperative and Jussive -
expecially is this clear in the latter's use for the negative imperative. 
Yet the authoritarian ethos of the imperative here in Genesis 24, seems 
a little 'off' to say the least, and unless it is viewed against the 
background of its close link with the Jussive one fails to appreciate it 
fully. It can be thought of as little more than a very strong way of 
expressing one's hopes in respect of a particular individual. Thus 
--~- --- -- ---- ---
our example here depicts something of the immensity of the blessing 
which Rebekah!s brothers are calling down upon her, and the sincerity 
of their expression. 
103. It is in the Imperative that the use of the verb 711;'1 as an 
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alternative to ~,~ is noted in particular. There are two instances 
in Appendix XLIV of this verb's use; they are Genesis 27:29 'be 
( ~,~ ) lord over your brothers', and Isaiah 16:4 'be ( 
a refuge to them', both of which follow Jussive verb forms. It is 
only intended that attention should be drawn to this fact, and not that 
anything further should be said in connection with them. 
104. The Imperative of the verb 'to be' appears in close connection 
with a participle, however this use is limited to two verses, and in 
each case the particular participle in question stems from the same 
verb - it is the verb 1'':) , and the participial form, the passive 
Not only does the use and the participial root in question fall within 
narrow confines, but this also applies to its OT distribution, as both 
examples occur within Exodus -19:15, and 34:2. (This Niphal participle 
will be frequently found as an adjective in conjunction with the verb 
~,~ , when referring to persons.) 
Its use must be seen not just as an alternative to the Niphal 
imperative of p':) , for the use of the participle normally denotes 
a continued state rather than the introduction of that state. The 
impe~ative ~ ~,:'L_may,__ to§e-ther wttn- tniS, -be--th~ device for use when 
the reference is to persons as against inanimate objects, but unless 
this is so, one could possibly have used ~~ in the Imperative in lieu. 
105. Textually-speaking, the Qal Imperative presents us with very few 
problems. There is a certain amount of MS evidence against the reading 
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of •\'';"'\' in II Chronicles 23:7 1 Be with the king when •••• 1 
I • 
H~.':l.~ 11~i\ ~~~ ''';"'\' )(9 MSS LXX, Vul., Targ.), but 
not only is the evidence lacking in weight, this verse is a strict 
parallel to II Kings 11:8 1 Be with the king when ••• 1 ( 'l'\~ 
·\'~' appears in the MT. Hence there is no 
\ 0 
real justification for emending II Chronicles, and the existing MT 
will be followed. Just one other possibility arose for inclusion in 
Appendix XLIV- Ezekiel 21:15(10),( 1 It is furbished that it may be 
":'\''i1 
""/\ 
)'",\~~ ) aS lighhningo I) Here the Hebrew reads 
an Imperative, but this is most incongruous, for what is required is 
rn,;"l , the Infinitive Construct, - the LXX would agree to this change 
- and it will thus be found recorded not here but with the Infinitive 
Constructs in Appendix XXXIX. 
l~. The derivation of this present form of the verb gives us no 
clue as to its temporal reference. Yet the context and implications 
of the mood demand that it indicates some future situation, either 
short- or long-term, which the speaker requests be fulfilled. 
the OT is heavily concentrated within pre-exilic material. On only 
one occasion will an exception to this be found - II Chronicles 23:7. 
Mention has already been made of this verse as being a parallel to 
II Kings 11:8, and one sees its use against that background. ~ith pre-
exilic, or early, material uses are confined, with few exceptions, to 
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narrative rnaterial, but naturally always occurring within passages 
of Direct speech. 
CHAPTER 14 
NIPHAL PERFECT 
108. The only theme apart from the Qal in which the verb ~'~ 
appears is the Niphal, but even here its use is extremely limited, 
as it occurs no more than 17 times within OT prose books. For the 
most part its uses are descriptive of past events. 
How is this form used ? ~fuat particular significance, if any, 
does it have 7 
The examples which will concern us first are those to be found 
in Appendix XLV, all of which narrate past events. Normally the Niphal 
is thought of as having a high degree of resemblance to the Greek 
'middle voice' in that it expresses primarily a reflexive idea or 
mutual action. It may even take to itself a meaning identical with 
the Hithpa'el, whilst at other times a passive meaning attaches. With 
the verb ~,~ only three of the examples within this present grouping 
can be said to have any of the meanings just mentioned - the clauses 
in question are : 
Judges 20:3 
I Kings 1:27 
Nehemiah 6:8 
'How was this wickedness brought to pass ••• ?' 
l'Ht~';"' ";-,~""1;, 7\TI'm ';"\~·~ 
'Has this thing been brought about by my Lord ••• ?' 
~t;, -,':li':'\ 0··;·n l~ ~':'I ,l.,~ -n~ ~ "D N 
' No such things ••• have been done.' 
':'!~~';'! ""0,-,':l..,~ ;'\,';"\~ ""~ 
The meanings reflected in these uses are passive, so that none of the 
examples have any of the other connotations referred to above as typical 
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of Niphal verb-forms as a whole. 
The remaining examples all tend towards the one meaning, a 
meaning not normally associated with the Niphal. It is that of an 
intensive, usually rendered in English by, " ••• has never been 
or, " ••• has never happened .. . . . 
e.g. Exodus 1L:6 'Such as there has never been 
7i 't'l ~ 'ii ~ ~ ~ -r:~ ~ ':) .,U! ~ 
Deuteronomy 4:32 'Whether there has been such a thing ••• 
':"\t7l ~ ,,~';"\ ~~~ ";"\ '1"\'l':'\ 
It 
. . . ' 
For the most part these uses reflect the aspect of 'existence' denoted 
by the verb ':"l,';"l , and the thought in the passage is that there 
has never previously been a situation comparable to the one which the 
speaker is relating. 
Can there be any distinction drawn between this use of the verb 
and that of the infinitive absolute in compound with the perfect or 
imperfect of ';"\,';"\ ? 
The infinitive absolute as a means of adding emphasis to the verb 
can be seen from paragraph 78(i) to be confined mainly to future· 
~-refererHs-e-,- i-.-e.- it~i s used with the~impe_rfecL____ _ 
e.g. Genesis 18:18 'Abraham shall surely become ( 
a great nation ••• ' 
Only once does a perfect follow the infinitive absolute - in Ezekiel 1:3, 
'The word of the Lord came expressly to Ezekiel 
1 1'1" -~'lit -;,'~"'-i:J.il ~,';") ~,i1 
.. 
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This one use is obviously of very different application from that of 
the Niphal. One may say that the infinitive absolute in compound 
with other 'tenses' emphasises the idea contained within the verb 
itself, stressing the certainty of the action. The Niphal, on the 
other hand, singles out the action of which it speaks as unique and 
unprecedented, thereby emphasising it in a way different from the 
infinitive absolute. The Niphal would also seem to be a little stronger 
than the other emphatic usage. 
Vfuile this remains true of these present uses, one must balance 
this with the fact that this is certainlynot the sole perogative of the 
Niphal. One can find within the uses of the ~al perfect almost the same 
sort of emphasis: 
e.g. Exodus 9:18 'a very grievous hail, such as hath not been in 
Egypt since 
"'D.,"'W~:l ,'i'\Y.)':) 'il''i'l N.S ""w"K -rN.~ ,:1.:, ..,...,:l 
9:24 'so there was hail ••• such as never had been in all 
the land ••• ' 
,;"I~~ ~.,;, l-l~ ""w~ '1N.~ 1:1~ 'ii':l":'' 
· -JEFshua-10-:14-- '-at=Jd--there-was_no_day..like_ .Lt __ beJore_ or_9fi;e_I_! •• 
''""',.,'R' '\':lt), N.'i'l';"i "tl,'':) ';"'\'~ ~s, 
I Samuel 4:7 'for there hath not been such a thing heretofore 
1) w~w s,~TI~ l"'~~ ':1 ~rl,i'l ~~ ,~ 
(cf. also Exodus 10:14, I Kings 3:12, Jeremiah 2:10, Obadiah 16) 
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The only comments one would wish to make are that these uses do not 
really have quite the same force as the Niphal, and that for the most 
part, the verbal idea is strengthened by the addition of the adverbial 
elements 'before','since', or 'heretofore'l So that although the Qal 
may denote an emphatic statement, it is one of its less featured uses 
and one which lacks the force of the Niphal despite the assistance 
of adverbial phrases. One ought also to mention that in 
Zechariah 8:10 'For before those days there was no hire for man •• ' 
"i'''';i"l ~l, "''..,~i\ '"'\:)UJ 
one would have expected a Qal·form rather than a Niphal. Yet it does 
show that the rules for the use of Qal as against Niphal are not quite 
so hard and fast as one is led to believe at first, especially in view. 
of the fact that this same thought is conkinued within that verse by 
means of y'M and not the verb ;,,";'\ in any form ! 
Before passing on, the curious usage in Daniel ought to be noted. 
Daniel 2:1 'his spirit was troubled and his sleep brake from him.' 
8:27 
,.~~ ;o,Tp-;-, J 'Til w l .... 
'And I Daniel was overcome and lay sick 
"'I'l"~'nJ' ~1'1"'-;-,l ~1\..''ll "l~l 
... 
This use is found on these two occasions only, and has the meaning 
'be done, gone, exhausted'. Drive~.commenting on this book, suggests 
it is lil(e the Lattn 'actum est'. It would appear as though one could 
say little more than that these examples den~te a quite different concept 
from the regular one such as 'to be ·overcome'l This meaning approaches 
a use known to the Niphal, viz. the depicting of emotions which have an 
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effect upon the mind. It could not be said that the verb ~~~ 
corresponds exactly to this idea, as nonnally the subject allows 
such actions to happen to him, and this aspect does not fit the 
present use. Certainly these two examples are most unusual ones, 
not apparently fitting any category with what one might call precision, 
yet sufficiently applicable to indicate a certain degree of similarity. 
109. In the Qal perfect there were occasions when our verb took on 
a 'stative' significance, indicating situations at present in 
existence due to some past change in circumstances. Though not strictly 
a 'stative' verb, these uses denoted such connotations within 
Likewise with Niphal. There are two clauses, or one clause with its 
parallel, where the Niphal perfect assumes something of this same 
application. 
I Kings 12:24 'for this thing is (has come from) me 
':'\~';"~ i:J."i";"l 71":'11 "T'l~~ ,~ 
II Chronicles 11:4 ' for this thing is (has come from) me •• 
~~':"'\ i:l""T:"l ~·':'11 "l'\N. ~ '':) 
The implication here is that the present state of affairs was brought 
but that its beginning was caused by the Divine hand- it looks to the 
past cause rather than the present effect. 
The main problem lies in the use of the Niphal in lieu of the Qal. 
One would normally have expected the Qal form to be used, or even a Nominal· 
Sentence. To claim that in these examples one has evidence for the Niphal 
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and Qal being interchangeable would seem quite justified. On the other 
hand the use of the Niphal as a means also of expressing a "causative" 
concept (paragraph 115) lies behind these two examples, and in view of 
this, the choice of the Niphal can be fully appreciated. 
110. The Niphal theme of ~,~ then, though limited numerically in 
its uses, is primarily a past narrative 'tense'. It always refers to 
past events or actions, and never, with the exception of two 'stative' 
references, has any of the other connotations noted in the Qal perfect. 
Yet its past reference is with a difference for it emphasises the 
uniqueness of the event it describes. It is not just a means of 
denoting emphasis, as is the compound with the infinitive absolute, and 
it also differs from the latter in its exclusive past reference. Whilst 
the .Q·al perfect may also be used emphatically, it too falls short of 
the Niphal force and furthermore varies in respect of the importance 
within that 'tense' of this emphatic quality. There are only three 
occasions upon which the Niphal of ~,~ has a passive meaning 
otherwise it is best described as portraying unique past events, and 
emphasising them as suc9. 
111. Its characteristics will confine its occurrence to prose material 
generally, with only three poetic uses (Jeremiah 5:30, 48:19, and Joel 2:2), 
whilst it is also noted as used more in pre- than post-exilic writings. 
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NIPHAL PERFECT WITH ~·JAW CONSECUTIVE 
112. Ezekiel 21:12(7) . .. behold it comes and it will be fulfilled.' 
:"'1!'1,':'1)\ ";'\~:l 71)~ 
Ezekiel 39:8 'Behold it is coming, and it will be brought about •• ' 
71 n ,.7Yll -;, ~J. :1 ~;, 
The above are the only two instances of the l\iiphal perfect with 
waw consecutive. They are parallel clauses occurring within the same 
post-exilic book, and are both referring to future time, following a 
feminine participle o;,N,::l with :"1 J-:1 1:\l so they are the only two 
uses of ":1':1 in the Niphal in this book - it is not used at all in the 
perfect. 
The observations made re the perfect without waw do not on the 
whole apply to these two examples, for the intransitive use here only 
expresses the certainty of the coming event - it can hardly be termed 
emphatic or intensive in the same sense as the perfect. Their only 
common ground wit~ the perfect is that they denote passive ideas, which 
accounts for the use of the Niphal rather than the Qal, although an 
active verb-form would be equally suitable. 
CHAPTER l5 
WHY 71';'1 HAS NO THEMES OTHER THAN THE QAL AND NIPHAL 
113. Our survey of the verb ;"'!'';') has so far revealed, amongst 
other things, the rather interesting fact that it appears only in 
two themes - the Qal and Niphal. By far the more numerous one is 
the Qal- the Niphal being extremely limited in use. (The ratio1of Qal 
to Niphal uses is in the vicinity of 200 : 1) 
To answer the question 'Why no other themes ?' is nonetheless a 
fairly simple and straightforward task. In fact the nature of the 
verb, and the examples of itsuse, very readily provide the answer. In 
the Qal form we find the verb used in its normal transitive capacity, 
I 
stating past and future facts, underlining the past and future existence 
·~ of~ subjects, or portraying the subject~ transition from one state 
to another. This is the regular active, transitive form of the verb 
with which we are very much familiar. We have also seen that, if required, 
the ·~al form can exhibit a certain emphatic quality, though it is 
recognised that this is far from its most important function, and even 
then the force which it can muster is not as great as the Niphal. 
We come tll.en_ to _the_~e_c:Qn<i Qf the j;_WQ _thern_es_,_ the Niphal---Ihough-
a minority usage, numerically speaking, this form is perhaps the more 
important in view of its flexibility and the uses to which it may be put. 
We have seen that its total uses number less than 20, yet within that 
small range several important ideas are expressed, such that we are in 
a position to appreciate the reason for their being no more than these 
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two themes. Here is then the intransitive use of the verb -;,,:"1 
together with its emphatic or intensive tones. The Niphal is the 
prime method of indicating the uniqueness of an action, and of 
emphasising a heretofore unparalleled event, so that in this way the 
more specific 'intensive' themes are catered for. Then of course there 
are the uses of the Niphal with passive connotations. Although this 
is a somewhat acquired meaning and not particularly common, it does 
occur, and the verb 'to be' is no exception to this for one is able 
to find examples of -;,,-;,J functioning with this thought. The other 
feature marking the Niphal in Hebrew is its primary quality, that of a 
reflexive. None of the Niphal forms of ~~~ could be said to 
fall within this category, and after all this is not surprising. 
For philosopqcal reasons the possibility of this thought attaching to 
the verb 'to be' is out of the question. The very nature of the concept 
·~ does not permit of reflexive connotations, so one could not expect 
the Niphal to be used in this way. A logical consequence of this is 
that there could not be such a theme as the Hithpa'el either. 
Wtih the possible exception of the Hiphil all the pbssible 
implications of the various Hebrew themes can be ~Ld_ig__b~ __ as _ad~quatel~ _ 
- ---- - - ~---- ~-- ·------
provided for as is necessary, by the two themes Qal and Niphal. 
What then of the Hiphil or 'causative' ? This is the question 
which must now concern us, but we may state at the outset that any 
'causative' idea may, if need be, be denoted by the two existing themes. 
In other words we may show from examples that the addition of another 
verbal theme is not called for. 
157. 
'CAUSATIVE' CONNOTATIONS OF THE VERB 71"'7\ 
114. The first thing one need say is that for the most part the verb 
'to be' will not be required to serve in this particular capacity. 
Take, for example, the sentence 'he was king' ~'Tl ). 
When turned into a causative,'I caused him to be king', it is not the 
·verb ! to be' vvhic·h is rendered in the Hiphil and to ~Afhic:h the f!ominal 
predicate is then appended, but the concept of kingship expressed by 
a 'causative' verbal form, ,,n~~~-:1 
The same general rule applies in the case of an adjectival predicate 
the verb 'to be' as such drops out, or perhaps more correctly, is 
absorbed into the Hiphil verb-form of the root denoted by the adjective. 
This then removes from the verb 'to be' almost all of its possible 
causative uses. The only real possibilities are clauses which intend 
to express the bringing of something into existence, causing something 
to 'be', pure and simple. ( 1) This leads us to the uses of the Qal and 
Niphal of ~,~ in which such ideas may be found. 
115. This section is an attempt to demonstrate the ways in ·which an 
author deals with this problem, and howre finds alternative methods of 
expressing this concept. It must be admitted that there will be a 
certain subjective element present as one tends probably to read into the 
statements and usages a little more than the author may have intended in 
the first instance. Be that as it may, the examples given in Appendix XLVI 
( 1) However it must be admitted that even here the verb ~'::l. 'come', 
may be used with identical meaning. e.g. Isaiah 37:26 'Now that I 
have brought it to pass( i1'~ N.''J.0 )'. 
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do illustrate how the two existing.themes may be employed to convey a 
'causative' idea. They are modes of expression which could be 
regarded as alternatives to a Hiphil verb-form. 
( i) 
(ii) 
the Qal usa§es: The four examples given can be seen as 
of two types, {a) In the first the verb 71 ':'l is followed 
·by an indirect. object •vi th I ? preposition, plus either an 
object or infinitive construct. Numbers 31:6 'These 
caused the people of Israel to act treacherously', is 
literally, 'They were to the people of Israel to commit 
t·reachery' whilst 
Genesis 26:35 could be rendered as 'they were a bitterness 
of life to Isaac•. 
(b) this second type uses the prepositions 1 ~ and 1'1~ 
(or "'D~ ) in compound, with a person or object to denote 
the source or cause of the action. The verb 0,~ then 
follows with an object or infinitive construct in association 
with it. Joshua 11:20 could be rendered 'the Lord caused 
their hearts to harden' - literally translated it is, 'for 
from the Lord it was (came) to harden their heart_s'_ . 
-- - ... i)T'Tl-, -;11'\,0 ':'\,'i"~ I'l~~ '':) 
the Niphal usages: The Appendix contains six examples, 
several of them parallel clauses, and again two methods are 
discernible. This time however they are basically the same, 
there being only one slight variation: 
159. 
(a) In this the Niphal form has a passive quality. It is 
the most simple form possible for expressing causation with 
the verb 'to be'. The construction states that the subject 
"was brought to pass" - its existence was brought about and 
it was .. caused to be". 
(b) following the same general lines as with the Qal form, the 
use of the Niphal may be prefaced by 1~ plus the preposition 
'with' and a personal element to denote the source or cause. 
Schematically the constructions may be portrayed thus:-
(b) ,~ + 1\'l'\ ( 'UJ) 
+ person ':"'''i'\1 subject 
There is only one other type of example which one could mention,· 
but to regard it as a causative may be a little too subjective. It is 
of the_typ~- _ J'J'!) _ + 
perfect + object. 
e.g. II Chronicles 10:15 'For it was a turn of affairs from God' 
"D ''11 ?'l'l "D~~ ;-,::n.n 7Ul'i1 ,~ 
It could just conceivably be rendered, 'For God caused a ' . . . . 
160. 
116. The above would then allow us to see how the problem of not 
having a Hiphil verb-form for ~'~ could be overcome by means of 
alternative constructions. The other possibility of course is that 
the existence of these-alternative modes of expression involving 
stuliified the development of the specific 'causative' theme within 
that verb. 
' 
CHAPTER 16 
THE USE OF 7\'7\ WITH PARTICIPLES 
117. The participle in Hebrew serves basically to indicate 
continuous action, without having specific regard to the time of that 
action. Over against this, the two 'tenses', perfect and imperfect, 
indicate actions completed and incomplete, respectively, so here in 
this present chilpter we are set, according to the traditional under-
standing Qf the Semitic verb, to consider an apparently anomo~s compound. 
The combination of the Imperfect with the participle may not present any 
difficulty, but with the perfect we have a situation in which the finite 
verb relates to something completeq, and the participle to something 
continuous, in which case one form would have to surrender its aspect 
to the other - a rather .unlikely situation. Our previous study, however, 
enables us to see the verb ~,~ as having other than the traditional 
standpoint, and in fact having a standpoint which makes perfectly good 
sense of this finite verb - participle compound •. In other words we can 
appreciate that the compound is designed to locate specifically the 
temporal reference of the action of the participle: in its perfect form 
the finite verb denotes past time, and in the imperfect, future.;-:( Its·· 
incidence is not confined in any particular way _s_yo:tacti-ca.J..ly,- -though-
--~-----
--mor~frequently it occurs in clauses which explicate the main narrative. 
This does not preclude its use in independent statements.) 
The examples of this construction will be found in Appendices 
XLVIII - LII, and it will be noted that the Appendices have been divided 
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on the basis of the nature of the participle concerned, whether active ~ 
or passive. This is necessary because of the different implications 
of each for whilst continuous activity is denoted by the active 
participle, a continuous state is signified by the participle passive. 
118. Arising from the above .one finds (as was noted in the use of i1~i1 
when introducing cla'uses) that on two occasions one has what may be 
called 11 redundant" uses of the verb 'to be', as time locator. In 
Isaiah 2:2 and Micah 4:1 the phrase, "the house of the Lord shall be 
established ( v~l ~,M,) 11 , appears,each clause itself being introduced 
by a phrase which includes the verb ~,~ In other words the temporal 
location of the clause is not really in doubt, for the author has 
already indicated in the introduction that he is thinking in terms of 
future time. Although the verb appears twice, its~ repetition is not 
exactly necessary, for the temporal period was never in ~ doubt. 
Nonetheless the verb has been repeated and one can do very little else 
but acknowledge the same. 
119. When discussing the use of in a 'non-integral' way at 
the commencement of a clause it _was -~oncjuded th_aLi_t_s__function- on -SUGF!-- -
occasions was to give the temporal setting for the appended clause. There 
are seven examples in our present section which would appear to combine 
this usage with an ensuing participle: 
I Samuel 7 : lO 'And as Sa~~was offering up the sacrifices 
•• 0 
';"\~'~'i1 ';1~')>~ t,N.,~&J "il,l 
I Samuel 18:9 'And Saul eyed David 
ll"i 'l1~ \\\} ~,'1\w •-;,'' 
18:i:4 'And ::Javid behaved himself wisely 
,, ~w ~ ,,':)""\""! • ~~L., i'l!..., '';"\'' 
II Samuel 15:32 ' And when David came to •• ·, ' 
w ~""';'1-1')1 ~'::l 1"1., ,il"" 
19:10(9) 'And all the people were at strife 
l'i'l "tl~ ';"\ - ~~ , ':'rl 
II Kings 6:5 'But as one was felling a beam ••• ' 
';"\"" 'i' ':"l L,~ 'b "'"T'n )( ';"\ ~ i"',, 
163. 
... 
6:26 
4 lst'd!!.l 
kingAwas passing by the wall 
i:l~ s~""'i£p·-rn~ ,i'\,, 
'And as the 
~~mil-s~ 
The above clauses are translated as though the verb ~,~ were in 
compound with the participle in question, but it 'NOuld also be possible 
to render them in such a way as to make the ~';"\') an impersonal 
'non~integral' use. The possible double function further illustrates 
the fact that in compound with participles the verb 'be' makes for 
more specific time reference. This in turn is added proof that the 
primary standpoint of our verb is that of time and not of aspect. 
120. Syntactical works point out that the main function of this 
construction is to denote continuous activity in either past or future 
time depending upon the particular 'tense' of VVhilst this 
may be generally true it ought to be stated that the examples do not 
all fall within these limits - also to note that the Qal perfect alone 
164. 
may indicate past continuous action. 
( i) In Exodus 3:1, 'And Moses was shepherding 
the sheep', we have a simple statement of fact. Another 
very clear case of this is II Chronicles 21:9 'and he 
rose up by night ( ). It would appear then 
that there are numerous examples in which it is likely that 
the compound 'tense' is referring not to a continuous 
activity but to a simple single action. 
(ii) Many of the uses - expecially those with passive participles 
could be thought of as 'statives', giving the impression 
that this idiom is the means of giving 'statives' implication 
to a non-stative verb. 
In some cases the compound speaks of a single action which had long-
term or continuing consequences. e.g. Jeremiah 32:2 'Jeremiah was shut 
up in ( ~~~~ ~~~ ) prison', points not so mucn to the intial act 
of imprison~ent but to Jeremiah's continuation in that state. One can 
also see these implications in ihe most frequently-used participle in 
this compound, that from the verb ,~~ Once a thing has been 
established, it remains that way for a period. As_gi_s.tinc_t--f-rem--the ----
----- -•stative~mplications of 7'1'~ observable on occasions (paragraph 4), 
in which the emphasis lies upon the initial event ra+h·"r than the 
present implications of that change, the present idiom speaks of the 
continued state of affairs which took its rise and continued through 
past time. Occasionally one finds the continuous idea underlin~d by the 
addition of a long-term temporal phrase such as 
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e.g. II Samuel 7:16 'your throne shall be established for ever 
1l1 W w\'i '\'~:! ';1'~, 
I Chronicles 17:14 'his throne shall be established for ever' 
121. ~'Jhilst on the subject of continuous ideas in Hebrew, one may say tla1at 
the use of a participle with the verb 'be' is the much more regular 
means of indicating same. There are two other constructions which 
denote something of this idea, the first being the infinitive absolute 
after a finite verb. Although this may express long continuance it is 
(a) a rather uncomrnon practice on the whole, and (b) lacking any temporal 
precision. The second important ionstruction is that of the Imperfect 
used as a frequentative. One of the implications of the frequentative 
is that it may express action which continued throughout past time. 
The difference between this latter, and the participle with the past 
tense of 'be', is that the imperfect introduces a process which may 
come to conclusion in a finished product. It speaks of movemen~ or 
progression through past time tG a specific goal. The participle 
with the perfect -;,,;-, , on the other hand, points to a state or situation 
and emiJhastses it_s_lo_ng-term char..ac±er---the-re ne-ed -nGt-be-aB-y--
particu~ar development or goal, just a lengthy state of affairs. 
(An exception to this may be II Samuel 3:6 'Abner made himself strong 
in the house •• ·' ( l'l'':ll i'~n:n~ n•;, . .,l:l~')' where the process 
actually came to fruition.) 
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No doubt due to the fairly close proximity of some of the above 
meanings, one comes across a limited number of examples in which it 
seems quite possible for there to be freguentative implications 
within clauses containing this compound. Yet if one rigidly adheres 
to the prescribed limits of each 'tense', this could not be admitted. 
It is maintained, however, that there are six examples of ~,~ plus 
participle which have past frequentative signification. They are: 
Deuteronomy 9:7 'You have been rebellious against the Lord 
Nehemiah 
'7'Wi"'' .. • "D ~ 1ll1" 'i"' "0 , ., ~ 1S 
9:22 'You provoked the Lord to anger ••• ' 
":"''ii" ·l'l~ LJ'I)''i"' "'"'C::Iij' ~ 
9:24 'You have rebelled against the Lord 
31:27 
5:18 
':'1,':"1 .. ·'Q~ "'l"''":'l "'D"''"'~J) 
'You have rebelled against the Lord' 
i"'l-:1"'" "0~ "011":"1 "0''"'~7'\ 
'Now that which was prepared 
'"'T'n~ "IW~ ':"''W~ ~ i'\':'1 -,~~' 
13:5 'where aforetime they laid the meal-offerings 
""C'l'I'll 1)·~~~ 1'':'1 "lliJ, 
To demand that these be not frequentatives but statements of long-term 
situations would be to insist on syntactical regulations at the expense 
of their obvious meaning from the context. It is quite apparent that 
the actions in question were frequent in the days of Israel's wanderings, 
but yet were far from permanent. The references from Nehemiah indicate 
167. 
the frequentative more clearly, for they speak of situations which 
used to pertain. Under normal circumstances one would have expected 
the imperfect here. 
122. Exceptions to the observation that this idiom is simply to 
locate a continuous action more specifically are very few. There are 
two occasions upon which the cc~strucLlon is employed to continue 
imperatives: 
Ex odu s 19 : 11 
Joshua 8:4 
'and be ready against the third day 
,u.J·~w:"l "'0''~ -o·:l~J ,,-;,, 
'but be ye all ready ••• 
'"tl'~~ "'0~~~ "'Drt"~, 
Involving a jussive idea, one can find only one such usage; 
Genesis 1:6 'and let there be a dividing ••• ' 
... r':l L,.,':l~ '':"1', 
In these examples the primary function is not a temporal one, but in 
each case it is difficult to see how else one could have expressed an 
imperative or jussive and yet still convey the idea of the continuous. 
The most logical solution would be, as here, to express the imperative 
element by the_ ~~rb __ 0~jj _and -the-tonttnuow:>- element-by means of the 
participle. 
123. The other important factors connected with this use arise out 
of the distribution of the idiom throughout the OT prose books. In 
1681 
general terms most occurrences will be noted as falling within pre-
exilic material (67%); that the vvri tings contain more examples than 
the prophets (78% as against 22%); that most examples are from 
narrative rather than poetic material; and that the idiom refers more 
often to past than to future cootinuous events. But is it such a 
true picture of the relative importance of its use in past- as against 
pre-exi lie material when we note that the idiom is numerically more 
common in pre-exilic works ? 
Owing to the high incidence of this phenomenon in the Aram.ic 
languages, and Israel's very close contact with these languages, 
together with the ultimate appearance of Aramaic as the ever~day 
language of Palestime by the close of the OT period, it is always 
maintained that the increase in the use of the present idiom is due to 
this e.xternal influence. Whilst there is an undoubted increase in its 
use - on a percentage basis, for every one pre-exilic use there are 
two in later material - several factors ought to be considered, not 
to dispute the fact, but to perhaps temper it. First of all, one 
must suggest that one would expect to find much use of the construction 
in those books which contain Aramaic sections, but the contrary is 
observec:l-; -Examplesin post-exilic literature are mainly from I and 
II Chronicles, and Nehemiah, and not Ezra and Daniel. Another factor 
is that most examples occur in Southern writings and not Northern, so 
that there was apparently no great early influence from the North. 
Finally there are two outstanding sections in pre-exilic or early 
169. 
material in which there is a very high incidence of its use - in 
fact the incidence here is higher than anyvvhere else, be it in early or 
late material. The two sections are II Kings 17 and Deuteronomy 28, 
with a total of eight and four examples respectively within the one 
chapter. It is generally thought that the particular section in 
II Kings is of northern origin, so one could explain the incidence 
here in terms of Aramaic influence from the north. (This could also 
account for other numerous appearances throughtout I and II Kings.) 
Together with this is the fact that the Deuteronomist is believed to 
have had an important hand in our present MT version of Kings, a 
fact enabling us to tie up the large number of examples which occur in 
both bodies of material. These early uses well illustrate Pfeiffer's(l) 
contention that the mutual influence of the two languages reaches back 
into early times. 
This particular construction then can be said to point to an increase 
in Aramaic influence again towards the close of the OT, a trend which 
reversed the earlier Canaanising or Hebraising of the Aramaic of the 
Patriarchs. 
~--l-2A-. Irr-conc-rVs1onwe may-say that the primary function of the 
construction ";1"'';"1 plus participle is to indicate the time at which 
some continuous state or activity took place. Nevertheless there are 
occasions, both early and late, when the action thus described is simply 
(1) Pfeiffer 'Introduction to the Old Testament' page 687 
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a single act, and also when the idiom has 'frequentative' significance. 
Then too there are the three occasions when the ';i,';i continues an 
imperative or jussive, with the participle in combination expressing 
the continuous stqte which is the subject of the command. Finally it 
is noted that the Aramaic influence is responsible for the increase, 
smallish though it be, in the frequency and importance of the idiom's 
usage. 
CHAPTER 17 
. 
THE USE OF THE PARTICLE \lJ ~. 
125. No survey of the verb ~'~ and its uses could possibly be 
complete without some consideration of the two important particles 
W~ I there iS 1 ' and ~~ 'there is not', for their mean$ings are 
so very close to those of the verb 7Pi'l • This present chapter will 
be given to an exaiTiination of the 'Nays in Y.!hich Oil functions, and 
to seeing whether our understanding of the use of the verb 'to be' is in 
any way en]jghtened. 
We begin with the word itself and its etymology, and are i~uediately 
confronted with its unusual nature. BDB ~~ve its meaning as 'being, 
substance, existence', but point out that only once is it used with 
the second of those meanings, 'substance'. This is in Proverbs 8:21 
and is outside the terms of reference of our particular study here. 
Apart from this one odd use, it will elsewhere denote • existence', and 
thus stand parallel to one of the three aspects of the verb ~~i'l 
As it is an affirmation of existence it goes without saying that ~~ 
could never be a copula, and its application is therefore that much 
narrower than the verb 'to be'. 
The form of the word is certainly not verbal, and its meaning 
likewise points to a non-verbal ~uality, to be understood as 'being, 
presence of ••• '. The character of the word constitutes one of the 
great problems, as at times it does have something of verbal quality 
in that it takes a following predicate. 
172. 
e.g. Genesis 42:2 'there is grain in Egypt 
Noldeke, in his MandiUsche Grammatik, paragraph 213, tries to show 
how the idea in the Semi tic languages passes .into a verb, and suggests 
that the il- suffix is proof of this. Its derivation also is the sub-
ject of a certain amount of speculation, and the cognate languages 
are uot of any great assistance in getting to the root of the problem. 
The Accadian 'isu' is, however, undabtedly related to 0~ in Hebrew, 
but there it is a verb with the sense 'have'. 
126. It has already been mentioned that the particle W' denotes 
existence. (Easson and O'Connor refer to it as a 'special word for 
"exists'' (l)) Just as the verb ':"'\~';"\ may be used, in its capacity as 
denoting 'existence', to express ownership or possession, so too may 
by means of the idiom W" plus ? 'there is to 
e.g. Ruth 1:12 ' I have hope •••• ' 
Apart from this one variation the word will always mean 'is, was, were', 
or less frequently, 'will be'. One notes that ~.,describes situations 
as being in existence, and thus as stative and not active, reflecting 
its nominal rather than verbal quality. One can ~ee tb§ _d_ijfer_e_nce 
more readily if one compares the phrase, 'the word of the Lord came 
n•~ to the prophet ••• ', with the use of ~, in II Kings 3:12, 
'the word of the Lord is W" ) with him' • 
(1) Easson A.H. and O'Connor D.J. 'Language and Philosophy - some 
suggestions for an empirical approach' PHILOSOPHY xxii 1947 
pages 49 - 65. (quoted in Barr J. 'Semantics' p. 58~59) 
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127. In view of the ground which ';'\,~ and w, have in common, one must 
attempt some sort of comparison to appreciate the contribution which 
each makes to the language. 
(i) At the outset let us note that w, refers primarily to 
situations in existence at the time of narrating - in other 
words, it speaks-of present situations, and is therefore found 
where one would not really have expected the verb :1":"1 
The verb ~'~ has been seen to speak primarily of past or 
future events, whilst situations indicated by a nominal sentence 
are normally of present tense unless their past or future 
reference is clearly indicated by the context. So then liP , 
normally confined to clauses of present tense, occurs in a 
situation which is supplementary to the use of • 
Whereas the verb 'be' customarily indicates existence in past 
or future time, the shortcomings of that verb are made up for 
by ~, • Nominal sentences in Hebrew do not usually contain the 
verb 'be', yet there are occasions when the verb 'be' appears 
for the sake of temporal clarity. When it is so used, it is 
always a copula usage- never expressive of 'existence'. In 
other words the verb ':J~j"L a-s-a--means of oenoting I existence' 
has limitations for it also locates in past or future time. 
For this reason it was necessary to have a word to express 
'existence' whilst being independent of such strict temporal 
reference to enable it to be used of present situations. Arising 
from this, 0, was employed primarily to denote present existence, 
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but its lack of strict application temporally also meant 
that when the time of a situation was limited by other factors 
it was occasionally used to speak of events other than present,. 
(Appendix LIII A & C) 
(ii) It is the use of W, in its secondary functions, i.e. 
relating to sHuations past or futu1'e, to vvhich ··NE: now 
It is here that some overlap with the verb ;,"~':'\ will be seen. 
In reference to past situations, thee examples are to be noted: 
Genesis 39:4 'And put him in charge of all that he ~ad 
~l"''l rn J ,~ w, ~~, 
39:5 and over all that he had ••• the blessing 
of the Lord was upon all that he had ••• ' 
-~~'l ';ilo;," "!l":)i:J. "'':1,, ... ~~ w, "'lib~·~~ ~'i1 
: 1~ W" "''W~ 
The above are only two of the possible ways of expressing this same 
idea. The others read either -,u)to:, in place of W"' , or 
in view of which some wish to emend w"' in the above to ...,1.1)~ , but 
this is thought to be unwarranted. If then one retains the MT, one has 
these vaTiPtlS .'methods which can only be described as alternatives, in 
which case W" is obviously an alternative to 
This is further supported by a comparison of two clauses, again from 
Genesis. 
Genesis 42:1 'Jacob learned that there was grain in Egypt' 
"C'""~~ )l:l -,:lu> u), "':I :!.!''))" ~...,,, 
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and Genesis 41:54 'But in all the land of Egypt there was bread.' 
"'DTts 7l~n ""C""""~ r.,~ •t,;):l' 
(In the first of these two clauses one could possibly view the W' 
as present tense, by turning the clause into direct speech, contrasting 
it with the narrative style of the second example. The idea. 1 ying 
behind them on the other hand, is identiGal.) 
With future reference, the particle t.iJ, occurs primarily 
in compound with participles, but more will be said of that in the 
next chapter. In Jeremiah 31:6, 'For there shall be a day when ••• ' 
""01~ w" ~:) ) , the particle has future connotations. The more 
likely construction would have been to use ;,~-;,• , though perhaps not 
in the imperfect as the passage contains perfects used in prophetic 
statements about the future. Nevertheless it is definitely a case 
of W" being used in place of -;,•';'! • Undoubtedly the clearest 
examples of w, taking over from the imperfect of are in 
Deuteronomy 29:17(1B) and II Kings 10:23. 
Deuteronomy 29:17(18) 'lest there be among you ••• lest there be 
among you' 
_~-:Iii -~':l? --~·- -1~ _ _.__._._. _w~~ 1n:1 w" -1~ -
II Kings 10:23 'See that there be here with you none of the servants' 
Unless the idea contained in the clause is expressive of fear that the 
action be already begun, the conjunction 15) is always followed by the 
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imperfect, denoting the future possibility of the situation. Here, 
however, ~t;) is followed by W,, with exactly the same force and inference 
as the imperfect ~~~, could have. 
One therefore has every ground for saying that on certain 
occasions there is full interchange between ~, and the verb 'to be'. 
Certainly H is true that this will only take place in a limited 
way, and only when the secondary functions of W' are involved. 
i.e. when it does not denote present existence, but that in past or 
future time. It is here then that one finds an overlap in the use 
and thought of these two words. Apart from this it is best to see JJ~ 
as supplementing the verb 'be' for that verb cannot denote present 
existence, but must locate it in future or past time. 
128. So far we have been thinking of ~, as having something of a 
verbal force. Being a strict verb, however, ';'\"'~ will always have at 
least an indefinite nominal or pronominal subject, so it can never stand 
entirely alone in the same way as can 0~ e.g. there are no 
examples of the verb 'be' standing alone to form a complete sentence. 
The nearest one could possibly get would be s_Ofl!E;ething ~ike-,-!- •• .----anct--
: ';"\'ill .... .(This is hypothetical as there are 
ui)fortunatel y no examples in OT prose books identical to this.) Never 
can the verb ;,':1 stand completely alone, hor will any other verb for 
that matter. The particle w" , on the other hand, can be found in 
isolation as an ansv:er to a question. (In English one would probably 
translate by the affirmative 'Yes'.) 
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e.g. I Samuel 9:12 'Is the seer here ? He is. I VJ, ) . .. 
II Kings 10:15 'Is your heart true ? It is. I ( w' ) .. 
Jeremiah 37:17 'Is there any word from the Lord ? .. There i So I ( 
Here then we have another distinction between w, and the verb 'to be'. 
129. When used in reference to rresent or future situations, 0• is 
confined entirely to passages of direct speech, from which we may infer 
that in its primary capacity the word is of colloquial type. Only in 
past 
reference t~situations will it be found in narrative material, and 
here it functions as an alternative to ~,~ It seems in order to 
assume therefore that basically w, is a colloquial expression of 
present or future existence. By its association with :"\''ii ' a 
narrative form, ~' may be used in past narrative, but this is a 
secondary and acquired function. 
130. We come now to the syntax of this particle. When used in 
questions, BDB maintain that it often implies a doubt. 
e.g. Isaiah 44:8 'Is there a god beside me 
·~~~'l~ ~,slot w';, 
--
___ Thr:: _imp-1-i-cati-en-,-accorcfing -to BDB, is that the spea!<er on this or any 
other occasion, by this idiom expresses doubt that the answer wi 11 be 
/ 
in the affirmative. (cf. ri in Greek) It may be possible from the 
context in some cases to infer that a negative answer is expected, but 
this is no more than coincidence, for nothing within ~~ lends its~lf 
t.iJ, 
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to this idea simply by the prefixing of the interrogative element. 
It is an interesting observation which BDB make (l), but it does not 
stem from anything inherent in W, 
131. A very frequent occurrence is the use of w" following the 
conditional particle "''Il . These are the occasions when "C~ is 
I) 
followed by a noun clause (applying particularly when the subject of 
that clause is a personal pronoun) which is combined, in an affirm-
ative sentence, with '-"' • The predicate of such a clause will often 
be participial and refer to future time. 
e.g. Judges 6:36 'If thou wilt deliver Israel by my hand' 
~~..,"-'~"'I'l"fit ~l'::l. ~,w,~ lib, "D~ 
(A suffix on W' however, is not necessary) 
A feature of the conditional sentence is that it frequently is 
found in an abridged form, especially if that suppressed clause is 
easily inferred from the context. There are two examples in which this 
has direct bearing upon the use of W"' • 
Judges 6:13 
II K~ngs 10:15 
'If the Lord is with us 
,.J~~ ':'WI,' W') 
'and if it is, give your hand 
1'" -~~ ':'ll l'1 IL) ,, 
(1) Unfortunately I cannot agree with BDB's claim that the expression 
of doubt approaches the extent to warrant the suggestion that it 
'often' has this meaning. The examples in Appendix LIII leave us 
in no doubt that such an idea could be found on only one or two 
occasions. 
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Apart from drawing attention to these two oddities, little can 
be said about them, except that they follow'the general observation 
that parallels may occasionally be found in other conditional 
clauses. 
132. The attaching of suffixes to Llte particle is not a particul-
arly regular practice, though it is taken by some to be significant 
in that the type of siffix indicates a verbal function. There are 
only nine occasions upon which the suffix is added, and even then 
its use is a limited one. It occurs in only: 
(a) the third masculine singular -
Deuteronomy 29:14(15) 'him who is here with us' 
,~~~ ';'\~ nw' .,w~·'l1~ 
I Samuel 14:39 'though it be in J~nathan' 
\'11 'll"'J. , l uj' "0~ 
23:23 'if he is in the land' 
Esther 3:8 'there is a certain people' 
..,.,., '!It "0~ ,lw, 
(b) the seoond masculine singular - -;r\J' 
'\ , ·: 
Genesis 24:42 'If now thou wilt prosper the way' 
, .. ~~h ~J"li,Lj' "'N. 
43:4 'If you will send our brother' 
n~,'llt ·11 ~ .,.,~w ~ lw' -o~ 
Judges 6:36 'If thou wilt deliver Israel' 
~N...,0~·l'l~ ~~11.),~ 1w• 'tlN. 
(c) the se~ond masculine plural 
Genesis 24:49 'If thou wilt deal loyally' 
·nm "'tr·w ~ 'tl~w, "'l~ 
Deuteronomy 13:4 'whether you love the Lord' 
';1or,"' ·-n~ -o""J.":"\1~ "'tl';:)'-li'l':'\ 
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For the most part these suffixed forms are in conditional clauses, 
and have participial predicates. The exceptions number only three 
~Deuteronomy 13:4, 29:14 and Esther 3:8. 
Although the third masculine singular suffix form is of verbal 
type, the other two suffixes are those attached to nouns. It is 
therefore difficult to appreciate how N5ldeke could possibly conceive 
that in Hebrew the addi tion~·of a verbal-type suffix in one case, 
i.e. ilub , constituted sufficient evidence for suggesting that Q.)• 
tended towards a verb. 
133. W" is used with an infinitive construct plus ? to 
indicate much the same thing as the Greek 
,, 
tcrr'l\1 , viz. 'possibility'. 
The two examples of this are: 
Genesis 31:29 'It is in my power to do.you harm' 
'j., "':lh\1 'nl iu'i ~ ""'T'. L, tot~ ~b 
II Kings 4:13 ' Can I speak to the king t-n 7"1-~~ l~ .,~"'T~ II) '':'1 
(This phenomenon is more frequent with 1'~ 
there it will be found mainly amongst later 
. 
than with v.;, 
writings.) 
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, and 
One is immediately reminded that the idea of aiming at a 
specific purpose or tov1ard some goal may be denoted by the combin-
ation of the verb ~~~ with ? and infinitive construct. Presum-
ably this employment of 7'\'';"\ gave rise to the occasional usage of 0• 
in something df the same connection. 
134. The use of W' before the relative.,~~ affords an interesting 
view of our particle. 
Numbers 9:20 ' And sometimes the cloud was a few days 
,'E)"'h -o,~, V"~~~ ':1"':'1" '"\IDN. uh 
9:21 'And sometimes the cloud remained from evffing 
Nehemiah 5:2 
until morning 
ij? ::~.-,~ ':l'"\~ ~ p~';"\ ":"'"i1' ..,u:,~ Yi'l 
'For there were those who said 
"''"ir.!.'lit "'""I.IJ~ \IJ"'1 
... 
5:3 'There were also those who said 
5:4 
""0 ,.,~ ~ ., w No U:") 
'And there were those who said 
""D"'""lr.,N. -,0~ W'l 
One could perhaps better translate the two referencPs in Numbers as 
'there were times when ••• ' t~ bring them more into line with the 
other uses, and so show the similarity between them. The uses in 
\ 
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Numbers 9 are the only two of their kind, but they do have a great 
deal in common with those in Nehemiah 5.- The idiom is not exactly 
regular in Hebrew, although it occurs very often in Syriac. 
e.g. 1 there were some who said I t~~~ ~( . .. 
PayneHSmith in her Syriac Lexicon says that ~( is "much used in 
indefinite expressions referring to place, time, or people. e.g. 
1
_ one says, sorr:eonc says, somewhere, some time'", and the above Hebrew 
uses are obviously quite similar. 
It is interesting to note that the two temporal usages in 
Numbers are frequentatives, though this is not a quality inherent in 
the construction with UJ, , but something deriving from the 
Imperfect ~~~' • 
It is difficult to know whether the idiom is found in Hebrew 
as a result of Aramaic influence or not. In view of the fact that 
the uses in Numbers appear in 1 P1 material, one would not normally 
assume such influence. On the other hand its occurrence in Nehemiah 
could well be attributed to this factor, and the question must be left 
open. 
--135~- We note in I Samuel 21 :9(8), 1 and have you not here a spear 7 1 
, a use of W" which may 
be queried, as the negative r~ would suffice, making the w· 
unnecessary. (The combination of w' and r~ is also to be found in 
Psalm 135:17.) Delitzsch treats r'K here as a dial ectica 1 form 
of "Cl\. = num 7 In the Palestinian Targums it is the EqUivalent of I i fl ' 
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where the answer to a question is anticipated as being negative 
/ 
(cf. f"i in Greek). To note the unusual use then is perhaps all 
one is abilie to do at this stage. 
136. By and large we may say that theincidence of ~~ in OT prose 
books is limited both in its distribution on a book basis, and the 
date of the material. Primarily of pre-exilic occurrence (75%), it is 
also of very sparing use among the prophets (15%). Naturally its use 
within poetic material is far from widespread. 
137. The above survey leads us then to several conclusions about 
the use of this particle. 
(i) It is a word denoting 'existence, and in its translation 
as 'there is' ,'there are' one notes a close connection 
with an aspect of the verb 'to be'. 
(ii) Its origin and quality are elusive. Some think there 
are grounds for suggesting that it passes into something 
of a verb, but its nominal qualities are unquestionable. 
aspect speaks only of a state and not of an action. 
However one assumes that its origin lies in the need for 
a word to express a present situation, for the verb j'\~;, 
as an expression of existence also has the effect of 
limiting an action to either past or future time. In 
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other words one sees its growth as a means of supplementing 
the verb ~,~ and making up for its deficiencies. 
(iv) Arising from (iii) above is its limited use in reference 
to past or future time, when the context makes it clear 
that such time location is in mind. There will be the 
isola ted instance of UJ, and the verb ~'~ being quite 
i ::tcrc:ha!JSJE: able. 
(v) In speaking of future events ~~ will normally have a 
pronominal suffix and a participial predicate, and may 
also be in a conditional clause. 
(vi) With an infinitive construct plus ', the idea of 
'possibility' is expressed. 
(vii) 
(viii) 
Of limited use is the construction \li' with the relative ""\\I)~ 
to denote indefinite ideas on a parallel with the Aramaic 
languages, e.g. 'there are some who ••• , there are times 
when ••• '. This could well be attributed to external 
influence rather than being thought of as an idiom 
originally within Hebrew itself. 
Basically one has here a colloquial expression referring 
to present or future exi_s!en~e~ __ By _a_ssocia:tiGn-wHh-trre 
verb ~~~ which has strictly narrative usage, when w• 
occurs as an alternative to that verb (i.e. in relation 
to past time), it also assumes narrative usage and may then 
occur outside direct speech. 
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Whilst we may have come to understand something of its employment 
and function, we are still some way from appreciating the true nature 
of this particle in Biblical Hebrew. 
186. 
THE USE OF vJ" WITH PARTICIPLES 
138. In a previous paragraph (paragraph 131) passing reference 
was made to the use of W, with participles, when it was stated 
that this construction was used primarily in reference to future 
time. In Appendix LIV the five occasions upon which this constr-
uc tion appears :i.n OT p:rc: sc bot:,)·; s are given, and it wi 11 be noted 
that four speak of future activity, 
i.e. Genesis 24:42 'If now you will prosper ( 
the way'. 
Genesis 24:49 'If you will deal "c'"'~ "C':Iw~ )loyally', 
43: 4 'If you wi 11 send ( , ~w ~ ""0~ w~ ) our brother' ' 
Joshua 6:36 'If you will deliver ( 
and the other of the present, 
Deuteronomy 13: 4 ' whether you love ( 
the Lord. 
Their temporal reference bears out one of the important functions of 
the participle, viz. that of indicating an event which is imminent 
or in the immediate future. 
-
What then is i]l€1_signif-i&ance-of-tf1is-·construction ? First of 
all, one may note that our examples are all clauses, the subjects of 
which are indicated by a pronominal suffix attached to the particle 
w,; secondly, that they are all clauses beginning with the 
conditional particle "D~ , or the interrogative ; and 
thirdly, that they refer primarily to future actions, and not future 
situations. 
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·These uses are indeed unusual as far as the concept of 
'being' is concerned, for it is difficult to appreciate just how 
the idea of 'existence' is contained in compound with a participle. 
It is clear that it is not 1 existence' which k the construction 
portrays, but the active or verbal idea of the participle. 
Furthermore~ vvhP.reas it !•!as observed earli2r that basically l i.. was 
stative existence. that was indicated by ~, , here in compound, 
the idea is active. It suggests then that the particle does not 
have very much influence in the construction. 
One must however endeavour a comparison between these examples 
and those in which ':"1":1 is combined with a participle. One of the 
obvious contrasts is that the verb 7"1"':"1 locates a continuous action 
specifically in past or future time, whilst the ·partic'!e . W' 
signifies actions either present or, much less frequently, future. 
The imperfect ~,~, with a participle, the closest approximation 
to our present usage, does not occur in conditional clauses be it in 
the protasis or apodosis. Here then we have one distinction, for 
these present examples all fall within the protasis of conditional 
_ --~sent~l}ces._ ~Hoyqev~r__e-eo_e_a.ch_ o£--±hesB-prese-A-t ex-ampl~s~wElu-1-d-not have---
an i~dentical meaning and significance" if, instead of the W" and 
participle, the imperfect of the participial root were used. The 
particular nuance contained within this idiom is that the participle 
stresses an imminent action, not just something more generally future. 
This contrasts with the verb 'to be' in compound with a participle, 
as for the most part it denoted continued activity by means of the 
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participle, which activity was specifically located in time by the 
verb In our present examples on the other hand, the 
actions spoken of are single actions in the immediate future. The 
participle does not refer to continuous action, and in this contrasts 
with the simil9r idiom with ~~~ , although it was true that there 
were times when the latter constru:tion d.escriberl single acti-:;ns as 
well. 
On this present analogy one would perhaps expect the conditional 
clause speaking of 'existence' to have W"~ followed by the participle 
of This however is not so. Examination of all the clauses 
in which this meaning is found reveals that the conditional particle 
"'C).t plus W' without a participle is sufficient. 
e.g. Genesis 44:26 'If our youngest brother is with us' 
n rn~ \' ta? ~ u ''n ~ t.J " "tl"~t 
The construction with participle is clearly different 
from that vvhich one would imagine to be almost· an alternative mode of 
expression, ~,~ plus participle. The difference may be traced as 
far as their distribution, for this present construdtion is confined to 
-j3-re-ex-i±-ic1.am::l~so1It1Yern RTr\gdom material, and thus to material outside 
Aramaic influence. To see any such influence is possible only on the 
negative side, contrasting with the verb 'be' plus participle, for 
the Aramaic languages do not use an equivalent of the present construc.tion. 
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' Yet to conclude from that that the construction is displaced in 
post-exilic usage is impossible owing to the continued usage in that 
later period of the parallel Tllt with participle. Because of 
the basic difference between the two idioms it is not possible to 
draw any conclusions from the observation that this present idiom's 
decrease correlates highly with the increasing use of ';j ,;"'\ with 
participle and greater Aramaic influence. 
CHAPTER 18 
THE USE OF THE PARTICLE 
139. The particle rN. 'there is not' 1 is usually referred to as the 
negative of II),, 'there is'. VJhilst this is no doubt true, it will 
become increasingly evident that the use and meaning of r?l has a 
much wider compass than that of w, its positive counterpart 
(:refer Appendix LV). 
The form rl'l has its parallel in some cognate languages, but 
others have a form derived from ~, or its equivalent, plus the 
negating element. e.g. Moab. 1~ and Akk. ·laY'\v are etymologically 
akin to \N. , but not Arabic ~ , and Aram. I'l,~ , 
All these forms however have similarity of usage. Its meaning then, 
is 'nothing, nought' or more comr:only the particle of negation 'there 
is/are not'. It is here that one notes the relevance of this word 
for our present study of the verb ~,~ -it is a denial of 'existence', 
one of the aspects of the verb 'l:P. The particle could never 
therefore be a copula, and in this one admits its narrower application 
than that of '11,71 • 
The form of the word is, like IU, , not verbal, and its meaning 
is probably best seen as pointing away from any real verbal quality, 
yet at ti~es such quality will be a distinct possibility. For the 
most part also its function is to posit 'non-existence', or to form 
the antithesis of ~, • As well as negating the existence of its 
particular subject, e.g. Exodus 17:1 'but there was no water' ( r~, 
'"'C'h ) , it will be found in clauses denying a subject's ovvnership 
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by means of the idiom s r~ . 
e.g. I Samuel 1:2 ' but Hannah had no-children' 
"''"i~" r~ ~l,1, 
(The use of "'tl')! in place of 7 in this latter idiom is most uncom.rnon.) 
cf. II Chronicles 14:5(6)). The existence which is thereby denied 
may be absolute existence (Deuteronomy 4:39 I there is no other' r~ 
''~), or simply a negating of local presence (II Samuel 3:22 'Abner was 
not ( ~n~~ ) with David') The more nominal meaning of r~, 
'nothing' ,(r Kings 8:9 'there was nothing in the ark' ( 
\'..,No~), and Exodus 22 :2( 1) 'If he has nothing' '~ 
is not particularly widespread, and the posit:i!ve counterpa'rt \&Jt 
only once has a comparable meaning 'substance, something' -in 
Proverbs 8:21. Although this is not a widespread usage of v~c' l. t !""" ' 
is still an important one, sometimes occurring with the addition of 
~~,~~ to strengthen the idea. 
e.g. !Kings 18:43 'there is nothing' ( 
14<D. With an eye to the function ·and u §e of t.i; .. , let us then seek a 
comparison between our present particle and the verb 'be'. 
___ L_ik_e _Iii~,_ ~-T!'t _ refel'_§___Q_r_im~ui 1 y to_ si tuati_ons _ _i_D_~xi_~te_n~~t__t__h_e 
time of their being mentioned, i.e. present situations. l'fe recall 
that the verb ~"il was primarily~ though not exclusively, a word 
denoting the time , past or future, at which an action could be 
viewed as occurring, and thus whilst speaking of existence or non-
existence, it located the action temporally, but in other than present 
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time. The way in which present time could be denoted was principally 
by means of a nominal sentence devoid of that verb and thus of 
specific temporal reference. On the other hand, such clauses did not 
express 'existence' or cognate ideas, for they were clauses in which, 
if used, the verb 0,~ functioned as copula. Our two particles w, 
and 1'1\t then come on the scene to make up for the inadequacy of the 
verb. Indicating abovP all timeless existence, their nominal form 
meant that they could be utilised to describe present situations. 
Ari~ing from this, just as a nominal sentence can refer at times to 
any temporal setting, so too the situation described by r~ could be 
used in reference to situations past or future. Since the verb ~,~ 
does not norma 11 y portray present existence, it wi 11 be only in these 
subsidiary uses that r~ and ~,~ overlap; only here may they be 
truly thought of as alternative modes of expression. (cf. paragraph 3) 
e.g. Genesis 37:29 'Joseph was not ( r~) in the pit' - it would 
be equally acceptable to have used ':1';'1 R~. 
Leviticus 13:26 'there was no white hair in the bright spot' 
\:l.~ 1~W 'I'iil:l':l YN. 
cf. Leviticus 13:32 'there was in it no yellow hair' 
':l1iW -,')1\u '':l. ~'':"\ ~~' 
--
I Sam1:l-eJ: -30-:--4 'there was no strength in them to weep' 
!'11':)-:l s ,::> "'':i'l r~ 
cf. Daniel 8: 7 'there was no strength in the ram to stand' 
-n~~s ~'~:l on~ 7'1"7'1 N.~' 
--
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Further scrutiny would reveal more examples similar to the above 
illustrating the fact that in the subsidiary ases of \'~ it is 
possible to have full interchange with ~'n . The same could be said 
of the imperfect 
e.g~ Isaiah 34:10 
cf. Jeremiah 50:3 
'none shall pass through it' 
'':1. ..,:l,'i r'l>.1 
'none shall dwell in it' 
':'\:l ':lw '' ';"'l\il" ~~ 
From this we may justifiably conclude that it is possible in reference 
to past and future time to use y~ and 
though the more regular construction will be that which uses the 
verb 'be'. 
l4l. To come now to a more specific study of the syntax of the 
particle we note that r~ is the regular means of negating a participle. 
The nominal quality of the participle attracts to it the use of a 
negative other than the verbal N.~ or s~ An exception to this is 
when the participle is used attributively as an adjective, in which 
case it is negated by and not 
not sown' 
1'~ • (e.g. Jeremiah 2:2 (a land 
) More wiJ_l _he-sa-icC of the 
___ .,...-- -
-
combination with parti~~pJe-later. There are however other situations 
__ i_!) __ wh-i-ch----y~ is used purely as a negative 'not' - this excludes 
such instances in which the English meaning is 'without'. 
( i) the first is that in I Kings 21:15 'l\Jaboth is not alive' 
"T'I r~ ) ' where the :particle--_ rN. has been 
used to negate an adjective. 
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(ii) secondly, Isaiah 48~:29 'to him who has no might' 
"'tl''l))l r~s ) ' where T~ is functioning 
as 'non- I in English ("to the non-mighty ones") to 
express the negative of a noun. 
(iii) ·finally, it is just conveivable that v~ has bP.en 
I 
used to nGgate a verb - Jeremiah 38:5 'the king can do 
nothing' ( ~~'' 1~~;, )'N. ) - but the text of 
this clause may be cmrrupt. (The LXX reads a 
parti~iple and thus points to in the lviT. BDB 
suggest that the use of the imperfect takes place here 
because there was no participle s':),, in use' and that 
one must supply a relative.) 
Perhaps this example is best omitted from one's conclusions. 
Nevertheless, the remaining examples do indicate that Tll 
serves infrequently as a negative in place of • 
These instances, being few and far between, prove the 
exception ±ather than the rule. 
As with most negatives r~ precedes the word it ql_l_a]J fit;?£ an9 
appears in ~-i;s __ c_o!ls_t:ruct--f--erm·-- -y~---. There will be the odd occasion 
when \'~ is separated from the word it qualifies by a small word, 
usually an adverb, and yet its form remains as construct and not 
absolute. The particle will otherwise occur generally in its absolute 
form, ie.r .when used predicatively, or when the word it negates, for 
reasons of style or emphasis, precedes it. 
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1LI2. If used alone our particle appears in its absolute form r.~ , 
and has the meaning 'there does not exist, there is not present'. 
Some examples will serve to make its use more plain, and to show that 
it does not only assert the subject's non-existence be it absolute 
or local. 
Exodus 17:7 'Is the Lord among us or not?' 
r~ "'0"' ,:l:l'""lj':l 7Wi,~ w,-;, 
' 
32:32 'and if not, then 
.. ' r.~ "C~l '" 
Numbers 13:29 'whether there is wood in it or not' 
r.~ '1l~ r~ ~':l. "',~ 
Judges 4:29 'Is anyone here ? ••• Say, uNou' 
y~ 1'1ih~' IU~~ -;,li:) I.D•':'I 
I Samuel 10:14 'we saw that they were not to be found' 
r~ ·::~ 7n~-n' 
(other examples will be found in· J~dge s 9:15, II Samuel 17:6, I Kings 18:10, 
II Kings 2:10, Isaiah 17:14, 19:7, 41:17, 4~:21, 59:11, 
Jeremiah 10:20, 31:15, 49:10, 50:20, Ezekiel 7:25, 27:36, 28:19, 
Mic.ah 7:2.) 
From the _a_bove_l!!__e~ sBE- sometfri-ng-o·f-the fiexiblli ty of application of 
this word. The absolute form r~ may be the equivalent of the 
negative of a preceding clause as in Exodus 32:32. (Here the 
substantive stands for 'if you will not forgive their sin') The use 
in Judges 4:20, best translated by the English 'No', is comparable 
to that of w~ to indicate a positive answer to a question. (This 
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is the only such use, and even so one could translate it more 
literally as 'There is not'.) The only other noteworthy use is T 
I Samuel 10:14 where not only does rN represent an entire clause, 
'they were not to be found', but it also refers to a plural subject. 
143. A fur·thET featu:ce which rx has in common with its pesitive 
counterpart W' is that it is used strictly in passages of direct 
speech when H has either present or future meahing. When referring 
to past situations the examples will be narrative uses, though not 
to the entire exclusion of direct speech. In this latter respect 
the negative )'N. differs from JJ' for the distinction between 
narrative and colloquial usage is not nearly as clearly defined. 
However it is generally true to say that both are to be found in 
direct speech primarily, and in so doing contrast with the narrative 
usage of ';"\'';"\ • 
144. Whilst on the general subject of the relation between rN. and 
there is one idiomatic usage of ~, , i.e. that in which it was 
followed by .,W X. to mark an indefinite reference to time, place, or 
people, which has no counterpart with r~ • There is no parallel 
idiom ""'W ~ rN. to convey the idea I there are none who ••• ' ' or some 
such similar phrase. (The regular way of denotina this is to use rN 
with a participle.) This absence from Hebrew is not unique, as it does 
not find a place in either Aramaic, Syriac, or Arabic. 
145.· One of the important aspects of )''A is its use in a circum-
stantial clause, stating the conditions under which an action or 
situation took place, usually following the princip•~ clause as a 
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very short nominal sentence. (Sometimes these clauses are described 
as 'secondary predicates'.) Under these circumstances the more comrnon 
rendering Clf rN is ''.'!ithout'- it c-:escr·.ibes a situation or subject 
and then adds by means of this terse phrase a description of its 
deficiency. Some examples are: 
Exodus 21:11 'without payment of money ( ,t)":) r~ ) . 
I Kings 22: 1 I without war ( :'lo~T1sh r~ ):_., 
Isaiah 47 : 1 'without a throne ( ~'0~ r~ ) I 
Hosea 7111 'silly and without sense ( ':J~ r~') I 
Jeremiah 2:32 'days without number ( "1'C)t)~ )'ll ) I 
Further examples will be observed when r~ with prefixes is 
dealt with. 
The impression is given by some English renderings that the 
idea of 'possibility' may be conveyed in this idiom. e.g. Genesis 
41:49 'It could not be measured ( "1E)t) ~ r~ ) I C f o alSO 
Judges 6:5. However such a translation is misleading and ought to 
---
l::Je confined to r~ with the infinitive. 
146. In a negative conditional clause one will usually find r~ 
used after the particle "'N., in which case the pronominal subject of 
that clause will be attached as a suffix to r~ . This is regularly 
used with a participial predicate in reference to future time~ 
Genesis 20:7 'But if you will not restore her' 
':l.~wh lJ,~ "0~\ 
43:5 'If you will not send him' 
i'I"~W ~ l'l'N. "0~' 
II Samuel 19:8(7) 'If you do not go' 
~~,, l"l'~ ·::~ 
(also Exodus 8:17(21), 33:15, Numbers 5:8, 27:9,10,11, 
Judges 9:15, I Samuel 11:13, 19:11, II Kings 2:10, etc.) 
It is not essential that there be a suffix on r~, and this 
provides us with another group of examples, in which the absolute 
form r~ appears. 
Genesis 30:1 ' ••• and if not ( ~~~ "CN.l ) , I die' 
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32:32 and if not ( r~ '0~, ), blot me out of 
thy book' 
II Samuel 17:6 ' ••. if not 1~l! "'N. ) , you speak' 
One should note the textual difficulty in I Samuel 21:9(8), 
where the MT here reads 'Is there not ••• ' This use 
----~i---r~-~Q.nJ.y one_ o£_two t.o ~e -f-et~fld in -th-e-or;--ana Ts commonly 
regarded as an anomalous pointing of \'~ (The other use is in Psalm 
135 :17). Against this there is the suggestion that it be regarded as 
a dialectical form of "'D~ = 'if', as in Aramaic 
This latter view seems difficult to justify as it is not very likely 
that an Aramaism would appear in such an early narrative from the 
southern kingdom. 
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147. The use of r~ with an infinitive construct 
a double function: 
plus ~ serves 
( i) it is very much like the.Greek construction ' ,, 0\JI(,. &.G'i\V 
which denies the possibility o~- an action or situation, 
(ii) as·a means of denoting non-permissability, or 'may not'. 
Before looking more c lo sel y at these we !flight state fi1ere that beth are 
quite different from the examples such as Isaiah 37:3 'there is no 
strength to bring forth' 
(i) possibility 
Ezra 9:15 . 'For none can stand before thee' 
l,l~s ,,~~ ~ r~ ,~ 
II Chronicles 5:11 'It was not possible to keep' 
(ii) permission 
Esther 4::.2 
'tll1' S Tl ~ ~ -m~0 S )'~ 
20: 6 'So that none is able to withstand' 
':l.~':n'i\~ 1~~ r~ 
22: 9 'Ahaziah had no one able to rule' 
.,,~\\~ ,-;,,~.,.,~ 'n'~~ l'N.1 
35 :15 'They did not need to depart' 
-- - _":l_~-o_s- ])_7'1 s-r ~-- --
'For no one may enter the king's gate' 
l~h71 ..,~"' -~~ ~'~~ r~ 1':) 
8:8 '(it) may not be revoked' 
":1.~ w 'i\L, r~ 
I Chronicles 23:26 'Levites no longer need to carry' 
:n ~w~ ~·~ "D"'~ 
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These examples are all from post-exilic material, suggesting that 
this could be a late linguistic development. Yet one hestiates 
to draw this conclusion as the use of uJ" in similar ways is 
found in both late and early material, and one must take this into 
account. 
The significance of TN here is that the negative thereby 
expressed is a more mild one than ~~ , which, in comparable situations, 
denies absolutely any possibility of the action or situation taking 
place. )'!'. however, suggests that it is inadvisable to carry out 
the act as the chance of success is non-existent. 
On occasions the EW will render 1'N in a circumstantial clause, 
or with a participle in this same way, as though it were th•::! 
equivalent of an infinitive denoting impossibility, but these are 
considered to be incorrect renderings of the Hebrew idiom. 
i48. So far we have been looking mainly at r~ and its use either 
alone or in conjunction with other words. Now·we must look at the 
word itself and the adciit.LQns _to i-t-ey way--of-sufHxes and prefixes. 
Suffixes are often attached to TN. , as with W, , but on a 
much larger scale. The number of suffixes as well as the number of 
occasions upon whic~ they are used is much greater than for its 
positive counterpart. The pronominal suffixes represent the pronominal 
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subject of a negative clause, so that instead of using the personal 
pronoun itself, it normally appears in suffix form. 
(but cf. I Kings 20:40 ( 1Jl\N. N.'7'\ ) where the pronominal subject 
is retained for emphasis). 
Some examples will illustrate this better: 
Judges 12:3 'You would not deliver me' 
~·ill~ ll,~ ·~ 
II Kings 17:26 'They do not know the law' 
~agw~ ·1'1~ "tl~~,.,, "'l'!t 
For the most part VN with suffixes occurs in connection with participles 
and denotes future clauses, but this does not exclude those in which 
the absolute existence of the subject is denied. 
e.g. I Kings 20: 40 'He was not (was gone)' U'l'~ ) 
Genesis 37:30 'The lad is gone• n J')l ) 
There are again one or two oddities to be noted: 
Haggai 2:17 'You did not return to me' 
.,~~ Ll:;)'l"' N. r~l 
Nehemiah 4:17(23) 'Neither I nor my breth:en ••• none of us took 
off our clothes' 
----'~~.:l':l -o .. ~~~--'~!'J~_J~l\-~ .. ~'T})t' ,J~ t~'---
The first of the above is usually dismissed as a textual error, and 
• with the LXX reading "'D~:l.ILI , commentators suggest that this should be 
followed in 1 ieu of 1l:::II'IN. • As the ivlT stands we have a situation in 
which the subject of a sentence is represented by a suffix attached 
to the sign of the accusative - an impossible situation syntactically. 
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It is clear that some emendation is called for, and the change suggested 
by the LXX, which makes good sense of the phrase may be followed. 
If this is done it leaves us with a construction without parallel 
in the OT, in which r~ precedes a suffixed infinitive. This may not 
be of any great consequence, but when one couples this with the fact 
that T~ + infinitive denotes impossibility or ir:1permi ssabi 1 i ty, it 
would seem better to emend Then just 
as s~ 0,';1 may denote motion towards, so by analogy may ~·It ' or 
in this case r~ 
The second example, Nehemiah 4, contains the combination ~J~ r~ 
in place of 'l'nJl-l )'N instead of )l'l'N. • Commen-
tators explain this as arising from the fact that is co-ordinate 
with three other subjects. 'hhilst this fact is unquestioned, the 
explanation can hardly be said to satisfy. The use of ]'N. at the 
com;nencement of the clause appears to be quite out of place, and is 
pobably a textual corruption of As' for the- second combination, 
~J'nll\ r~ , this ought either to be emended to read nPl\, or 
retained, and regarded as something of an oddity. The latter course 
seems much les.s commendable. 
The attaching of prefixes to TN- is one feature which disting-
uishes it from its counterpart w, 
(a) The most frequent and most important of the prepositional 
prefixes so attached is ·1~ • 
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( i) For the most part the compound 1~ + )' N. has the meaning 
'without'. This is an emphatic negative statement, and 
describes a situation or place as lacking in some particular 
thing or quality, e.g. a regular occurrence is the phrase 
':lW,, y~~ describing a particular place or city as devoid 
of population. The phrase itself is Mppended to +J...-UllC sen Lence 
following the word it describes in much the same way as one 
would employ an adjective. 
e.g. Isaiah 5:9 'beautiful houses without inhabitants' 
y~~ ... 
Jeremiah 33:10 'It is waste, without man or beast, ••• and 
in the streets of Jerusalem that are desolate, 
without man or inhabitant or beast' 
1l'"i~ y~~ ... ';i~~J. \'~~, "O'"m r~~ ~r;"' :l.,, 
= ~)3-;,:l r~~, 'J.W,, r~~~ 
(cf. also Isaiah 6:11, Jeremiah 4:7, 26:9, 32:43, 33:12, 34:22, 
44:22, 46:19, 48:9, 51:29, 37, Zephaniah 2:5, 3:6.) 
This present construction is t~e more regular way of demonstr-
this same idea, especially in the phrase 
'without number' 
e.g. Joel 1:6 'mighty and without number' ( 
(ii) Another employment of the compound ~'~~ is as a means of 
expressing cause. It conveys the idea 'because of the lack 
2~. 
of.... , since there is no, ••• thus explaining the reason 
for a given situation. 
e}g. Isaiah 50:2 'their fish stink because there is no water' 
Jeremiah 7:32 'They shall bury in Topeth because there shall 
Ezekiel 34:8 
be no place else' 
"'0, ~ ~ T ~u~ "'H:H'\:l 'i ::1 i'' 
'My sheep became meat to all the beasts of the 
field because there was no shepherd' 
-;,.,.w';'"l • -n,,., -~~' -;,~~~s ,l~'IJ 
~\\i y~~ 
(three other examples will be found in Jeremiah 19:11, 30:7., 
and Malachi 2:13) 
(iii) One also notes a single usage in which r~~ has a meaning 
equivalent to the substantive 'nothing', the preposition 
denoting the source or origin of a specific quality. 
Isaiah 4i:24 'Behind you are (of) nothing, and your work 
of nought' 
~If:)~~ 
Here the r~~ is paralleled by ~!>'t\~ I from nothingness'. 
The operative word is \'~ , with the ~~ giving direction 
to that concept rather than creating a new concept altogether. 
( iv) Briefly one ought to mention the two examples in Jeremiah 10 
which constitute a problem. 
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Jeremiah 10:6 'There is none like thee, 0 Lord' 
10:7 'there is none like thee' 
Some suppose the compound to represent a strong negative such 
as, 'none at all', or, 'even none'. BDB complain that this 
i~ difficult to justify logically, aiid thaL emendation to '\"IN~ 
1·-" 
'Whence' is the best solution. 
(b) r~~ This is an idiom characteristic of late prose, and for the 
most part expresses the result of a particular situation or action, 
ie.-,'so that there was not', or, when used together with"'t~, 
'until there was not'. 
e.g. II Chronicles 14:12(13) 'so that none remained alive' 
~''1'"1~ 1l'i"\~ r~~ 
20:25 'so that they could not carry itaway' 
~\!;~ r~~ 
36:16 'until there was no remedy' 
~e.,~ rN.' .,.\) 
~cf.also Isaiah 40:23, 29, I Chronicles 22:4, II Chronicles 
14:10{11), Ezra 9:14) 
It would be possible to translate these exampLes as 'without', 
and the Chronicler employs ~~~ several times clearly with 
this thought in mind. 
e.g. I Chronicles 22:4 'cedar trees without number' 
i£)'0b r~~ .... 
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Other writers would here have used 1'11'. alone, or possibly 
r~~ ' but the present examples represent a usage peculiar 
to the Chronicler. 
It may be possible to see this compoun~ as a compression of a 
longer phrase. It would appear that "N~ , especially in 
Isaiah 40:29 'to him who has no might( ,,~ ~' ) I ' 
is short for Vm~lst this may be applicable 
in this example, it is however not possible to explain entirely 
either this or the other compounds on these grou~ds. 
(c) The third of the compourtds involves the preposition ~ 'as, like', 
but there are only four examples in which it occurs in OT prose. 
Isaiah 41:11 'Those who strive against you shall be as nothing' 
r~~ ,.71, l'l "''"~i'nJi1 ~,::) 
41:12 'Those who war against you shall be as nothing' 
r~:) 1'7'l' l!'l ~ ~. •w not 
59:10 'like those who have no(* without) eyes' 
'1PJ~ \'N.-:ll 
Haggai 2: 3 'Is it not in your sight as nothing?' 
-------- -------- ---"'':)"'J,...,~--r~':)---- ------
Here the particle r~ has its meaning 'nothing', and the 
prefix its regular meaning 'as, like'. But again an unusual 
usage is ob~erved - Isaiah 59:10 - for here also the compound is 
(d) 
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possibly a contraction of '~ , a phrase 
frequent enough throughout the or. 
Only twice will examples of J prefixed to be found 
within these prose books. 
Isaiah 57:1 'without understanding that the righteous is 
taken away' 
i' '' ~ ';"\ ~"C) 'AJ -:1 ~, :1 ·.J!) h , :l r 'J.):) r ~:l 
Ezekiel 38:ll 'all of them dwelling vvithout walls' 
71 ~ 1'n r ~:l "C~'J.W ,. -c~,~ 
The preposition ~ has its regular meaning 'in', so that 
I r~ : I in the absence Of 1 or, I WithOUt, for Want Of 0 0 • 
There is therefore nothing unusual about them. However BDB 
note that on one occasion (Proverbs 8:24) this compound has 
temporal application, and with this in mind, vve observe that the 
RSV renders Isaiah 57:1 along similar lines. A temporal clause 
in this case does however seem less commendable than the version 
given above. (The LXX and Targum wish to emend this latter :l 
to 1 in order to bring the clause into line with the first half 
of the verse.) 
150. What conclusions can one reach then about the use of r't\ ? 
( i )_ r~ as a negative particle refers to situations at present 
non-existent, and as such is obviously the negative equivalent 
of w" In this capacity, as with w, ' it is best viewed 
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as sup lementary to ';"\'';"\ , i.e. it speaks of present 
existence, whereas ~ 1~ confines a situation to either 
past or future time. 
(ii) Its application may be extended to refer to past or future 
situations, the latter chiefly when compounded with a 
participle. It is here that some overlap with the verb 
-:-1"'';"'\ ( 'N~) may be found. 
(iii) It is the regular negating particle appended to participles. 
(iv) As with most negatives, r~ precedes the'v\ord it qualifies 
in the majority-of cases, and appears in its construct form. 
(v) ·.:fnen used alone as the substantive 'nothing',it occurs in 
its absolute form. 
(vi) Vfuen used with present and future tense meaning it is 
(vii) 
confined to passages of direct speech. 
TN occurs in negative conditional clauses after the 
particle 'tl1'l ; normally the temporal reference of these 
clauses is future. 
(viii) To express impossibility or impermiss&bility, 
used with an infinitive construct+ ~ 
is 
(ix) __ The use of suf~_;<es with_t~~t. is more extensive th_al}with w_~ __ _ 
and the contrast between the two particles is heightened 
by the addition to T,q, of prepositional prefixes 1~ , ':) , :l , 
or 7 . 
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THE USE OF rN, HITH PARTICIPLES 
151. Over against the relatively minor usage of u), with a participle, 
the· use of T'"' in similar circumstances is clearly a much more regular 
occurrence. Here we have just over 160 such uses (refer Appendix LVI), 
and at the outset one may observe thi'lt these ex;::m.ples folluw much the 
same pattern as the uses without participles. In other words in the 
majority of cases, the temporal reference will be present tense with 
past and future reference in that order forming the subsidiary usages. 
Immediately we note a contrast with w, +participle, as there the 
examples spoke mainly of future events (paragraph 138). 
When ''lt was used alone as a substantive or particle of negation, 
it referred to situations rather than actions. 
e.g. Genesis 37:24 
Numbers 14:42 
'there was no water in it' 
'the Lord is not among you' 
-n:)'~,v:l ':'1l7'l"' r~ 
(This is to exclude of course those uses which precede infinitive 
constructs and the 1ik~, __ 9nc:l_1!V__bich form_ap_eculia!'--idiem -o-f--the±r- owrr. )--
It is quite realistic then to state that, whether speaking of the present, 
past, or future, r~ without participles depicts a situation which is 
non-existent and cannot therefore be thought of as being descriptive 
of action or movement. But for the other implications in Hebrew of the 
word '.stative' , this word could be well used to portray the idea 
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contained here. Contrasting directly with this state of affairs is the 
fact that once y~ is compounded with a participle its whole aspect 
changes. It Ibo longer speaks of situations or states of non-existence, 
but of actions and of movement. If the participle with which it is 
compounded is active (and with but five exceptions this will be the 
case), then the whole concept is an active one. ThP. fivP occasior.s 
of its use with passive participles are the only ones in which 
situations rather than actions are portrayed. 
e.g. active 
Malachi 2:9 'You have not kept my ways' 
,~,-,·-n'l\ ""D,..,~w "'D~l~ 
II Kings 17:26 'they do not know the law' 
~ rc ~ J1. • 'I'" '1l .. ~ il "'tlll\l 
II Chron~cles 18:7 'he never prophesies good' 
71':l11.a' ~':l'lT1~ U'l'N. ~ 
Jeremiah 44: 16 . 'we will not listen to you' 
l'~~ "0 .. ~ f1w nr'll 
Passive 
I Kings 6:18 'no stone was seen' 
Thus when used in combination with participles r~ does not have its 
normal function of depicting simply a subject's existence. This may 
then be linked up with another fact, that \'N. is used as the regular 
negating particle with participles owing tJ the latter's nominal 
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character. Rather than use a verbal negative ~~ or ~N. , our 
present one is employed. This rule is, however, not without 
exception, for it only applies when the participle is not used 
attributively as an adjective, cf. Jeremiah 2:2 'a land not sown 
When such a construction is employed, the subject, if pronominal, 
is attached as a suffix to r~ ' whilst the verbal nature of the 
construction is reflected in its taking direct objects. 
152. The examples listed in Appendix LVI indicate that tvvo basic 
types of sentence in which the combination l'l'l + participle appears: 
(i) One may call the first 'Independent noun clauses', and 
quote Genesis 39:23 'the keeper of the prison paid no heed 
';'"1~1i \";'\1'0':1 \iu 1'N )' as an example of same. It is in 
this type ~f sentence that a large number of past and future 
usages occur. These sentences will for the most part not add 
to the gen~ral development of the narrative, but will be almost 
'parenthetical', for their main function will be to fill out 
-cl-e-tai-1-s-of-- a-n- action -or situation- just described. 
Unless one can establish that participles are primarily used in 
these circumstances then one could assert that here one has an 
alternative mode of expression to the use of (a) the verb of the 
participle in either the perfect or imperfect, or, (b) the verb 
i1""';'\ with participle. 
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But can this be substantiated ? In the case of the first 
suggestion that the r~ +participle is equivalent to the finite 
verb of the participial root, it seems a possibility on the 
surfac~. The possibility is however not a very real one for 
the verb has the effect of limiting the subject of the 
sentence to some definite person. Unless ~has a pronominal 
subject then the same cannot be said of it, for it normally 
has an indefinite subject, 'one', or 'none'. 
e.g. II Kings 14:26 'There was no one to help Israel' 
? ~.,w ·~ i}'~ r~ 
One may conclude then that this first possibility is not such a 
very real one, without denying it altogether. The second 
possibility is a much more real one, for there are two observed 
·cases of ':"\"7'1 + participle being used where one would have 
expected r~ . 
Daniel 8:7 'there was none to deliver the ram' 
'''h ~ 'N.~ L,,~ ~ 7'\':i ~~' 
8:4 'there was none to deliver him' 
,"i'h ___ s '~~ r~' 
Jeremiah 50:3 'and none shall dwell therein' 
7'1:1. 'l.w'' ':1';"1' l'l~' ';'\J')wL, ... 
49:9 'a desolation without any to dwell therein' 
':'\:1 ':lw'' 1'\.tl1 7'1l'';"\~ ';"\~\JJ~ 
These are the only instances of this sort of thing happening, and 
·' 
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whilst they point to the distinct possibility of the two 
constructions being thought of as alternatives, we shall see in 
section 156 that this possibility, though real, is nonetheless 
a very small one. The basic distinction between the continuous 
tense denoted by '0'7\ and participle, and the imminence of the 
participial action, cannot be applied in these cases. 
(ii) The second type of sentence may be termed the 'circum-
stantial clause', though it differs not a great deal from the 
above. It is a terse phrase added, much as one would add an 
adjective, to describe or qualify a preceding noun. A city or 
land may be described as I without inhabitant ( ::lW ,, r~~ ) I' 
or the goat in Darrel 8:5 as 'not touching the ground ( J'N. 
i'l~i~';"l-'n?l ~;m). By such terse additions the impersonal 
construction with r~ is made quite poignant. 
153. The employment of this present construction in conditional 
clauses is surprisingly limited - surprising in that with w, a high 
proportion of its uses with participles were in conditional cla~ses wLth . 
-futuTB-reference. -Here however, the situation is a little different 
for there are only seven negative conditionals using ·though 
all do have future reference as with ~, All the examples are 
pre-exilic. 
Genesis 20:7 'If you do not restore her~' 
:::1 ,w~ 11,N. '"ON. I 
Genesis 43: 5 'If you will not send him' 
,~w~ 1r~ 'tl~' 
Exodus 8:17(21) 'If you will not let my people go' 
"~~ "TI~ 'n~IU~ l1'N. 11~ 
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33:15 'If your presence will not go with me' 
1:1"~ ~ \":1 -rJ-c r\t "tl~ 
Leviticus 14:2~ 'And if he cannot afford so much' 
I'L~ Ill h ,,.. llo\ ... "U~l 
II Samuel 19:8 'If you do not go' 
N. '!II~' l'l'N. ':1 
I Samuel 11 :3 'If there is no one to save' 
,n,,~ "j'W'~ r~ -n~' 
This use has been mentioned briefly before where it was noted that 
the pronominal subject is attached as suffix to rN. . The precise 
significance of r~ in clauses with pronominal subjects is made more 
difficult to ascertain, especially wheo one looks at Genesis 43:4 
and 5 to find that both iN. and W' are used with participles in 
conditional clauses, whilst they are surrounded by clauses which ds.e. the 
imperfect of the verb. Perhaps it is correct to conclude that with a 
pronominal subject, the construction r~ + participle may be used as 
an alternative to the imperfect. ~·</hen the subject is an Indefinite 
'one', or 'none', such as in I Samuel 11:3, the significance is then 
quite clear. Obviously, however, the basic difference must lie in the 
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nature of the action indicated by the participle over against the imperfect 
- that the particfiple expresses a future event as imminent, not as 
something more generally in the future. 
154. Several examples of our present construction are rendered in 
some EW as though they were expressive of possiuility, e.g. 
Genesis 41:8 'there was no one who could interpret 
41:24 'there was none who could explain' 
T~ ... 
The translation of such phrases is not however consistent. 
c f. Genesis 40:8 'there is noee to interpret 
The true idiom for expressing possibility is the compound T~ 
with an infinitive construct+ ~ , and whilst it is possible to render 
the present idiom along similar lines it is considered an illegitimate 
translation and a protest must here be lodged against such practice. 
155. Whilst questioning some of the means of rendering our present 
idiom attention must be drawn to Deuteronomy 4:22 in which two 
pBrticiples, one with 1'~ , are rendered as 'must' by the 8/V. 
'I must die in this land; I must not go over Jordan' 
)"1'""~~71 ·m~. "":l. w ''lJ'N. :n~~i1 r,~:l l'H~ "'':)l~ ":) 
The context may suggest that a strong statement is here required, but 
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clearly this is not a quality inherent in the construction with ~'N.. 
156. Brief mention has already been made of the possibility of r~ 
and a participle being an alternative to ';"\,~ ~~ + participle. 
More must now be said on this topic. 
If INC gc back to basics and break down these two simple constructions, 
we find that y~ negates. a participle, and ~~ negates the compound 
~,';"\ + participle. In other words the root of the problem is that of 
the difference between the participle alone, and that in compound 
with 'be'. The compound form must of necessity be limited to general 
past or future continuous references, whilst the uncompounded form, 
being timeless, is able to refer to present situations and also to 
situations which are imminent - an important aspect of the participle. 
In other words there is not the strict temporal limitations placed 
upon the construction with )'N, and it is also able to have more of 
the participial aspect of imminence rather than purely continuous 
activity. 
Although this difference in theory may be quite great, in 
(Exodus 23:26, Isaiah 3:7, 10:14, Jeremiah 44:26, 50:3, Ezekiel 41:6, 
Danie~ 8:7) when ~,~ + participle occurs in the negative. We may say 
then that participles when negatived will involve \'N. and not 
The gap between r~ and -;.,~-;, ~~ with participles is seen to 
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widen further when one looks at the verbs used vvi th each construction, 
for as well as different verbal roots generally attaching themselves 
to each construction, one can go so far as to say that with very few 
exceptions, the participles used with 'ii,o;, (~~) and the particles o,J• 
and rN. ' will be quite different. 
(The most common verbal roots found with i'\'il. (~~)are; 
~""\· '1'':1 ,Tt'T1t;), ':"\W\\ ,':l.-;,\o\, and "'S::l. With \N or l.iJ' the following are 
the most frequent: ~W', 7'1'hl, ~~.,, 1':l.')l, S'!:ll'' , .., .... HU , ~!'3W, i~!), ,,, , 'lw', 
lL,;, , and ,..,n . ) The types of ideas expressed by each verbal 
root are so similar that it does not permit of any classification, so 
that it is not possible to divide them on the basis of the 'types' of 
verbs used with each compound. 
The remaining distinction between them, apart from the fact 
that the temporal reference of each coincides only in the subsidiary 
uses of r~ ' is that the verb 7,'ii with participles occurs not in 
circumstantial clauses 1 nor in independent noun-clauses, but in full 
verbal sentences. 
This allows us to appreciate more fully the extent of the 
d·i-nerencenet\veen -rN. Cor ur~ )- ~nd- 'il'i1 ( ~~ ) with participles, and 
to appreciate the significance of in such combination. 
157. Finally the time pP.riod to which this compound refers is 
Its basically the same as has been noted with r~ when used alone. 
nominal quality allows its use primarilv as an indication of present 
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tense, as distinct from the past or future reference of the verb 'to 
be'. Again, its nominal quality permits a context to influence its 
application in respect of events past or future. 
CHAPTER 19 
CONCLUSIONS 
The conclusions which arise from a work of this nature are, 
as one would expect, manifold, though some will be of more significance 
and importance than others. This study has shown just how unusual 
a word the verb';'\,;, is, and, it is hoped~ e!!!phasi::.ed its unique 
position and function in Biblical Hebrew. 
It is difficult to know how best to draw together the findings 
of this study, but obviously the most irnpo"rtant should be stated first. 
However, once· this has been done, the most satisfactory way of giving 
the others, which in many ways are no less important, is to list them 
systematically as they emerge from the text above. 
(1) By far the most significant fact to come clearly from this 
study has been that the verb ~~~ adopts a standpoint radically 
ci fferent from any other Hebrew verb~ It is unique in that it 
views actions as occurring at a particular time, rather than 
speaking of the nature of the action involved. At every turn 
it was found that what has been called the 'traditional' under-
stan~i_ng _ gj_ He>.hr--ew- '-ten-ses'-\r\ras- no_t-consi stentl y applicable 
to the examples in which ~,~ appeared. it occurred in 
examples which, more often than not, cut completely across 
that definition. The only vievvpoint which could be applied in 
virtually all cases was that of time- the Perfect and Preterite 
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Imperfect spoke of a past action, and the Imperfect of the 
future. Furthermore this temporal reference was something 
which the verb had of itself, uninfluenced by the context. 
Especially was this borne out in those cases where the verb 
'to be' was functioning as the copula, for it was found that 
the inclusion or exclusion of the verb on such occ:asions 
followed 110 determinable pattern, and it was therefore quite 
impossible to attribute any function or standpoint to the verb 
which would lead to its making a substantial distinction between 
clauses identical but for their having or not having the verb 
'be'. The conclusion which cried out for statement in almost 
every example was that the inclusion of the verb ':"'\,~ was for 
greater definition of time, that time either past or future 
according to the particular form of the verb involved. 
In view of the fact that the 'tenses' of this verb are expressive 
of time, it follows that the traditional standpoint of a verb 
which views an action as something either completed or incomplete, 
is not confined to any one'tense' of the verb n,~ . It was 
found that a Perfect verb-form, whilst expre~~~n_g_ _sJn_acti-oo--in-
_ _th_e. pa-St,-inctudea -actions both completed and incomplete. 
Furthermore the duration of the event in question had no influence 
upon the 'tense' used, unless it was desired that the longevity 
of the action as such be emphasised, in which case the verb 'be' 
was compounded with a participle. The same applied in the 
case of the Irnr-:erfect in its denoting future time. 
This unique standpoint is one which attaches to the verb 
'be' throughout the entire literary period covered by the 
Biblical material. It is not possible to trace its emergence 
or growing use as we pass from earlier to later material, 
and one therefore presumes either that this is a standpoint 
which the verb has always had, or alternatively that it is 
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one which has been acquired but at a time prior to the p~riod 
represented.by our earliest Old Testament material. However, 
regardless of the time at which this standpoint came to attach 
to 7'1"~ , it is significant that this verb marks the commencement 
of a situation in which Hebrew verbs do generally have such a 
standpoint. The aspect of verbs which one might call Western 
or Eurppean is now common in modern Semitic languages, and one 
therefore assumes that the verb ~.,~ marks the beginning 6f 
such a situation. 
JAB- ve:rb- -~":'I -<rppeaTs :tn- onry t':lo-tnemes; -the Qal and Niphal. 
General temporal signification is the province of the finite 
forms of the Qal, together with such ideas as are conveyed by 
the various verbal moods. The Niphal, which has a very limited 
usage numerically-speaking, is nevertheless extremely flexible, 
and if not of more importance, is certainly of more interest 
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than the regular transitive theme. It incorporates those uses 
which are intransitive, and is the prime method of denoting 
emphasis or intensity, together with any passive connotations 
the verb might have. Yet even though the Niphal has these 
other connotations, the perfect always denotes past time, and 
the perfAct consecutive, future. In view of the attributes of 
these two themes, it can readily be ap~reciated that most of 
the implications of the other Hebrew verbal themes are provided 
for in these two. 
(3) Although past time is denoted by either the Perfect, Perfect 
with weak waw, or Imperfect consecutive, and future time by the 
Imperfect, Imperfect with weak waw, or Perfect consecutive, the 
customary uses of the Hebrew verb-forms determined which form 
was used to denote such time. For instance, a past tense 
translation would normally begin with a Perfect, and continue 
with an Imperfect consecutive, or much less frequently, a 
Perfect 1!dth weak waw. The parallel situation applies to future 
references. To infer from this that each of these verb forms is 
for the most part an alternative to-the oT:he:r-two- within its- - · 
I 
temporal "range" is fully justified (paragraphs 51, 55, 60, 61). 
(4) 'iVe noted that the primary function of the verb ":'l'~ was to 
express the time, rather than the nature, of an action, and that 
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1/ii th very few exceptions the Perfect always denoted past time, 
and the Imperfect, future. Vii th reference to PAST time, there 
are certain minor usages which presented a variation on this 
theme. 
(a) There are the uses of the verb approaching very nearly 
to that of a 'stativ~· verb, although ~,~ cannot be 
strictly equated with such verbs. This aspect is 
confined to verbs which speak of past actions giving 
rise to present situations. The significance of the 
Perfect or its equivalent in these cases is that they 
point to the initial establishment of the present state 
of affairs rather than the fact that it still pertains. 
(b) A further usage referring to past time is the Frequentative, 
be it in the form of the Imperfect or Perfect consecutive, 
emphasising the repetition of events throughout past time. 
From the examples of its use and the contexts in which they 
occurred, it seemed that this aspect was more one which the 
verb had acquired than one which it had of itself, for only 
occasionally was it used ~hen other frequentatives were 
(c) An Imperfect form with reference to the past rather than 
the future occurred when one met the Preterite Imperfect 
after •! , and after ~~ and "C.,~. This is an old form 
not to be confused with the ordinary Imperfect and its 
reference strictly to future events. 
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(5) The denoting of future time is the sole prerogative of the 
Imperfect and its equivalent Perfect consecutive, h'i th but one 
exception - the Qal Perfect as future. Customarily termed the 
"Prophetictt Perfect, the use of this form of the verb ';')';'l is 
extremely limited. It speaks of a Divine purpose, and by 
locating it in the past, emphasises its future certainty. 
The Imperfect consecutive occurs only once (Isaiah 9:5(6)) as 
the equivalent of a "Prophetic" perfect, i.e. having future 
temporal reference. 
(6) The function of the verb ~':1 when introducing a clause 'Nhen 
'non-integral' to the sense of that clause can only be adequately 
explained as temporal indicator - the perfect consecutive, or, 
less frequently, the Imperfect with wea;( waw pointing to future 
time; the Imperfect consecutive, or again less frequently, the 
perfect with weak waw, indicating past events. Their signi f-
icancc as temporal indicators arises froo the fact that there 
is a longer or shorter time interval beb-veen that clause and 
the predediog one, anrl their function is therefore to make plain 
~ ---- -~ ----- ------------
~- -~-~~~-~ --1:he -(new) sphere of temporal reference of the clause to which 
they are attached. Literary style rather than temporal 
precision explains the few apparently redundant usages. 
(7) Temporal specification has long been regarded as the role of 
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the verb in combination with participles, as it indicates 
either past or future continuous actions depending on the 'tense' 
of the verb 'be' in the compound. There is also evidence to 
suggest that this compound is a means of giving 'stative' imp-
lication to a non-stative vr.-rb, by combining tl1e verb ~,;, 
with a passive participle to describe a state rather than an 
action. 
The exceptions to the temporal location here indicated arise 
when the Imperative or Jussive is used in the compound, in 
which case the verb 'be' denotes the imperative element and 
the participle the continuous. 
(8) The moods, Jussive, Cohortative, and Imperative could not on 
philosophical grounds be strictly for time location, so it is 
not surprising that they hav2 no ~oro than their regular 
function. However it is true to say that their temporal 
reference is always future to the spea~er as he expresses his 
'.'li sh or comman? _that _sor,1etbing_ sbo_ul-ci- Bq'3rren -eit.hr:er±rr the-
immediate or more distant future. The Imperative is used only 
to express a command - it has none of the other possible 
connotations of the Imperative. 
(9) The participle occors only the once in the OT prose books 
(Exodus 9:3) in which case an impending Divine purpose is 
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Indicated. Under normal circumstances future action w~ether 
immediate or distant is conveyed by the Imperfect, so there 
is virtually no call for a participial form of this verb. 
riowever, owing to the classical circumstances involved in the 
use in Exodus 9, and the fact that in each of the four 
parallel phrases a participial construction is em?loyed, the 
participle :'l~1';'\ has been used. However the impression is that 
the forr.1 has been almost "manufactured" for use on this one 
occasion, because of the classical conditions which pertain 
and the fact that participles are employed in the parallel 
phrases, a pattern to vvhich the ~vriter wished to conform. 
(10) The Infinitive Absoluts of this verb appears no nore than six 
ti:-nes in prose material, upon which occasions it stands before 
a fini t•? form of the verb to express a uild e1.1phatic. Of 
itself it is •.vithout any specific temporal reference - it is 
simply a means of emphasising the past or future occurrence. 
(ll) Prec:Lse temporal rc?ference is again lac:dng in the case of the 
Infinitive Construct owing to its h~ving qualities both nominal 
and verbal. The simple Infinitive Construct is often used as 
a genitive coupled with the construct form of a temporal 
period, whilst in its verbal uses it approaches a finite verb, 
being used after "'r» or l'J' in temporal or causal clauses. 
It also ap;.:ears alone, again much as a finite vorb. 
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':'Ii th prefixed ? it has primarily future connotations ana 
depicts purpose in much tfH? same way as does an infinitive 
in English. ::Jith .:l it is limited to temporal clauses, 
having either past or present reference depending on the 
presence or absence of the verb ~·~ as a prefixed te~poral 
indicator. It never denotes future tim,., 21" this is the 
province of ~~ with the Imperfect. The idea of separation 
is that •nhich attaches to the compound 1 ~ + l'l 1':1 • Its 
use is confined to final clauses which talk of viithholding 
something from the subject, or which show that some particular 
quality is lacking. 
(12) At the beginning of these conclusions it was~id that there were 
only two themes, the Qal and Niphal, which between them catered 
for all the emphases of the other themes with the possible exception 
of the Hiphil. llov;ever the addition of any further theme was 
found unnecessary as 'causation' could be depicted by either 
the Qal or Niphal in conjunction with indirect objects and 
the prepositions 1~ anJ 1Ut ( "D~). Such a construction was 
necessary only ,-;hen the causative concept was linked with 
unqualified existence, otherwise the Iliphil verbal form of 
the root of the adjective or noun in the predicate was employed, 
this latter being by far the more custooary. An example of the 
use of each theme is useful here: 
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(Qal) Joshua 11:20 'It 1·1as the Lord's doino to harden their hearts' 
"'~,:l.~~ ~~,.,~ ':'lrt~':'l -;,,-;, .. n~Jl 
(Niph) I Kings 1:27 'Has this thing been brought about (caused) 
by my Lord' 
71~ :"1 .,:l.,:"l :"1,71~ l~h':1 ,~""TN. n.,_,~ "D'I'l 
By this rather devious means therefore, the idea of 'causation' 
was denoteo, and the need for a Hiphil form did not arise. 
(13) The question of Aramaic influence and the use of the verb ~,:"1 
arises seriously on only one occasion - ~hen the verb is 
compounded with a participle. There is a very definite 
percentage increase in the use of this phenomenon in the later 
books, and this is attributed to influence from the Aramaic 
languages after the Exile. The extent of this influence 
is difficult to judge, but it would seem less than might be 
thought, ovving to, (i) the lir:1ited use in the two books containing 
Aramaic sections, 
(ii) the high incidence in II Kings 17 and 
Deuteronomy 28, pre-exilic material though 
under so8e northern influence, and, 
(iii) the higher incidence in Southern as against 
Northern writing. 
On the debit side perhaps, another sup0osed effect of Aramaic 
influence is in the or owing use of the Perfect VIIi th Vveak V!aw, but 
no such development even within early material 0as found in the 
case of ':1'i"l\. 
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(14) On the question of the verb's use in various types of speech, 
it would be true to say that for the Most part the verb 
has a narrative application, but there are certain exceptions 
to this. It is difficult to know whether the appearance of any 
one usage in a passage of Direct speech is simply coincidental 
nl" V•lhether th.:::t form has liu u·Uwr applicat:lon. l1owever those 
forms which were found to have limitations of this sort wGre: 
the Qal perfect vvi th both 'stative' and future meaning, and the 
Qal Imperfect with v1eak waw. (This does not include those 
parts of the verb such as the Jussive, Cohortative, and 
Imperative, which, by their very nature, are limited to Direct 
speech.) 
( 15) The distribution of the use of the verb i'l\':'1 in its various forms 
throughout the OT prose books does not permit of any conclusions 
which could be called significant. Hot.vever, despite the 
relative amounts of material in early and later times, there is 
a prepondr::rance of pre-exilic usE:s in virh•.ally every forM of 
the verb. The main exceptions are the uses of the verb in 
compound \Vi th participles, and the lhphal perfect with wav1 
consecutive. The presence or absence of various forms of the 
verb in certain b~;o!<:s or bl_ocks 0f material is like\'Jise a 
matter to which can be attached little significance. 
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(16) The Particle \13" : whilst the origin ancl quality of this word are 
elusive, its function as a special \'.JOrd denoting 'existence' is 
quite obvious. It compensates for the deficiency in the verb ':"\,~, 
for that verb, as well as expressing existence, locates in past 
or future time. The timelessness of the paiticle means that it 
is able to depict present si tu~tions. I-L. has application to 
both past and future on limi tee: occasions, and only here does 
it ov2rlap wi tr1 the verb ';1,':'\ • It is also very much confined 
to Direct speech. When compounded vvi th participles it occu:rs 
in conditional or interrogative clauses with immediate future 
reference, describing actions and not situations. 
( 17) For the most part the Particle )'N may be regarded as negating 
an object's present existence, be that presence absolute or 
local. Like w, it cor'1pensates for the limitations of the 
verb i"l,':'\ which confines exi str:mce to ei thsr past or future 
time. 
It appears in its absolute form rl! only \l'lhen functioning as 
the substantive 'nothing', otherwise it is to be found in the 
construct form r~ . As a negating particle it is the one 
customarily e~ployed with the participle. 
(18) The sole example of the verb 'be' functioning unmistakt/ably in 
present time is to be found in tfumbers 9:13 
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'But the man who is unclean, and is not on a journey 
:1'il ~~ l""'""'fl ~ ""\\':'I !a ~';, .,I.U~ ~~~-;,, 
(19) The choice of conditional particles with the Imperfect of :1·~ 
(20) 
shows that ':)is preferred to 'ON. • Ji th only one exception 
in ., ..... r L--. 
-~· .... uvl.l cdse, Leviticus and "Jeuteronomy, within vvhich the 
bulk of examples occur, use ·~ , whilst the other Pentateuchal 
books use "'ON. 
The rare sight of ~.~ b~ing followeci by an Imperfect and 
not by a Jussive is to be found in Zechariah 1:4 vihere the 
Inperfect continues an l:lperative. 
(21) The use of the introductory formula ~i'l'' on tvvo occasions 
(Gonesis 15:17 , II Kings 20:4) is thought to be in compound 
with a following perfect, after a fashion parallel to other 
Semitic languages, to denote a pluperfect. 
(22) The Cohortative makes only one appearance, Ezekiel 20:32. Its 
similarity to the Imperfect has led some to thin~ of it here 
in t>ose terms, but the context would demand the former 
interpretation. 
(23) There is a peculiar usage of the Niphal perfect in Daniel (2:1, 
8 :27) \'!here the verb has the application 'be done, exhausted'. 
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(24) The possibility ~f the compound n,~ + participle being the 
equivalent of a Frequentative arises particularly in Nehemiah 
(5:18, 13:5), but may also be found in four examples from 
Deuteronomy, 9:7, 22, 24, 31:27. Such a phenomenon is 
extremely unusual, but one can only regard these examples as 
alternatives to the Imperfect used with frequentative signif-
icance. 
(25) 'Possibility1 and 'Impossibility' are the province of the 
partie les 0, and when used with an Infinitive 
Construct prefixed with ? • 
(26) Ind.efini te expressions of the type 1 there are some who 
are indicated by a co~on Semitic idiom 
idiom has, ho~ever, no negative parallel. 
I 
. . . ' 
The 
(27) TI1e custom of attaching prefixes to r~. is something v;hich 
distinguishes it from its positive counterpart. 
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The earth v:as ( 0:n':'l ) l.'lithou-t form and void. 
Now the serpent was ( ~·~)more subtle. 
She was ( ':11''':'\ ) the mother ••• 
And Cain used to till H1e ground ( ""':l'» ':"t'":"t) 
He was ( ':'l':1) the father of those v-1ho dv.Jell in tents 
He v.;as ( ~·:"I ) the father of all those who play 
Noah was ( 0:,';")) a righteous man 
And the waters continued to abate ( l'~ ':"t \'~) 
He v:a::; ( ':"'i ':i ) a :uighty hunter 
For their possessions riere ( ;,•:"\ ) so great 
The 1.:vords of the Lord came ( ':1';, ) to Abram 
The sons of Dedan '/Jere ( \'';"'\) b..sshurim 
Tho Lord was ( :"'\' ':"' ) vii th you 
Because his hands were ( ''71) hairy 
But Rachel was (~~':"\)beautiful 
And how your cattle have fared ( :"\'~ ) with me 
But the God of my father has been ( :"1'':'1 ) with me 
The fear of Isaac had not been ( ~·';"t) on my side 
But his sons vvere ( ''il) with his cattle 
For their possessions were ( ';"t•';"t) too great 
Timna was ( 0:n•:"1) a concubine 
These ( ''';"t) the sons of Baserrath 
These were ( ''i"') the sons of Oholibamah 
Joseph ••• was shepherding ( ':"1\\""1 7'\'":'\) the floc:< 
He was the doer of it ( 7'1~'» :1•':"'1) 
:"!hen you were ( • 11'':"1 ) his butler 
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So \'1hen the fa;Qine v~as spread ( ';'l•';"t) 
Your sc-:rvants are not spies ('tl\~ A""'b ''':'\) = have not been 
spying 
·;ve are not spies ( "'''~.l.,h 'l'\7'\) = 11ave .not been spying 
All this has come ( ,.;") ) upon me 
For they have been ( ''';"\ ) :{eepers of cattle 
Your servants have been ( ,,;,) keepers of cattle 
Few and evil have been ( ,,';"\ ) the days of my life 
Joseph was ( :"\':"'\) already in egypt 
I have been ( "'l'\"i'\ ) a sojourner 
Now Moses was keeping ( ':"'l~i 'i1'';"'l) the flock 
For the boils were ( ~"'~) upon the magicians 
I have been ( "l'\"'';1) a sojourner 
For you were ( "'Cl'\ ,;, ) strangers 
·1/e do not :<'lnw v1hat has become ( ':'\'':'\) of him 
~e do not know what has became ( il'':'\) of him 
For the stuff they had was ( ';'1~·-;, ) sufficient 
Toward the mercy seat· were ( 1'";"\ ) the faces 
Close to the frar:1e were ( 1\~ ) the rings 
And its flowers wei'e ( ,,":'\ ) of one piece 
Ex. 
Lev. 
Nurn. 
(a) 
Deut. 
Josh. 
Jud. 
37:22 
37:25 
38: 2 
39: 9 
8:29 
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Their capitals and their branches were ( ,~':1) 
Its horns were ( \'';'\ ) of one piece with it 
Its horns vvere ( ''';'\ ) of one piece 1.vi th it 
It ·:.ra s ( ;, ·~ ) square 
It was ( ;,•~) 1/,oses' portion 
Each representing ( '':'1) his father's house 
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1:44 
9: 6 
13:33 
27: 3 
31:16 
And there were certain men who were ( ,~;'l) unclean 
And so we seemed ( ,~ "-;, ) to them 
He was not ( -;,'':'I) among the company 
Those caused ( P':"'!) the people of Israel to dc·l; 
treacherously. 
2:15 The hand of the Lord was ( ':'\l"'':'l) against them 
5:15 You were ( 'n "':"'! ) a servant 
6:21 1\fe were ( ,JH:'I ) Pharoah' s slaves 
9: 7 You have been rebellious ( "0 11 ••n 'il'""'n~) 
9:22 You provoked ( "tlt\"';'1 "'D'Ii)~l'~) the Lord to vvrath 
9:24 You have been rebellious ( "'Dl'I'H~ 1:)'""l'hh) 
10:19 For you v1ere ( "''n''':'\) sojourners 
15:15 You sha 11 remember that you were ( l\ ''i'l a slave 
16:12 You shall reDember that you were ( ~··n a slave 
22:20 But if the thing is ( ~·i'l) true 
23:8(7) Because you were ( I\":'1 ) a sojourner 
24:18 You were ( l'l'';'l) a slave 
28:62 Whereas you were ( '"'Ol'\'"~) as the stars 
31:27 You have been rebellious ( ~l'\''':"1 'il'""''Y)~) against the Lord 
1: 5 
1:17 
3: 7 
5: 5 
5: 7 
9: 5 
11:20 
14: 4 
17: 1 
17: 6 
17: 8 
19: 9 
20: 9 
21:10 
22:20 
1: 7 
2:15 
3:31 
7: 1 
7: 8 
As I VJas ( "':n'"':'1) with r'toses 
As he was ( ~·i'l ) with Moses 
As I was ( 't'l"':"') with Moses 
Though all the people had been circumcised ( 
Because they had not been circumcised ~~ 
And all their provisions were ( -;,'";1 ) dry 
For it was ( ~n'i'l) the Lord's doing 
For the people of Joseph were ( ,,~) two tribes 
Because he was ( i'l';'l) a man of war 
The land of Gilead was allotted to ( ~n~':'l) the rest 
The land of Tappuah belonged to ( ";1:n•:,) i•!lanasseh 
The portion of the tribe of Judah was ( ~·~) too large 
These were ( '':"\) the cities 
Since the lot fell ( ':'l• :'1) to them first 
And wrath fell ( ':"\'':"\) up·')t1 all the congregation 
Kings usee to pick up ( "0 ~~ i' ~)') ''':"1) scraps 
The hancl of the Lord was ( ~:n·~ ) against them 
After him was { ~~':"\ ) Shamgar 
And the camp of Midian was ( ~·':"1 north of them 
and the camp of f,Hdian was ( ";'1~71 below him 
Jud. 
I Sam. 
II Sam. 
(a) 
(b) 
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For the ar;ny was ( -;,,~ ) off its guard 
Jehthah ••• was ( "'~) a mighty warrior 
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11: 1 
12: 2 
18:27 
18:30 
20:38 
I ond my people had ( ·~··':'1 ) a great feud 
And the priest who belonged ( ':'l''i" ) to him 
And his sons were ( ,~~ ) priests 
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4:13 
4:16 
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10:11 
13: 2 
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14:20 
14:21 
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17:34 
17:42 
18:12 
20:13 
21: 9(8) 
25: 7 
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27: 6 
29: 3 
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3:17 
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4: 2 
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Now the appointed signal between the men of 
Israel was ( ;"\'':'\ ) 
And her countenance was ( '':"1 ) no longer sad 
And the boy ministered ( T'I""Hu~ ;,•':'1) to the Lord 
And the word of the Lord was ( ':"'1'':1) rare 
And the Lord w0 c; ( -;,•';"! ) '.Vi th him 
For his heart trembled ( .,.,,., ':"'1'':'1) for the ark of God 
How did it go ( ~·';'l) my son'? 
It happened ( 7'1 • ':"1) to us by chance 
·./hat has come over ( ":''•:'l) the son of Kish ? 
And a thou sand were ( '':'1 ) with Jonathan 
For the ark of God went ( 7'1'':'1) at that time 
Everyr:Jan' s sword was ( ~~·-;,) against his neighbour 
No\'! the Hebrews who had been ( ''-;, ) v.ri th the Philistines 
See hovv this has arisen ( . ":"~:n•;, ) today 
Your servant used to keep ( :"\'';"\ ';'1-,.,) sheep 
For he was ( ':'1'':"1) but a youth 
Bee au se the Lord 1.-'Jas ( :"1'';'1 ) vJi th him 
As he has been ( ~'';") ) with my father 
Bee au se the king' s business required haste ( r''n ~ :"\'';'\) 
Your· shepherds have been ( \':"1) \'Ii th us 
They were ( '':"I ) a wa 11 to us 
Ziklag has be longed to ( 7'1l"l':"l ) the kings of Judah 
Saul who has been ( ':'\1:"1 ) with me 
From the day I entered ( 'l"' "':"~ ) your service 
How di.d it go ( ';"\,':"\) ? 
The hmlllse of Judah followed '"'1'1'\~ ,,~ ) David 
And the time that David was ( :"1 '':1) king 
Abner was making himself strong ( ~~,!I~ ';"\'':'\) in 
the house of Saul 
And Abner confc:rred with the elders ( "0) ':'\':"\ '"'ll-:1."1\ i:l.""n) 
You have been seeking ( il' liJ l' ':l. b "''n,.:''l) David 
It had not been ( ":'\ !"':1 ) the King's will 
Two men who were ( ''';"\ ) captains 
He was ( ':1'7\) five years old 
Though he was bringing ( '""'W ':1 ~':) ~·';'l ) good news 
It was ( 'i"l'l":"') you that led out and brought in Israel 
The shields of gold which were carried by ( ~No ,,~ ) 
the servants 
The Hadadezer had often been at war ( ":"!~':"\ In~'il~~) 
with Toi. And Joram brought with him ( ';'\ ':"' ,.,\ ::l') 
articles of silver. 
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II Sam. 8:18 And David's sons were ( 1'';1) priests 
9: 9 All that belonged ( n~~) to Saul . 
I Kings 
10: 5 For the men were ( t~) greatly ashamed 
10:9 For the battle was set ( -;, 'l"\' ':'1) against him 
13:20 Has Amnon your brother been ( ~·~) with you 
13:32 By the command of Absalom this has been 
determined ( ":'l"h\0 ':'1 f\"':"\) 
14:27 She was ( 7l'n •;, ) a beautiful woman 
15:13 The men of Israel have gone after (~'':"\)Absalom 
19 :29(28)For all my fathP.r' s house were ( ~ "':1) men doomed to death 
19:44(43)v~·ere ( ~·;,) we not the first to speak 
20:26 And Ira ••• was ( ;,•';"\) also Davirl's priest 
24:11 The word of the Lord came ( ~"':"~) to the prophet Gad 
24:16 The angel of the L0rd was ( ~·~) by the threshing floor 
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David's mighty men were ( 1'~ ) not with Adonijah 
As the Lord has been ( ';"\'~ ) with my Lord 
You know that the kingdom was ( 7lt'l"71 ) mine for it 
wa s ( 7"1 I'l ' :1 ) hi s 
It was not the child ( ~ ':'\) that I had borne 
Hiram always loved ( ':'1'':1 :l':"'1~) David 
The house ••• was ( ~·~) forty cubit long 
(His own house) was ( ':"~'~ plike workmanship 
As he was ( 71'':"1) with our fathers 
And all the store cities that Solomon had ( ''~) 
She told him all that was ( ':'1 '';'\ ) on her mind 
The report was ( 7'1':1) true 
And his heart was ( ':'1 •;,) not wholly true 
Since this had been ( -;,l"\'':i ) your mind 
The old men who had stood ( ·"'".,h~ ''':"\) before Solomon 
1
.'.Jho were ( ,, ':'1 ) not of the Levi tes 
You have not been ( l'l "':"I) like my servant David 
His heart was ( ':'1':"1 ) not wholly true 
The heart of As a was ( ":'\ '':'\ ) wholly true 
Moreover the word of the Lord came ( 7"1':'\) by the 
prophet Jehu 
Half of the people followed ( ...,, 'No ;"\ •;,) Tibni 
The word of the Lord ca~:re to ( ':"\ ':1) Elijah 
Obadiah revered ( ~~· ':'1•n) the Lord greatly 
To whom the word of the Lord came ( ~ ':"\) 
The hand of the Lord was ( ':'\ !\ ·~ ) on Elijah 
And the king vras propped up ( '"T~~"h ":'\':"\) 
II Kings 3: 4 
4: l 
~·: 1 
Now :•.1esha ••• was ( ':"I'~) a sheep breeder 
Your servant feared ( ~~· ';"\'':"\) the Lord 
Naaman was ( ~·-;,) a great man ••• he was ( ~~:"\) 
6 : 8 
7: 3 
8:17 
a mighty man · 
\'fl1en the king of Syria was warring ('O'n~'l ':"\ ·~) 
against Israel 
Four men who_ v:ere lepers ( -u~~.,~'b ''':"\) 
He vvas ( ~·';')) thirty-two years old Vihen he became kibg 
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For Ahab's daughter v1as ( 7'1l'l':1) his wife 
Now Joram ••• had been on guard ( "'\~ \1) ;"I'';'\) 
He was ( ';'I'':'\ ) twenty-five years old when he began 
to reign 
He was ( ;"'\ '":'1) sixteen years old when he began to 
reign 
He was ( ';1'':'\) twenty-five years old when he began 
to reigh 
So they feared ( "C'~i' ''7'1) the Lord, but also 
served ( "'D"..,.:l'~ '''7'1 ) their own gods 
And also served (~"""t:l.'S '''7'1) their graven images 
He was ( ~ 1i'i) twenty-five years old when he began 
rho reign 
The people of Israel had burned incense ("0 """'l.lli'~ v;,) 
unto it. . 
They were ( P7'l) like the grass of the field 
The word of the Lord came ( ';"\ •';"\ ) to him 
This came ( :'ll''':i) upon Judah 
All that belonged ( ':'11"' •';'I) to the king of Egypt 
The bronze of all those vessels was ( ~·n) beyond weight 
The Cha !deans. who were ( '•;, ) with him at Mizpah 
In the year that king Ahaz died came ( ~·n) this oracle 
It vva s ( ':"\'':"\) not Assyria 
For thou hast been ( "1'\' '';"\ ) a stronghold 
So were ( 'l "':1) we because of them 
Though his officials are ( \'':"\ ) at Zoan 
To whom the word of the Lord came ( ':"1 '':"\ ) 
Have I been ( "'~H';'\) a wiil!derness to Israel 
Like keepers of a field are ( ,,';'\ ) they 
They were ( ''':1) well-fed lusty stallions 
The word that came ( ';'\':'I) to Jeremiah 
The word that came ( ':"1"':1) to Jeremiah 
The word of the Lord which came ( ':1 •;,) to Jeremiah 
That ••• was ( ';"\'';"\ ) before my face 
The word that came ( ~·:1 ) to Jeremiah 
This is the word which came ( ':"1"';"\) to Jererniah 
The word that came ( ':"1'7'1 ) to Jeremiah 
The word of the Lord has come ( ':'l'7'l ) to me 
This word came ( ':"\"';"\) from the Lord 
1.1icah ••• prophesied ( N':ll ':'\'7'l) in the days of Hezekiah 
There was another man who prophesied ( ~ :J.JT1h ':"\'':'\) 
But the hand of Ahikam vvas ( ':"'l'\'i\) with Jeremiah 
this word came ( ";-,•':"\) to Jeremiah 
The word that came ( ';"l\~ ) to Jeremiah 
The word that came ( ';'\\i'\ ) to Jeremiah 
}~nd Jeremiah ••• vvas shut up ( ~,L,::, ;"1•';'1) 
The word of the Lord came ( ;"'\ •':"') to me 
For the sons of Israel ••• have done nothing ( -n·~ \~ ''':'I ) 
but evil 
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The word which came ( ':"\':"! to Jeremiah 
The word which came ( i\ 1 '01 to Jeremiah 
The vJOrd which came ( ":"\'';1) to Jeremiah 
This word came ( ~·n ) to Jeremiah 
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The word of the Lord came ( ~':'I) to Jeremiah 
The word that came ( ~~~ ) to Je~emiah 
And the ten men with him ( \~'Ill 1'':'\ "'w~) 
The Jews who were ( ''71 ) vvi th Gedaliah 
The word that came ( ~~~) to Jeremiah 
The word of the Lord that came ( ':\'':'I ) t0 Jeremiah 
Which was ( ':"\ '':1 ) Ly the river Euphrates 
The word of the Lord that came ( ':'1•':"1) to Jeremiah 
Was ( ':'1•:"1) 'lot Israel a derision to you'? 
The word of the Lord that came ( ':'I'~) to Jeremiah 
,\1y people have been ( \':"1) lost sheep 
The bronze of all these things was ( :i'-:1) beyond weight 
An officer who had been in com:·nand ( """i'~ :"1 1 ~ ) 
Hos. 1: l The word of the Lord that came ( ':'\''71) to Hosea 
Joel 
Amos 
iviic. 
Nah. 
Zeph. 
I sa. 
Ezek. 
5: 1 For you have been ( "0 l'l"''n ) a sri\are 
7: 8 Ephraim is ( ":"1 1 ':1 ) a cake 
12: 12( 11) They have surely come ( \1 ':1 ) to nought 
:1: l 
l: 1 
l: l 
3: 9 
1: 1 
3:18 
The V'ord of the Lord that came ( '7'1'71 ) to Joel 
The words of Amos who was ( ~·';"\) among the shepherds 
The word of the Lord that came ( ':"'1'';, ) to Micah 
The Libyans were ( \':1 ) her helpers 
The word of the Lord which came ( 
To whom the burden upon her was ( 
71'':'\) to Zephaniah 
\1 ~ ) a reproach 
46: l Their idols are ( ~~) as beasts 1 
59: 2 Your iniquities have made- a separation ( "D'.,'"'i'l ~ '':'1) 
64:10(ll)Our house has been burned ( ~1!).,~, ':'I'':"\) 
l . ') • J 
2: 5 
7:19 
13: 4 
15: 2 
16:22 
16:31 
16:49 
16:56 
19:10 
The word of the Lord came ( -;,•~ ) to Ezekiel 
They will know that there has been ( ~·:"~) a prophet 
For it was ( ':"\'':"\) the stumbling block 
Your prophets have been ( 1'71) like foxes 
The vine branch which l"'a s ( ~':"! ) among the trees 
(when you) were weltering (n ~cn:an~ n"•:i) in your 
own blood 
Yet you were ( ~'''il) not like a harlot 
This was ( ~''il) the guilt of your sister Sodom 
Was ( 7"11''~) not your sister Sodom ? 
Your mother was ( ':'\I\,':"'' ) fruitful 
Ezek. 
Jonah 
Hag. 
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20:24 And their eyes were set ( ,,~ ) on their fathers' idols 
21:11'(12)For it is ( :"1':'\) against my people 
21:27(22)Into his right hand came ( ~':'\) the lot for Jerusalem 
22: 6 Everyone ••• has been bent( ~~) on shedding blood 
24:20 The word of the Lord came ( ':"'~ ) to me 
26: 1 The word of the Lord came ( ~~~ ) to me 
26:17 That was ( ":'\ ~ ':"\ ) mighty on the sea 
27: 7 Linen from Egypt was ( ';'\•";1 ) for your sail ••• was ( ~·i'l ) 
for your awning 
27: 8 The inhabitants of Sidon and Arvad were ( \''7\) your 
2'/: 9 
27:10 
27:11 
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27:36 
28:13 
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rowers, skilled men of Zem(.n ,_we-re ( ''':'1 ) in your ••• 
The elders of Gebal and her skilled men vvere ( '''7\) 
in your ••• their mariners 1Nere ( \'':'\) in your 
Persia, Lud and Put were ( \'':"\ ) in your army 
The men of Gamad were ( "i'l ) in your towers 
Were ( ";"\'":'\ ) among your merchandise 
You have come ( t\"'o;, ) to a dreadful end 
You were ( 1\,..:'1 ) in Eden 
You were ( ~''";"\ ) in the holy mountain 
You have come ( ~,,~ ) to a dreadful end 
The word of the Lord came ( ~·~ ) to me 
The word of the Lord came ( ";"\~~) to me 
The word of the Lord ( ";"\'~ ) came to me 
The cvord of the Lord came ( "':'\ ·~) to me 
(\Nith) its top ( ~~~':"\) among the clouds 
For its roots went down to ( '?~ 71•71 ) abundant ""'aters 
The plane trees were ( \'':"\ ) as nothing 
The word of the Lord came ( ':"\'~ ) to me 
The hand of the Lord was ( ':'\ 1''':'\ ) upon me 
Abraham was ( ~·i'l ) only one man 
Shepherds of Israel who have been feeding ""'''f""' '':""~) 
yourselves 
Although the Lord was ( ":'\'":'\) there 
And you bereave ( 3"l••n T'l~~wn) your nation 
Their conduct ••• 1t:Jas ( 7'11'1•':"\) like the uncleanness 
of a woman 
Instead of being ( o;,l\•':"1) the desolation 
The hand of the Lord was ( ~ l\ ·~ ) upon me 
Which had been ( I'':'\ ) a continual waste 
The hand of the Lord was ( ':'\"n•il) upon me 
And its lambs ••• were ( \'';"\) the same size 
While this man was standing ( .,Jol~ ":"\'":'\ ) beside me 
Nineveh was ( 7' n ':'\ ) an exceeding great city 
The word of the Lord came i1 ·~) by Haggai 
The 1vord of the Lord came ~·-;, ) by Haggai 
The word of the Lord came ';'\'-;, ) by Haggai 
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The word of the Lord came ( -;,'~) to Zechariah . 
The word of the Lord came ( ;"l•-;, ) to Zechariah 
Now Joshua was standing ••• clothed ( llJ':l.~ :'\':'1) 
The word of the Lord came ( ~·":"'\) to Zechariah 
And as you have been ( "0~~·-;, ) a byword of cursing 
This hath been ( 71l'l'71 ) by your hand 
My covenant with him was ( ~l'\'~) a covenant of life 
With whose maidens you were ( ~"':'\) 
As when she was ( 7\I'\'';"\) brought up by him 
And I w a s ( • ~ • ':'l ) at the river U 1 a i 
As I was considering ( \1 ~» •:n''71) 
According to the word of the Lord (which 
to Jeremiah 
In those days I was mourning ( ~:l ~ 'l'\h 
As I was standing ( •::n••-:1) on the bank 
For the men who were ( 1'7\ ) with me 
I fell ("'tl'i'"'l ·~''':'!) on my face 
The hand of our god was ( ':1 l"t':'\ ) upon us 
The hand of the officials ••• has been ( 
Favour has been shown by ( 1~ 7\l'l'~) the 
came)( 7P':1 ) 
71~'":"1) foremost 
Lord 
Nehem. Now I was ( "n ,..;, ) cupbearer to the king 
Now I had not been ( •n ''':'\) sad 
And the temple servants living ("'D'::lW1' ''7'1) on Ophel 
Now that which was prepared ( 7\~~l ':'\'':"\) 
The prophets who wanted to make me afraid ( "tt'N..,'h '':1) 
Also they spoke ( "tt'""'b"" ''':"\) of his good deeds ••• 
and reported ( "'0 •N. ''i ,.., 1'':'1) my words to him 
For he was ( :'l '';'\) above all the people 
Where they had previously put ( "'C')'l'\l 1'~) the cereal 
offering 
(b) ••• and he was beloved ( -;,•';"! :l':'\~') by his God 
I Chron. 2:33 These were ( ''il ) the descendants 
2:50 These were ( '':'l ) the descendants of Caleb 
3: 1 These are the ( '':'l ) sons of David 
4:14 Because they were ( '1'':'1 ) craftsmen 
6:39(54)For theirs was ( ~·~) the lot 
7:23 Because evil had befallen ( :"'n'':'l) his house 
9:20 And Phinehas was ( ~':'l) ruler over them 
11:13 He was ( ~·~ ) with David 
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I Chron. 11:20 
18: 7 
18:10 
19: 5 
19:10 
22: 7 
26:10 
He was ( :"1';"1) chief ••• 
'Nhich v1ere carried by ( ?» 1''i'l ) the servants 
For Hadadezer had often been ( ~·~) at war 
For the men were greatly ashamed (1P~S~:l \1';'1) 
The battle was set ( :'ll"''';'\) against him 
I had ( :'1 ~-:1) it in my heart 
Though he was ( ~~:1) not the firstborn 
IIChron. 1:11 because this was ( ':1 I'P:-1) in your heart 
9: 1 All that was ( ~ ':'1 ) on her mind 
10; £. Who had stood ( "'tl~l~~ 1':1) befnce Solomon 
12; 7 Tl!~ word of the Lord came ( -;-, ,:"\) to Shemaiah 
13: 7 When Rehoboam was ( ~'':'\ ) young 
l4:13(14)For the fear of the Lord was ( ~·:'~) upon them 
15: 1 The spirit of God came ( 7'\l"l ·~ ) upon Azariah 
15:17 The heart of Asa was ( ':'1':'1 ) blameless 
16: 8 Were ( 1~7'1) not the Ethiopians and the Libyans 
a great army. 
18:32 It was ( 7'1':'1) not the king 
18:34 The king of Israel propped himself up ( ~'f1~h ~·':'1) 
20:14 And the spirit of the Lord came ( ':"1%"\'7'1) upon Jehaziel 
21:6 For Ahab's daughter was ( 7'1't1'':1) his wife 
21:20 l-Ievvas ( 'i'l'':'\ ) thirty-two years old 
22: 3 His mother was ( 01"1':"1) his counsellor 
22: 4 They were ( ''':1) his counsellors 
22: 7 But it was ordained by ( ,~ ':'1'~ ) God 
22:11 She was ( 7'11"1 1:"1) a sister of Ahaziah 
(b) 26:10 ••• for he loved (':"'1 17'1 ':l:'l~) the soil 
27: 8 He was ( ~·;,) twenty-five years old 
28: 9 But a prophet of the Lord was ( ~p :'1 ) there 
28:23 But they were ( r7'1) the ruin of him 
29:34 But the priests were ( ''':"1 ) too few 
29:36 For the ting came about ( ';"'\ 1':'1) suddenly 
30:12 The hand of God was ( ':"1:1'1•7'1 ) also upon Judah 
32:31 The sign that had been done ( ';'\'~) in the land 
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The Nephilim were ( ~:"I ) on the earth 
When the flood of waters ca:-r1e ( 7\':1 ) upon the earth 
The waters of the flood came ( ~·':'1 ) upon the earth 
And (they had) ( ';'\,':'1 ) bitumen for mortar 
V1here his tent had been ( ':'1'':'\) 
And Lot v•••• also had ( :"1 1:'1) flocks 
And it vva s ( ;""\'':'l ) dark 
The former famine that was ( :1 ':1) in the days of Abraham 
For you had ( ~·7'1 ) little 
Gen. 31:40 
38:21 
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41:48 
41:53 
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Thils I was ( 'l'\ ''':"\ ) 
No harlot has been ( ':13'\ •-;, ) here 
No harlot has been ( ":""T\'~) here 
So it came to pass ( ':'1'':1 ) 
1Nhen there was ( ''';"! ) plenty in the land of Egypt 
The seven years of plenty that prevailed ( ~·';"! ) 
But in the land of Egypt there was ( ~·~ ) bread 
For the famine was ( ~·~) in the land of Canaan 
Ex. 8:11(15)\'Jhen PharaDh saw that there was ( ":"'l1·~) a respite 
Lev. 
Num. 
(b) 
Deut. 
Josh. 
Jud. 
9:18 Such as r;e·v·er he; s bs-en ( ';i '':'I ) in Egypt 
9:24(a) Such as had never been ( ~·~) in all the land 
9:~6 There was ( ~'~ ) no hail 
10:13 And when it vvas ( :"1'':1) morning 
10:14 Such as dense swarm of locusts as had never been 
( -;,·~ ) before 
10:23 But all the people of Israel had ( ~·':"\) light 
16:13 And in the morning dew lay (':"'l'\•~) round about 
16:24 And there were ( ':11''':"\) no worms in it 
34: l The words that were ( ''7"1 ) on the first tables 
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Because she has no husband ( W''lo\.~ ':"\T\'':1 N.~) 
And they had ( ,,';"\ ) no chi 1dren 
And upon the persons who were ( ''';i) there 
Now there was ( ':"\':1 ) no water 
Now Zelophehad ••• had ( ''':1 ) no children 
But among these there was not ( ~·':"\) a man 
and he had ( ''71 ) no sons 
And the sons of Gad had ( ':"\'':"\) a very great multitude 
of cattle 
l,'i!here there was ( ':"'':"\) no water 
They ._,,ere married ( ""C'Wl~ \1':'1) into 
There was ( ':"\,':"\ ) not a city too high for us 
There was ( ':"\'':"\) not a city 
The days ••• which were ( '!'';"\) before you 
The words that were ( ''':"I ) on the first tables 
Ihere was ( ':"\~ ) no longer any spirit in them 
And the people of Israel had ( ':'\'';"\) manna 
And they had ( "':"\'':"\ ) no power 
There was ( ':"\'':"\ ) not a word 
There has been ( ':"\'~) no day like it before 
There was not ( ':'\l'\ 1 ':"\ ) a city 
(he) had ( '' ;'\ ) no sons 
And on all the ground there was ( ';jl';"!) dew 
Now Gideon had ( ,,~) seventy sons ••• for he 
had 1(1 ,,0 ) many wives 
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There was ( ~'':'\) a strong tower within the city 
The seven days that their feast lasted ( ;"~,•-;,) 
Why has this come to pass ( ';"'\!\':"\)? 
For they had taken ( i"' !\'';"\ ) a great oath 
For nothing like this has happened ( ':\ 3"1 '';"\ ) before 
There has also been ( i"' !1':'1) a great slaughter 
For there was ( ~~·~) a deathly panic 
He had ( i"'~i"' ) a son 
For there was ( ";''\'i"' ) no bread there 
And there was ( ~'i"') no strength in bim 
And f,1ichal ••• had ( ";'\'':'!) no child 
There were ( P';"' ) two men in a certain city 
The rich man had ( , 'i"' ) very many flocks 
So it has come about ( ';1 ·~) 
There was ( ~·il) no one so much to be praised 
there was ( :'1'":' ) no blemish in him 
There has been ( i"'l1'il) a slaughter 
None like you has been ':'I '':1) before you 
He had (':'ll'\'i"') Taphath ••• as his wife. 
Whereas it was ( i"''';'\) in your heart ••• you did 
well that it v1as ( i"''i"') in your heart 
There was ( "1"\ •i"' ) nothing hidden 
There was ( '0•i1 ) no more spirit in her 
For it was ( ~ !\ 'i"') a turn of affairs 
There was ( ';'\'i"') none that followed the house of David 
Above all that were ( ''';i) before you 
And there were ( :''P;'1) also- male cult prostitutes 
And there was ( :"\l'\'i"' ) 'Nar 
Now there was ( :"\ l"1 '7'\ ) war 
And there was ( ';'\ !\'":1 ) vvar 
And there was ( ~l\'i"' ) war 
And there was ( ';'\l"\'\';1 ) war 
The kings of Israel who were ''':'\ ) before him 
There was ( ~'~ ) no rain in the land 
Naboth had ( ~·i"' ) a vineyard 
There was ( ~'i"') none ••• like Ahab 
Because Ahaziah had ( i"''i"' ) no son 
There was ( i"'•n ) no water for the army 
And there was ( ';'j 'i"' ) no harm in the pot 
The kings of Israel who were ( ,,-;, ) before him 
There was ( 7'\'~ ) none like him ••• nor among 
those who '.Nere ( ,,;")) before him 
There was ( ~·i"' ) nothing in his house 
There was ( ~';") ) no king like him 
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It ca:.te ';'1~"':'1 
There was ( ':"1'":"1 
to the point in Jerusalem 
no food for the people 
fly beloved had ( ~·;,) a vineyard 
There was ( ~~';'\ ) none that moved a wing 
As there was ( ":"'l'l 1:'1 ) for Israel 
There was ( ~.,~ ) nothing in his house 
See if there has been ( 71lP ':"\ ) such a thing 
And the spring rain has not come ( "':'\ ~':"\) 
Since there has been ( 71':'1) no rain in the land 
The prophets who preceded ( j'~~' \';"\) you 
What thou didst speak has come to pass ( ':'\'';')) 
This city has aroused ( ';"' n '';')) my anger 
The former kings who were ( \1";'\) before you 
All the former words which were ( '':1) in the 
first scroll 
Things came to such a pass ( ~ T\ '71 ) in Jerusalem 
There was ( ';'1•';') ) no food for the people 
Has such a thing happened ( ':"\~'":'\ ) in your days 
And nothing escaped them ( 7\ l"\ '0 ~~ 71\.0Sco) 
Arrmvs (which were) ( ''';"! ) for destruction 
The ch~rubim upon which it rested ( 7\'':'\) 
She had ( ':"1'":"1 ) prosperous ease 
There were ( ''7'1 ) men in you 
iNhich has been ( ''':i) in the midst of you 
There were ( ''71 ) two women 
Neither he nor his amy got ( ":"!•0) anything 
A prophet has been ( ,,~ ) among them 
For she that ·hath:bad ( :"'l"l'71) no husband 
And shall be as though they had not been 
Which came into being ( ~'':i) in a night 
True instruction was ( ':"'li ·~) in his mouth 
The place where she was ( :".l'\'~) 
Even if I should have ( "J"\''~) a husband 
Now there was ( ":"" '':"\) a Jew in Susa 
The Jews had ( :"'J'\•71) light 
And the ram had ( ';'l"';i) no power ••• and there was 
no one who could rescue ( ? '~ ~ ';1,;"\ ~~,',) 
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As I was ( ·~,.·~) in Susa the capital 
In the days of Jehoiakim were ( '':"\ ) priests 
I was ( ·~":"\) not in Jerusalem 
There was ( n·~) no king like him and he was beloved 
Now Shesham had ( :'1':"1 ) no sons 
Asshur ••• had ( \'':'\ ) two wives 
The children 1-"fhom he had ( ''~) 
From him who was ( ;,•':"\) before you 
For there is ( ':'1'';'1) so much of it 
Eliezer had ( :"I·~) no oth~r s0r.s 
Having ( ''7i ) no sons 
And had ( ':'1':'1 ) no children 
For they were ( \':'1 ) officers of the sanctuary 
'Nho had ( ~':'l ) no sons 
The plan of all that he had ( :'1':'1) in mind 
As had not been ( :"\'';"'\ ) on any king before him 
The tent of meeting of God was ':'1'71) there 
The kings who were ( ''':'1 ) before you 
It was ( :"1'':'1) in your heart ••• it was ( :"1'i"' ) in 
your heart 
All the store cities that Solomon had ( ''~ ) 
There was ( :"I'~ ) no more spirit in her 
There were ( ~· ~ ) no spices 
For it was ( i'l~ '';"\ ) a turn of affairs 
Conditions were ( ':'\':1) good in Judah 
There was ( ';"'\ ~ '":"!) war between Abijah and Jeroboam 
for there was ( ':'\ •-;, ) much plunder in them 
And there VIas ( ':'131'':'1) no more war 
And he had ( ~'';"'\ ) great stores 
After this Joash decided ( ~~ ""0 ~ ';"'\'':'\) 
For he had ( ';"'\'~) large herds ••• 
C. TRANSITION 
Gen. 
Ex. 
(b) 
Josh. 
Jud. 
47:26 The land of the priests alone did not become ( ~1"1':,) 
(Pharaoh's 
8 :13{17)All the dost of the eart'-1 became ( :"I,~) gnats 
9:24 •.. in all the land of Egypt since it became ( :"1!'\1:"1) 
a nation 
14:14 So Hebron became ( ':"1 :n ':'I ) the inheritance 
1:33 Nevertheless the inhabitants ••• became ( ''':'\) subject 
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I Sam. 10:12 Therefore it became ( ~ l"'t I ';1 ) a proverb 
25:37 And he became ( ~·:"I I as a stone I 
II Sam. 7:24 And thou, 0 Lord, didst become r ~w;"'\) their \ 
God 
Ezek. 19: 3 He became ( ~·:") a young lion 
;EO • / . 6 He became ( ';'),i'l a young lion 
I Chron. 17:22 Thou, ,... Lord, didst become ( 'l\~':1 ) their God u 
247. 
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QAL PER~ECT USED AS A COPULA 
A. 
l. PRONO>iiNAL SUBJeCT - NOtAH1AL PREDICATE 
Gen. 3:20 4:20,21 10:9 36:13,14 40:13 46:13 
Ex. 2:22 18: 3 23: 9 
Lev. 8~29 
Deut. 
Josh. 
Jud. 
I Sam. 
5:15 6:21 10:19 15:15 16:12 23:8(7) 24:18 
17:1 20:9 
12:2 
4:16 17:42 25:16 
II Sam. 1:4 4:2,4 5:2 14:27 19:44 
I Kings 3:21 11:11 12:15 
II Kings 5:1(b) 7:3 8:17 14:2 15:2,33 18:2 23:13 
I sa. 
J erem. 
Hosea 
Ezek. 
25:4 
2:31 5:8 
5:1 12:12 
7:19 16:49 36:34 38:8 
Nehem. 1:11 
I Chron. 2:33,50 3:1 4:14 11:20 26:10 
II Chron. 18:32 21:20 22:4,11 '27:8 28:23 
2. DEFINED NO:•UNAL .SUBJECT - NOLH:0AL PREDICATE 
Gen. 1:2 6:9 8:5 25:3 36:12 46:34 
Num. 1:44 
Josh. 
Jud. 
14:4 
11:1 18:30 20:38 
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II Sam. 2:11 8:18 19:29 20:26 
I :.--· c\.lngs 6:17 
II i(ings 3:4 5:1(a) s·: 18 
Jer. 48 :"27 50:6 
Hosea 7:8 
Nahum. 3:9 
Ezek. 16:56 27:7 (a & b) 27:8(a) 
Jonah 3:3 
Ida1. 2:5 
I Chron. 9:20 18:10 
II Chron. 16:8 22:3 
3. INDEFINITE NO:v1H1AL SUBJECT - NrJMI''!AL PREDICATE 
None 
B. 
1. PRONOMINAL SUBJECT - ADJECTIVAL PREDICATE 
Ex. 39:9 
Num. 9:6 
Ezek. 26:17 
Ueh. 2:&2 
2; DEFINED NOMINAL SUBJECT - ADJECTIVAL PREDICATE 
Gen. 3:1 13:6 27:23 29:17 36:7 47:9 
Ex. 36:7 37:17,22,25 38:2 
Deut. 22:20 
Josh. 9:5 19:9 
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I Sam. I :18 3:1 
II Sam. 10:5 
I Kings 7:8 10:6 11 :4 15:3,14 
Ezek. 19:10 4fl:21 
II Chron. 13:7 15:17 29:34 
c. 
I. PRONOMINAL SUBJECT - ADVERBIAL PHRASE IN PREDICATE 
Gen. 42:36 
Ex. 32:1,23 
Lev. 13:33 27:3(a) 31:16 
Num. 13:33 
Deut. 28:62 
Josl]!. 1:5,17 3:7 11:20 
Jud. 18:27 
I Sam. 6:9 10:11 14:21,38 20:13 29:3,8 
II Sam. 3:37 8:7 9:9 
I Kings 8:57 9:19 10:2 12:31 
ll Kings 24:3,7 25:25 
Isa. 26:17 
Jer. 4:17 
35:1 
Hos~ 1:1 
Joel l :1 
Amos. 1:1 
lili c. 1 : 1 
14:1 
40; 1 
17:16 18:1 
41:2,3- 44:1 
14:8 
21:1 25:1 30:1 32:1 34:1,8 
46:1,2 47:1 49:34 
2. 
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Zeph. 1:1 3:18 
Ezek. 15:2 16:31 21:17(12) 22:6 27:36 28:13,14,19 
i:ial. 1:9 
Ruth. 3:2 
Esth. 2:20 
Dan. 8:2 9:2 10:4,7 
Nehem. 8:5 
I Chron. 11:13 14:4 18:7 22:7 
II Chron. 1:11 8:6 9:1 22:7 32:31 
DEFINED ;\:O~·~I NAL SUBJECT - ADVERBIAL PHRASE IN PREDICATE 
Gen. 15:1 26:28 30:29 31:5,42 34:5 41:56 
Ex. 1:5 9:11 37:9,14 
Deut. 2:15 
Josh. 17:6,8 21 :10 22:20 
Jud. 2:15 3:31 7:1 '8 8:11 
I Sam. 3:19 14:18,20 18:12 25:7 27:6 
II Samuel 2:10 3:17(a) 10:9 13:20 15: l-3 24:11,16 
I Kings 1:8,37 2:15 (a&b) 16:7' 21 18:1,31,46 
II Kings 8:18 20:4 25:16 
Isa. 14:28 30:4 46:1 
Jer. ~2 7:1 11:1 25:3 26:1,24 27:1 32:6 36:1 
39:15 52:20 
Ezek. 
Hag. 
Zech. 
1:3 13:4 
10,11,19 
33:22,24 
20:24 24:20 26:1 27:8(b) 27:9 (a&b) 
29:1,17 39:20 31:1,3,7,8 32:1,17 
35:10 36:17 37:1 40:1 
1:1 2:1,10 
1:1,7 7:1 
251. 
AFPEf\JD IX II 
Ezra 8:31 9:2 
I Chron. 6:39(54) 19:10 
II Chron. 12:7 14:13(a) 15:1 20:14 21:6 29:36 30:12 
3. IND2FINITE NOIHNAL SUBJECT - ADVERBIAL PHRASE IN PREDICATE 
Jud. 9:51 
I S:am. 13:2 
II Sam. 8:10(b) 
Ezek. 2:5 
Ezra 9:8 
I Chron. 7:23 
II Chron. 28:9 
252. 
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QAL PERFECT USED TO EXPRESS EXISTENCE 
A. Statements of a Subject's :existence only 
1. PRON0['iiNAL SUB JEw - NO PREDICATE 
Gen. 31:40 41:U,53 
Ex. 10:14 
Jud. 21 ~3 
II Sam. 13:35 
II Kings 24:20 
Jer. 32:24 52:3 
Obad. 16 
2. INDEFINITE f'.JOiAH:AL SHJTENCE - NO PREDICATE 
Gen. 15:17 
Ex. 8:11 9:26 10:13 
Num. 20:2 26:64 
Deut. 2:36 3:4 
Josh. 11:19 
I Kings 21:25 
I sa. 10:14 
Ezek. 23:2 
B. Statements of Possession 
1. PRONOMINAL SUBJEGr - ADVeRBIAL PHRASE HJ PPJ::uiCATE 
Gen. 30:30 
Lev. 21: 3 
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Num. 36:12 
2.- DEFINED NOf,HNAL SUBJECT - ADVERBIAL PHRASE IN PR:::DICATE 
Jud. 8:30(a) 
I Kings 4:11 
3. Il\[)EFINITE NO\H;.JAL SUBJECT - ADVERBIAL PHP.A.SE II'J PREDICATE 
G<2n. 11:3 11:5 
Ex. 10:23 
Num. 3:4 26:33 27:3(b) 32:1 
Josh. 5:12 8:20 17:3 
Jud. 8:30(b) 
I Sam. 9:2 28:20 
II Sam. 6:23 12:2 
I Kings 21:1 
II Kings 1:17 3:9 25:3 
I sa. 5:1 
Jer. 52:6 
Ezek. i:6:49(b) 29:18 44:25 
Ruth 1:12 
Esth. 8:16 
Dan. 8:7(a) 
I Chron. 2:34 4·" -~ 23:17,22 24:2,28 
II Chron. 17:13 26:10(a) 
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c. Statements of Existence qualified Adverbially 
1. PRONmliNAL SUBJ::::cr - ADVERBIAL PHRASE I:' PREDICATE 
Gen. 26:1 41:4tl 
Ex~ 9:18,24 34:1 
Num. 19:18 
Deut. 4:32 10:2 
Jud. 14:17 
I Kings 8:18 (a&b) 14:9 16:33 
II Kings 17:2 18:5 ( a&b) 24:20 
Jer. 28:8 34:5 36:28 
Ezek. 5:16 9:3 22:13 
Johah 4:10 
Ruth 1:7 
Neh. 1:1 13:6 
I Chron. 17:13 22:14 24:5 28:12 29:25 
II Chron. 1:12 6:8 24:4 
2. DEFINED NO\HNAL SUBJECT - ADVERBIAL PHRASE IN PREDICATE 
Gen. 
II Sam. 
Jer. 
6:4 7:6,10 13:3 
12:1 
32:31 
II Chron. 1:3 21:6 
42:5 
3. INDEFINITE NOMIUAL SUBJECT - ADVERBIAL PHRASE Il\l PREDICATE 
Gen. 38:21,22 41:54 
Ex. 10:23 16:13,24 
255. 
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Nu:n. 33:14 
Josh. 5:1 8:20,35 10:14 
Jud. 6:40 21:5 
I Sam. 4:7,17 5:11 9:2 21:7 
II Sam. 14:25 17:9 
I Kin~s 3:12 10:3,5 12:15,20 14:24,30 15:6,7~16,32 
17:7 21:25 
II Kings 4:41 20; 13 23:25 
I sa. 11:16 39:2 
Jer. 2:10 3:3 14:4 
Joel 1:2 2:3 
Ezek. 22:9 33:33 
Mal. 2:6 
Esth. 2:5 
' Dan. 8: 7( b) 
Neh. 12:12 13:26 (a) 
II Chron. 9:4,9 6:15 12:12 13:2 14:13(b) 15:19 26:10(a) 
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QAL PERFECT 'NIT I-I 'ST A TIVE' ii\EAi"JING 
A. COPULA 
Gen. 
Jud. 
I sa. 
Jer. 
Hos. 
Mic. 
Ezek. 
I sa. 
Nehem. 
3:22 
11:35 
33: 9 
2:28 
6:10 
7:11 
11:13 
12: 8 
15:18 
23:.9 
:14 
31: 9 
5:10 
7: 2 
7:16 
8: 8 
11 
7: 1 
Behold the man has become ( 'il"':"') like one of us •• 
••• you have become 
trouble 
~ "''':1 ) the cause of great 
Sharon is ( -;-,,71 ) like a desert 
, , , for as many as your cities are \'7'1 ) your 
gods 
behold the work of the Lord has become ( ':"!'':"\) 
••• has this house become ( ':"1'7'1) a den of robbers. 
For your gods have become ( 1'':"1 ) as many ••• 
My heritage has become ( ':"''n 1 ':1 ) to me 
Why is ( ~,~)my pain unceasing ••• 
I am ( "X'\''':"1 ) like a drunken man ••• 
all of them have become ( \'":"! ) like Sodom. 
For I am ( "1'1"7'1 ) like a father to Israel ••• 
The princes of Judah have become ~':"!) like ••• 
• •• they are ( \1':"1 ) before my face 
lll they are ( \'~ ) like a treacherous bow ••• 
already they are ( \'7'1 ) among the nations 
they have become ( r~) to him altars ••• 
For I have become ( "~TI'' 7'1 ) as \'.'hen the summer fruit ••• 
21:17(12) ••• for it is ( ':"\1'1'':"\) against my people •• ·• 
they are delivered over ( \';"\ ,.,,~7\) to the sword. 
36:35 This land ••• has become ( :11"1 1 :"\) like the garden 
of Eden. 
49: 5 • • • and my God has become (. ( -;, '~ ) my strength. 
63:19 We have become ( '1''':"1 ) like those ••• 
64: 9(10)Thy holy cities ha~e become ( \•;"\ ) a wilderness, 
Zion has become ( ':"'T\'':1 ) a wilderness 
3 :36(4:4) ••• for we are 'J''~ ) despised. 
II Chron. 7:21 • •• this house, vvhich is ( ';'\ 1 ':"1 ) exalted 
B. EXISTENCE - Possession 
Num. 14:24 ••• because he has ( ':"'n'i\ a different spirit ••• 
Deut. 10:9 
Jud. ;1;7:13 
J erem. 3: 3(b) 
5:23 
Ezek. 36: 2 
i:XISTENCE ONLY 
II Kings 29:15 
I sa. 15: 6 
39: 4 
Jer. 14: 5 
Ezek. 19 :.JA 
24: 7 
C. TRANSITION 
257. 
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Therefore Levi has ~~~ ) no portion 
because I have ( ~'':1) a Levite as priest 
yet you had ( ~ ':i) a harlot's brow ••• 
But this ;Jeople has ( -;,,;, ) a stubborn heart 
the ancient heights have beco:ne ( ":'\ !'\ • ';j 
our possession 
. ... 
... there is ( ~~~) nothing in my storehouses ••• 
0 •• the verdure is ~·';"\ ) no more ... 
. . . there is (rri\ ,~ nothing in my storehouses ... 
because there is ( ':1'':'1 ) no grass 
... so that there remains ( -;,·~) in it 
for her blood is ( ";"!'~) still in the midst ... 
Gen. 32:11(10) ••• now I have become ( "'l'\''7'\) two companies 
Josh. 
I sa. 
Jer. 
Zeph. 
7:12 ••• because they have become ( ''':"\ ) a thing for 
destruction 
1:14 
21 
22 
37:27 
2:14 
20: 7 
8 
25:38 
50:23 
51:30 
41 
43 
•.•• they have bec~me ( '';1) a burden to me ••• 
HovJ the faithful city has become ( :"''lP':'\ ) a harlot 
Your silver has become ( ~·;,) dross ••• 
••• and have become ( r':'\ ) like plants of the field 
'i/hy then has he become ( 7'\,~ ) a prey ? 
I have become ( .. ~ "'~ ) a laughing2stock 
the word of God has become ( i1'":'\) for me 
for their land has become ( ':'!~•;,) a waste 
How Baby lqn has bee orne ( :1 Tl "':'\ ) a horror ••• 
they have becJme ( '' ~ ) women 
How Babylon has become ( 71Tl"~ ) a horror ••• 
Her cities have become ( ''7'1 ) a horror ••• 
2:15 What a desGlation she has become ( ~'l\'':1 ) ••. 
Ezek. 
258. 
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22:18 ••• the house of Israel has become ( ''~ ) dross ••• 
(they) have become ( 1'"1"\ ) dross 
36: 4 ••• which have become ( ''i't ) a prey 
Isa. 42:22 ••• they have become ( r~) a prey 
64:10(b) all our pleasant places have become (~'~) ruins • 
259. 
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QAL PERFfCT AS COPULA ('STATIVE') 
A. 
1. PRONO~.HNAL SUBJECT - NOMINAL PREDICATE 
Jud. 11:35 
2. PRONOMINAL SUBJECT - ADJECTIVAL PREDICATE 
Neh. 
II Chron. 
3:36(4:4) 
7:21 
3. PRONOMmAL SUBJECT - ADVEEBIAL PHRASE IN PREDICATE 
Jer. 23:9,14 31:9 
Hos. 7:2,16 8 :8' 11 
Mic. 7:1 
Ezek. 21: 17(12) 
I sa. 63:19 
B. 
1. DEFINED NOMI~~!AL SUBJECT - t·JrJifJH1AL PREDICATE 
Jer. 7:11 
Isa. 49:5 64:9(10) 
2. DEFINED NOMINAL SUBJECT - ADJECTIVAL PREDICATE 
None 
3. DEFINED NOiiliNAL SUBJECT - ADVERBIAL PHRASE nr PREDICATE 
Gen. 3:22 
I sa. 33:9 
Jer. 2:28 6:10 ll: 13 12:8 15:18 
Hos. 5:10 
Ezek. 36:35 
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QAL PERFECT DENOTING EXISTENCE ('STATIVE') 
POSSESSION 
A. PRONOMINAL SUBJECT - ADVERBIAL PREDICATE 
None 
B. DEFIN.ED NOMINAL SUBJECT - ADVERBIAL PREDICATE 
Ezek. 36:2 
c. If\iDEF INITE NO\.iliNAL SUBJECT - ACVERBIAL PREDICATE 
Num. 14:24 
Deut. 10:9 
Jud. 17:13 
Jer. 3:3(b) 5:23 
EXISTENCE 
A. DEFINED N00\INAL SUBJECT - ADV!::RBIAL PREDICATE 
Ezek. 24:7 
B. 
1. INDEFINITE NOMINAL SUBJECT - ADVERBIAL PREDICATE 
II Kings 20:15 
I sa. 39: 4 
Ezek. 19:14 
2. INDEFINITE NOiiHNAL SUBJECT - NO PREDICATE 
Isa. 15:6 
Jer. 14;5 
261. 
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QAL PERFECT AS FUTURE NARRATIVE 'TENSE' 
A. COPULA 
Isa. 32:14 
B. EXISTENCE 
Gen. 
I sa. 
47:14 
47:15 
18:12 
14:24 
50:11 
Ezek. 13:11 
... the hill and the watchtmver will become 
( ~,~) dens for ever ... 
Behollld they shall be ( ''"i\ like stubble ... 
Such to you shall be ( ''':'\ those with whom ... 
. .. shall I have ( ';"' :n ":1 ) pleasure . .. ? 
... as I have planned, so shall it be ( -;,:n,~) 
this sha 11 you have ( ~:n,~ ) from my hand 
there shall be ( ";'\\~ ) an overflowing shower 
21 :32(27) ••• there shall not be ( 7\'~7'1 ) even a trace of it 
262 • 
. APPENDIX VIII 
QAL PERFECT AS CONDITIONAL (H\'POT!-:ETICAL) 
A. COPULA 
Deut. 
I sa. 
B. EXISTENCE 
Lev. 
Ruth 
22:20 
l: 9 
13:32 
1:12 
But if this thing is ( ~~~) true ••• 
• •• we should have become ( 'l H~ ) 
like Sodom ••• 
and (if) there is ( ';"\,;"\)no yellow 
hair in it ••• 
if I should ever have ( ';"\I"~;, ) a husband ••• 
263. 
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QAL p:::RFECT ":jJTH \VEAK \'IAH AS PAST NARRATIVE 'TEI'~SE' 
A. COPULA 
Gen. 
' 38: 5 He was ( ~'';1, ) in Chezib when she bare him 1 •• I 
Exod. 36:29 And they were separate ( ""D 'h~''n ,. ill ) 
II Kings 18: 7 And the Lord was ( ';"\';,' with him ... 
Jerem. 40: 3 this thing has come ( ~,';'" ) upon you 
B. EXISTENCE 
Exo. 36:30 There were ( '';,l ) eight frames 
264. 
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QAL PERFECT '.JITH VIEA!( WAW AS 'STATIVE' 
A~ COPULA 
Josh. 9:12 ••• behold now it is dry and mouldy ( "0 ~ifl ~ ";"\' ) 
B. TRANSITION 
Jer. 48:39 ••• So Moab has become ( ';"\ '':1' ) a derision 
265. 
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QAL PERFECT WITH WEAK \'VA~'! INTRODUCING A CLAUSE 
Gen. 38:9 
I Sam. 1:12 
II f~ings J;l5 
Jer. 3: 9 
37:11 
38:28 
( ~'':1l) So vvhen he went in ••• 
( ~'~' ) As she continued praying 
':1~i1l ) And when the mini stre 1 played ••• 
( ~' ';'\' ) 
( ~'-:-.' ) 
( ';'\'';"\' ) 
Because harlotry was so light 
Now when the Chaldean army had withdrawn 
And it came to pass vvhen Jerusalem 
was taken ••• 
266. 
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QAL PERFECT + 'dA'v'l CONSECUTIVE AS FUTURE ~·!ARP.ATIVE 'TBJSE' 
-A. COPULA 
Gen. 
Ex. 
3:: 5 
4 d4( a) 
6: 3 
9:13 
17: 4 
17: 5 
17: 8 
17: ll 
17:16 
18:25 
24:41 
27:12 
28:14 
28:21 
30:32 
41:36 
45:10 
47:25 
48:21 
4 :16 
6: 7 
12:13 
12:14 
12:48 
1:3: 9 
16: 5 
19: 5 
26: 6 
26:11 
27: 5 
27: 7 
29:26 
29:28 
29:37 
29:45 
30: 5 
30:16 
30:21 
and you will be ( 
••• and I shall be ( 
but his days shGll 
and it shall be ( 
••• and you shall be ( 
a multi tude ••• 
'll :n ' 1 :"\ l ) like God ••• 
•:n••i"\l) a fugiti,ie ••• 
be ( v~,) 120 years 
';"\':"11 ) a sign of the 
'I' "i'H ) the father of 
but your name shall be ( ':1'7\l ) Abraham 
and I will be ( "l"\Hi'll ) their God ••• 
and it shall be ( '7'1'~' ) a sign ••• 
••• and she shall be ( ~.ri~i'll ) a mother of nations 
••• so that the righteous fare ( ~·:"\l) as the 
wicked 
you vvill be 11''i"'l ) free from my oath 
and I shall seem to be ( \:n"i"tl) mocking 
And your descendents shall be ( n•n~ ) like ••• 
then the Lord shall be ( :"l•:'l l ) my God 
and such shall be ( i'l'~' ) my wages 
That food shall be ( ;,•;"ll ) a reserve ••• 
••• and you shall be ( 11";'1' ) near me ••• 
We will ( '~":'ll) slaves to Pharoah ••• 
but God will be ( :'1'':"1') with you ••• 
and he shall be ( i"''i'll) a mouth for you 
• •• and I 1vill be ( 'l'''':"'l ) your God ••• 
And the blood shall be ( i'l':"'l ) a sign ••• 
And this day shall be ( i'l·~\ ) for you a memorial 
he shall be ( i'l'':"'l ) as a native 
And it shall be ( ';"1•;,1) to you as a sign ••• 
it will be ( 7\':1') twice as much ••• 
you shall be ( "''l"'\''7\1 ) my own possession l •• 
that the .tabernacle may be ( -;,•;,1 ) one whole ••• 
that it may be ( 71'';"1~ ) one 1rvhol e 
so that the net shall extend ( ':"'T\':'ll ) half way 
so that the poles shall be ( J':'ll ) upon the two sides .. 
and it shall be ( i'l':"\1 ) your portion 
It sha 11 be ( ':"'';"'j' ) for Aaron ••• 
and the altar shall be ( i"''i'll ) most holy 
and I will be ( •n~'71) ) their God 
and they shall be ( i'l'~l ) holders for poles ••• 
••• that it may bring ( 7l'i'll ) the people of Israel to 
remembrance ••• (R.V. that it may be a memorial ••• ) 
•.. it shall be ( ;-,l'\'':'"1' ) a statute forever ••• 
Lev. 
Num. 
Deut. · 
30:29 
40: 9 
40:10 
40:15 
5:13 
7:31 
11:45 
14:22 
16:29 
16~34 
20:26 
21: 6 
24: 7 
24: 9 
25: 6 
25: 8 
25:45 
25:50 
26:12 
26:33 
27: 3 
27: 4 
27: 5 
27: 6 
27: 7 
27:16 
15:40 
19: 9 
19:21 
24:18 
25:13 
32:22 
6: 6 
6: 8 
7:26 
11:18 
13: 17(16) 
15:17 
16:15 
17:19 
23: 15(14) 
28:13 
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that they may be ( l'~l) most holy ••• 
and it shall be ( ~·~1 ) holy. 
and the altar shall be ( ':1'';"11 ) most holy 
and their anointing shall admit them ( 'C ';"\~ -;, TI'':'H) 
and the remainder shall be ( 'n T'l'~' ) for the priest.. 
but the breast shall be ( ~·~l ) for Aaron ••• 
you shall therefore be ( 'Tll'l '':'11 ) holy ••• 
and the other (shall be) ( ':'1':"11 ) a burnt offering 
And it shall be (~n·:'11) a statute to you ••• 
And this shall be ( 7'iTI'ii1) ar1 everlasting statute ••• 
You shall be ( "0 T\ n~') holy to me ••• 
therefore they ·shall be ( l''il') holy. 
that it may go ( 7111 '':n ) with the bread 
And it shall be ( ';"\'n ':"II ) Aaron' s ••• 
The sabbath of the land shall provide ':'l'l'\~·:n) 
Seven weeks of years shall be ( 1'~\ ) to you ••• 
nad they may be ( ''i\l ) your property 
and the price of his release shall be ( ~':"\\) 
nad I will be ( 'l\''~ l ) your God ••• 
and your land shall be ( 'i'll'l''n\) a clesolation 
shall be ( -:,'';1' ) 50 shekels of silver ••• 
your valuation shall be ( ':1'~1) 30 shekels 
your valuation shall be (':1''n,) for a male •• 
y§ur valuation shall be ( ~''i'11) for a male ••• 
your valuation for a male shall be ( ';"\''n1) ••• 
them your valuation shall be ( :'\''n\) according to 
the seed 
••• and (you shall) be ( "'tl~''';"\\) holy to your God. 
And they shall be ( ~-,til~' ... 71l'l'i'\1) for the 
congregation · 
And it shall be ( "i"'n''i'll) aperpetual statute ••• 
Edam shall be ( ~~~~ ) dispossessed, Seir also shall 
be ( ;,•;,\) dispossessed ••• 
And it shall be ( 711'1'71\) to him ••• 
and (shall) be ( "'Ol'\ 11 i\l) free of obligation ••• 
and this land shall be ( "i'\1\'~;'\l ) your possession 
And 
... 
And 
these words ••• shall be ( ,,;,, ) upon your heart 
and they sha 11 be ( 1•;, 1 ) as frontlets ••• 
(you sha 11) become ( 1'1 "i1 1 ) accursed ••• 
and they shall be ( \'~l ) as frontlets 
it shall be ( 7'11'\'i\l ) a heap forever ••• 
and he shall be ( ;,':11 ) your bondsman ••• 
so that you vvilJ. be ( 1"1"~') altogether joyful 
it shall be ( ;,rP7ll ) with him ••• 
therefore your camp must be ( '11'':1') holy ••• 
aed you shall tend upward only ( ':"'S~~, i'.., l"''\i1!) 
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And the heavens ••• shall be ( l';o,l) brass , ••• 
and you sha 11 be ( l'\"71 l) a horror · 
And your dead body shall be ( ";,J'\'in ) food ••• 
And you sha 11 or ope ( 0 ~ ~~ n~'i'\1) •.• and you 
shall be oppre~sed ( 1''1() \) ll''i'\1) •.• 
~ •• and you sha 11 be oppressed ( i"ID ~ l'\'''i") 
So that you shall be driven rnad ( ~ :liU n l'\''':'11) 
Your lHt. shall hang ( ""C'N':n 1''m) in doubt 
Then we shall be ( 13"';"\1 guiltless 
And the city shall be ( lill''i1~) devoted ••• 
they shall be ( ,~':'11) for you a refuge ••• 
but they shall be ( 1';'\') a snare 
therefore it shall be ( ;,f'l'i\\ ) a witness 
... 
and ( you shall) 
and (I shall) be 
and (I shall) be 
and (I shall)be 
be ( :n ,,~ \) our head ••• 
( 'l'l"~l) like anyother man 
( •.:n"il1 ) like any otherman 
( 'J'l"':1 \ ) like any other man 
that we may be ( 'l";,l) also like the nations 
and if both you and the king ••• will follow 
.,, N. .. "'l'l ":"ll) the Lord ••• 
then the hand of the Lord will be ( :1l'1'i1r) ••• 
••• then we will be ( 1J "i1,) your servants then 
you shall be ( "Cl'\"il1 ) our servants 
••• and this uncircumcised Philistine shall be 
( ;'\':11 ) one of them 
••• the life of my Lord sha 11 be bound (~"'\\.,~ ... i'll'':"\1) 
therefore he shall be ( :'\'i'l'\) oy servant 
and I. will be ( 'l'"i'\ I ) abased in your eyes 
then you shall help me ( i'\ \\ '0 ·~ ,, 'l'\''1"11) 
and you will be ( Tl''':'11 ) a burden to me 
that I • • • wi 11 be ( ~ :n "':"1 1 ) ~ ~ • 
and you shall be ( "n''':11) king over Israel. 
I will be ( .,~ "711 ) l'Ji th you ••• 
then they will be ( 1'';"\l) your servants forever 
your life shall be ( i'l~'i"!l) for his life ••• 
your life shall go ( ';"\1'\';,\ ) for his life ••. 
and (I) will be ( ~n••i'll) a lying spirit 
And the corpse of Jezebel shall be ( i"l1';"'1)) as dung 
and they .shall be ( l'i'l' ) eunuchs 
And the strong shall be ( i'\':11 ) tow 
and it shall be ( ~·i'\1 ) devoured ••• and it shall 
be ( :"'':1\) trampled down. 
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••• and it will be ( ~X'I'-:1\ ) burned again ••• 
• •• and it will be ( -;,f\ 1 :'\l ) burned as fuel ••• 
Righteousness shall be ( ~,~, ) the girdle ••• 
and his dwellings shall be ( 1'i1l) glorious. 
And Babylon ••• will be ( ~ l"\ 1 ~1 ) like ••• 
they will take captive ( 'tl'':l\W ''~l) .•. 
and l"i ll become ( i'l'rl'i"\1 ) a heap of ruins 
And those who are the pillars of the land •Nill be 
crushed ( '"tl, N. :::>.,.~ ,,ti"\\) 
It will be ( i"\':'l' ) a sign ••• 
a p_ d. h P. shall be ( :"\' 'i"'l ) a father ••• 
Her merchandise ••• will be ( 'i'l'i1') deJ.icated 
••• wi 11 be ( 'il~'~' ) like a first ripe fig ••• 
There fore the word of the Lord will be ( :"\ ':"ll ) 
••• you will be ( "'D~"':'n) beaten dovvn ••• 
and it will be ( n'~l) sheer terror ••• 
and she shall be ( ~ ~~;, \ ) to me like ---
your foes shall be ( ;,1il\) like small dust 
shall be ( :'l,'i"', ) like a dream ••• 
but your eyes shall see ( "D,~,i ... \'';"\\ ) your 
Teacher 
••• vvhich wi 11 be ( ':"\'':"\' ) rich and· plenteous ••• 
Moreover, the light of the moon will be ( ~tnl) like 
And every stroke ••• 1·.ri ll be ( ':'I':'\\ ) ••• 
Each will be ( ':"1•':"\l) like a hiding place ••• 
And the effect of righteousness will be ( ':"\';"'\\ ) 
And he will be ( :"\'~' ) the stability ••• 
And the people will be ( ~"') as if burned • 
it shall be ( i"\!'\''il\) the haunt of jackals ••• 
and they shall be ( l'ill) eunuchs ••• 
and I will be ( '~";, \) your God ••• 
And the dead bodies of this people will be 
( i1 ~1'i\\ ) food ••• 
So shall you be ( "Crt "':'1l ) my people ••• 
••• and their· dead bodies shall be ( il~ 1 i'll) 
He is ( ~'ill ) like a shrub in the desert ••• 
••• and whose confidence is ( :"',nl) Yahweh 
He is ( ~'':'1\ ) like a tree" . o. its leaves remain ( i1'il\) 
The houses of Jerusalem shall be ( \'i'l\) ••• 
• o. and they shall be ( l'ill ) my people ••• 
And those slain ••• shall extend ( l';"'\l ) from one end 
Their children shall be ( Pi") as they were ••• 
Their prince shall be ( 'il":'l\) one of themselves ••• 
And you shall be ( "D'l'l"ill) my people ••• 
their life shall be ( ill''l''i'll ) like a vvatered garden ••• 
I will be ( 'n"m ) their God ••• 
And they shall be ( l'i1l ) my people ••• 
And this city shall be ( il'l'l,:'\l) to me ••• 
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their dead bodies shall be ( ';"\ n•-;,1 ) food ••• 
And they shall be ( ,~;'\I ) acco11plished before you ••• 
and. he too shall be held (';'\';"\I ) in derision ••• 
the heart of the warriors ••• shall be ( ;"'~n1) 
and the heart of the warriors shall be ( ':1'i\l ) 
Cha ldea shall be ( i\ ~ '':'11 ) plundered ••• · 
but shall be ( 'i'1 ~ ~-;, 1 ) an utter desolation ••• 
Hos. 2: l(l:lO)Yet the number of the people •• ·• shall be ( :"\~~~ ) ••• 
Joel 
Jv1ic. 
!-Iabak. 
Zeph. 
Isa. 
Ezek. 
4:17(3:17) ••• and Jerusalem shall be ( ";"\~';"\' ) holy ... 
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he would be ( 7\•';"11) the preacher ••• 
And this shal1 be ( ':"'~i\1) peace ••• 
Then the remnant of Jacob shall be ( 7\'~1 ) 
the remnant of Jacob shall be ( ';"\'~\) ••• 
But the earth will be ( .':11\'7\1) desolate ••• 
Then you will be ( l"l'':'\1) booty for the(Tl ••• 
Their goods shall be ( ;"\•;")) ) plundered ••• 
And ·you, o sea coast shall be ( 71n•7\l ) pastures 
The seacoast shall become ( :"l'';"\1) the possessi'on 
Kings shall be ( I'';"\ I ) your foster-fathers ••• 
and it sha 11 be ( 71'':11 ) to the Lord •• ·• 
tornorrm·r will be ( :"\'~I) like this day ••• 
and you shall_ be ( l'1"':"ll) like a vtatered garden 
but the Lord will be your ( ~':"ll) everlasting light ••• 
You shall be ( 1'1'':'11) a crown of beauty ••• 
and· they sha l.l be ( 1'~1 ) an abhorrence ••• 
You shall be ( J'\'":'11 ) a reproach ••• 
••• and they shall be ( 1':'\1) my people ••• 
My hand will be ( ':'ll1';'11) against the prophets ••• 
••• and they will be ( 117')1 ) my people ••• 
••• that they may be ( l'i'll ) a sign ••• 
But to them it will seem ( ':'l':"ll) like ••• 
This shall Ez~kiel be ( ":1'7\1) to you ••• 
So you will be ( Tl ''i\ I ) a sign to them 
And the land of Egypt shall be ( ;"\J'1'i\l) .•. 
and there they shall be ( 1'':11 ) a lowly kingdom 
and it shall be ( ':'ll'\':"ll) the wages ••• 
••• and they shall be ( l''n I ) secure ••• 
and you shall be ( l\llill) their inheritance 
and you shall be ( "''l'\ ,..,I ) my people 
and they may be ( l';"\1 ) one ••• 
W'nen the sticks ••• are (shall be) ( l'il~ ) ••• 
••• and they shall be ( 1'';"11 ) my people 
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My dwelling-place shall be ( :1'':'11 ) with them, 
and I" will be ( •:~ "'ill ) their God ••• 
• • • and it will redound ( 'il'':"'\) to their glory 
••• therefore it shall remain shut ( -,u~ :"l'':'ll) ••• 
They shall be ( l''i'U ) ministers ••• 
and it shall be ( ':"\,';'\\) a place for ••• 
shall be ( -;.., ,:'1\ ) for the Levi tes ••• 
their fruit will be ( n•n\) for food ••• 
its produce shall be ( ':"'l"'~~,) food for the 
........ .....,.! .... ,.....,...,r 
VV'U.J.1'>.'-..L. v io.;:;; 
and sha 11 be ( 1~'i'11 ) as though they had not been o •• 
and it shall be ( ':'\''i'1l ) holy ••• 
The house of Jacob shall be ( ':'\'1"11 ) a fire ••• 
and the kingdom shall be ( il'n,i\\ ) the Lord's 
and shall be ( ''l"'l) my people o •• 
and they shall be ( l'i1l ) my people ••• 
and you shall be ( "0~'':"11) a blessing o. o 
it shall be ( i'\~':'1\) like a clan in Judah ••• 
Together they shall be ( ,~m) like mighty men ••• 
•• o the feeblest o o. shall be ( :i'':'\1) like l:U 
•o• and the pots in the house of the Lord shall be 
( ,,i'\\) like ••• 
And every pot shall be ( ':"\~~~) sacred •oo 
••• till they present ( ~':'11) right offerings to 
the Lord 
I wdlll be ( '1'1 11 ':'1~) a swift v.ritness o•• 
l'Jhen all the arrogant • o. will be ( l''~·n) stubble 
that they may be ( l'':'ll ) a guard • o. 
And the priest o•• shall be ( i'\'':'11) with the Levites o•• 
and that they hand mj_ght be ( ~ ~, ':"\\ ) v.rith me ... 
then you shall help me ( ":'1")1\W'~ •? t\~'i'\1) 
then they will be ( 1'':'\\) your servants o o. 
and (I) will be ( '1'"':'11) a lying spirit ••o 
and \Nrath may not come ( i'\ 'i\1 ) upon you 
and it sha 11 serve ( ':"\'';'\\ ) as food for you 
So shall my covenant be ( ilTl ,in) in your flesh. 
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and there shall be ( ~'~') blood throughout 
all the land of Egypt ••• 
And there shall be ( ':'1~'7'11) a great cry ••• 
And you shall keep ( "1'1':'\\) it ••• 
It shall be ( ~·7'11) as a mark on your hand ••• 
And there shall be ( 1'i1\) eight frames ••• 
••• and they shall be ( l''nl) upon Aaron's heart 
It shall have ( ~~:'\,) in it an opening ••• 
And it shall be ( ";1':'\ ~) upon Aaron ••• 
••• and it shall be ( 7'\ 1:'\, ) upon the mitre 
It sh~ll be (~·n1) upon Aaron's head it shll 
always be ( -;,':'11) upon his forehead 
And they shall be ( ''~l) upon Aaron 
and the priesthood shall be ( -;, J\'~1 ) theirs 
... 
and it shall be( ~':"11) yours and your son's 
it shall remain ( :'l~'n l ) seven days ••• 
what he sold shall remain ( ':'1'7'1~) in the hand 
and it shall be { ;"!';"\\) his 
the Levites shall be ( \':11 ) mine 
and the Levi tes shall be ( '':'\\ ) mine 
that they may be used ( ''':'ll) in doing the service 
that it may be ( ~~~l) theirs 
and the Levi tes shall be ( 1•:,1 ) mine 
••• and you shall use them ( ~:,1) for summoning 
the trum~ets shall be ( V~l) to you ••• 
they shall serve ( l'7'11) you for remembrance 
and you rdll serve ( 1'1'':'11) as eyes for us 
And it shall be ( ~''nl) b you a tassel ••• 
And this shall be ( :"\ l"l '':'1') to the people of Israel ••• 
and it shall be ( ;,'ill) to the people of Israel 
And your south side shall be ( ':'1'~1) from the 
wilderness ••• and your southern boundaries shall be 
( ,.~ 1 ) ••• 
and its end shall be ( '':')) ) 
and its termination shall be ( 1'711) 
you shall have ( ~'n)) the great sea 
and the end of the boundary shall be ( '';"\\) 
and its end shall be ( l'm) . .. 
••• and its end shall be ( 1':1) ) ••• 
The cities shall be ( ~~1) theirs to dwell in 
The cities shall be ( 1':11 ) for you ••• 
These things shall be ( '',il ) for a statute 
and she shall be ( ~:n'il1 ) your wife 
and it shall be ( ;"\'~') with you 
And it would be ( ~'':'11 ) sin in you 
They sha 11 be ( \ 1 ~ I ) upon you ••• 
••• and they will be devoured ( ~ )~~ ~ :'l'i'l~) 
••• that it may be ( ':'l'il1 ) there for a witness ... 
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so those stones shall be ( l'i1l ) to the people 
you shall clear it and possess ( i1'~\) it ••• 
shall be ( ~':'ll) the Lord's ••• 
. .. 
. .. that your master's son may have ':"'"~l) bread ••• 
... my eyes and my heart will be ( ''-~\) there 
And there will be ( 'i'l1''il\) a highway ••• 
and there will be ( ~!'\;"'\') desnl.:Jt.ion 
And there shall be ( ~·~\) moaning ••• 
it shall be ( ~·:"ll ) in an instant ••• 
And upon every lbfty mountain ••• there will be ( ~·~\) 
And a highway sha 11 be ( ':"'l'\'i1~) there 
. . . 
•• !' 
there is· ( ~'i1l ) in my heart 
and shall have (':'\'3"1';,') his life as a prize 
he shall have ( :"'t~'i" ) his life ••• 
bLJ t you shall have ( ~l'l' :"\1 ) your life .•• 
they will be ( ''i\\) on the mountains ••• 
... 
and anguish shall be (":"11'\'i\l) in Ethiopia ••• 
and anguish shall come ( ~l'\'i"'l) upon them ••• 
They shall have ( :1~ 1 i"'l) no inheritance ••• 
... it shall be ( i\J'\•i\\) his to the year of liberty ••• 
••• and there will be ( ~'':'\l) many fish 
So the boundary shall run ( ~·ill) ... 
• • • they shall be ( \'i\l) to you ••• 
••• v!ith ( :"l•i\\) the sanctuary (RV And the sanctuary 
shall be) in the midst 
H l with ( -;,"i\1 ) ti1e sanctuary ( RV And the sanctuary 
shall be) in the midst •.• 
And it shall be long ( ':'It\ 'i\1 ) to them ••• 
••• in the midst of it shall be ( ":"'l'\ 1 ':"\l) the city. 
And the city shall have(':\":"\)) operi land ••• 
and it shall be ( 'il 1i\l) alongside ••• 
The holy portion with the sanctuary of the 
temple (RV shall be) ( :"ll' 1i\\) in its midst. 
the boundary shall run ( i\'i\') ... 
And there shall be ( :"'\'':"\' ) a priest ••• 
and thev shall be ( l'-:11) as though .• •• 
And there shall be ( ':'\1':"\1) continuous day ••• for an 
evening the~e shall be ( ~'i"'\) light 
They shall be ( l':'\1) mine ••• 
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~.. that they may become ( 1'';""1,) your husbands. 
He shall be ( ~'';"'I) to you 
And there shall be ( ':'!!'\ '';"' 1) a time of trouble 
RSV - and so they could -give me an evil name 
-RV - they might have ( i'P71l) matter for an evil 
report 
my eyes and my heart \Vill be ( '':'1 l) there 
that you may become ( 
and (we will) become ( 
l'l H';"1l) a cor:~pany 
ll "~l ) one people 
Ex. 4:9 (it) will beco:-ne ( l'i11) blood 
Num. 
Deut. 
Jud. 
I Kings 
9: 9 And it shall become ( :'1'~1) fine dust ••• and 
become ( ~~~,) boils breaking out in sores 
22:23(24) And your wives shall bee Jme ( l•';'ll) widows ••• 
5:27 
11:20 
28:37 
2: 3 
9: 7 
._ ·•• and the woman shall become ( ':'11"1'711 ) an execration ••• 
• •• and becomes ( ;,•;,)) loathsone to you ••• 
And you shall become ( ~ "'' :"11 ) a horror ••• 
. .. but they shall become ( l'i'll) adversaries 
. . . and Israel v"i ll become ( ':'Pi11 ) a proverb ... 
II Kings 21:14 and they shall beco:'le ( l'i'l l ) a prey 
I sa. 
Jerem. 
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But they will become ( 'r'i'" ) a place ••• 
And he will become ( 0'';'11) a sanctuary ••• 
The light of Israel will become ( ~':'11) a fire ••• 
And the land of Judah 1.dll become ( -;,~ 1 ':'H ) 
~ •• and he will become ( :'1':'1\) a throne ••• 
There shall the protection of Pharoah turn ( ~':'1\) 
to your shame ••• 
••• and the wilderness becomes ( ':'1'~\) a fruitful field ••• 
her land shall become ( ~ l1'~l ) bmrning pitch 
The burning sand shall beco~e ( ~'~I) a pool ••• 
This whole land shall become ( i'l11'~\) a ruin ••• 
those vvho despoil you shall become ( \'i')l) a spoil ... 
You shall become ( "D 11 ":1l ) an execration ••• 
••• and they shall become ( 1'':1 l) an exe.cration ••• 
and shall become ( ~~~) an overflowing torrent 
Jerem. 49: 2 
49:17 
49:32 
49:33 
50:37 
51:37 
I sa. 4eil4 
44:15 
65:10 
Ezek. 17:23 
26: 5 
37:17 
Zech. 2:13(9) 
10: 7 
14: 9 
II Chron. 13: 9 
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••• it shall become ( ";'\J'1'71l) a desolate wound 
Edo;n shall become ( ":"In~;"') I ) a horror ••• 
Their camels shall become ( 1':"11) booty ••• 
Hazor shall become ( ';"\ .n '';"\\ ) ... 
that they r>1ay become ( 1':"1\) women ••• 
And Babylon shall become (-;,]pi)) a heap ••• 
the uneven ground shall become ( ~~-;,,)level 
Then it beCO'TJeS ( ;,•~\ ) fuel f.:>r a man ••• 
Sharon shall become ( ;,~nl) a pasture ••• 
and (might) become ( i,.:'\l) a noble cedar 
and she sha 11 become ( 0 i1 '~\ ) a spoil 
that they ·-nay become ( 1•;, 1 ) one ••• 
and they shall become ( 1'i1l) plunder 
Then Ephraim shall become ( ':'\':"11) like 
And the Lord will become ( ':'1'7) \ ) king ••• 
. .. 
. .. 
becomes ( :"''M\) a priest of what are no gods. 
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QAL PERFECT LJITH· WA\! CONSECUTIVE AS A :o?ULA (FUTURE) 
A •. 
l. PRONOiHNAL SUBJECT - NOiviil'JAL t:REDICATE 
Gen. 4:14(a) 9:13 17:4, 8,11,16 30:32 47:25 
Lev. 16:29 ,34 26:12 
Num. 19:21 
Deut. 13:~7(16) 15:17 28:25 
Josh. 20:3 23:13 24:27 
Jud. 11:8 
I Sam. 17:9 27.:12 
II Sam. 15:33 
I Kings 1:21(b) 11:37 12:7 22:22 
II Kings 20:18 
Isa. 17:1 19:20 22:21 28:19 33:6 34:13 39:7 62:3 66:24 
Jerem. 7:23 24:7 30:22 31:33 32:38 50:13 
Micah 2.:11 5:4(5) 
Hab. 2: 7 
Zeph. 2: 6 
Ez ek. 5:15 11:20 14:11 20:20 24:27 29:14,19 36:12,28 
37:23 37:27(b) 44:11 45:4 
Zech. 2:15 ( 11) 8:8,13(b) 
;v\al. 3:3,5 
Neh. 4:16(22) 
II Chr. 18:21 
2. DEFINED NQ~,iJNAL SUBJECT - NOMINAL FREDICATE 
B. 
Gen. 6:3 17:5 28:21 41:36 
Ex. 12:13,14 
Lev. 1~:22 25:50 26:33 27:3(b)i 4,5~6,7! 
Deut. 28:26 
Isa. 30;32 32:17 49:23 60:19 
Hosea 
Ezek. 
Obad. 
II Chr. 
2:1(1:10) 
29:9 
18 
19: lO 
1. PRONOMINAL SUBJECT - AJJECTIVAL PREDICATE 
Gen. 3:5 24:41 
Ex. 12:48 13:9 30:29 40:9,10 
Lev. ll :45 20:26 21:6 
Nurp. 15:40 
Deut. 6:8 ll :18 16:15 28:29,33,34 
Josh. 2:20 
Jud. 16:7,11,17 
I Sam. 8:20 12:14 
II Sam. 6:22 
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Is a. 5:5 6:13 9:4{5) 
30:23 32:2 58:11 
14:2 16:2 19:10 28:4,18 29:7 
Jerem 17:6,8 
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Ezek. 34:27 37:19i 44:2 
Obad. i6,17 
Zech. 917 10:5 
2. DEFHlED NO~·f,TNAL SUBJECT - ADJECTIVAL PREDICATE 
c. 
Gen. 18:25 28:14 
Ex. 26:6,11 29:37 
Lev. 27:16 
Deut. 23:15(14) 28:23,66 
Josh. 6:17 
I Sam. 17:36 25:29 
II Kings 9:37 
I sa. 1:31 11:5 
56:12 
13:19 23:18 29:5(a) 30:26 33:12 
Jerem. 19:13 30:20,21 31:12 48:41 49:22 50:10 
Joel. 4:17(3:17) 
Micah 7:13 
Zeph. 1:13 
Zech. 12:8 14:20,21 
Mal. 3:19 (4:1) 
l. PROi'lO!.~g!AL SUBJECT - ADVERBIAL PHRASE IN PREDICATE 
Gen. 27:12 45:10 
Ex. 16:5(b) 29:28 
Lev. 24:7,9 25:45 
Num. 19:9 25:13 
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Deut. 7:26 17:19 28:13 
II Sam. 10:11 
I ~ings 11:38(b) 
Isa. 29:2(b) 55:13 
Jerem. 
Ezek. 
I Chr. 
II Chr. 
11:4 39:16 48:26 
21:20(23) 37:20 3~:13 45t~ 
19:12 
10:7 
2. BEFINED NOMINAL SUBJECT - ADVeRBIAL PHRASE HJ PREDICATE 
Gen. 48:21 
Ex. 27:5,7 40:15 
Lev. 5:13 7:31 25:6,8 
Num. 24:18 32:22 
Deut. 6:6 
I Sam. 12:15 
I Kings 20:39,42 
Isa. 28:13 
Jerem. 
Micah 
Zeph. 
Ezek. 
Obad. 
Neh. 
I Chr. 
7:33 16:4 25:33 33:9 34:20 
6:6(7), 7(8) 
2:2 
13:9 24:24 30:9 37:27(a) 47:12 48:18(b) 
21 
10:39(38) 
4:10 
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QAL PERFECT WITH WAW CONSECUTIVE TO DENOTE FUTURE EXISTENCE 
A. Statements of Existence only 
1. PRONOlv'liNAL SUBJECT - NO PREDICATE 
None 
2. INDEFINITE NOMINAL SUBJECT - NO PREDICATE 
None 
B. Statements of Possession 
l. PRONOMINAL SUBJECT - ADVERBIAL PHRASE IN PREDICATE 
Ex. 12:6 
Lev. 10:15 27:15 
Num. 8:11 15:39 
Deut. 21:1'3 
Josh. 17:18 
Jud. ll :31 
Ezek. 46:17 48:12 
Mal. 3:17 
Ruth 4:15 
2. DEFINED NOMINAL SUBJECT - ADVERBIAL PHRA SE IN PREDICATE 
Ex. 29:9 
Num. 3:12,45 8:14 34:6 35:3 
Josh. 4:7 
Jerem. 21:9 38:2 39:18 
3. INDEFINITE NO:elH!AL SUBJECT - ADVERBIAL PHRASE IN PREDICATE 
Ex. 28:32 
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II Sam. 9:10 
Ezek. 44:28 48:17 
Neh. 6:13 
C. Statements of Existence qualified Adverbially 
l. PRONOi'JiiNAL SUBJECT - ADVERBIAL .PHRAS~ HJ PREDICATE 
Gen. 6:21 
Ex. 13:16 28:30,35,37,38,43 
Lev. 22:27 25:28 
Nurp. 7:5 10:2,10,31 19:10 27:11 
Deut. 22:2 28:46 31:17,26 
Is a. 29:5 
Ezek. 7:16 47:22 48:18 
Zech. 10:6 
2. DEFINED NOMINAL SUB.iEECT - ADVERBIAL PHRASE IN PREDICATE 
Gen. 17:13 
Num. 10:8 34:3,4,5,8,9.12 35:12,29 
I r<ing s 9:3 
Ezek. 47:17 48:8,10,15 48:21,28 
II Chr. 7:16 
3. INDEFINITE NOMINAL SUBJECT - ADVERBIAL PHRASE IN PREDICATE 
Ex. 7:19 11:6 26:25 
Deut. 23:22 
Isa. 11:16 17:9 29:2(a) 30:25 35:8 
Jerem. 20:9 
Ezek. 
Zeeh. 
30:4 47:9(b) 
6:13 14:7 
Dan. 12:1 
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28.3. 
APPENDIX )0J 
OAL PERFECT + HA',J CQNSECUTIVE AS FREQUENTATIVE 
A. COPULA 
Num. 
Josh. 
Jud. 
I Sam. 
I Chr. 
11: 8 
15: 4 
1~: 7 
15:11 
16: 3 
16: 8 
18:12 
18:14 
18:19 
18:21 
19:14 
19:22 
19:29 
2:18 
1.3 :21 
9:26 
B. EXISTENCE 
Gen. 30:42 
Ezek. 48: 1 
Hag. 2:16 
C. 'ERANSITION 
Gen. 
Ezek. 
2:10 
2:24 
44:12 
':'P71\ ) And the taste of it was lik~ the taste of ••• 
( ,.~, ) 
( \'':'\\ ) 
( l'~l) 
( '':i' ) ( ,,~, ) 
( ,.~, ) 
( ,,~, ) 
( ,,~ l ) 
( l':1\ ) ( ,,~, ) 
( ,,~, ) 
( '':"'l ) 
7\'':"'l ) 
and comes to its end at the sea. (RV past) 
~nd Ands at Enrogel. 
then the boundary comes to an end 
and it ends at the sea 
II 
II 
" 
and ends at the sea 11 
and it ends at the wilderness 11 
and it ends at Kiriathbaa1 11 
and the boundary ends • • • 11 
Now the cities of the tribe of Benjamin were ••. 
and it ends at the valley of Iphtahel(RV past) 
and its boundary ends 11 
and it ends at the sea " 
the Lord was with the Judge 
( ~n·m ) And the charge was a pin ••• (P.V 
had a file for the mattocks ••• ) 
Yet they 
\1~\ ) (they) were in charge of the chambers 
so the feebler were Laban• s . .. 
and extending from the east to the west 
( ':"ll1'':"1l) there were but ten 
but twenty 
':"' T\ ~i\l ) there were 
it divided and became ( ~'~') four rivers ••• 
and they become (RV shall becom~{ l'':"'\) one flesh 
:i'~' ) and became a stumbling-block 
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Q_AL PERFECT \HTH ~·JAW CONSECUTIVF AS COPULA (FREQUE;-ITATIVE) 
A. DEFINED NOMINAL SUBJECT - NQ\IIINAL PREDICATE 
Josh. 
I Sam. 
18:21 
13:21 
B. DEFINED NOMINAL SUBJECT - ADJECTIVAL PREDICATE 
Num. 11:18 
C. DEFINED NOMINAL SUBJECT - ADVERBIAL PHRASE IN PREDICATE 
Josh. 
Jud. 
15:4,7.11 16:3,8 18:12,14,19 19:14,22~29 
2:18 
2. PRONOMWAL SUBJECT - ADVERBIAL PHRASE IN PREDICATE 
I Chr. 9: 26 
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Q AL PERFECT ;nTH ~·!A:·.J CONSECUTIVE TO COi'HH!UE Il!lP2RATIVE OR JUSSIVE 
1. corun~un;G JUSSIVE 
A. COPULA 
I Kings 8:01 Let your heart therefore be( ~ \';"\l ) wholly true 
Jerem. ?0:16 Let that man be ( ';"1''in ) ] i k t? t.ht? ri ties 
- - -
B. EXISTENCE 
Gen. 1:14 . . . and let them be ( ,,.., ' ) for signs . .. 
1:15 and l2t them be ( P:'1l ) lights ... 
31:44 and let it be ( ~·~' ) a witness ... 
I Kings 2:7 and let them be ( ,,-;, l ) among those who eat 
Ezek. 4:3 and let it be ( ~l'l'i1l) in a state of seige. 
2. CONTINUING IfJiPERATIVE 
COPULA 
Exod. 
Lev. 
Josh. 
19:11 
11:44 
20: 7 
And be ready ( 
and be ( "''l'l"':"''l ) holy, for I am holy 
and be ( "''Tl ":"I') holy ••• 
8: 4 but hold yourself ( "DTI''i\') all in readiness 
Jud. 11: 6 come and be ( Tl'\':"1, ) our leader 
I Sam. 4: 9 acquit yourselves ( "0~,\i"'l ) like men 
II Sam. 14: 2 but behave ( 1'\"':'1) ) li:Ze a woman 
I Kings 2: 2 be strong, and show "jzoursel f ( 1'\"':"1') a m:m 
Ezek. 38: 7 and be ( ~w;·" ) a guard for them. 
... 
... 
Gen. 
Ex. 
Lev. 
Nurp. 
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QAL PERFECT \'liTH WA>N CONSECUTIVE AS FUTURE 'TENSE' 
INTRODUCING A CLAUSE 
4:14(b) 
9:14 
9:16 
12:12 
27:40 
32% 9 ( 8) 
44:31 
46:33 
47:24 
1:10 
3:21 
4: 8 
4: 9 
12:25 
12:26 
13: 5 
13:11 
13:14 
16: 5 
18:22 
22:26(27) 
25:20 
33:22 
5: 5 
5:23(6:4) 
14: 9 
25:29 
27: 3 
27:10 
27:21 
27:33 
5:27 
10:32 
15:19 
15:25 
o •• ( ':'1'':1\) and v:hoever finds me will slay me. 
( ';'I,~ l ) 
( 71~P':"'I\ 
( -;,• 'i"\1 ) 
( ·;-,-;,' ) 
( ';'!•i1' ) 
( ~·:"11 
( ~·~, ) 
( ~'';"\ l ) 
When I bring clouds over the earth 
) ·,Jhen the bow is in the clouds ••• 
And when the Egyptians see you o•• 
but when you break loose ••• 
then the company which is left 
) When he sees that the lad is not with us ••• 
Vvhen Pharcteh calls you ••• 
And at the harvests you shall give ••• 
• o. ( :"1':'11) and if war befall us 
o. o ( ':'1':'11 ) and when you go o o. 
( 7\',,l ) If they will not believe you 
( :'1'711) If they will not believe ( 1':''n) and the 
water which you shall take from the Nile vvill become 
( ':1':'\\ ) and when you come to the land o o o 
( ';"\•';"\ I ) And when your children say to you o o. 
( ':"1'7l1 ) And when the Lord brings you •• o 
( ~'':11 ) And when the Lord brings you • o o 
( ;"'\':'n ) And ,-•hen in time to come your son asks • o o 
( ';"\'~' ) On the 6th day o. o 
( ;"''~' ) every- great matter they shall bring to you 
o. o ( ';"1':'11 ) and if he cries to r:1e, I will hear o o. 
( 1';'\\ ) The cherir bim shall spread out their wings ••• 
( :'1'7"11) And while my glory passes 
':1'':'1' ) ( ~':"1' ) 
( ~ '7"1' ) 
(:'H,':'\1 
( ;'l'';"l) ) 
( ';"\'':"\~ ) 
( :"I, :'11 ) 
( ':'\' :'1' ) 
When a man is guilty • o. 
'J:Ihen one has sinned o o. 
And on the seventh day 
) he may redeem it ooo 
Then your valuation :lf a male 
both it and that for I.'Jhich it is exchanged 
But the field, when it is released 
then both it and that for which it is 
exchanged 
••• ( :1l"l'':"l1) and if she has defiled herself o•• 
( o;,'i1' ) And if you go v'li th us, ( ":'l':1l) whatever 
aood the Lord will do to us ••• 
(':'I'~' ) ~hen you eat of the food 
( 7"1 1 ~1 ) Then if it was done unwittingly 
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Num. 16: 7 ( j1'o;,' ) and the man whom the Ulrd chooses . .. 
17:20(5) ( ';'l':"'l )And the rod of the man who;n I choose 
21: 8 ( ~·~\) and everyone who is bitten 
33:56 ( ';'j•;'!l ) Ai!d I will do to you ... 
Deut. 6:10 ( ~·7'11 ) And when the Lord your God bri:1gs 
7:12 ( ':"1'7'11 ) And because you hearken ... 
8:19 ( ':"'!•;,) ) And if you forget the Lord 
11:13 ( ':"'''ill ) And if you will obey ... 
11:29 ( ';,''J1l ) And when the Lord your God brings 
12: ll ( ;,,..,, ) Then the place which the Lnrd will choose 
15 ;16 ( ':"''i'll ) But if he says to you ... 
17:18 I ~·ill ) And when he sits the throne l. on 
18:19 ( ;,•';"'l ) And whoever wi 11 not give heed 
19: 3 ( :"\'ill ) so that any manslayer can flee ... 
20: 2 ( :'1'':'1' ) And when you drav.1 near ... 
20: 9 ( ~~:,\ ) And Y•hen the officers have finished 
20:11 ( 7'\"':"'il ) And if its answer to you is ... ( ":'!, ':"\' ) 
then all the people who are found in it 
21: 3 .( ';"!'':"'I ) And the elders of the city ... 
21:14 ( ';,t';,l ) Then, if you have no delight in her ... 
21:16 ( ':"1'7'11 ) Then, on the day when he assigns 
23: 12 ( 11) ( :-,~..,, ) But when evening comes on ... 
23:14(13) ( ':"1•':"11 ) and when you sit down ... 
24: 1 ( ':"\ ,.., 1 ) if then she finds no favour ... 
25: 2 ( 7'1':"\l ) Then if the guilty man aeserves 
25: 6 ( ":"\'":"\\ ) And the first son whom she bears ... 
25:19 ( i\' i'll ) therefore, 1nhen the Lord your God has given 
26: l ( n•;,l ) VJhen you come into the land ... 
27: 2 ( n~ -;,1 ) And on the day you pass ovc:r the Jordan ... 
27: 4 ( ':"'1'':11 ) And when you have passed over the J'.lrdan ... 
28: 1 ( i'l''l"''\ ) And if you obey the voice of the Lord ... 
28:15 ( 
':"'i'i'l' ) But if you will not obey the voice ... 
28:63 ( ':"1'':"1' ) And as the Lord took delight ... 
29:18(19) ( ":'\"'i'l' ) One who, vvhen he hears the words ... 
30: 1 ( ';"\li\\ ) And when all these things come ... 
31:21 ( 7'\'il\ ) And vvhen many evils and troubles have come ... 
Josh. 2:14 ( ";'\~~1 ) When the Lord gives us the land ... 
2:19 ( :'I' \1' ) If anyone goes out of fhe do0rs ... 
3:13 ( :'1'\11 ) And when the soles of the Het ... 
6: 5 ( 'i'l 'ill ) And when they make a long blast ... 
7:14 ( 'il \:'II ) and the tribe which the Lord takes ... 
7:15 ( ;,,;,, ) And he who is taken . . . shall be burned ... 
8: 5 ( 
':"I 'i'" ) and ·."/hen they come out against us ... 
8: 8 ( ':'\~i'll ) And when you have taken the city ... 
22:18 ( "';"\ 'i'\ l ) and ·.r you rc:bel against the Lord 1" ... 
Josh. 
Jud. 
I Sam. 
II Sam. 
I Kings 
II Kings 
Is a. 
22:28 
23:15 
4:20 
7: 4 
7:17 
9:33 
11:31 
12: 5 
21:22 
2:36 
3: 9 
10: 7 
16:16 
17:25 
23:23 
25:30 
11:20 
15:35 
17: 9 
1:21 
2:37 
11:38 
11:38 
17: 4 
18:12 
18:24 
19:17 
20: 6 
4:10 
2: 2 
3:24 
4: 3 
7:18 
7:21 
7:22 
7:23 
8: 8 
8:21 
10:12 
10:18 
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••• ( ~'':"11 ) if this should be said 
( ';"1';,1 ) But just as all the good things ... 
( ':1''nl ~ 
( ~ '':'"1 1 ) 
. ( ':"\~il) ) 
( ';'!''ill ) 
( 'il'':"\1 ) 
( -;o,,;,l ) 
( il'':"\1 ) 
And if any man comes 
and he of whom I say 
do as I do ••• 
Then in the morning ••• 
Then whoever comes forth 
and vvhen any of the fugitives 
And when the fathers ••• come 
of Ephraim ... 
( ~'i"'l ) And everyone who is left in your house 
• • • ( ~·;"'I ) and if he calls you ••• 
. .. 
( 'il'ill ) Now when these signs meet you 
( ';"\'ill) and vvhen the evil spirit from God is 
( ';"1'':"\1 ) ar:d the man who kills him ••• 
( i'l'i"'l ) and if he is in the land ••• 
:'1'';'\l ) And when the Lord has done ••• 
( i'l'ill ) 
( ~"'il) ) 
( ;"\':'!' ) 
Then if the king's anger rises ••• 
so 'Nhatever you hear from the king' s house 
and when some of the people. fall ••• 
'il''il)) Otherwise it will come to pass, when my 
lord the king sleeps ••• 
( il';,l ) For on the day you go for th 
( u'ill ) And if you will hearken ••• 
( ';"I';, I ) And if you will hearken ••• 
( il'l'11 ) You shall drink from the brook ••• 
( ':'l'i'll ) And as soon as I have gone ••• 
( i'l'i'll ) and the god who answers by fire ••• 
( ";'\'i'll ) and him ''Jho escapes ••• 
( 'il'~l ) and lay hands on whatever pleases them 
••• ( il'i"ll ) so that vvhenever he comes to us ••. 
( il''ill ) And in the Latter days ••• 
( ~·:'11 ) Instead of perfume there shall be ••• 
( 'il'':"\1 ) And he who is left in Zion ••• 
( il';,l ) In that day 
( 7'1'i11 ) .In that day 
( ':"\''i'll ) And becauee of the abundance of milk ••• 
( i'l'ill ) ht! that day every place ••• 
( i'l'il' ) And its outspread wings will fill ••• 
( ":"''ill ) and when they are hungry L. 
( il':"11 ) Vihen the Lord had finished 
( ':'l''ill ) and as ····hen a sick man ••• 
Is a. 
Jerem 
Hosea 
10:20 
10:27 
11:10 
11:11 
1'3:14 
14: 3 
16:12 
17: 4 
17: 5 
23:15 
23:17 
24: 2 
24:18 
24:21 
27:12 
27:13 
29: 4 
29: 8 
3:16 
4: 9 
5:19 
12:15 
12:16 
15: 2 
16:10 
17:24 
25:12 
25:28 
27: 8 
30: 8 
31:28 
42: 4 
42:16 
49:39 
51:63 
( ';'l"o;,' 
( ';") '':"11 
( ~ ':1, 
( -;,•-n1 
( ;"1':'1\ 
( il'':"'l 
( ':"\'';'\ ~ 
( ';')'~' 
( '7'\'i' ~ 
( ;,'~1 
( ':")'-;,) 
( ':"\\':"'I 
( ~· ':"11 
( ';"1'':')' 
( ';'\' ';'l , 
( ';1'711 
( :"1~:, I 
( ':'l'i11 
( i'l'i'l 
) In that day 
) And in that day ••• 
) In that day 
) In that day ••• 
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) And like a hunted gazelle ••• 
) li!hen the Lord has given you rest 
) And when ]oab presents himself 
) In that day ••• 
) It shall be as when the reaper gathers 
••• ( ':'1':"11 ) and as when one gleans ••• 
\ T~ +h~+ ri~u I .J..Jt VJ1U!..,. .._..U'j ••• 
) In that day ••. 
) At the end of 70 years ••• 
) And it shall be, as ,r,,ith the people ••• 
) He who flees at the ~ound of the terror ••• 
) On that day 
) In that day ••• 
) And in that day 
) Your voice shall co:ne from the gound 
) As when a hungry man dreams ••• 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
':"I'':")) ) 
i' •':"'I ) 
':'1'~1 ) 
And when you have rnul tip lied ••. 
In that day ••. 
And when your people say ••• 
. ( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
:")'';'11 ) 
;'I •;,) ) 
i'l'':"11 ) 
':'I'':'), ) 
i"'i1l ) 
i'Pi'11 ) 
i1' ':"\, ) 
':"\';, l ) 
:, 'i1 ' ) 
~'ill ) 
:"1':'\l ) 
':") 1' '-;,1 
i'l';, l 
:'l'i1l 
And after I have plucked them up ••• 
And it shall come to pass, if 
And when they ask you ••• 
And when you tell this people 
But if you listen to me •• 
Then after seventy years are completed 
And if they refuse to accept the cup ••• 
But if any nation 
And it shall come to pass in that day 
And it shall come to pass that ••• 
And whatever the Lord an svvers ••• 
) Then ·the sword which you fear ••• 
) But in the latter days ••• 
) When you finish reading 
1: 5 ( 
2: 1(1:10)( 
2:18(16) ( 
~,. i1 \ 
,., , :'11 
,,•ill 
i'l'i'\1 
':'I·~ l 
) And on that day 
) and in the place where it was said ••• 
) And in that day ••• 
2: 23(2!) ( ) And in that day ••• 
4: 9 ( ) And it shall be, like people, like priest 
Joel 3: 1(2:28)( ':'!'i11 )And it shall come to pass afterward ••• 
3: 5(2:32)( n•nl ) And it shall come to pass that all who call ••• 
4:18(3:18)( ':'1'':'1, ) And in that day ••. 
Amos 
~1ic ah 
Nahum 
leph. 
I sa. 
Ezek. 
Zech. 
Ruth 
I Chron. 
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3: 7 
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1:10 
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And if ten men remain 
And on that day ••• 
And it shall come to pass in the latter days ••• 
And in that day ••• 
And all who look on you ••• 
And on the day of the Lord's sacrifice ••• 
On that day ••• 
At that time ••• 
Before they call ••. 
From new moon to new moon 
And 1Nhen they say to you ••• 
on that day 
But on that day ••• 
On that day ••• 
then from the eighth day onward ••• 
When they enter the gates ••• 
And ••• every living creature ••• 
Fishermen will stand beside the sea 
You shall allot it ••• 
In whatever tribe the alien resides 
and it shall come to pass, if 
And as you have been a byword 
On that day 
And on that day 
And on that day ••• 
And if anyone again appears 
On that day. U 
In the whole land •• two thirds shall ·be 
cut off 
On that day there shall be ••• 
On that day 
And on that day ••• 
Then everyone that survives 
And if any of the families ••• 
and in the morning 
When your days are fulfulled 
Gen. 
Ex. 
Num. 
Jud. 
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QAL F-ERFECT 'iHTH WA~IIJ G:i-.!SECUTIVE AS FREQUENTATIVE 
If\JTR·:!DUCING A CLAUSE 
30:41 
17:11 
33: 7 
33: 8 
33: 9 
21: 9 
2': 19 
~Nhenever the stronger of the flock were breeding 
'T\ \, W P ~ il 1 N:i il "'''n ~ · ~ =>:l 7'1'~1 
1Nhenever Moses held up his hand 
,.,. ';1~ ~ "'0'""1"' .,w ~':) j'\•;'11 
and everyone who sought the Lord would ~-• •• 
71 \7'1' uj i' ':l~. ~~ ~·:"11 
Vfu.enever Moses went out to the tent 
'7'1~ 7'1 • s~ -;,iJ~ .. l"\.., . 'li~ -;,·;,1 
1Nhen Moses entered the tent 
-;,~ i1 N.7'1 ':'lw11 ~':l':) 7'1'7'\l 
And if a serpent bit any man 
W'"eV"'\N. w,l7'l l01 "'0~ il'i'1 
But whenever the judge died 
~~luJ'ii 1"\~::l ':'~'ill 
6: 3 For whenever the Israelites put in seed 
19:30 
7~ "'\ii.J. ~"" ~ "'0~ ';'\,71, 
And all who saw it said 
i'h~1 i1~""17'1 -~::;, ';1•711 
... 
I Sam. 13:22 So on the day of battle 
Tl~h. '1)1'::1 ~'ill 
16:23 And whenever the evil spirit from God was upon Saul. 
'''N.0 -s~ "'0'7'1~N. -m.., lw'71:~. -;,•i\1 
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II Sam. 14:26 for at the end of every year he used to cut it 
"'D~wL, "'D~~, Yi'h :i'i\1 
15: 5 And whenever a man came near 
-nrrrnw':'lL, w·~ ~i7:l ':"''i1! 
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QAL IivlPERFECT AS FL1TU2E NARRATIVE TENSE 
A. USED AS A COPULA 
Gen. 
Exod. 
4:12 
6:19 
9: 2 
9:25 
15: 5 
13 
16:12 
27:33 
27:39 
28:22 
31: 8 
J4:10 
35:10 
37:20 
41:27 
41:40 
44:10(a) 
(b) 
44:17 
48:19(b) 
49:17 
3:12 
4:12 
4: 15 
4:16 
7: 1 
19: 6 
22:24(25) 
22:30(31) 
23: 2 
23:26 
23:33 
25:15 
25:20 
25:27 
25:31 
25:36 
26:13 
26:~4(a) 
27: 1 
27: 2 
28: 8 
You sha 11 be ( -;, 1 i1.l'l ) a fugi ti v2 and wonr:erer 
they shall be ( ''';"\\) male and female 
The fear of you ••• shall be ( -;, ':1, ) upon ••• 
a slave of slaves shall he be ( -;,•';"1') ••• 
so shall your descendents be ( ;"'\•;,• ) 
your descendents will be ( :"\'':i') sojo'lY:-'.e:rs 
~e ~hall Ge ( ';"\'':"~' ) a wild ass ••• 
he shall be ( ;,\;,• ) blessed ••• 
your dwelling shalJ. be ( 7'1'':"1~) away from ••• 
this stone shall be ( -;,•':"\') god's house ••• 
The spotted shall be ( ';"\''n') your l"ages ••• ; the 
striped shall be ( ~':"\' ) your wages 
the land shall be ( ';"l 1 7'1:n )open to you ••• 
Israel shall be ( :"\'':"\' ) your name 
what will become ( ,'':"1') of his dreams 
they shall be ( ''':"\' ) sevcm years of famine 
You shall be ( ~'-;,n ) over my house 
he ••• shall be ( ;'1 1 :"'1~) a slave to me ••• 
••• the rest of you shall be ( ''ill'l) blamelr:'ss 
he shall be ( ;"\' ':"1' ) a slave b me 
his descendents shall be ( ':"\'':"\') a multitude ••• 
Dan shall be ( ':"I'':"''") a serpent ••• 
I will be ( ':"l'':"'N. ) with you ••• 
• •• I will be ( ~':"IN ) with your mouth ••• 
••• I will be ( ;,•;"JN) 1Nith your mouth ••• 
He shall be ( ':"\'7'1' ) a mouth for you, and you shall 
( ':"l'':"\l'l ) be his God. 
Aaron your brother shall be ( ':"!'~" ) your prophet. 
And you shall be ( 1';'111 ) a kingdom to me ••• 
you shall not be ( 7'1'-;,:n ) a creditor to him ••• 
You shall be ( p• ':"''li ) men ••• 
You shall not follow ( '"'''n~ ':"'1':1:n) a multi tude ••• 
You shall not be ( ':"\'':"'''n ) childless 
It will be ( ':"''i'l') a snare to you 
The poles shall be ( '':1') in the rings 
the faces of the cherubim shall be ( l''il') towards 
the rings shall be ( 1'':'1') close to the frame 
its cups ••• shall. be ( ''':"I~) of the one piece with it 
their capitals ••• shall be ( ,,i1~ )of .oQ~ piece with it 
•• the curtains, shall hang (1'11.,'0 ":'1';,-) over the sides 
they shall be ( Pil") entire ••• 
••• the altar shall be { i1'~~) square 
its horns shall be ( )"il'%1) of one piece 
••• the band ••• shall be ( ':"'',i'l~) of the same work ••• 
Exod. 
Levit. 
28:16 
28:20 
28:21 
28:42 
29:28 
30: 2 
30:25 
30:31 
30:32 
30::>36 
30:37 
2: l 
2: 5 
6:16(23) 
7:18 
ll:ll 
11:35 
ll :36 
13:45 
14: 2 
15: 3 
15:17 
15:19 
15:25 
15:26(b) 
16: 4 
17:· 7 
19: 2 
19:23 
19:24 
19:34 
20:21 
21: 6 
21: 8 
22:20 
22:2l(a) 
23:15 
23:17 
23:18 
23:20 
23:27 
24: 5 
25: 5 
25:10 
25:11 
25:12 
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It shall be ( ~·~· square ••• 
• •• they shall be ( 1'':'1' ) set in gold ••• 
The stones shall be ( 1"':'\l'\ ) according to the 
names ••• they shall be ( 1":''H"') for the twelve tribes 
•• they shall reach ( '':"\' ) from the loins ••• 
••• it is ( i'\•o;,•) the he&Do\1«. offering ••• 
.•• it shall be ( ':"\'':"\, ) square 
it shall be ( ~·~' ) a boly anointing oil 
••• this shall be ( ~·;-,•) my holy anointing oil 
it shall be ( ~~~·)holy to you ••• 
it shall be ( i'\·~·) most holy ••• 
it shall be ( ';'Pi'\' ) holy ••• 
his offering shall be ( ~·~·) of fine flour 
it shall be ( ';'\'':'\TI ) of fine flour ••• 
every cereal offering ... shall be ( ':"\ •i'll"') burned 
••• it shall be ( .,., ·~· ) an abomination ••• 
Thev shall be ( 1'":"1 1 ) an abomination •• • 
·they shall be ( ''i'l' ) unclean to you 
a spring shall be ( ":"\':')') clean 
The leper ••. shall wear ( "0~~.,~ ,,;,•) torn clothes 
the hair of his head shall hang ( ~,""10 i'\•;,•)loose 
This shall be ( i'l':"'\ %1 ) the lav.1 ••• 
This shall be ( ":"'•'n%'1 ) the law of 
every garment on which is ( ';"'•n, ) the seed of copulat. 
she sha 11 be ( ':'1 •':'U'\ ) in her impurity 
she sha 11 be ( ';"\'":"''!'I ) unClean ••• 
everything ••. shall be ( ":"1'':"'1' ) unclean • 
•• the linen breeches shall be ( 11 ":"1 1 ) on his body. 
this shall be ( ;"'\':'ll'1 ) a statute for every. 
you shall be ( ''iU"' ) holy 
it shall be ( ;,•;,• ) forbidden 
all their fruit shall be ( ":"1• 'n • ) holy 
(he)shall be ( ;,•-;,•) like the native 
they shall be ( ''":"\' ) childless 
They shall be ( 1':"1' ) holy ••. 
he shall be ( ':1·~· ) holy ••• 
it will not be ( ~·:"1• ) acceptable 
it shall be ( ';"\'i"'' ) perfect 
they shall be ( ":"1 ~ H;"'\1"\) seven full weeks. 
they shall be ( :"ll ,, ":"1 n ) fine fl0ur 
they shall be ( p ":"1' ) a burnt offering 
they shall be ( '':"'1' ) holy 
it shall be ( ~·n• ) a time of holy convocation 
two-tenths of an ephah shall be ( 7"1 1 ~• ). 
it shall be ( ':'\':'1' ) a ~rear of solemn rest ••• 
••. it shall be ( ~':"lJ'\) a jubilL:ee 
A jubilee shall that fifth year be ';"\ "'':"1 !'1 ) ••• 
••. it shall be ( ~'':"''l'\ ) holy 
Levit. 
Num. 
Deut. 
29~. 
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25:40 
25:50 
25:53 
26:12 
26:33 
27: 9 
27:10 
27:21 
27:25 
27:32 
27:33 
4: 7 
4:27 
5:17 
5:13 
he shall be ( i''":''" ) with you ••• 
theprice ••• shall be ( ':"1'':'1' ) according to ••• 
shall be be ( ':"\'':"\' ) with him 
you shall be ( l'ill"l ) my people 
your cities shall be ( '1'':'1') a waste 
all that a man gives ••• is ( ':'\'i'l') holy 
it •.• shall be ( :"'' :"'"') holy • 
its possession shall be ( 7'P':"'l1) the rriests 
Every valuation shall be ( ':'\'':'I' ) according to the shekel 
of the sanctuary: twenty gerahs shall ma':.e ( ~·;,•) the 
shekel. 
the tenth animal shall be (':'\'il') holy 
it shall be ( :"\'il') holy ••• 
the bread ••• shall be ( :"''M~) upon it 
... 
All the service ••• shall be ( 'i'l''illl) at the command ••. 
the dust that is ( ':"'''M') upon the floor ••• 
•• the waters cf the bitterness shall be ( ,,;,,)in his 
hand ••• 
6: 5 he shall be ( ':"1 1 ':"1' ) holy . 
14:33 your chilcJreo shall be ( l'':"'' ) shepherds ••. 
14:43 ••• the Lord will not be ( ':'l'il' ) with you ••• 
15:15 So shall the sojourner be ( ':"'' ;,• ) before: the Lord 
17: 5(16:40) that he be ( ":'1'':"1') n"t as Korah 
l8:l(l ••• it is ( :"'1':"1') holy to y'Ju 
19:13 he shall be ( ';"1•':"1') unclean ••• 
24:22 Cain shall be ( ':"'• ':"'') wasted ••• 
27: l7 that the congregation ... mav not be ( ":'1 'i'H'\ ) as sheep ••• 
28:14 Their drink offerings shall be l i1'':"1•) half a hin ••• 
28:19 they shall be ( '1'':"1' ) without blemish. 
28:31 they shall be ( ~;,• ) without blemish 
29: l it si ( ':"'\'':"'\' ) a day for you to blow 
29: 8 they shall be ( ~':"I· ) without blemish 
29:1.3 they shall be ( \'':"'\' ) without blemish. 
32:26 our cattle shall be ( '1':'1' ) there ••. 
34: 6 this shall be (~'':"'')your western boundry. 
34: 7 this shall be ( ':'\'il•) your northern boundary 
34: 9 this shall be ( :"\':"1' ) your northern boundary 
34:12 this shall be ( ':'1'':"1~ ) your land 
35: 3 their pasture lands shall be ( '\'i'l~) for their cattle 
35:11 they shall be ( ';'\)''':'I~ ) cities of refuge ••• 
35:13 the cities ••• shall be ( ":'''l"i'l~) your six cities •• 
35:14 they shall be ( 'ill"':"\!'\ ) cilltibes pf refuges 
7:14(a) 
ll:24(b) 
13:10(9) 
17: 7 
You shall be ( ';"\' ":'1 ]\ ) blessed ••• 
••• your terri tory shall be ( ,,''il") to the vvestern sea •• 
your hand shall be ( ":'1'7''1') first against him 
the hand of the witness shall be ( ~'i'l'n) first 
against him. 
Deut. 
Josh. 
Jud. 
I Sam. 
II Sam. 
18: 3 
18:13 
21: 5 
24:19 
24:20 
24:21 
28:44 
29:12(13) 
31; 8 
31:19 
":l '1 .-~ J.L .L._; 
1: 4 
1 ; 5 
2:19(a) 
3; 7 
4: 6 
9: 2<)) 
14: 9 
15: 4 
20: 6 
24:27 
4: 9 
6:16 
10:18 
11: 9 
ll: 10 
13; 5 
13: 7 
13:12 
8: ll 
14:40 
18:18 
20:42 
23:17 
24:13(12) 
24: 14( 13) 
25:31 
2:26 
5: 2 
7:14 
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This shall be ( -;,•;"1") the priests' due ••• 
You shall be ( ':"'"i1 I'\ ) blameless ••• 
every dispute and assault shall be ( "'1"\"i'\" ) by 
their word 
it shall be ( -;-po;,• ) for the sojourner ••• 
it shall be ( ':"\'':"\')for the sojourner 
it shall be ( ~'";"\' ) for the sojourner 
he shall be ( i'\ • ':"'!" ) the head, and you shall 
be ( ':"1':""\t'\ ) the tail. 
that he filay be ( ':1"i'l') your God 
he will be ( ':'\"i'\' ) with you 
that this song may be ( 'i\"i1'r'\) a ':"Iit.ness 
I will be ( ~'-;,~) with you. 
to the great sea ••• shall be ( ':"~'~") your 
territory 
••• so I vvill be ( ':'\'i'\N) with thee ••• 
everything which is ( n•i'l") with you in the house 
• • • so I will be ( ;"'\' i"' ~ ) v;i th you 
••• that this may be ( il'i'\11) a sign •.•• 
that wrath be ( ':"''i'l' ) not upon us 
(it) sh2ll be ( ;,•'i'l'l'l ) an inheritance for you 
This shall be ( ~~n•) your south boundary 
he who is ( ;,•~·) high priest ••• 
this stone shall be ( ':'\' ':'\!'1 ) a \'fitness 
the road ••• shall not be ( "n•i'\n) for your glory ••• 
But I will be ( ;,•;,~) with you ••• 
He shall be ( ";"\'~') head over all ••• 
I ';vill be ( ':"\• n~ ) your head ••• 
The Lord will be ( M"~') witness ••• 
The boy sha 11 be ( ':'\':"1' ) a i\:azirite 
the boy shall be ( ':1':"1' ) a Naziri te 
what Fdll be ( -;,'";"~') the boy's manner of life 
these will be ( n "':"\" ) the ways of the King ••• 
you shall b·? ( P'n'TI ) on one side, anC: I will 
be ( 'i\'7\'l) on the other side 
that I should be ( ~·:'"I~ ) son-in-law to the king 
the Lord shall be ( M"i"'') between me and you 
and I shall be ( i'\~':"'1~ ) next to you 
my hancJ shall not be ( ':'\':"111) against you 
my hand shall not be ( ':'1':"\l'\) against you 
This shall not be ( ':"1"':"\l'\) grief unto you 
••• the end will be ( ':"\•i'\:n ) bitter ••• 
you shall be ( ~'il!"l) prince over Israel 
I will be (~·';'I~ ) his fath:=:r and he shall be 
my son 
II Samuel 7:16 
7:26 
13:13 
15:21 
15:34 
16:19 
17: 3 
19:12(11) 
19:13(12) 
I Kings 2:37 
2:45 
5 :20( 6) 
8:29 
9: 8 
14: 3 
18:31 
II Kings 23:27 
Isa. 1:18 
1:30 
2: 2 
3: 6 
3: 7 
4: 2 
5:24 
7: 24 
10:19 
15: 6 
16: 2 
17: 2 
17: 3 
17: 9 
18: 5 
19:16 
19:24 
28: 5 
29: 8 
39:13 
30:15 
30:26 
31: 8 
34:12 
J er. 4:27 
7:23 
8: 2 
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your throne shall be ( ~~~~).established ••• 
••• the house ••• will be ( i""':"l~ ) established 
you shan be ( ~~~T\ ) like one of the fools ••• 
Wherever my lord the king shall .. be ( i'\'il') 
there also will your servant be ( ~·~., ) 
... I ·.rvill be ( ~ 'i'H~ ) your servant 
So I will serve ( ':'\~~"') you 
All the people will be ( i'\·~·) at peace 
Why should you be ( \1 :"1 li ) the last ••• 
Why should you be ( '';,!'I ) the last ••• 
your blood shall be ( ':'1 1 :"!' ) upon your own heart 
••• the throne of David shall be ( :"\•;"'\,) established 
my servants 1.vi 11 be ( ''';"\' ) vvi th your servants 
my name sha lJ. be ( ';"\ 1 ';"\ 1 ) there 
this ·hou~~ shall be ( ~~~· ) so high 
what shall hapren ( ;,•n• ) to the child 
Israel shall be ( ~·~· ) your name 
My name sha 11 be ( :1 • :1, ) there 
they shall be ( l':"l, ) like wool 
you shall be ( l"i1l'l ) like an oak 
the house of the Lord shall be ( ':'1 1 il•) established 
you shall be ( ~·i"t'l"l) our leader 
I will not be ( :"1':"1 ~ ) a healer ••• 
••• the branch of the Lord shall be (:"l":''P) beautiful 
their root will be ( i1":"!' ) like rottenness 
all the land will be ( ~·n~ ) l:l'iers and thorns 
the remnant ••• will be ( ,,i'l, ) so few ••• 
The waters of Nbnri:n shall be ( 11:"1') a desolation 
the daughters of \bab shall be ( ':'ll":'lTl) lii{e 
they shall be ( :"1~,.;"\l"\ ) for flocks ••• 
the remnant of Syria will be ( \':1 1 ) li!<:e ••• 
the i r strong c i t i P. s will b e ( ', ':"\, ) 1 i k e ••• 
••• and the flower becomes ( ':'1":"1" ) a ripening grape ••• 
the Egyptians will be ( i'\':"1~) like women 
Israel will be ( :"1'':'\ 1 ) the third ••• 
The Lord of hosts will be ( ;, • i'\ •) a crown of 
so shall the multitudes ••• be ( i'\':'1') ••• 
this iniquity shall be ( ;-, 'i'l" ) to you ••• 
in quietness ••• shall be ( ':"1':"1~) your strength 
the light of the sun will be ( ':"! "'':"I•) sevenfold ••• 
his young shall be ( l•n•) for forced labour ••• 
all its princes shall be ( ,,i"t •) nothing ••• 
the land shall be ( i"t':'l~ ) a desolation 
you shall be ( ~~i'l~ ) my people ••• 
they shall be ( ~,i'\, ) like dung ••• 
Jer. ll: 4 
1 L;: 8 
14: 9 
14:16 
15:18 
15 :19 
16: 5 
17:11 
23:12 
23:36 
24: 7 
26: 9 
26:18 
27:17 
28:33 
30:32 
31: l 
31:33 
32:38 
36:30(b) 
44:26 
51:26 
51:62 
Hosea. 1: 9 
8: 6 
13: 3 
14: 6 
Micah :3:12 
4: 1 
Nahum. 3 :ll 
Zeph. 2: 4 
2: 9 
I sa. 41 :ll 
41:12 
55:11 
58: 5 
60:19 
60:20 
Ezek. 71: 4 
7: 9 
7:19 
11:11 
11:20 
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I wi ll be ( :"1 1 :"I~ ) your God 
Vifhy should you be ( ":"1'":"\I\ ) like a stranger ••• 
Why should you be ( ':'l•i\ ~ ) lE~e a man ••• 
the people ••• shall be ( l'i\ 1 ) cast out ••• 
will you be ( ";'\'i\1"1) like a deceitful broo!.,: 
you shall be ( 7'1'':"\l'\ ) as my mouth 
they shall be ( \':"\' ) as dung ••• 
he 1-"ill be ( ':'\'7'1' ) a fool ••• 
their way shall be ( ':'l'il' ) like slippery places ••• 
every man's own ,.,ord shall be ( il'0' )his burden 
••• I will be ( i'\•':"1~ ) their God ••• 
this house shall he (~·:"I,) like Shiloh ••• 
Jerusalem shall be ( i\•il• ) a heap ••• 
why should this city be ( ";'\'il:n) a desolation 
••• they shall be ( ''i\' ) dung on the surface: 
I will be ( ':'I~';"'' N ) your God 
I will be ( ':"'•i\~) the God ••• 
they shall be ( '':"!•) my people 
I will be ( ':'\'il~ ) their God 
his dead body shall be ( 7'1 17\n) cast out ••• 
my name shall no more be ( ':"'' :"'' ) invoked· 
you shall be ( ':"I' ':"11'1 ) a perpetual 'Naste ••• 
it shall be ( ';"'1'":'\n ) a desolation for ever. 
I will not be ( 7'1':"1 ~ ) your God 
It sha 11 be ( ':'1'':'1" ) little pieces 
they shall be ( ''':'I' ) like the morning mist ••• 
I will be ( ~P7't)t) like the dew ••• 
J e ru s a 1 em sh a ll be ( ':"t ':"'I'\ ) a heap of ru i n s 
the house of the Lord shall be (':'\'':'I') established 
you wi 11 be ( '~';"11'1 ) dazed 
Gaza shall be ( :"1 17'1I\ ) deserted 
Moab shall be ( ~ •i\Tl) li'..:e Sodom 
(they) shall be ( ~~· ) as nothing 
(they) shall be ( \'~ 1 ) as nothing 
my word shall be ( ':'\':"~') so 
Is ( i'l.,i\, ) such the fast that I choose 
The sun sha 11 be ( ':'1' i'P) no more thy light ••• 
The Lord will be ( ':'1"':"'1' ) your everlasting light 
your abominations shall be ( ~"':"1'1'\ ) in your midst. 
your abominations shlll be ( ''':"''T\) in your midst. 
their gold is ( ':"1':"'1') like an unclean thing 
This city shall not be ( -;., 1 ':"1~.) your caldron, nor 
shall you be ( ''':'IT\ ) the flesh ••• 
••• I will be ( ':'1'':"\~ ) ~beir God .• 
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••. the land shall be 
••• they shall not be 
people 
:-,•il n ) a desolation ••• 
''-;,') in the council·of my 
they shall no more be ( 1'1'1' ) in your hand ••• 
the iniquity of the prophet~ shall be ( i'l'~') as the ••• 
and I will be ( ;,'~ ~ ) their God. 
••• the land shall be ( :"\"':'In ) a desolation 
that your month may never be open ( ~·~\ ) ••• 
this proverb shall no more be ( 7'1'':"1') used 
his blood shall be (':"!'~')upon himself 
the righteousness ••• shall be ( 'il'i'll'1-) upon 
the wickedness ••. shall be ( ~''i1'J1) upon himself 
you shall be ( ';"\' i"'l'l ) fuel for the fire; your 
blood shall be ( ':"!' ':"!" ) in the midst of ••• 
you shall be ( ':"1'':"1'3'\ ) laughed to scorn 
She sha l.l be ( 'il '':"' :n ) in the midst of ••• 
you shall be ( i"''":''l'l ) a place for ••• 
her cities shall be ( ':"'"l''~l"') a desolation ••• 
it shall be (':'I ,in''l ) the most lowly of the kingdoms 
it shall never again be ( i'l'i'l') the reliance of ••• 
it will be ( i'\'':'1"') a day of clouds ••• 
her cities shall be ( i'I1''~Tl) in the midst ••• 
Thebes shall be ( ':'I ,7"1 I1. ) breached 
his blood shall be ( ~·-;,•) upon his ovm head 
his blood shall be ( ':"!':"\' ) upon himself 
their pasture shall be ( ':"1'':"1') upon the high mountains 
they shan no longer be ( i'll"i'll' ) a prey 
(he shall)be ( ~'':"1') their shepherd 
I will be ( i'l'':"'~ ) their God 
they shall be ( \'i'l' ) showGrs of blessing. 
They shall no more be ( ,, ;,• ) a prey ••• 
they shall no more be ( l'ii') taken away with 
you shall be ( i'P'ill1 ) a desol2tion ••• 
you shall be ( ':"''i'll"') a desolation ••• 
I will be ( i'l'':"''~ ) your God ••• 
so shall the waste cities be ( 7\,lH'i'I'J'\ ) filled 
one king shall be ( i'l'i"'') king ••• and they shall 
be ( 1'':"'1' ) no longer two nations 
I will be ( -;,,~~ ) their God 
it shall be ( i'l'i"'' ) an everlasting covenant 
they shall be ( ''':"~' ) my people 
you will be ( ':"!'ill'\ ) like a cloud ••• 
every 1an'-s sword shall be ( 'il'':"\l'l ) against lisbrother 
they would not be ( ''"i\' ) supported by ••• 
this gate shall be ( "i\''i'\' ) shut ••• 
in which shall be ( 7P~·) the sanctuary ••• 
••. it shall be ( "':'!'~' ) the holy portion of the land 
It will be ( 'i1''il') to him for a possession ••• 
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.-• ·the ephah ••• shall be ( :"\"i1,) of the same 
measure ••• the homer shall be ( i1'':"'1" ) the 
standard measure 
your mina shall be ( :"t'-:1' ) 50 shekels 
All the people ••• shall be ( Pil,) for this offering 
the duty ••• shall be ( :"t'~') upon the prince ••• 
the gate ••• sha 11 be ( i"'"i"'') shut 
it shall be ( :"t'i"'') perfect 
the meal '-:Jffering shall be ( i\'~n ) an ephah 
his inheritance shall be ( ~\7'\rl) for his son:; 
it will be ( '':'1') a place for ••• its fish will 
be ( i"'' i'l I't ) of very many kinds 
these shall be ( ':'1'':111 ) the allotments 
(it) shall be (':1'':'1 1 ) between the border of 
what shouli!l become ( i\'':"1,) of the city. 
the latter splendour of his house shall be (:'Pi\') great 
I will be ( 'il'':"''~ ) to her ••• and I will be ( i'l•;, ~ ) 
the glory within her 
the crown shall be ( ':"\ 'i1 'n ) in the temple 
I will be ( ':"t 'i'H~ ) their God 
the fast of the tenth shall be ( 'il' 'il') joy to the ••• 
it will be ( ':"!,':"\,) aaainst Judah also 
the Lord '"·'ill be ( i'l'-'il,) one ••• 
this shall be ( 'il'i'l") the plague 
whatever beasts~may be ( ':"''i'l') in those 
then the plague shall come ( i"' ,":"'n ) upon them 
this shall be ( i'l'i'll"' ) the punishment ••• 
Mal. 3:12 you will be ( l'ill"') a land ... 
3 :21(4:3) they will be ( \'i'l') ashes 
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I am ( :"'\'":"\ N ) not like one 
the land of Egypt shall not ( 'il'":"\11 ) escape 
How long will your journey be ( 'il'i'l') ? 
that we may no lonaer be ( i"''i"'~) a reproach 
that they should ( ''':'1' ) purify themselves 
you sha 11 be ( 7'1'7'11"1 ) prince over ••• 
which shall be ( ';'\ 'i'l') of thy sons 
I \Nill be ( ~·~~ ) his father, and he shall 
be ( 'i"'" :"t • ) my son 
his throne shall be ( ':"'''il') established ••• 
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why will he ·be ( i"'':'\' )(f~r) a cause of guilt ••o 
he shall be ( ~·i'\• ) a man of peace ••• his name 
shall be ( i"''i'\~) Solomon 
he shall be (':"''i'\"') my son ••• 
I will be (';"'l'i'H~.) his father ••• 
Now my eyes •Nill be ( 1'i"'') open 
If you will be ( i'\ 1 ~~) kind to these people 
You shall have ( ;,'':'1" ) them for food 
Every moving thing ••• shall be ( ':'I' :"'1 1 ) food for you 
never again shall there be ( ~':"'\"') a flood ••• 
kings of peoples sha 11 come ( 1''i'\1 ) from her 
that you may be a witness for me ( :"I 1 ':"-n'l · ) 
a company of nations shall come ( i"'''i'\' ) from you 
the offspring would not be ( :"'l''i'\") his •·· 
which are to be fa 11 ( r'':1l"\ ) the land of Egypt 
and four fifths sha 11 be ( ~ ':"'" ) your own •.• 
Ephraim and Manasseh shall be ( '~':"1 1 ) mine ••• 
the offspring ••• sha 11 be ( ,,~, ) yours 
there v1ill be ( ';"\ 1 i'\" ) no more hai 1 
how long shall this man be ( ':"'''i'\") a snare to us? 
nor shall ever be ( ':"1':"'\') again." 
Your lamb shall be ( i'\ 1 'i'\' ) without bl~mish 
••• no plague shall fall ( i'\"~':1• ) upon you ••• · 
••• and on the seventh day ( 7'1':"1") a holy assembly 
There shall be ( i'\' 'i'\"~ ) one law ••• 
••• that the law of the Lord may be ( ';"'''nl"\) in your 
mouth. 
the firstlings of your cattle ( ':"'\'';"1" ) 
there \''ill be ( ;,,.,.,,) none ••• 
You shall have ( i'\''i'\') no other Gods ••. 
that the fear of him may be ( i'\ 1 :"'\l"\ ) before your eyes 
the wife and her children shall be (i'\':"'ll'\) her 
rna sters' ••• 
••• the dead b0ast shall be (i'\"~':'l"~) his ••• 
• • • the dead beast sha 11 be ( :"'\":"'!" ) his ••• 
an oath ••• shall be ( i'\'':'\1"1 ) between them. 
•• it shall be ( ';"\ '';"'\') with its dam ••• 
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••. thus it shall be ( ~"~" ) for them both, 
they shall be ( ,,~,) for the bvo corners. 
it shall have ( "i'''~' ) two shoulder pieces ••• 
there shall be ( ~·~·) a hole 
it shall be ( ~~n, ) on the front of the turban 
The holy garments of Aaron sha 11 be ( ''':1' ) for 
his sons ••• 
that there be ( ~·~· ) no plague among them 
there shall be ( ':'\'':'I' ) an equal part ••• 
you shall have ( ':1' ~, ) a holy sabbath. 
the priest .•• shall have ( ':'~·~·) it 
•• it!:hall belong (;,'":'\')to the priest 
... it shall belong ( ':'\'~')to the priest 
it shall be ( ~'P711"1 ) for all the sons of Aaron 
it shall belong ( ~,~,)to the priest ••• 
He ••. shall have ( ':"''':"''l"') the right thing ••• 
Every bed ••• shall be ( ~·':"!~) to her as ••• 
There shall be ( ":'\"~') no man in the tent of meeting 
they sha 11 be ( 71' 71'1'1 ) punished 
You sball have ( -;,•':"'!') just balances ••. 
that there may be ( 7'1'':1~ ) no wickedness 
there sha 11 be ( :"l~~·) no l:iemi sh in it ••• 
you shall have ( -;,•':"'!') a holy convocation 
you shall hold ( ':"!'~' ) a holy convocation 
•• you sha 11 observe ( :"1' ':'1') a day of solemn rest 
you shall hold ( ~'P':"''") a holy convocation 
you shall have ( :"1' ':"1' ) one law for the sojourner 
there shall be ( ~'':"'!" ) a sabbath 
all its yield shall be ( ;,';"131) for food. 
••. he shall have ( ':"'' ;"'ll'!) the right of redemption 
they may be ( ':''I' 7'll'l ) red ee:ned 
they may be redeemed ( 7'l '':'131 ) at any time 
slaves v:hom you may have ( '';'l') 
you shall have ( ':"''~n ) no power ••• 
as you value it, so shall it be ( ":"\'71 1 ) 
And there shall be ( ':"1'':'1~) a man with you ••• 
that there may be ( ~'":"\') no wrath ••• 
they shall be ( ,, i"'' ) mine ••• 
••• which tney bring to the priest shall be ( ';'1•;,") his 
••• holy things shall be ( ':'1'':'1') his ••. shall be 
( ':"'"~') his. 
that there may be ( ':'!'~~) no plague among 
you shall have ( ':'!'":"\') one statute 
one ordinance shall be ( ':'\'i"'') for you ••• 
you shall have ( ~·~·) one law 
that there be ( -;,• ':'~') \'irath no more upon ••• 
This shall be ( ':'l'i"'' ) yours ••• 
The first ripe fruits ••. shall be ( ;,,il~) yours ••• 
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every devoted thing ••• shall be ( ~'~') yours ••• 
everything ••• shall be ( ':'1 "~'il') yours 
their flesh shall be (~.,~~)yours ••• the right 
thigh are ( 'il"'il., ) yours 
neither shall you have ( 71 "~l"\" ) any fJOrtion 
you shall have ( n·~·) a holyconvecation 
you shall have ( 'il"~~" ) a holy convocation 
you shall have ( :'\" ':"\"~ ) a holy convocation 
you shall have ( ~,';"\.,) a holy convocation 
you shall have ( ~"'il~ ) a holy convocation 
you shall have ( :"'\':'\') a solemn assembly 
it shall be ( ':i~ ':i' ) his 
this shall belong ( -;,.,;,,) to them as pasture 
these six cities shall be ( ';'\~"ill'\) for refuge for 
the people 
••• the tribe b which they belong ( ~J "i'U\) 
~ •• the tribe to w:1ich they belong ( ':1'l""nll) 
they shall marry ( "C"~~'l~ 'ill"i1.l"') within 
You shall have ( i'l"':'\') no other gods 
it will be ( ;,•;, ~ ) righteousness to us ••• 
there shall not be ( ~":'\') male or female 
so that U•ere be ( ':'\ "":"'' ) no rain ••• 
every place ••• shall be ( ':"\"' :"l') yours 
••• the holy things which you have ( l'':'l, ) ~ •• 
There will be ( ':'1'~ 1 ) no poor ••• 
in which there is ( 71".,') a blemish ••• 
the judge that shall be ( ':'\., i'l' ) in those days 
the LeviUcal priests ••• shall 'have ( ':'1,':'1,) no portion 
They shall have ( ';"\"'':"'\, ) no inheritance ••• 
••• (they) shall dof,~rced labour for you ( l~ ''i'l,) 
.•• all that is ( 7\"'i'l') in the city ••• 
that which he hath ( ':"~"~':'I'~ ) 
a woman shall not wear ( ~) ':"1':"1') anything that ••. 
You shall have ( ':"1'-;,' ) a place 
':ou shall have ( ':'\'';"\') a stick 
There shall be ( 7\'n~) no cult prostitute neither 
shall there be ( ~'':'!' ) a cult prostitute 
it shall be no sin in you ( ':'l'il"~) 
it shall be ( 'il~":''l'\) righteousness to you 
the wife ••• shall not be married ( ':"1"':11"\) 
You shall not have ( ':'1 '':'I, ) in your bag ••• 
You shall not have ( il, ':'1'") in your house ••• 
A full and just ·veight shall you have ( i\' :"1, ) and a 
full measure shall you have ( ':"\'':"\') 
the priest who shall be ( ':'\' ':'1') in those days 
You shall have ( ''7'1') olive trees 
They shall not be ( \'~' ) yours ••• 
there sha 11 be ( ~"71' ) no rest 
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I shall have ( ~,~,)peace ••. 
there shall be ( ':"''"'i1' ) a space bebveen you ••• 
you shall not have ( i1"71,) one lot only. 
, , , tl:!e hill courttry shall be X. ~"71"' ) yours 
There sha 11 not be ( ~, ;"'\, ) an old man in 
we will have ( :"'!~';"\") a king over us 
you shall have ( -;,,~, ) delivF?rance ••• 
there will be ( -;,'I ';"\. ) no escape f'flY" , , .... - ~..... ~ .::J. •• • 
his wi 11 I be ( :"'·~N ) 
it is better that you should send ( 
-;, ·~~ ) 
that you should this day be ( ~'I ':1" ) as 
adversary to me 
. .. 
us 
an 
... should your servant be ( ~, ';"\, ) an added 
to my Lord ... 
there shall be ( ':1"':'1'~) peace from the Lord 
It shall be ( ':'1·~.,) neither mine nor yours 
He shall have ( ';1"':"1"~) one tribe ••• 
help 
burden 
the saying •.• shall surely come to pass ( ~":"'!' 
there shall be ( ~,.,,) neither rain 
it shall not be ( 0, ~, ) (so) 
neither death nor ••• shall come ( ~·';1•) from it ••• 
could this thing be ( ~·~·~) 
a measure shall be ( :"1'~:"1~) 0f~fine flour for a 
she~el tomorrow ••• 
coulc such a thing be ( -;,,~. iJ,) 
the bronze altar shall be ( ":\.'i'l') for me 
there shall be ( ':'1'':'1") rottenness 
there shall be ( ":"1'';"\T\ ) a pavilion 
it shall not come to pass ( i'\"~~) 
there <vill be ( ':'1•':'1') nothing 1.. 
there will be ( ''i'P) five cities ••• 
there will be ( ':'1"':'1" ) an altar ••• 
there wi 11 be ( ';"~•':'\ n ) a highway ••• 
it will happen ( ~.,il,) to Tyre ••. 
her merchandise will suprly ( i'l'~';'l'~) to those ••• 
••• thus it shall be (':'I";,,) 
You shall have ( ':'I • ':'1' ) a song ••• 
No lion shall be ( ~"'':'1") there ••• 
There will be ( ":"'! • i'l"') peace and security 
It shall be ( ':'1'~') well with you ••• 
There shall be ( ~~';'I,) no remnant ••• 
nor shall you have ( ':'l"i'l'~) a famine ••• 
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sv10rd and famine shall not come ( ":'1"7"1' ) on this ••• 
nor shall you have ( ~n·) sons ••• 
it shall be ( ~ ":1" ) ~·,ell 'Vith them ••• 
and shall remain ( i'1":1') there ••• 
you \'Jill find ( i'1" ':"1' ) your welfare ••• 
he shall not have ( ';')"-;,"~) anyone ••• 
there he sha 11 remain ( i"\ •;,• ) •••• 
yet again shall there be ( ':"1"i"\•) in this place ••• 
you shall not ••• have ( ~·7"1') a vineyard •• : 
He shall have ( ':"1"i"\") none to sit 
the men ••• shall have ( i'1"i"\") no remnant. 
thne of the remnant ••• shall ( i1•'il•) escape ••• 
There shall be ( ':"1"'il') no nation ••• 
none shall dwell ( 'il•':'l•) in it 
there shall be ( :"'"i"\l'1) tnose that escape ••• 
It shall not be ( i'1'-;,"'). 
Hlis also shall not be (;"1•7'1'\). 
therefore you will have ( ':'1"n • ) none to ••• 
you shall have ( ''":"1') no more soothsayers 
their CDnfusion shall come to pass ( 7"1"7'1TI ) 
she will be ( .-;,• 7'11'1 ) 
nor shall there be ( 'il'":"l" ) any after me 
and (bey) shall be ( '" 'il" ) yours ••• 
rny salvation shall be ( ':'P':"\1'1) for ever. 
my deliverance shall be ( ~"':"\l"'' ) for ever. 
Their webs will not serve ( 1•-;o,•) as clothing 
yours shall be (":'!'":'!')everlasting joy 
No more shall there be ( n•':"\') in it ••• 
(you) shall not be ( 7\"7'111) to them a reprover 
Rumour shall be ( 71"7'1" ) Yf'CI:rl rumour ••• 
there shall be ( ":'1'7'1' ) no more any false vision 
there shall be ( ":'!':"\') a deluge of rain 
n~r ever shall be ( i'1'7'1"). 
that iniquity be ( ':"1 ''il" ) not your ruin 
• . . (it) shall never happen ( ':'l'":''l'1) ••• 
••• the rod ••• shall be ( ~·-;,•) no r:1ore 
there shall be ( 7\"7'1") no more a brier .•• 
there shall n:J longer be ( 'i\ ''il, ) a pri r:ce ••• 
that thc::y may not be ( ":'\J "7'1 'n ) f,,r food for them ••• 
these t•io countries shall be ( ":'''l'''il'n ) mine 
there shall be ( n·~~ ) one shepherd for ••• 
it shall corle to pass ( ;'l"~n) in the latter days. 
there shall be ( ~ "'i'"l, ) a great shaking 
linen turbans shall be ( l•-:1•) on their heads and linen 
breaches ( ~~,) upon their loins ••• 
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every devoted thing ••• shall be ( ~·~,) theirs 
••• it shall belong ( "i\·~~) to the p·I'iests ••• 
••• there shall be ( ~·;,•) for the sanctuary ••• 
it shall belong (':"!·~·)to the ~·,hole house .••• 
You sha 11 have ( "';:!', ) a •• • •. just bath •• · .. 
you shall have ( ~"'':"'' ) the ?assover ••• 
it shall belong to ( 'il''ill1 ) his sons 
the portion sha-ll be ( ';"\'";,~) by the bordeT· 
(it) shall be ( "i\"':'', ) the prince's 
in f;lt. Zlun there shall be ( ":'\'ill1 ) those who ••• 
there sha 11 be ( ':"I~ il, ) no survivor ••• 
under standing shall be ( 7\ '':'I~) be.tween them . 
there shall be ( ;'P"il') a fountain ••• 
th!':re shall be ( ~·i"''' ) neither cold nor ••• 
••• at evening there shall be ( ~·:-,• ) light. 
••• it shall be ( ':'\•':"'') in summer and in winter. 
there shall be ( ~'':"\') no more curse ••• 
a great panic from the Lord shall fall ( ~·;,TI ) on 
a plague like this shall fall ( 'il'':"'li) 
there will be ( ;, • ':"1' ) no rain on them. 
there shall be ( "i\'':"1') on the bells 
L. there shall bo longer be ( "il"' ':"1' ) a trader 
\',lhat shall (there) be ( i"''''i',) at the latter end 
.neither (shall she) be ( 'il'':"'n ) for him. 
it shall not be ( i"'''ill"' ) this time as ••• 
my heart will be ( ~·':'I•) knit to you 
there shall not be ( ;,•';'I') the like after you 
In Jerusalem shall my name be ( 'il''il') for ever. 
the waters shall never again become ( 'il ':"\, ) 
we also will become ( 7\,':"\J) my Lord's slaves 
He also shall beco~e ( 'il"':'\' ) a people 
••• our little ones will become ( 1•':"1' ) a prey ••• 
• •• who you said would become ( 1'':"1' ) a prey 
every daughter ••• shall become ( 'i'IJ''':"'J1 ) a wife ••. 
\'Jho you said would become ( ';'\'-;,' ) a prey ••• 
she sha 11 become ( 7P i\l"l ) his wife ••• 
Deut. 
Jud. 
I Sam. 
I sa. 
Jer. 
Hos~a 
22:29 
2: 3 
8:17 
5: 9 
7:23(a) 
and (c) 
7:34 
22: 5 
46:19 
48: 9 
48:34 
49:13 
5: 9 
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she sha 11 become ( ":'1 'ill'\ ) his wife ••• 
they shall bec0me ( ''~') adversaries 
You shall become ( ,~:"ll'l ) his slaves. 
• •• many houses will become ( '':''P) a desolation 
( ~'':'I"~) every place ••• will become ( i'l"~:'l'.) 
briers and thorns 
Ll1e prophets will become ( ''';"\") wind. 
the land shall become ( ":'1'";"\Tl ) a waste 
that this house shall become ( ~·;,~) a desolation 
i•Aem~hi s shall become ( i'l ~ :"'\~) a~"waste 
her cities shall become (':nw:1T\) a desolation. 
the waters of Niiririm shall become ( ''i'l' ) desolate 
Bozrah shall become ( -;,"~~'!\) a horror ••• and all 
her cities shall be ( ":'11''':"13'l) perpetual Wgstes. 
Ephraim shall become ( ~'I":"' n ) a desolaUon 
Joel 4:19(3:19)Egypt shall become ( ":"''~i'll)) a desolation, ar;d Edom 
Amos 5: 5 
Micah 7:10 
Isa. 60:22 
I Chron. 11: 6 
II Chron.· 12: 8 
( ":1"";"\f1 ) a desolate wilderness ••• 
And Bethel shall come to ( ~,~, ) nought. 
Now she will become ( ":'''~:n ) an object ·-!£ treading 
dqwn 
the least one shall become ( i'l"n') a clan ••• 
he shall become ( ':1"~i\~) chief ••• 
they shall become 1'i'l~) servants 
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o;,';'") IMPERFECT USED AS COPULA (FUTURE) 
A. 
1. PRONO!JlHJAL SUBJECI - NOMINAL PREDICATE 
Gen. 4:12 6:19 9:25 15:13 16:12 37:20 41:27 44:10(a),17 
Exo. 19:6 22:24(25),30(31) 23:33 29:28 30:25,31 
Lev. 7:18 11:11 14:2 15:3 17:7 23:15,17,18,27 25:5,10 
26:12 
Num. 29:1 34:12 35: ll '14 
Deut. 18:3 28:44 
Josh. 15:4 20:6 
Jud. 10:18 11:9 13:12 
I Sam. 8 :ll 18:18 25:31 
II Sam. 5:2 15:34 
I sa. 3:6,7 
Jer. 17: ll 28:l3 31:1 51:26,62 
Hos. 8: 6 
Jonah 4: 5 
Ezek 
Zech. 
Mal. 
Neh. 
I Chr 
ll:ll(b) 
35:4,15 
21:37(32) 26:14 29:15,16 
37:22(b),26 45:4 47:10(a) 
2:9(5)(b) 14:12 
3 : 12 '21 ( 4 :3) 
2:6, l7 
11:2 22:9(a) 
30:3 34:22,26,28,29 
48:10 
2. DEFH!ED NOMINAL SUBJECT - Na•.UNAL PREDICATE 
Gen. 28:22 31:8 35:10 48:19(b) 49:17 
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Exo. 7:1 
Levit. 2:1,5 25:11 26:33 27:25(b) 
Num. 14:33 28:14 35:13 
Deut. 31:19 
Josh. 24:27 
Jud. 11:10 13:5,7 
I J(ings 18:31 
Isa. 7:24 10:19 15:6 18: 5 19:24 28:5 
Jer. 4:27 23:36 26:18 27:17 
3:12 4:i 
Zeph. 2:4 
I sa. 60:19,20 
E;;ek. 
Zech. 
11:11(a) 12:20 14:16 29:12 37:22(a) 45:11(b),12 46:11 
14:19 
I Chr. 22:9(b) 
B. 
1. PROtJ.J:.UNAL SUBJECT_- ADJeCTIVAL PREDICATE 
Gen. 27:33 
Ex. 23:26 26:24(a) 28:16 30:2,32,26,37. 
Levit. 11:35 15:25,26(b) 19:2,23,34 20:21 21:6,8 22:20,21(a) 23:20 
25:12 27:10,33 
Num. 6:5 17:5(16:40) 18:10 19:13 28:19,31 29:8,13 
Deut. 7:14(a) 18:13 
II Sam. 13:13 
I sa. 1:18,30 
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Jer. 8:2 14:8,9 15:18,19 16:4 
Hos. 13:3 14:6 
I sa. 41: ll' 12 
Ezek. 38:9 46:6 
Ruth. 2:13 
II Chr. 10:7 
2. DEFINED NQ;,Ui~AL SUBJECT - ADJeCTIVAL PREDICATE 
Gen. 34:10 44:10(b) 
Ex. 27:1 28:21(a) 
Levit. 11:336 19:24 25:50 27:9 ,25(a),32 
Num. 27:17 
II Sam. 2:26 
I Kings 9:8 
Isa 4:2 5:24 16:2 19:16 l4:12 
Jer. 23:12 26:9 
Zeph. 2:9 
Ezek. 7:19 14:10 47:10(b) 
Hag. 2:9 
Zech. 8:19 14:9 
c. 
1. PROI'1nt·.1HTAL SUBJECT - ADVERBIAL PHRASE Il0 PREDICATE 
Gen.- 41 :40 
Ex. 3:12 4:12,15,16 23:2 28:20,2l(b), 42 
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Levit. 15:19 25:40,53 
I~um. 5:17 34:6,7,12 
oeut. 24:19,20,21 29:12(13) 31:8,23 
Josh. 1:5 2il9(a). 3:7 4:6 14:9 
Jud. 6:16 
I Sam. 14:4U 23:17 
II Sam. 16:19 
I [(ings 14:3 
I sa. 17:2, 
Jer. 7:23 ll :4 24:7 30:22 31:33 32:38 
Hos. 1:9 
Nah. 3:11 
Ezek. ll :20 13:9,21 14:11 26:5 34:23,24 36:28 37:23,27 
41:6 45:8 48:22(a) 
.. Zech. 2:9(5)(a) 8:8 12:2 
Neh. 13:22 
I Chr. 17:11,13 21:3 22:10 28:6 
2. DEFINED NOMINAL SUBJECT - ADVERIBIAL PHRASE Hl PREDICATE 
Gen. 9:2 15:5 27:39 
Ex. 25:15,20,27,31,36 26:13 27:2 28:8 
Levit. 6:16(23) 13:45 15:17 16:4 24:5 27:21 
Num. 4:7,27 5:13 14:43 15:15 24:22 32:26 35:3 
:Jeut. 11:24(b) 13:10(9) 17:7 21:5 
Josh. 1:4 
Jud. 4:9 
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I Sam. 20:42 24:13(12), 14(13) 
II Sam. 7:14,16,26 15:21 17:3 19:12(11) 19:13(12) 
I Kings 2:37,45 5:20(6) 8:29 
II Kings 23:27 
Isa. 2:2 17:3,9 29:8 30:13,15 30:26 31:8 
Jer. 14:16 36:30(b) 44:26 
Isa. 55:11 58:5 
Ezek. 
Zech. 
Dan. 
I Chr. 
II Chr. 
7:4,9 16:63 
36:38 38:21 
18:3,13,20 21:37(32)(b) 
44:2 45:3,11(a),16,17 
6:14 14:15(b),18 
ll :42 
17:14 
7:15 
30:7 ~3:4,5,14 
46:1,17 
D. PRONC!MINAL SUBJECf - INFINITIVE CQt,:STRUCT IN PREDICATE 
Ezek 23:32 
DEFINED NOr.1Ii'JAL SUBJECI' - INFINITIVE CONSTRUCT Ii'J PREDICATE 
Ezek. 30; 16 
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A. Statements of Subject'S Existence only 
l. PR:JNOi1H;'I:AL SUBJECI - NO PREDICATE 
II Kings 2:10 
I sa. 7:7 24:13 
Amos 7:3,6 
/,iic. 7:10 
Ezek. 16:16 20:32 
2. INGEFINITE NOIMI\:AL SUBJECT - NO PREDICATE 
Ex. 12:16 16:26 
Lev. 19:20 
II Kings 7:19 
Isa. 3:24 
DEFII\ED NJMINAL SUBJECT - NO PREDICATE 
I Kings B :.32 
II Kings 7:2 
Mic. 7:4 
Ezek. 21:18(13) 
B. Statements of Possession 
l. PRO~lO:dNAL SUBJECT - ADVERBIAL ;.:HRASE IN PREDICATE 
Gen. 1:29 
Lev. 7:7,8,9,14 
Num. 3:13 5:9 18:9 33:54 35:5 36:3,4(b) 
Deut. 21:16 28:41 
II Sam. 16:18 
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I Kings 3:26 11:32 
Isa. 45:14 
Ezek 44:30 48:22(b1 
2. DEFINED NOi·~II'!AL SUBJCCT - ADVfRBIAL FI-!RASf IN PREDICATE 
Gen. 9:3 38:9 47:24 48:5,6 
Ex. 13:13 21:4,34,36 
Lev. 7:33 24:29 25:31,32 
Num. 18:13, 14, 15, 18 35: 15 
Deut. 11 :24( a) 12:26 
Josh. 17:18 
I I Kings 16:15 
35:10 44:29 45:21 
3. II'JDEFINED NOi·:P.iAL SUBJECT - ADVERBIAL PHRASE I'\ PREDICATE 
Ex. 12:5, 20:3 28:7 35r2 
Lev. 19:36 23:7,21,24,36 24:22 25:44 26:37 
Num. 
Deut. 
Josh. 
I Sam. 
5:10 9:14 15:29 18:20 28:25,26 29:1,9,12,35 
5:7 18:1,2 23:13(12),14(13) 25:15 28:40 29:18(19) 
17:17 
8:19 1].':9 
Isa. 30:29 
Jer. 
Ezek. 
14:13 16:2 29:32 35:7 36:30(a) 
2: 5 5:11(12) 
45~10 
42:17 
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C. Statements of Existence qualified by Adverbial phrase in Predicate 
1. PRONOi'JiHiAL SUBJECf 
Gen. 21:30 41:36 
Ex. 22:29(30) 26:24(b) 28:37 
Lev. 27:12 
Num. 36:6 
Deut. 17:9 20:11,14 26:3 
II Sam. 18:3 19:23(22) 
I sai. 23:15 
Jer. 27:22 32:5 
Ezek. 3:26 38:16 45:6 46:16 
Zech. 14:8 
Dan. 8:19 11:17' 29 
2. DEFINED NOi1lWAL SUBJECf 
Ex. 10:7 13:9 20~20 29:29 
Lev. 15:26(a) 25:7 
Deut. 
II Sam. 
26:5 
19:36(35) 
Isa. 23:18 51:6,8 59:6 
Ezek. 
I Chr. 
II Chr. 
48:8 
12:18(17) 
1:12 33:4 
3. INDEFINITE NO.\D:AL SUBJECT 
Gen. 9:11 17:16 35:11 
Ex. 9:29 10:14 12:13,49 22:10(11) 28:32(a) 30:12,34 
Lev. 7:10 16:17 20:14 22:2l(b) 25:4 
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Num. 1:4,53 8:19 15:16 18:5 
Jeut. 6:25 7:14(b) 11:17 15:4 17:1 22:5,23:18(17),23(22) 24:13 
25:13 25:14 28:65 
Josh. 3:4 
I Sam. 2:32 
II Sam. 15:14 
I Kings 2:33 17:1 
II Kings 2:21 7:18 
Is a. 4:6 19:15,18,19,23 35:9 39:8 
Jer. 4:10 11:23 14:15 2'3:17 29:7 33:12 44:14 49:36 50:3 
Joel 3:5(2:32) 
I sa. 43:10 61:7 65:20 
Ezek. 7:26 12:24 13:13 18:30 28:24 30:13 34:10 37:24 38:19 
44:18 45:2 
Obad. 17.18 
Zech. 6gl3 13:1 14:6,7,11,13,15(a),l7,20,21 
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QAL I..1PEEFECT W COnDITIO;>JAL CLAUSES 
A. COPULA 
1 • USES I'~T ~ODUCED BY CO!'!D IT I OI·JAL PARTICLE "0 N. 
Gen. 28: 20 
34:15 
II Sam. 19:14(13) 
I Kings 1 ::.>2 
12: 7 
I sa. 1:18 
Neh. 1 : 9 
B. EXISTENCE 
PROTASIS: 
Ex. 21:22 
21:23 
Num. 12: 6 
30: 7 
36: 4 
Deut. 30: 4 
Jud. 6:37 
II Kings 20:19 
Amos 3: 6 
II Chr. 6:28 
APODOSIS: 
Lev. 25:48 
II Chr. 6:29 
If God will be ( ~·~· ) with me ••• 
• • • i f you wi 11 be ( , '7ll' ) l i k e u s 
If you are not ( ~·~l"' ) commander of my army 
If he is ( -;,'~") 
If you 1·'i 11 be ( 
a worthy man ••• 
':1,':'13'1 ) a servant 
Though your sins are ( ''':1') like scarlet 
though your dispersed be ( ~·':'1•) under the ••• 
• • • and if no harm follows ( ~'';'I, ) 
if any harm follows ( ~·':"1•) ••• 
if there is ( ":'1'':'1") a prophet a11ong you ••• 
if her husband hears ( :"1"-;,n ) ::>f it 
if there is ( -;,•i"'' ) a jubilee for the ••• 
if your outcasts are ( ;,·~·) in the ••• 
if there is ( ~·~·) dew on the fleece 
if there will be ( ':'1 ,..,, ) peace 
if evil befalls ( ~'":'1l"') a city 
if there is ( ':"'1':"1") famine ••• , if there is ( :·p-;,•) 
pestilence • • • or ( 'i\ • ":"\, ) cat e rp i 11 a r ••• 
then ••• he may be ( ';'1•';"1n) redeemed ••• 
whatever prayer::: • • . is made ( 'i\ "il" ) by a man 
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2. 1llSES HJTRODUCED BY CONDITIONAL PARTICLE .,~ 
A.- COPULA 
PRJTASIS 
Lev. 22:13 
i\Jum. 9:10 
lS; 5 
APODOSIS 
Lev. 13:52 
Ezek. 44:22 
B. EXISTENCE 
Ex. 
Lev. 
Deut. 
PROT AS IS 
18:16 
13: 2 
13: 9 
13:18 
13:24 
l3 :29 
13:38 
13:42 
15: 2 
15:19 
20:27 
22:12 
25:26 
15: 7 
15:21 
18:22 
19 :ll 
21:15 
21:18 
21:22 
if a priests daughter is ( ~, ':"\l"' ) a widovv . .. 
if any man ••• is ( ';"'\"':"\' ) unclean 
if a man is ( ~·;,•) righteous. 
in which the p 1 ague is ( :'\, :"\, ) ••• 
a widow v,:ho is ( ':"1'':"'111) the widow of ... 
When (if) they have ;,•:-.• ) a dispute ••• 
v'Jhen (if) a rnan has ":"\•:-.•) on the s!:in ••• 
When (if) a man has ~·:"1') leprosy •.• 
vlhen (if) there is ( -;,•':'1') in the skin ••• 
·)Jhen (if) the body has ( ":''' :"'') a burn on ••• 
'dhen (if) a man or woman has ( ";")•:"~•) a disease 
1lhen (if) a man or woman has ( ':'\'il') spots ••• 
If there is ( 'l'\ •-;,' ) on the bald head 
'~'/'hen (if) any man has ( ~·:-.•) a discharge ••• 
If a woman has ( ':'1':'\l'l ) a discharge, and her discharge 
is ( ':"\•';''P) blood ••• 
If a man or woman is ( ~·:"'•) a medium ••• 
If a priests daughter is married { ~' i\!'1 ) to ••• 
If a man has ( ':"1'~ 1 ) no one to ••• 
If there is ( ':'\"~':"\') a poor man 
if it has ( ':"1':"1') any blemish ••• 
if the vwrd does not come to pass ( ':"1' il' ) ... 
if there is ( :-t':"l' ) a man who hates his neighbour 
if a ~an has ( ":'1':"1') t~o wives ••• 
if a man has ( ':'\ '"i\• ) a stubborn 
if a man has committe~: a crime ( il'~' 
22:23 
23 :ll 
25: l 
I Kings 8:37 
APODOSIS 
Lev. 1.3 :4 7 
19: l7 
I Kings 8:38 
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if there is ( 'M~:'l' ) a betrothed virgin 
if there is ( ';'I'':"'\' ) among you any '-vho is ( ':"'\";,~ 
if there is ( ";'\~';"\ , ) a dispute bet··'een men 
if there: is ':"'\~ ':"'\, ) famine ... if there is ( 7'1 , ':'1" 
pestilence ... if there is ( ';'\ .. ";'\'I ) locust 
when there is ( ':"\~i\' ) a leprous disease in 
... the judges 
those ••• 
whatever prayer 
.. ..l--
'JJ11U 
_L_11 1--
:::>l!d.l..l. Ut; i'• ';"\ , ) ( i n o ff i c e ) in 
is made ( 7'\'";'\l'\ by a man ••• 
) not 
Lev. 
Deut. 
Josh. 
II Sam. 
320.· 
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QAL IMPERFECT AS HYPOTHETICAL 
15:10 
21:17 
21:19 
15: 3 
2:19(a) 
15: 4 
Whoever touches anything that is (~,~,)under him ••• 
1m·10ever •.. has ( ';"'1'~':1"~) a blemish ••• 
or whoever has ( ~,~,) a broken foot ••. 
whatever of yours is ~'~7'1,) with your brother 
whoever shall be ( ~,~,)with you in the house ••• 
whoever (everyman) has ( ':"\"'';"1'~) any suit or cause ••• 
321. 
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QAL IMPERFECT Jl.S FR2QUENTATIVE 
A. COPULA 
I Kings ~) : 8(4:28) to the place where the officers were ( i1"i1") .•. 
Ezek. 
I Chr. 
1:12 
1:20 
1:28 
17: 6 
9:24 
B. EXIST'::NCE 
Ex. 28:32(b) 
40:38 
~!u:-n. 9:15 
9:16 
9:20 
9:21 
I Sam. 23:22 
II Sam. 15: 2 
I Kings 4: 7 
5:28(14) 
II Kings 12:17(16) 
Isa. 7:23(b) 
Jer. 35: 9 
Ezek. 1:16 
LO:lO 
wherever the spirit was ( ':'1' :"1') they 'c"'ent ••• 
wherever the spirit 't'a s ( 7"1'i'l" ) they , .. ,ent •.• 
like the appearance of a bow that is ( 7"1'~' ) in 
the c louss ••• 
it s roots remained ( ,,~, ) where it stood ••• 
The gatekeepers were ( ''0') on the four sides ••• 
as it were ( ~,~, ) the opening in a garment 
and fire was ( 7\"i1l"l) in it by night ••• 
at evening it was ( n,~~) upon the tabernacle 
so it was- ( i'1'':"1' ) continually ••• 
sometimes the cloud was ( 7\"':"1') a few days over ••• 
sometimes the cloud remained ( ~'n") from evening 
see where his haunt is ( ~'7"111) 
when any man had ( ;"\"7'\' ) a suit 
each man was ( ':'\"i1") to make provision 
they used to be ( ''r\") a month in L:'banon 
it belonged ( ~"0") to the priests 
evrcry place where there used to be ( ':"\"~') lCY'O vines 
we have ( ~,n~) no vineyard. or field 
their construction was ( ';'\';,~) like a wheel within 
as if a wheel was ( ':'\"0') within a wheel ••• 
322. 
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QAL r;tlPERFECT P.S COIJTINUING PRECEDI!'.JG HWERATIVE OP. JUSSIVE 
Deut. 33: 7 
Jud. 6:39 
Zech. 1: 4 
you shall be ( :1':irt ) a help against ••• 
and let there be ( ~'~' ) dew upon all the 
grounds 
Be ( ,,';"\r.) not as your fathers ••• 
323. 
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QAL L~PERFECT AS MILD h1PERATIVE 
Gen. 49:26 1-Aay they be ( )"71n ) on the head of Joseph ... 
Josh. l :17 may the Lord your God be ( 7'1":"1,) with you ... 
I Sam. 16:37 and may the Lord be ( ';"' '':"P) vJi th you 
I Kings l :37 so may he be ( ';"',:"\, ) with Solomon 
rJeh. 5:13 So may he be Shaken out ( i'~l 7'1':'1, ) and emptied ••. 
II Sam. 
Jer. 
I Chr. 
1t:;:) 
Gen. 
Ex. 
Deut. 
I Sam. 
"'''l"':) 
I sa. 
Jer. 
"C,IA 
Gen. 
-;;~ 
Ezek. 
324. 
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QAL r iPEP.FECT FOLLOVJING PARTICLES 
19:12(11) 
19:13(12) 
14: 8 
14: 9 
27:17 
21: 3 
38:23 
23:29 
34:12 
15: 9 
29: 4 
10:22 
22:24 
2: 5 
15: 2 
Vlhy should you be ( ~'7'1'J'l the last to bring 
Why should you be ( ,., 'ill"\ the last to bring 
"•hY should you be ( 'i1''i1l'l) like a stranger 
Why should you be ( ~\'il':n ) like a man 
\"'Jhy should this city be ( ~'7'll"1) a desolation 
Hhy should he bring ( ';"\' 71" guilt upon Israel. 
Lest we become ( ~'7"1') ) a laughing stock ••• 
Lest the land be ( ':'I'~ n) a desolation ••• 
Lest it be (':"!'':'I") a snare in the midst 
Lest there be ( ':"1'7"1') a base thought in 
Lest he be ( ';"\';"\') an adversary ••. 
though your people Israel be ( ':"1"':"1" ) a<i, the sand 
though Coniah ••• were ( ~,~,) the signet ring ••• 
when no plant of the field was (71"':1') yet in the field 
how is ( 71'7'1") the wood of the vine better than ••• 
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QAL L"·iPERFECT ·~nTH l:ifEAK WA:·J AS FUTURE 'TENSE' 
A. COPULA 
Gen. 
Ex. 
Num. 
I Sam. 
I Kings 
Jer. 
Hosea 
Amos 
47:19 
7:19 
26:24 
17: 3 
31: 3 
18:21 
13:33 
13:10 
9:17 
14: 7(6) 
5:14 
B. EXISTENCE 
Gen. 26: 3 
31: 3 
Ex. 9:22 
I Sam. 28:22 
I Kings 21: 2 
I sa. 30: 8 
37:26 
Mal. 3 ;10 
we ••• will be ( ~·~Jl) slaves to Pharoah 
• •• that they may be ( P'n'') blood 
They shall be ( '':'\'1) separate 
they sha 11 be ( 1';,"1) a sign to ••• 
that they may go ( r~,,) against ••• 
that she may be ( ,·:u,,) a snare for him ••• 
'.·;.the hand of the Philistine may be ( '':'\T" 
that they might be ( "i1 '1) priests ••. 
it shall be ( ·~,, ) like this waistcloth 
they shall be ( ''i1'l) wanderers 
his beauty shall be ( ''il'l) like the olive ••• 
so the Lord ••• wilJ be ( "';"\,,) '.'lith you ••• 
and I will be ('';"\'i'H~l) with you 
and I will be ( ~~~~1) with you 
that there may be ( '':'1')) hai 1 ••• 
that you may have ( \71"1 ) strength 
that I may have ( •;,•1 ) it for ••• 
that it may be (·~nl) for the time to come ••• 
that you should be ( '':'l.nl) to make ••• crash 
that there may be ( ·~·' ) food in my house 
against him 
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QAL IiViP2RFECT LITH WEAK WAU: AS FUTURE 'TENSE' 
IiJTRODUCING A CLAUSE 
II Sam. 5:24 ,';"\ ,, ) and when you hear . .. 
Jer. 42:17 
'
1il'l) All the men . .. shall have no remnant ••• 
Ruth 3: 4 ( •:;•,) But when he lies down ... 
I Chr. 14:15 ( 'i'\•) ) Ahd when you hear the sound 
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And the man and his wife were ( ~n~l) both naked ••• 
Now Abe-l v1a s ('':'I'\ ) a keeper of sheep 
and he built ( ':'I l:l. ·~·1) a city 
The days of Adam ••• were ( 1'':"1'') ••• 
Thus all the days ••• were ( l'~'l) 
Thu? a 11 the days ••• were ( ,,~·n 
Thus all the days ·.,ver"e ( 1\:i'i) •.• 
Thus all the days were ( l'il'l) 
Thus all the days were ( 1':1'1 ) ••• 
Thus a 11 the days vvere ( l'i'Pl ) ••• 
Thus all the days were ( l'il'l ) ..• 
And noah was ( ':"'1'1) 500 years old ••• 
And the rain fell ( ·~~~) upon the earth 
The sons of Noah ••• were ( 1':"\'l) ••• 
All the days of Noah were ( ,,~,, ) ••• 
The beginning of his kingdom was ( '':"ll"l) Babel 
And the terri tory of the Canaanites was ( '':"''l ) from ••• 
The territory ••• was ( ~~~)) from Mesha ••• 
Now Sarai was ( '':"IT'll) barren ••. 
The days of Terah were ( l'~'l) ... 
And Abram was ( '':"l'l) 98 years old 
but he seemed ( ·~·l) 1 ike a jester 
And God was ( 'i1'l) with the lad, ... and he was ( 'i\'1) 
an expert with the bow 
Sarah lived (' • .,,T'I 1·~·n 120 years ... 
And Isaac was ( '':"1'1) 40 years old ••• 
Esalll was ( '':"1'1 ) a skillful hunter ••• 
When Esac was ( 'i'l'l) 40 years old ••• 
and they seemed ( l'i1'l ) to him like ••• 
and he has been ( '':"\ 'l ) with me ••• 
••• the terror of God was ( '':"l'l) upon the cities 
Now the days of Isaac were ( ,,;-,,I ) 188 years ••• 
The sons of Eliphaz were ( ''i1'l) ... 
The sons of Lotan •Nere ( \';"'j"\) ••• 
But Er ••• was ( '7l'l) wicked .•• 
The Lord was ( '':"\'1) with Jos~ph ••• and he 
was ( •n•\ ) in the house ••• 
the !Jlessing of the Lord was ( '7l'l ) upon all ••• 
Now Joseph was ( '7'1'\ ) handsome ••• 
And he was ('i''l) there in the prison ••• 
But the Lord was ( • ':"1'1 ) with Joseph 
and the sons of :Perez were ( l'i't'l) ..• 
the company was ( '71'1) very great ••• 
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All the offspring of Jacob were ( 4':'1,l ) 70 ••• 
and the gnats came ( ·~ lll ) upon man ••• 
So tJ;te gnats were ( "i1 n' ) upon man ••• 
and it was ( 'i1'1 ) a boil breaking out on ••• 
so his hands \''ere ( ~~.,, ) steady ••• 
and i-Jioses was ( '':"!'! ) on the mountain 
and he was ( •:'\~1 ) there with the Lord ••• 
so the tabernacle was ( ·~·1 ) one whole 
but they were ( ''':'l"1 ) joined at the top ••• 
The cherubim sprPCJd 01_1t ( '"il'' ) th~ir v,;ings 
the gold from the offering was ( ·~·\ ) 29 talents 
Num. 1:20 and the people of Reuben ••. (\rvere) ( ''i'l'1 ) ••• 
Deut. 
Josh. 
1;45 So the vvhole number ••• was ( '117\")) ••• 
1:46 Their whole number was ( \''n'1) 683,000 ••• 
3:17 And these were (l'i1'l) the sons of Levi 
3:43 All the first-born males were ( ''n '1 ) in number 
4:36 And their number by families was ( 1':1'1 ) 
4:40 /1.nd their number by families was ( '':"1'1 ) ••• 
4:44 And their. number by families was ( -1'':'1"1 ) ••• 
4:48 Those who were numbered of them were- ( 1~i1", ) 8580 •• 
7:12 He who offered his offering ••• was ( 'i'!"l) NahsYlon 
11: 1 And the people were ( -"i1'1) like the murmurers ••• 
13:33 and we seemed ( '7111 ) •.. like grasshoppers ••• 
15:32 And the people of I srae 1 were ( 1":1'1) in the ••• 
17:14(16:49) Nmv those who died by ·the plague were ( \''n'l) ••. 
24: 2 and the spirit of God came ( '7'1~1 ) upon hir:I as ••• 
25: 9 those who died by the plague were ( 1':1'1) 24,000 
26: 7 and their number was ( Pi'l'l) ..• 
26:20 and the sons of Judah ••• were ( \'i'!'l ) ••• 
26:21 And the sons of Perez were ( l';"'j') )· ••• 
26:40 And the sons of Beia were ( 1'i1'' ) ••• 
26:62 and those numbered of them were ( \'i'\'\ 
31:16 So the plague came ( "':'ll'\1 ) among the congregation 
31:32 Now the booty ••• was ( '7\"l ) ... 
31:36 And the half ••• was ( "':'l111) •. ~ 
31:37 And the Lord's tribute of sheep was ( ·~·1 ) 
31:43 Now the congregation's l-1alf was ( '':'13"\\ ) ••• 
31:52 And all the qold of the offr=:ring was ( 'i'!'l ) 
36:11 f,)r iviahlah ••• were ( ':"11"7'\'n\) to sons of their 
36:12 and their inheritance was ( '7'1l"'l) in the tribe 
33: 5 
6:27(a) 
8:22 
8:25 
And he was ( '';'\"~ ) king in Je.shuru"'" 
So the Lord was. ( ';'1',) with Joshua 
So they were ( Pi'l'~) in the midst of Israel 
And all vvho fell on that day ••• were ( 'i1'1 ) •.. 
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So they were ( ''':1'1) hewers of wood ••• 
and (they) were ( ,, 0'l ) among them 
So their border was ( ·~·' ) fror.1 1\roer ••• 
And the border of •.• Vias ( ~':"\"'\ ) the Jordan 
Their territory was ( ~'i\'l ) Jazer ••• 
Theil' border was ( 1 ':"\'l ) from L·lahanaim 
The lot for the tr'ibe ••• was ( '':"'''l ) 
And their south boundary was ( '-;,'l ) from 
The cities belonging to the tribe ••• were l ~n'l) .•. 
The boundary of the ::phraimi.tes •.• was ( '~"l ) the 
boundary of their inheritance ••. was ( "'i1"1 ) •• • 
And it vvas ( '~~) ) the lot of •... 
And the lots for the children ••• were "'i\"'l ) • • • 
The border of i.lanasseh was ( 1i'\'l ) from ••• 
and ends ( 'i'1'1 ) at the sea 
and the sea was ( '';"'\')) its boundary ••• 
And their bounc1ary on the north side was ( '~"i\'l 
and their inheritance was ( 'i'\"l ) in the midst 
And Beersheba V'as ( '7'"1'\ ) its inheritance ••• 
and the terri tory of its inheritance was ( 'i'\'l ) to Sa rid 
its territory was ( ''i1'l ) Dlezreel ••• 
its terri tory was ( 1 'i\ 1 1 ) Helkath ••• 
its boundary was ( '71 1}) from Heleph and its· end 
was ( ':1'l ) at the Jordan. 
And the territory of its inheritance was ( ~~,, ) Zorah ••• 
the cities allotted to the~n "Vere ( '':1'' ) frr;m 
those allotted to them were ( "':'\'l ) 12 cities. 
the plague was ( 'i'\'l ) upon the congregation 
And the Lord was (• ''il'l ) with Judah 
The ~i.Xit of the Lord came ( ':"lnl ) upon him 
for it was ( '':'\'I ) dry upon ••• 
And the number of those who lapped ••• was ( ':'l"l 
And the weight ••• was ( ':'1'l ) ..• 
Then the Spirit of the Lord Came ( 1 ':"\"1 ) upon 
and it was ( 'il'l ) a cu ston in Israel ••• 
and they were ( l''i1'\) with him 
the ropes ••• were ( ':"IJ"'i1Til) like flax 
and he ground ( )i't!O •;,•, ) at the will 
so the dead ••• were ( p;,~, ) more than ••• 
and it was ( ·~'\) in the house of Micah • 
and tho young man was ( 'il'' ) like one of ••• 
and he was ( \i'\"l) in the house of Llicah. 
so that all who fell •... were ( ~':'\'1 ) ••• 
Thus the sin of the young men was ( '':'Ill\ ) very gr;eat 
And the WOl"d of Samuel Ca!'1e ( '':"'1 1 ) ) to an Israel ••• 
I Sam. 
II Sam. 
I !(ings 
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the hand '"lf the Lord was ( ~:1'n\) against the? city ••• 
The ark of the Lord was ( ~':"'~\ ) in the country of 
and it was ( ''~'1) twenty yea-rs ••• 
and the hand of the T.ord was ( ·~1'\l ) against 
The nar:1e of his first born son was ( ~ ':"1~1·) Joel ••• 
and he was ( 'i'Pl ) li:<e one who was silent 
the men of Israel were ( ''':"l'l) three hundred t~ousand 
Two thousand were ( 1'7"\'l ) with Saul ••• 
And that first slaughter was ( ·~~' ) about 20 men 
I'hw the sons of Saul were ( ,.~., ) ••• 
And the fighting vvas ( ·~l'l ) sevEre between 
The word of the Lord came ( ·~·1 ) to Samuel 
and he was ( '7"1') ) an armour beare:r tc hie:-, 
so :iaul was ( '7"\'l ) L!avid' s enemy ••• 
anC: he was ( -;-,•1 ) in his presence ••• 
Then an evil spirit fr'lm the Lord came ( ·~~\ ) ••• 
The spirit of God came ( 'illl1 ) upon the messengers 
The spirit of God came ( ·~m ) upon him ... 
anc when it was ( •";'\'l ) nee'/ moon ••• 
and he was ( ·~'l) shearing his sheep 
and the number of days 11·1as ( 'ir'l) ... 
And the time that David was ·~ing was ( 'i\'' ) ... 
1\nd the three s0n s of Zeruiah vvere ( \~ ~ ·~ ) there 
his first-b:crn \'las ( •';')'l ) Amnon ••• 
and (they) have been ( ''il'\ ) sojourners there ••. 
the word of the Lord came ( '':"'''l ) to i~athan 
And I have been ( ~~il~' ) with you ••. 
And 0avid administered ( i\~')\ 'i'i'' justice 
Anrl we were ( ':'l"':"'':ll ) upon them ••• 
and it. was ( ,-;,~' ) li'(e a daughter ••• 
and the conspiracy v1as ( 1 ':"\'1 ) strong ••• 
and the battle \'las ( •i\1'\l ) in t>e forest 
and th~ slaughter there Wi'JS ( .. 011' ) great 
And all tbe people were ( ~':"''' ) at strife 
so they were ( ~'l"':"\~' ) shut up ••• 
but the Lard was ( 'i\'' ) my stay 
and I was ( ~ '":"\ ~' ) blameless bef0re 
and she \Mas ( '':'1!'11 ) a nurse to the king ••• 
He conferred with ( ''..,':ll Pi\'l ) Joab ••• 
(Lit. And his words were with Joab) 
King Solomon was ( ~n'' ) king over all Israel 
Solomon's provision for one day was ( ";"l'l ) 
his fame was ( '';"l'l ) in all the nations 
his so1gs .,,ere ( ·~~) ) One thousand and five 
and the levy was ( •-;,') ) V1irty thousa:ld men 
;.lo\/ the v•·.:Jrc! of t;w Lord came ( •'il'l ) to Solor;-ton 
i!ow t:-1e 'Neight of gold •.• was ( 'i'l'\ ) ... 
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And Gcnubath v1as ( 'i'r'\ ) in Pharoah' s house 
ancl was ( •;o,• 1 ) leaC:er of a ••• 
He was ( ':"\'' ) an adw:rsary of Israe·l ••• 
and Jeroboam was ( '':'!"' in i:.gypt ••• 
But the 1·:ord of God came ( ':"\,, ) to Shemaiah 
the vvoTd of the Lord came ( ·n•' ) to ••• 
An( the word of the Lord came ( 'il'' ) to ••• 
And the word of the Lord ca;tle ( ·~·' ) to ••• 
Then the word of the Lord. cane ( • ';1"' ) to 
and his illness 'lias ( ''l"''' ) sevr.Te ••. 
••• ancl they were ( 1'~'' ) two hundred and thirty-two ••• 
Then the word of the Lord ca;tle ( 'i'P' ) to 
Theil th,:; l•vord of the Lord ca~:te ( •i"\•\ ) to 
the po1·1er of be Lord caC1e ( '';'",~' ) upon him 
and she waited sn ( ''l~? 'i"'~' ) naaman' s wife 
so that he was ( 'i"''' ) a leper ••• 
and Hoshea V1as ( '1'1'' ) his vassal ••• 
and Jehoiahi":". was ( 'i1'' ) iiis :::ervant ••• 
and iheir corpses ·were ( 'i"'1n ) as refuse 
you were ( ''i"'lU ) a m2rc;1ant 0f tile nations 
and their fear of me was ( "'i1.n, ) a cor:n1andrnent 
Then the wore; of thr:: Lord came ( ''l"'') ) to Isaiah 
it came also ( 'i"'~) ) in the days of 
i~ovJ the word o:f the Lord came ( ·~~) ) to 
and the 'Nord o ~ the LrJrd came ( 'i"''l ) to 
and ·be word of the Lord came ( ,;,,, ) to 
and the wore: of the Lord ca::ne ( ~n,, ) to .••• 
and went ( l'i1'1 ) backwards and not ••• 
and tho ·:Vord of the Lord came ( ':1'l ) to ne 
T:icn the vvord of the Lord came ( 'i"''l I to me 
The \'lord of the ::..ord ca'1e ( 'i'l 'l ) to mP. ••• 
Then the w0rd 0f tha Lord cane ·~·' ) to me 
Then th(? word nf the L8rd came 'il'' to me 
Then the i'iord of the Lord came 'iV1 to me 
Then the word of the LrJrd came ''i'1'l to me 
Then the word of the Lord ca:.le ,'i'l'\ to me 
Then the w0rd of the L"r·i came ·~·l to me 
Then the word of the Lord came ( ~~'\ to me 
Then the word of the Lord cane ( '~'l) to me 
Then the word of the l.ord came ( '~~, ) to me 
Then the ~ord of the Lord came ( 'i"''' ) to me 
Then the word of the Lord came ( ,':1'1 ) to me 
Then the word of tlie Lord came ( '~'l ) to me 
Then the word of the Lord came ( ''i'l') ) to me 
Then the word of the Lord came ( ''~"~'' ) to me 
and v.;e ·Nere ( 7\''i1jl ) "vell ••• 
and I was ( ) like one who eases ••• 
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Amos 4: ll and you were (- ,,nnl as a brand ... 
.':zek. 1: 3 the hand of the Lord was ':"'l~' ) upon hiD ... 
3: 3 and it was C • 'i1 Jn ) in my ~nouth ... 
3:16(b) the word of the Lord ca:~e ( . ;,•, ) to me 
3:22 ar)d the hand of the :·.ord was ( •;,;n, ) there 
6: 1 The word of the Lord came • il"' ) to me 
7: 1 The word of the Lord came ( • 'il'' ) to me 
ll :14 The \NOTd of the Lord carne ( '';"''l ) to me 
12: 1 The word of the Lor6 c ar,1e ( , ~·' ) to me 
12: 8 The word of the Lord came ( • ';"!'\ ) t·l r.J.e 
12:17 The V!OTd of thP. Lorcl c a::e ( ...... \ -'-. flle \ II I LU 
1:2:21 The \fJOrd of tho Lorci came ( •-;,•l to me 
12:26 The word of the Lord came ( . ..., .. , ) to me 
13: 1 The word of the Lord came ( •;,•\ ) to me 
14: 2 The word of the Lord came ( ·~·' ) to me 14:12 The word of the Lord came ( 
'7"1'' I to me .. 15: 1 The word of the Lord came ( ,'i\., ) to me 
16: 1 The word of the Lord came ( 
"i'l'' ) to me 17: 1 The \fiord of the Lord came ( 'i'l') ) to me 
17:11 The word of the Lord came ( 'i1'' ) to me 
18: 1 The word of the Lord came ( '';"),, } to me 
20: 2 The word of the Lord came ( ''i\'l) to me 
21: 1(20:45)The word of the Lord carne ( ·~·' I to me 21: 6 ( 1) The word of the Lord I ''i1'1 ) to came \ me 
21:13(8) The word of the Lord came ( ':"1.' ) to me 
21:23(18) The word of the Lord c at'!e ( '7"1'' ) to me 22: 1 The word of the Lord came ( •-;,' 1 l to me \ 
22:17 The word of the Lord carne ( • i'\.) ) to me 
22:23 The word of the Lord came ( ''i1'l ) to me 
23: 1 The word of the Lord caf11e ( .. i1', ) to me 
23:10 and she was "'ntll) a nar:1e among women 
24: 1 and the word '! T the Lord came ( .. .,., ) to me 
25: 1 and the \'lOYd of the Lord car:1e ( 'i\ ,~ ) to me 
27: l and the word of the Lord came ( . ~ ,, ) to me 
28: 1 and the word of the Lord carne ( , -:,,, ) to me 
28:11 and. the 'NOrd of the Lord came ( '":"\', ) to me 
28:20 and the word of the Lord came ( .. .,., ) to me 
30: 1 and the word of the Lord came ( 'i'1'' ) to me 
33: 1 and the word of the Lord ca:<1e ( '71'' ) to me 
33:23 and the word of the L0rd c ar,1e ( "":"\,, ) to me 
~_4: l and the word of thr: Lord came ( ,.,., '' ) to me 35: l and the word of the Lord came ( .. ':"~", ) to me 
36:16 and the word of thF: Lord came ( 'i'1'l ) to me 
37:15 and the wore; of the brd came ( . ';"\.' ) to me 
38: 1 and the word of the Lord came ( '":'\' 1 1 to me 
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Jon. 1: 1 and the 'Nord of the Lord came 
2: 1(1:17) and Jonah was ( '~'l ) in the 
.3: 1 and the word of the Lord came 
( ,~,' ) to 
belly ••• 
( ·~'l ) to 
me 
me 
Hag. 1: 3 
2:20 
Zech. 4: 8 
~ 9 o: 
7: 4 
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8: 1 
8:16 
Ruth 2:17 
I'! eh. .2:11 
I Chr. 
I I Chr. 
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and the 'Nord of the Lord ec;:me 
and the word of the Lord carne 
and the vlford of the Lord came 
and the word of the Lo nl came 
and the vvord of the Lord came 
and the word of the Lord came 
and the \rVVrd - .r Ll1e Lord came Ul 
and the word of the Lord carne 
( ~ :"1'' ) 
( 'i1'' ) 
( ,~,, ) 
( 'i1'l ) 
( ·~·' ) ( •il'l ) 
( , i",, ) 
( 'i"\ ., ) 
ancl it was ( .. ~,, ) like an ephah ... 
and I 'Nas ( '':''H~' ) there three days 
The chiefs of ~:dor1 were ( ''':"''~l ) ••• 
'j ,... ( • '!'I 'l \ . c 1 d J'O'N cr ••• was '' 1 Wl Ke . ••• 
The sons of Jerahneal wer·e ( ''i"l'l) .•. 
Thr: sons of Ram ••• were ( l':0,') ) 
to 
to 
to 
to 
to 
to 
to 
to 
ThP. sons of Anam ;vere ( ''~'! ) ... · 
Jaber was ( '~'~ ) more honorable 
The sons of Shernida ~vere ( ''~'' ) ••• 
The sons of Ul ani were ( l' ;-,'' ) ... 
me 
me 
.me 
me 
me 
me 
me 
me 
and they were ( Pi'!') ) co:nmand,'rs in ••• 
and they were ( ''"i"''l ) there with David ••• 
the word of the Lord cari\e ( ·~,) ) to Nathan 
but I have g·::1ne ( ~'':"'! ~l ) from tent to tent 
and 1 have been ( ':"!'~ ~~ ) wi F1 you •.• 
and the ;.;)oabi tes v.tere ( ''~'l) servants ••• 
and thA Syrians wRre ( '' :'l\l ) servants ••• 
and all the Edomites were ( ,,il,, ) servants 
and all Israel were ( \il'' ' one million ••• 
But the word of the Lord carne ( 'i"l\' ) to me 
and their t0tal was ( \:'l'l ) 
Jahath was ( 'i"l'l ) the chief 
The sons of El iezer were ( "''i"l"l ) 
and the nu:nber of those ••. was ( "'7\'l 
and the number of the:.t • • • was· ( •:"1 11 
Now the vJ!Pight of the gold was ( 'i"''l ) 
But the word of the Lord car:le ( 'i"' 'l ) to ••• 
So they were ( ,~il 'l ) in front of Judah ••• 
The Lord was ( "~'' ) with Jehoshaphat ••• 
the fear of the Lord fell ( '':'I') ) upon ••• 
the fear of God car.Je · ( ·~"' ) on ••• 
and king Uzziah was ( ·~'l ) a leper ••• 
Therefore the wrath ••• came ( "':'t 1l ) upon 
the number of burnt ·lffP.r:i.ngs was ( 'i"l'1 ) ••• 
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No1.'! there was ( •;,,\ ) a fa~:ine in the land 
and he had ( ·~·) ) sheep ••• 
ancl there c-ras ( ·~·~) strife: between ••• 
i·Inw there was ( ~~·~ ) a famine in the land 
and he had ( '';"I') ) p0ssessiclns of flocks ••• 
and they rnaae ( -;,l '";-, Tn ) 1 i fe bitter • 
and (he) had ( 'i'l'\ ) large flocks ••• 
and there was ( '':'\')) still so--:-te cistance to cone 
and they v1ere. ( l'':"l'l ) in custody f::Jr some tir;1e 
There VJas ( ';"\')) famine in all lands ••• 
And there was ( ';1') ) blood throughout ... 
and there was ( • 71• ) ) hail a no fire ... 
and there was ( .. ;"), 1 ) thick darkness over ... 
and there was ( .~~n' ) a: great cry in· Egypt · . .:) 
and the.re \Na s ( . ~ ~, ) the ·Cloud· and the darkness 
that there were ( "il'~ ) thunders and lightnings 
.. ii' 1 ) 
The one hundred talents of silve-r were ( 'il"' ) for casting 
And there were ( ~7'1"' ) certain men who were 
and they re:-c1ained ( ''7'1'' ) at :1azeroth 
Josh. 
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and his fame vtas ( •-:,\') in all the land 
it V!as allotted ( ~';"\,,) to the ••• 
therefore he had ( '';""!'\ ) Gilead an6 Ba shar.~ 
Also in Issachar •.. :.:anasseh had ( ~~,, ) Bethshean 
so those Levites ••. had ( ·~~,) ••• 
And they were ( ''i'l\1 ) for the descendents ••• 
These cities had ( '7''l''i'U\l ) each its pasture 
They were ( ''\1'' for the testing of Israel 
And it was ( 'i1'\ so ••. 
And he had ( '':"'1,1 thiTty sons 
And hP. had ( ·~·' ) forty SOilS 
And he had ( '';"'~•\ '1 forty sons 
And there was ( 'i'l'l ) a certain man ••• 
There \Nas ( '~'l ) a man of the hill country 
Now there was ( ·~·\ ) a young man from ••• 
There was ( 1 ~'\ ) a certain Levi te sojourning 
••• and was ( ~'\ ) there so•11e four mc:Jnths 
T~ere was ( ·~~) a certain man ••• 
anL; Peninnah had ( '-;,'\ ) children 
and there was ( 'il~l ) a very great slaughter 
and there was ( ':1'\) peace also betv.'een Israel 
There was ( 'i\ ·~ ) a man of Benjamin ••• 
And there was ( '':1J'\l) a panic in the camp 
and there 1.Va s ( ·~· \) honey on the gr·"Jund 
and David had ( '':"\'' ) success ••. 
and there were ( ''il') ) v1i t> him about four hundi"ed 
And there vias ( ''ill1\ a long war ••• 
and it was set ( •o;,Tl) on David's head 
Absa lorn had ( \'';"\'\ ) sheepshearders ••• 
and '.vas ( 1':1'' ) there tl1ree years 
[\i'J'.'I there vias (' •';'\•1 ) a famine in ••• 
r,ere \'•.1aS ( •-;,'l'l )war again between ••• 
there was ( '7'\31') again war with ••• 
and there was ( \';11')1 ) again war with ••• 
and there was ( ,~~1 ) again war at Gath where there 
was ( •";-,'\ ) a great man ••. 
where there was ( •7'1t'H) a plot of ground ••• 
in :srael there were ( '';-,1'1 ) eighthundred thousand 
valiant men 
Solomon also had ( •-:,'1 \ forty thousand stalls ••. 
and there was ( 'i1"\ ) peace between 
Solomon also had ( ., ~"! ) seventy thousand ••• 
1'-lMJ it ':Vas ( ,~,,) in the heart of ••• 
and he had ( '-:,'' ) fourteen huncrec~ chariots 
He had ( • ~'' ) seven hundred wives ••• 
and was ( "7rrn ) as it was before 
and there was ( '':\'~ ) a great rain ••• 
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and great "·!rath r·.'a s ( 'i1'' \ upon Israel ... 
and there was ( ':1") ) a great famine in 
and so it happened ( "i1'1 ) to him ... 
and he • I ( •;, .. ' ) \Vi th her rema1neo \ 
and so it carne to pass ( ':"I,, ) 
and it 1sas ( • i1'' ) so ... 
There were '''n'l ninety-six pomegranates 
and there has been 'i\', ) strife ••• 
and there was ( •;p' ) a vc:icc from ••• 
and yJu l''ere ( ''"':1:nl) mine 
a nci ( th u s) it w a s ( '7'1 'l ) ... 
But there was ( ~';"\"' ) another great eagle ••• 
They were ( "ii:l"'nl'l' ) mine ••• 
and there was ( •on•l ) a voice as I pi'O);hesied 
and there was a mighty tempest on the sea 
therefore great wrath came ( • i'J'' ) from 
there was ( 'i1'' ) a famine in the land 
and they remained l"7'1"' ) there 
And there vva s ( ''i1'' ) amongst them 
and Dcniel conti~ued ( 'i'J'' until the ••• 
For the people had ( 'i'l'~) a mind to 1rqork ••• 
f'Jow there was ( '~1'\' ) a great outcry ••• 
and there v-1as ( "i'Jl'U ) very great rejoicing 
and he had ( •n') ) t"Jenty-three cities 
Jerahmeel a 1 so had ( •il':nl ) another V·.'ife 
Shobal ••• had ( ~·-:,,,) other s0ns 
anci Zelophehad had ( ~'J "'i'll'l ~ ) daughters 
and Bola had ( ~·i1'\ ) soos 
and there vias ( ·~:]1)) a plot of groun·~ full -:f 
and it was placed ( ~n!" ) on David's head ••• 
and there vias ( 'i1~\ ) a<;Jain war 
and there was ( •i\.n1) again 1Nar at Gath and there 
was ( ~i\'' ) a rnan of great stature there 
yet wrath ca::1e ( ~;,'l ) upon Isra'O!l ••• 
and he had ( •-;,~~ ) one thousand 
f,,;ow it was ( 'i\', ) in tho heart of ;)avid 
L:~.nd Solomon had ( ':"I'\ ) 
so he held ( '~,, ) Judah and Benjamin 
And A sa had ( '':"\"l ) an army ••• 
and he hac; ( ·~,,) great riches ••• 
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Now Jehoshaphat had ( ·~"l ) great ricl1es 
and he remained ( •;·p, ) with them ••• 
and there was ( ·~,, ) wrath upon Judah 
and he set himself ( 'i'l'' ) to see:< God 
And Uzziah had ( ·~·') an army ••• 
So there Vias ( '':'ll'll) great joy in Jerusalem 
So there was ( •;-,•, ) wrath UIJOn ••• 
And Ilezekiah had ( ·~'' ) very great riches ••• 
and man beca::~e 'il', ) a living,being 
and she became 
'il "' ) a pillar of salt 
and she became ·~'1'\l ) ny wife ... 
and she became I ·~"3'\, ) his \'life \ ... 
and he beca~e ( 'i'l'' ) a successful man 
the land becar11e ( '';"\ '7H ) Pharoah' s \ 
and he became ( 'i'l'l ) a slave ... 
and he became ( ~·~) her son ... 
and it became ( '"i\' \ ) a snake ... 
and it became I 'i)'' ) rod \ a ... 
and it became ( .. ~.) ) a serpent ... \ 
and they became ( '''i\'' ) serpents 
and they became ,, ':"l ,, I a vJarning 
and these became ( • ':"l ,, ) a nation ... 
and ( t}-,e hGarts) became ( '':"l" ) v1ater 
but have become ( 'i'l'l) slaves ••• 
it beca:ne ( ''71'\ ) an inheritance for 
nad became ( \':"1'1) subject to forced labour 
and becar1e ( p~'l) subject to fr:Jrced labour 
and it became ( 'n'' ) a snare to Gideon 
And Samson's wife became ( '-;,'nl ) his companion's 
and he became ( '':"!~\) his priest 
and the young man became ( ':'1'~) his priest 
ar!d I have beco:ne ( 'i\ ~, ) his priest 
and he beca'Tle ( •n•, ) captain 
and she b,2car.1e ( ,·;un ) his wife 
and both of them became ( \''7\!'1) ) his 'Nives 
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and (they) beca.-:1e ( l'i'1'1) one band ••• 
and the :::abi tes became ( ''-;,'1) servants to ••• 
t.lnd the Syrians beca:ne ( 1';,'1) servants to ••• 
and all the Edomites became ( ~n~) servants to 
and she became ( •:"'J'U) his wife ••• 
So the v:i::tory became ( '';'lm ) mourning ••• 
and became ( '71'1) the iT corrmander ••• 
and has become ( ~':'1111 ) my brothers 
And this t.hj ng r:_~·cn:-nP. ( 'i'!'' ) 2 sin ••• 
And this thing beca:J<' ( '":'l'l I a sin .•• 
and he has becone ( •n•1) my salvation 
anc: the vision •.• has beco:ne ( •iU1l ) for you ••. 
and your VJOrds became ( ·~•)) a joy to me 
and they became ( ~3"71:nl ) a •Naste 
therefore your land has beco::1e ( '711'\l ) 
and becarne ( )'i"\11) r<etestable like ••• 
and h·s becane ( '':"\'\ ) their saviour ••• 
yet I have become ( 'i'IN.l) a sanctuary ••• 
so you became ( •:,1p) different 
and it became ~ '':'\'~) a low vine ••• so it 
( '";'\'~) a vine. 
became 
its strQngest stem becane ( 
and they bee a11e ( "';'\~ H';'l ~ 1 
and my sheep have beco~e ( 
''i'\'') a ruler's septre 
) food for 
and she beca:-:1e 
and she became 
";'~~"';'\Til ) food for ••• 
his "life 
his wife 
so he became ( •;,'') chief 
and he became ( 'o;,') ) their cominander 
there1'orG ti1ey became ( \'7'1'' ) a father's house 
and they beca:r.e ( l\il'' ) servants to him ••• 
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5: 31 ( ·~·! ) Thus all the days £ 01 La;nech were 
6: 1 ( , :'\ 'l ) \Vhen men began to multiply ... 
7:10 ( ·~·' ) Anc; cfter seven days ... 8: 6 ( '':'I '1 ) At the end of forty days 
8:13 ( '':'1'1 ) In the six hundred anr: first ';/221' 
11: 2 ( 
'" 'l 
\ And as men migrated \ / ... 
12:11 ( ':"I,, ) Vlhen he nas about to enter ... 
12:14 ( ,.,.,, 1 ) 'dhen .. braham entered 2gypt ... 
14: 1 ( ''i'l'' ) In the 6ays of Ae:uaphcl ... 
15:12 ( ':"!'\ ) As the sun 1.·:as going down ... 
1:: : 17 ( ':'I 'I ) \'v'hen the sun had gone dov.rn 
19:17 ( '':'\, l ) i~nd v;hen they hac! b:cought 
19:29 / 'i'l'l ) So v;hen God destroyed the cities ~ 
19:34 ( '.,., ,, ) And on the next day 
20:13 ( 
'':"' '' 
I And when God causec! me to \'.'an·coT 
21:22 ( 'i1' I ) At that .!.. • LliTle ... 
22: 1 ( • .,., , 1 ) After these things ... 
22:20 ( •;,,' ) I\!OV'·l after these things 
24:15 ( '':'\'1 ) BefoTe he had done speaking 
24:22 ( 'iP \ ) When the camels hac: done drinking 
24:30 ( 'il'l ) And 'i!hen he sa'.'' the ring ... 
24:52 ( '71 ., ) ~-:hen Abraha:n' s servant heardl ... 
25:11 ( ';,•) ) After the death o:f Abraham ... 
26: 8 ( .,,., I \'/hen ho haC: been there a long time I 
26:32 ( ''n'l ) That same day ... 
27: 1 ( 'i1' l ) 1-'!hen Isaac \'Ia s old ... 
27:30 ( ·~ ., I As soon as Isaac had finished ... ( '~ ., ) '"-'hen I 
Jacob had scarcely gone out ... 
29:10 •n·~ Now vJhen Jacob saw ... 
29:13 ( ''i'l') ';Jhen Laban heard ... 
29:23 ( ~ ., ) But in the evening he took 
29:25 ( , il'' ) And in the morning, behold 
30:25 ( 'i'1'1 ) When Rachel had borne Joseph ... 
31:10 ( ''i'l ., ) In the .!.. • ma '"1ng season of the flock 
34~25 ( ';"'\ ,, ) On ·the third day ... 
35:17 ( 'i1', ) And 1-'Jhen she was in hard labour 
35:18 ( 'il'l ) And as her soul was departing ... 
35:22 ( ·~'\ ) While Israel dwelt in that land 
37:23 I '":"\ '1 ) So when Joseph \ came ... 
38: 1 ( ":'! ,, ) It happened at that time ... 
38:24 ( •-;, ') ) /{bout three r.10nths later 
38:27 ( ':'\'\ ) \'Jhen the tirr.e for her deli very came 
38:28 ( ,~., ) And when she was in labour ... 
38:29 ( , ;, ., ) But, as he drew back his hand J .• • 
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Gen. 39: 5(a) ( 'i'l'l ) From the time that he made . .. 
39: 7 ( "';"\~, ) And after a time ... 
39:10 ( '7\ 'I ) And although she spoke to 
39 :ll ( ~7\ ., ) But one day, when he went 
39:13 ( '';"\ ,, ) And INhon she saw 
39:15 ( ~';""!~ l ) And v;hen he heard that ... 
39:Fi ( . ';"\', ) But as soon as I lifted ... 
39:19 ( ,~., ) T.Vhen his 1:1a ster heard ... 
40: 1 ( ~~·) ) Some time after this ... 
40:20 ( ''i'l'l ) On the third day ... 
41: 1 ( "';"\ ~, ) After t\-iO whole ye~~- s 
41: 8 ( •;-,,' ) r in the morni:-1g his spirit ..JU 
41:13 ( •;,•' ) And as he interpreted to us 
42:35 ( 'i'\'1 ) As they emptied their sac:{s ... 
43: 2 ( ·~·' ) A.ne vvhen they had eaten ... 43:21 ( ':"1'1 ) And 'Hhen ,:.Je carne to the ... 
44:24 ( 'il'l ) '.Hhen we 'Nent bac;{ to your 
47:28 ( '':"1'' ) so the days of Jacob ... were 
48: 1 ( • ':"1'1 ) . "-'- this, Joseph ,.,. T Ler ... 
c:: 
'""xo. 1:21 ( '";"\,' ) And bee au se the midwives feared . .. 
2:11 ( ''il'l ) One day, ~vhen ;.loses had grov;n ... 
2:23 ( 'iPl ) In the course of t'10se many days 
4: 24 ( ''i'l'\ ) At a lodging place along the way 
6:28 ( ·~ '1 ) One day, when the Lord spoke ... 
12:29 ( '';'\', ) At midnight the Lord smote 
12:41 ( .,.,,, ) At the end of four hundred and thirty years •.• ( '':1'' ) on that very day 
12 :5i ( •;, t' ) .A.nd on that very day ... 
13:15 ( '':"1,' ) For vvhen PharQ.Ch stubban1 y refused ... 
1.3:17 ( ''i1'1 ) ':Vh en Phua.eh let the people go ... 
14:2<1 ( ·~,, ) ... and in the morning \'latch 
16:10 ( ~n ', ) Anc1. as Aaron spo!<e to ... 
16:13 ( \~,' ) In the evening quails came up 
16:22 I 'i'Pl ) :'n the> sixth day \ ... 
lG:27 ( ':"I,, ) On tho seventh day ... 
18:13 ( I';"') I, ) On the m<JTrow noses sat \ 
19:16 ( ·~ ,, ) On the morning of the third clay 
19:19 ( ''il'l ) And as the sound of the ... 
32:19 ( "'';"\ ., ) And as soon as he caMe near 
32:30 ( "'i'l ,, ) On the morrow ::loses said ... 
34:29 ( '~' l ) ':·.n1en /..loses cam2 dOIHn ... 
~0:17 ( , ;, '1 ) And in the first month ... 
Lev. 9: l ( , il'l ) On the eighth day · :0 ses ... 
i~um. 7: 1 ( '':1'l ) On the c:iay when ivloses had fini sheC: 
10 :'11 ( 'i'\., ) In the second year ... 
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Num. 11 :25 ( '';'\'' ) And ''!hen the spirj t rested upon them 
Deut. 
Josh. 
Jud. 
16:31 ( .. 'n'l ) And as he finished speaking ••• 
17: 7(16:42)( 'i1~1 ~nd when the congregation had·assembled 
17:23(8) ( "i\'1 ) And on the ;:·torrow r.;oses •.• 
22:41 ( ''i1'') And on the :-:~or:row, Balak 
25:19(26:1) ( •;,•1) After the plague l.. 
1:3 
2:16 
5:23 
9:11 
31:24 
1 : 1 
2: 5 
.3: 2 
3:14 
4: l 
4;11 
4:18 
5: l 
5: 8 
5 :1'-l 
6: 8 
6:15 
6:16 
6:20 
8:14 
8:24 
9: 1 
9:16 
10: l(a) 
10:11 
10:20 
10:24 
10:27 
11: 1 
15:13 
17:13 
23: 1 
24:29 
1: 1 
1:14 
1: 28 
2 ~ 4 
3:18 
3:27 
6: 7 
6:25 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
·~"1 ) 
.. ~., ) 
'i\'1 ) 
\ ':1' 1 ) 
'i\ ., ) 
'i\'1 ) 
•i\ ~~ ) 
~·, ) 
"~'\ ) 
• i\'1 ) 
(. •-;,'\ ) 
( •;,q ) 
( 'il") ) 
( '':"\ t' ) 
( . i1'l ) 
( 'i\ ') ) 
( 'i'!'l ) 
( , "ii', ) 
( "';"\ ., ) 
( • ':'I', ) 
( "i\., ) 
( '':'1', ) ( 'i\ 'l ~ I ( • i\' \ ) 
( • i\'' ) 
( t i"., \ I I ( 'i\'1 l I 
( . ':"\'' ) ( '';'\ ,, ) 
( 'i1'1 ) 
( 
'':'l'' ) ( 'i1'1 ) 
( ~·~ ) 
( I ';'1' 1 ) 
( ~':'I,, ) 
( '':'l'l ) 
( 'i\'l ) 
( 'i\'l ) 
( '';'\ t' ) ( 'i\'l ) 
( •-;,', 
And in the fortieth year 
So when all th~ men had perished 
And when you heard the voice ••• 
,;nr! ~t thE ertd of forty years ••• 
When ~oses had finished writing ••• 
~nd after the death of Moses ••• 
And whEn thP gate was to be closed 
At the end of the 3 days ••• 
So when the people set out ••• 
~llien all the nation had finished 
And when all the people had finished 
And when the priests ••• carne up ••• 
Ancl c'·Jhen all the kings ••• heard • ~. 
And \'/hen the circumc1 s1ng ••• '·Nas done 
~hen Joshua was by Jeri~ho ••• 
And as Joshua had commanded 
On the seventh day ••• 
And at the seventh time ••• 
as soon as the peop1e heard 
And when the king 6f Ai saw this 
Vfuen Israel had finished slaughtering 
·,\fhen a 11 the kings ••• heard 
At the end of 3 days ••• 
1,,Jhen P.donizedek ••• heard 
And as they fled before ••• 
When Joshua ••• had finished slaying ••• 
And whey they brought those kings 
But at the time of the going down 
if'/h2n Jabin ••• heard that ••• 
When she camG to h'm ••• 
But •:.Jhen the people of Israel grew strong ••• 
A ~ong tiwe afterv-~ard ••• 
After these things 
.4fter th2 death of Joshua 
~~en she came to him ••• 
iVhen Israel grew strong ••• 
V'lhen the angel of the Lord spoke 
And when Ehud had finished prnsenting 
,;hen he arri vod 
~hen the people of Israel cried ••• 
That night ••• 
Jud. 
I Sam. 
6:27 
7: 9 
. 7:15 
8:33 
9:42 
11.: 4 
ll: 5 
ll :35 
ll :39( a) 
13:20 
14:11 
l4:Jj 
lLI : l 7 
15: l 
l:';: l7 
16: 4 
16:16 
16:25 
19: l 
19: 5 
21: 4 
l: 4 
1:20 
3: 2 
4: 5 
4:18 
5: 9 
5·:10 
7: 2 
7:10 
8: l 
9: 26 
10: 9 
10:11 
11:11 
13:10 
14: 1 
14:19 
16: 6 
17:48 
18: l 
18: 6 
18:10 
18:19 
20:27 
20:35 
23: 6 
24: 2 ( l) 
24: 6(5) 
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( ''n'\ ) But because he was too afraid ( ';"\ ,, ) That same night ••• 
( 'i1'l ) ~fuen Gideon heard the telling of ••• 
( '7'1'1 ) P·.s soJn as Gideon died 
( '':'\'1 ) On the following oay 
( 'j'\11 ) After a time ••• 
( ~7PI )And when the Ammonites made 'tlar ••. 
( '"i1'1 ) And ·.vhen he saw her ••• 
( 'il'l ) And at the end of b'!O r.1onths ••. 
( 'i1'\ And v.rhen the flame went up ••• 
( ~':'l'l And when the flPnrle sa''! him 
( '":"!') ) On the fourth day ••• 
( "i'\'1 ) and on the seventh day ••• 
( ·~·l ) After a 'Nhile at the time of ( ·~·I ) limen he had finished speaking ( ~n•1 ) £..,fter this ••• 
( ~;,•) ) And when she pressed him hard 
( ':'1'1 ) J\nd when their hearts were me~rry 
( ,~,,) In those days 
( 'i'l •I ) And on the fourth day 
( ·~·~ ) And on the morrow ••• 
( 
( 
·~·I ) 
'i1, I ) 
On the day when Elkanah sacrificed 
( '':'l' I ) 
( I:")') ) 
( ':1'1 ) 
( , i'\ '1 ) 
( , :"!'I ) 
( 'il'l) 
( 'iP I ) 
( •;,I)) 
( , ;"1 '1 ) 
( 'i"l, I ) 
( \ ;'1'1 ) 
( '';"\'1 ) 
( 
( 
( 
( 
~ ( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
·~,I ) 
• ;"\'I ) 
'71•1 ) 
.. ';"\, 1 ) 
'':'\, 1 ) 
, i'l'l ) 
• ;"I, 1 ) 
, i1'l ) 
·~ ., ) 
• :"1'1 ) 
";"\ •1 ) 
, ;"'\ '1 ) 
'71 ., ) 
, :"\ ., ) 
And in due time ••• 
At that time ••• 
When the ark of the covenant 
~~en he mentioned the ark ••• 
But after they had brought ••• 
but when the ark of God came ••. 
From the day that ••. 
As Samuel was offering up ••• 
rJhen Samuel became old ••• 
came ••• 
Then at the break of r:1a,Hn ••• 
And when he had turned his back 
And when all who knew him ••• 
and on the r!lor:row, ••• ( • i'l', ) 
survived ••• 
and those who 
As s~on as he had finished 
One day .••• 
And while Saul was talking 
\11/h en they came ••• 
And when the Philistine a!'ose 
When he had finished speaking 
As they were coming home ••• 
And on the morrow ••• 
But at the time ••• 
But on the second day 
In the morning ••• 
When Abiather fled ••• 
When Saul returned ••• 
And afterward David's heart smote him 
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I Sam. 24:17(16) ( •;,,, ) lf'l'hen David had fin i_ shed spoalcing 
25:20 ( ';'1'1 ) hnd as she rode on hor ass ... 
25:37 ( '7'1'1 ) In the morning when the wine had gone 
25:38 ( ~';'\'! ) And about ten days later ... 
28: 1 ( ~il'l ) In t·bose days ... 
30: 1 ( ~;') '1 I Nm·1 when David and his men came I 
30:25 ( ·;, •) ) And from that day forv.1ard ... 
31: 8 ( '7'1 ') ) On the morrow ... 
II Sam. 1: l ( '\';1'1 ) After the death of Saul 
1: 2 ( ''n 'I ) On the third day ... ( 'i\') and when he c:cn1e 
2: l ( . ;, , \ ) After this ... 
?o"::'l ( 'i'l'l ) And all who car.te to the place - .<--<..J 
3: 6 ( \ ';'!, \ ) \Nhi le there was war between 
4: 4 ( '';'\'I ) a!)d as she fled ... 
. 6:13 ( 
'';'\ '' ) and l"Jhe1\ those who bore the ark 6:16 ( '71, \ ) and as the a !'k of the Lord came ... 
7: 1 ( 'i'!'l ) No;;,; \'vhen the king dwelt 
7: 4(a) ( '';"!'I ) But that same night 
8: 1 ( 'i!'l ) After this ... 
10: l ( 'i'\') After this ... 
11: 1 ( ,:1,) ) In the spring of the year ... 
ll: 2 ( '';'\'l ) It happsned late one afternoon 
11:14 ( • ';"!, 1 ) In the morning ••• 
11:16 ( • ':1'\ ) i\nd as Joab was beseiging 
12:18 I 'il'\ ) On the sevcenth day \ ... 
P· 1 ( '\':'1'1 ) After this ... ~.
13:2'3 ( •;, • I ) After two full years ... 
13:30 {l ·~·I ) While they were on the way 
13:36 ( ~':1'\ ) As soon as lbe had finished 
15: 1 ( ':'PI ) After this .. ' 
15: 7 ( ·~·' ) And at the end of four years ... 15:32 ( ''il'l ) When David came to the summit 
16:16 ( ·~·, ) ~\fl1en Hushan the A:!:chite came 17:21 ( '';'\' 1 ) hftcr th9'{ had gone ... 
17:27 ( '~'\ ) ~vhen Javid came to ... 
19:26 ( 'i!•l ) And when he came from 
21:18(a) ( • ':'1'1 ) After this there ... 
I Kings 2:39 ( ·~·' ) But it happened at the end of ... 3:18 I ·;, \\ ) Then the third day \ on ... 
5:21(7) ( 'i'Pl ) When Hiram heard ... 
6: l ( ·~·l ) In the four hundred and eightieth year ... 
8:10 ( 'i1'\ ) And when the priests came out 
8:54 ( ·~'\\ ) Now as Solomon finished ... 
9: 1 ( '~~~ ) When Solomon had finished ... 
9:10 ( ''n'l ) At the end of twenty years ... 
11: 4 ( •-;, ., ) For when 'Solomon was old ... 
11:15 ( "'iY'l ) For v·rhen David v1as in Ed om 11:29 ( \j•p' ) i'. ncl at that time ... 
12: 2 ( ·n~' ) And when Jeroboam heard ... 
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I Kings 12:20 ( ,il" ) And when all Israel heard ... 
13: 4 ( •;, '\ ) And when the king heard ... 
13 :20( a) ( •;, ') ) And as they sat at ... 
13:23 ( '~Pl ) And after he had eaten ... 
13:31 ( . :"'' \ ) And after he had burmed him 
14; 5 ( 'i1'l ) uVhen she came, she ... 
14: 6 ( ';"'\' \ ) But when Ahijah heard 
lLi :25 ( "'n'l ) In the fifth year ... 
15:21 ( ';'1'1 ) /•rid '·.·hen Baasha heard 
15:29 ( 'i'Pl ) And as soon as he was king 
16:11 ~ 'i'l'l 1 \Mlen he began to reign ... 
1 ::.. .1 0 I \ ;"j, j ) And v1h~::n Zimri sav-1 ••• ._.._.. • ..LV \ 
16:31 ( 'i'l'l ) And as if it had been 
17: 7 ( 'i'Pl ) And after a while ... 
l7:17(a) ( '7\' l ) Aft-er this ... 
18: 1 ( ';"'\') ) After many da'{S ... 
18: 4· ( ';"'\•\ ) And when Jezebel cut off ... 
18: 7 ( \-;, 'l ) And as Cbadiah was on the 1·vay 
18:17 ( •-;, 'I ) And when Ahab Sdi:V •. • 
18:27 ( '':"l 'I ) And at noon 
18:29 ( 'i'l'l ) And as mid-day passed 
18:34 ( ':1 'l ) And at the time of the noon· offering 
18:44 ( ':"', l ) And at the seventh time ... \ 
18:45 ( •;,•, ) And in a little while ... 
19:13 ( ';')') ) And lfihen Elijah heard of it 
20:12 ( • ,..,, I ) \\'hen Ben-hadad heard ... 
20:26 ( '7'1'' ) In the spring ... 
20:29 ( ':'I, I ) then on the seventh day ... 
20:39 ( •;,. \ ) And as the king passed ... 
20:40 ( 'i1"1 ) And as your servant was working 
21: l ( '':'I' l ) Now .Naboth had a vineyard ... 
21:15 ( '":'\'I ) As soon as Jezebel heard 
21:16 ( "71'l ) \'{hen Ahab heard ... 
21:27 ( ':'1'1 ) And when Ahab heard ... 
22: 2 ( '':"l'l ) But in the third year 
22:32 ( '':'I', ) And when the captains saw 
22:33 ( '71'1 ) And when the captails saw 
II Kings 2: 1 ~ ';, ") ) Now when the Lord was abnut 
2: 9 ( '':"''\ ) When they had crossed ... 
2:11 ( ';"\'I) And as they still went 
') . 5 ( • ;"'\, l ) But when JA-hab died . .. ._) . 
3:20 ( ':'1'1 ) The next rnorning 
4: 6 ( , ;"'\ 'I ) \l'lhen the vessels v.Jere full 
4: 8 ( I;'\ I) ) One day ... 
4:11 ( ''n'l ) One day ... 
4:18 ( , 71'1 ) one day he went 
4i25 ( I i1 ,, ) But when the r:1an of God saw ••• 
4 :40 ( 'i"l ) But while they v':ere eating ... 5: 7 ( ·~,, ) And when the king of Israel read 
S: 8 ( 'i'l'l ) But when Elisha heard ... 
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II Kings 6: 5 ( ·;'I '1 ) But as one was felling ... 
6:20 ( ''l'l'l ) As soon as they entered ... 
6:24 ( '71 ,, ) Afterv;ard ... 
6: 26 ( • il'l ) Nov-.r as the king of Israel 1-vas passing 
6:30 ( 'il'l ) \Vhen the king hea::·d ... 
7:18 ( , ';'I, t ) For when the man •")f God had said ... 
8: 3 ( 'il'\ ) And at the end of seven years ... 
8: 5 ( '':"1'1 ) J..nd vvhile he i-Va s telling the king ... 
8:15 ( •-;,•' ) But on the morrow ... 
8:21 ( •;,, I ) and he :rose by night ... 
9:2:2 ( •';'l'l ) and when Joram saw ... 
10: 7 ( '71 'I ) And when th2 letter came 
10: 9 ( 'il' 1 ) Then in the morning ... 
10:25 ( '';'1'\ ) So as soon as he had ... 
12: 7(&) ( '';'1'1 ) But by the twenty-third year 
13:21 ( '';'!'\ ) And as a man INaS being buried ... 
14: 5 ( ':'1'1 ) And as soon as the royal p!Z)'wer ... 
17:25(a) ( 'i1 ,, ) And at the beginning of their ... 
18: 1 ( •-;,•\ ) by the third year of Hoshea 
18: 9 ( , i1'1 ) In the fourth year 
19: 1 ( '';'I,, ) When king Hezekiah heard it 
19:35 ( • ';'I., ) And that night ... 
19:37 ( 'il ,, ) And as he was worshipping ... \ 
20: 4 ( 'i'l'1 ) And before Isaiah had gone ... 
22: 3 ( "'i1'l ) In the eighteenth year ... 
22:11 I ~il'l ) And when the King heard \ ... 
. 25: l ( 'i'l, 1 ) In the nin•th year ... 
25;25 ( 'il'l ) But in the seventh month ... 
25:27 ( 'i'l ,, ) And in the thirty-seventh year 
I sa. 7: 1 ( 'i"l'l ) In the days of Ahaz ... 
22: 7 ( • il" , ) Your choicest valleys were full 
36: 1 ( . il', ) In the fourteenth year ... 
37: 1 ( • i'l'' ) When King Jlezekiah heard ... 
37:38 ( ·~·~ ) And as he 1-va s worshipping 
Jer. 1~: 6 ( , 7'\'l ) l\nd after many days 
26: 8 ( 'il'\ ) And '.'!hen Jeremiah had finished ... 
20: 3 ( ·~·,) On the morrow ••• 
28: 1 ( ·~~~) In that same year 
35:11 ( 'il'' ) But when Nebuchadnezzar . . . came ... 
36: 1 ( ,7'1,, ) In the fourth year ... 
36: 9 ( ·~·) ) In the fifth year ... 
36:16 ( '0'1 ) ':'lhen they heard ... 
36:23 ( ·~·' ) Anc as Jehudi read ... 37:13 ( . ';"\ ., ) l:'Jhen he was the Benjamin gate 
39: 4 ( , ':'I, I ) Hhen Zedekiah . . . ·saw ... 
41: 1 ( '';1'l ) In the seventh month ... 
41: 4 ( • il ,, ) On the day after ... 
41: 6 ( 'il ,, ) and as he met them ... 
41: 7 ( • ':'I'' ) 1.:Jhen they came into the· city ... 
Jer. 
Ezek. 
Jon. 
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Dan. 
Neh. 
41:13 
42: 7(a) 
43: 1 
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And when all the people ••• saw 
At the end of ten days 
When Jeremiah finished speaking 
And in the ninlth year ••• 
And in the thirty-seventh year ••• 
In the thirtieth year ••• 
And at the end of seven days 
In the sixth year ••• 
,;nd when he commanded ••• 
And when he commanded ••• 
While L was prophesying ••• 
And after all y0ur wickedness 
In the seventh year ••. 
In the eleventh year ••• 
In the twenty-sevent~1 year 
In the eleventh year 
In the eleventh year 
In the twelfth year 
In the twelfth year 
In the twelfth year 
When the sun arose 
In the fourth year 
And as I called ••• 
In the days when the Judges 
And when they came to ••• 
And about midnight ••• 
In the days of Ahasuerus ••• 
So when the king's order 
And when she spoke to him 
On the third day ••• 
And when the king saw 
and ~hen I saw ••. 
\'Jhen I had seen ••• 
Now it hap~ened in the month 
When I heard these words •.• 
In the month of Nisan ••• 
vVhen Sanballat heard ••• 
But when Sanballat ••• heard 
When the Jews ••• came 
~hen our enemies heard 
From that day on ••• 
Now when it was reported ••• 
r:.nd when a 11 our enemies heard 
Now when the wall had been built ••• 
Neh. 
I Chr. 
II Chr. 
13: 3 
13:19 
10: 8 
15:25 
15:26 
17: l 
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18: l 
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16: 5 
18:31 
18:32 
20: l 
21:19 
22: 8 
24: 4 
24:23 
25: .3 
25:14 
25:16 
34:19 
B. FREQUENTATIVE 
Num. 10:35 
I Sam. 18:30 
II Sam. 15:2 
I Kings 14~28 
II Kings 4:· S(b) 
12:11(10) 
II Chr. 12 :ll 
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APPENDIX X'XYJJ 
When the people heard ••• 
When it began to be dark ••• 
On the morrow 
So Davia ••• 
And because God helped 
Now when David dwelt ••• 
But that same night 
After this ••• 
Now after this ••• 
In the spring of the year 
And ~fter this ••• 
now when the priests came out ••• 
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and when the trumpeters and singers were ••• 
At the end of twenty years ••• 
And vvhen Jeroboam heard ••• 
When the rule ••• was established 
In the fifth year .•. 
And when the men ••. shouted ••• 
And when Baasha heard ••• 
And when the captains ••• saw ••• 
For when the captain's ••• saw ••• 
After this ••• 
In course of time ••• 
And when Jehu was executing 
After this it was in ••• 
At the end of the year ••• 
And as soon as the royal ••• 
After Amaziah came ••• 
But as he was speaking ••• 
\Vhen the king heard ••• 
and vvhenever the ark set forward 
and as often as they came out 
and when any man had a suit 
and as often as the king went 
so 1.vhenever he passed 
and when they sa1N there was mucljl money 
And as often as the king went 
and whenever the chest was brought 
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QAL f.1PERFECT I:JITE WAW C:·PSEClffTVE AS 'STAT IVE' 
Gen. 32: 6(5) 
Ex. 15: 2 
Deut. 
Josh. 
I Sam. 
I Kings 
I sa. 
Jer. 
Hos. 
Ezek. 
Isa. 
II Chr. 
10: 5 
4: 9 
21: 6(5) 
23 ;16 
8: 8 
9:18(19) 
23:10 
44:22 
7:11 
13: 7 
l6:34(a) 
32:23 
32:'27 
64: 5 ( 6) 
66: 2 
5: 9 
A no I have ( '':1'l) oxen ... 
' 
And he is ( ~';'\'l ) my salvation 
And there they have been (are) l'i1'l) ... 
And they have been (are) 
the vessels of t.he young "'"''! have been ( \~il'' )holy 
and he has becorne ( ~il')) your adversary 
and they have been (are) ( l'il'\) there ••• 
and the people have bec,me (are) ( 'il'l) like fuel 
and their course has been (is)( '~'nl) evil ••• 
therefore your land has become ( •il 1'11 ) a desolation 
Ephraim has been (is) ( '7'\'l) li!(e a dove 
Therefore I am ( ~';'\~1) to them like a lion ••• 
and so all these things came to be (are) ( \''il'\ ) mine 
and her company is ( ''il') ) round about her grave ••• 
and whose iniquities are ( ''il~') upon the-ir bones ••• 
For we are all become ('ill)) as one that is unclean 
and so all these things came to be ( l' i1'l) ... 
and they are ( '''il'l) there to this day ••• 
Josh. 
I Kings 
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QAL I'WERFECT :'HTH \·JAll. CONSECUTIVE AS 'FREQUE; 1TATIVE' 
17: 9 
19:33 
5:2(4:22) 
10:14 
. .. and ends('~'') at the sea 
and its end was ( "~')) at the Jordan ••• 
and Solomon's prov1s1on for one day was ( 'i''') ... 
the weight of gold ••• in one year was ( ·~·1 ) - .. 
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At--PENDIX XXXV1II 
QAL H~Fn~ITIVi-: CONSTRUCT Il1'il 
A. PAST 
Exo. 
Jud. 
10: 6 
18:31 
22: 4 
25: 7 
~~~16 
II Kings 6 :)5 
I sa. 48: 16 
6:J: 15 
Jon. 
Esth. 
22:18 
29: 6 
34: 8 
35: 5 
4: 2 
2:12 
B. PRESENT 
Ezek. 
C. FUTURE 
Gen. 
Exo. 
Josh. 
Jud. 
II Sam. 
I i<.ings 
Jer. 
34:12 
2:18 
8: 18( 22) 
ll :20 
18:19 
24:13 
11:36 
33:20 
44: 8 
51:62 
From the day they came ( "'DT\ ,,~ ) on earth 
as long as the house of God 'Has ( J"'-;,) at Shiloh 
all the time that David '·vas ( T\l\7'\) in the 
all the ti::1e they were ( 1l'lW;,) in Carmel 
all the tirr:e v·Je ~N'2rc ( 1l'1'1 "~ \ •.• .: .J..t..-.. .t...t_ ____ \ ' '!'Jl. l.,...ll I., I 1 t:lll 
' 
until an asse' s head be ( lW7'\ ) for ... 
from the time it ca"le to be ( ~:nP'7'\ ), I have ... 
wh•?rea s you have b·~en forsa:.:en ( ~:lH':t ll)1'71) 
bee au se you have beco~ne ( S T\,,~ ) dross ••. 
because they heve been ( "'CJ'\l'':1) a staff ••• 
because ny sheep have bee me ( ~ l'\ ,,-;, ) a prey 
bee au se y;u h2ve had ( lL, lW';"\ ) perpetual enmity ••• 
when I was ( '\l'l 1'7'1) yet in rny country ••• 
after it had been done ( lW':"\ ) to her according 
in the day wllen he is ( 1'n1'~) among his sheep ••• 
It is not good that man should be ( 'n,~';"\ ) alone ••• 
so that no swarms of flies shall be ( 'lW'i1 ) there ••• 
that they might have 1'11'7'\ ) no favour ••• 
It is better f.:n you to be ( 1J'l'":'\) priest ... or 
to be ( ll\ l'';"\ ) priest to a tribe ••• 
shall three days of pestilence co~ne ( 'l'W':1 "0~) to 
that David ••• might always have ( lW~) a lamp 
so that day and night will not co11e ( Tn'~ ) at •.• 
and that you may bec0me ( 1!::, "'O~'n\'~ ) a curse 
you 
so that nothing shall live ( ':\.W ,, T\P':'\ ) in it ••• 
Ezek. 
Ruth. 
21:15(10\ 
1:13 
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that it may be ( i1,i1 : 1W~) like lightning 
would you not have ( l"l''i1) a husband 
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APP:::NDIX XXXIX 
QAL r:Fii':ITIV2 CO':STRUCT Tli'~~ 
A. PAST 
Gen. 
I Sa :11. 
Ezek. 
10: 8 
18:11 
39: lCJ 
. 36: 3 
B. PRESENT 
Deut. 26:17 
26:18 
I Kings 16: 7 
Ezek. 27: 7 
c. FUTIJRE 
Gen. 17: 7 
14:22 
Exo. 23: 1 
28:28 
36:18 
39:21 
40:15 
Lev. 11:45 
20:26 
22:33 
25:38 
26:45 
Num. 15:41 
Deut. 4:20 
7: 6 
14: 2 
24: 4 
26:19 
Josh. 7:12 
. .. he vvas the first on earth to be ( tn'':"l~ ) a '"'lighty 
it had ceased to be ( l"tl'~?) ;c,rith 2arah ••. 
or to be ( 1ll'71 ~ ) with her 
And there was waT again l'l1';,' ... "C)'t)U'I') 
I 
so t!:ot you becane ( "'':)'IWi1~ ) the possession of ••• 
(I) 
that he is ( ~l'':1~) your God ••• 
that you are ( ~''i1~ ) a people for 
in being ( l"\P:-,1;,) lL:e tl1e house of Jeroboam 
serving ( 1'\PnS ) as your ensign ••• 
to be (~l'':"''~). God to you ••• 
to beco:;1e ( 1? 31 ''71? ) one people 
to be ( l'll'71' ) a maliciCJus witness ••• 
that it r:1ay lie ( 'I1l'~S) upon the skilfully 
that it might be ( l'\Pi17) one whole ••• 
so that it should lie ( Tl'''i1?) upon the ••• 
their ·anointing shall admit them ( ? 1)1 1:"1?) to ••. 
to be ( l1Pi1~ ) your God ••• 
have separated you ••• to be 'I'I1 1i1 ~ ) mine 
to be ( l'\l'i1 ~ ) your God 
and to be ( 1'11't1~ ) yomr God 
that I might be ( :n p;,? ) their God 
to be ':nl'7l? ) your God 
to be ( l1l'';"lL,) a people of his ovvn ••• 
to be ( Tn'7'l' ) a people of his own 
to be ( l'lPi1'7 ) a people of his own 
may not take her again to be ( l"t''n~ ) his wife 
and that you shall be ( ll'l l';, '7 ) a people ••• 
I will be with you no more ( l"ll''nS j'tllN. tot~) 
I Sam. 14:21 
II Sam. 7: 8 
7:29 
12:10 
I Kings 1:35 
8:16 
8:29 
8:52 
II Kings 11 :17 
15:19 
22:19 
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fila 1. 
Ezek. 
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:·!eh. 
I Chr. 
I I Chr. 
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10: 2 
49: 6 
56: 6 
2: 4 
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turned to be ( ~ l'i'l ~ ) with the Israelites 
that you should be ( :n1 1i'\ ~ ) a prince ••• 
that it may continue ( n l''i1? ) for ev12r ••• 
to be ( 'nl'i\L, ) your wife 
to be nP;"'~ ) ruler over ••. 
chose David to be ( t'l\''nL, ) over ••• 
that thine eyes miqht be ( n"n ~ ) open 
that thine eyes may be ( l"l''':"' ~ ) opened 
tl-Jat they should be T\\ 1 ':'lt,) the Lord'~ people 
that his hand might be ( :nl'n7 ) with him 
that they should become ( ~ '1'\l'n? ) a clesolation 
that they might be ( 
that they might be ( 
to be ( ~1'71" ) 
n ,,-;,L, ) for me ••• 
l"'l';o,") overseers of 
your slaves ••• 
who a:c·2 little to be ( ~,;'It,) among the tribes 
one who is to· be ( J"'P7'l" 1 ruler in Israel 
Fwt widows may be 1'11 1 '11?) t:':eir spoil ••• 
that my salvation may reach ( 1'\\'i'\? ) to the end ••• 
. . . b be ( :n 1' i'\ " ) hi s servants 
that my covenant with Levi may hold l"ll';"'!'? ) ••• 
• •. and become ( 'l'\l'i\') a noble vine 
that the :d~lctdo:·n might be ( T\l''i'l1 ) humble 
to be l\P~L,) a sign betv:een me •.• 
to be 1'l p;,? ) supports for the side ••• 
to be l\Pn? ) in i:lY sanctuary 
that every man be ( n Pi1S ) Lord in his 
to bo ( 1'1l''i'l~ ) ready hr that day 
and the Tev!s 'f·i9re to be ( l1 Pi'IL, ) ready •.• 
that they should keep ( 'tl, iu ,~ n l1'i\? ) 
that they should l·~ecp ( 'Q,wl)l T\P'il~) these 
I vvas appo2.nted to be ( TlPi'l~) their governor 
. e began to be ( nPi1~) a r·1ighty one ••• 
that you should be ( lW;1 7) prince over 
that it may continue ( n l'i1' ) forever 
to be ( 'l'll'il~ ) king over Israel ••• 
that r1y nar;-~e might be ( nP'i'\') there, and I chose 
no man as ( 'lWit&, ) prince ••• 
that my name might be ( ~'·n?) there, and I have 
chosen David to be ( '31 ''';,, ) ov?:r my people ••• 
II Chr. 6: 20 
7:16 
2.3:16 
26:15 
29 :ll 
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that thy eyes may be ( Tt \'':"lt, ) opened 
that my nar:1e might be ( 1'1''':'1 ~ ) there ••. 
that they should be ( n''i'l') the Lord's people 
to be ( TtP~?) on the tcmers 
anc\ to be ( l:'l\\nS,) his :.riniste1·s ••• 
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USES OF QAL INFHJITIV!:: CCli'!STtiUCT 
1. EXPRsSSH!G PURPOSE 
Exo. 23:1 28:28 36:18 39:21 40:15 
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Num. 15:41 
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I sa. 10: 2 
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ivla l. 2: 4 
Esth. 1:22 9:21 
Neh. 5:14 
II Chr. 2l; 16 
3. OBJECT OF GOVEPJ\lUTG VERB 
Gen. 
Josh~ 
I SaJ!l. 
I Chr. 
Deut. 
Esth. 
II Chr. 
10: 8 
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19:8 
1:10 
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8:13 
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A. PAST 
Gen. 
Exo. 
Josh. 
I Sam. 
II Sam. 
I Kings 
Jer. 
Ezek. 
Zech. 
I Chr. 
II Chr. 
Lev. 
I Sam. 
Eze;c. 
I sa. 
II Chr. 
4; 8 
34:25 
5:13 
19:16 
5:13 
2:27 
16:23 
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3; 6 
5: 2 
12:18 
11:15 
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39:15 
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7: 7 
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16:19 
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6:13 
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and when they were ( "C:n ''i'::J ) in the field •.• 
on t11e thir0 riay' c"Jhen they were ( "'0 n p i1 :l ) sore 
as when there was ( n,;, ':l ) stratrv 
on the r.10rning of the third day there were ( lW7'~ 
'iv'hen Joshua v1as ( l'l''i1 J ) by Jericho .•• 
when they were ( "0 :n ~~ i' ::1. ) in Egypt ••• 
and whenever the evil spirit ••• was ( 1'\l'';"l:l 
when vo~e were ( 1Jl'IP71:1 ) in the fields ••• 
While there was !'1''';"\::J.) vvar between ••• 
when Saul was ( l"\P';"l:l ) king over ••• 
behold while the child v1as ( 'l'Wi1:J.) yet alive 
Fo:r when David was ( l'IP'il :l.) in Edom 
vJhile he was ( 'TI1'i1.:1.) yet alive 
while he was lJ'))'i1'::J. ) shut up ••• 
Behold when it 'Na s ( 'l'n' ';"lJ ) whole 
when you were ( ll1''i1:l ) naked ••• 
\\!hen Jerusalem was n ,, i'l J. ) inhabited 
even when Saul uas ( 'n''i1'J) Ung ••• 
when you ··..vere ( '"O-:l!'l''':1'::J. ) few in number 
while he was ( 1l"'l'i1::l) yet alive ••• 
when they are ( 'Dnl' ':1:1) in the land 
and when theEVil spirit from God is ( l1P':1:J) 
when you have ( 1'\1'i1:1) amor.g the nations 
when their slain lie ( T'IPi'l::l) 
when my sanctuary is ( T'\'';"\:l ) in the midst 
while he is ( 1 :n l'i1'J ) near 
while you are ( "D::!Tl1'71"l ) with him ••• 
upon ••• 
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QAL eJFI\.ITIVE CONSTRUCT ~~'i1~ 
A. PAST 
Exo. 9:28 for there has been l"' )''n ~ ) enough ••• 
[!an. 12: 1 since there was ( np;,'b ) a nation ••• 
B. PRESEIH 
Exo. 12: 4 And if the house is too small for a lamb (0\t.>~ 'n''-;,h) 
I Sam. 13:26 Israel has rejected you from being !n 1;,~ ) king 
I Ki:!gs 2:27 And Solomon expelled Abiathar from being ( 
Jer. 31:36 frorn being ( :n V0 'h a nation befcJre me 
C. FUTURE 
Lev. 26:13 that you should not be ll 1'';1 h ) their 
I Sam. 2:31 so that there will not be an old fi1an 
J er. 33:21 so that he shall not have ( l'IP7'1h ) a son ... 
33:24 that they I so are \ l'H'7'11') no longer a nation 
I sa. 49: 6 Is it too l i g:1t a thirJg that you should be ( ll'l"~~ 
my servant 
Ruth 1:12 I am too old t0 have J"n'~~ a husband 
A • l::1.U:Q - . 
Gen. 1: 3 
1: 6 
1:14 
9:26 
24:51 
33: 9 
37:27 
E;<O. 10:10 
10:21 
18:19 
Nu;n. 23:10 
36: 6 
Deut. 32:38 
33: 6 
33:24 
I Sam. 18:17 
20:13 
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II Sam. 18:22 
18:23 
18:32 
I Kings l : 2 
8:57 
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10: 9 
14: 5 
II Kings 2:10 
Jer. 17:17 
18:21 
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20:14 
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QAL JUSSIVE 
Let there be ( ~~~ ) light •• ~ 
let there be ( ·~, ) a fir::1ar:1ent ••. and let there 
be a division ( ~',':l.')) '':"\'\ ) between 
Let there be ( •;,' ) lights ••• 
And let Canaan be ( ~':'\ ,, ) his sla'Je 
and let her be ( •;,n ) the wi fp , , • 
keep ( 1'1 ·~., ) what you have •.• 
Let not our hand be ( 'i\'n ) upon him 
The Lord be ( '7P ) with you 
that there may be ( •n'l) darkness 
and God be (·~'')with you 
and let my end be ( 'ilf'l ) like his 
let them rnarry ( "'Q•IUJ'? -;,1"~11 ) whom they ••• 
let them be ( '';'l' ) your protection 
WJr let his men be ( '~'') few 
let hi_m be ( •-;," ) <Hhe favourite 
let not my hand be ( "i\11 ) upon him 
may the Lord be ( ''i\'' ) \•Vi t!·1 you 
let your enemi.es ••• be ( ''':'1') as l\!abal 
come what may ( 'i'\tl 'i\'l) 
come what may ( i\ ~ ~i\'') 
may the enemies of r.1y Lord the king be ( ''n" ) like 
and let her be ( 'i1l'l1 ) his nurse 
The Lord our God be ( ':1' ) vii th us 
let these words of mine ••• be ( l'i"l ) near 
Blessed ( l'.,~ 'i\') be the Lord your God ( 'i1', ) when she comes si:e shall pretend to be ••• 
Let it be so ( •;,, ) to you ••• 
Be ( 71'71n ) not a ternr ••• 
let their cvives become ( ~)''inn childless 
may their men meet ( ''71' ) death •.• 
let ther1 be ( ,'i'l'l) overthrown before 
let it not be ( ,~., ) blessed ••• 
may the Lord be ( "i1" ) a true ••• 
let n•)thing be ( •';'In ) left 
Let no one esc ape ( 'i1" ) 
Hos. 
Ezek. 
Ruth 
Ezra 
I Chr. 
II Chr. 
3: 3 
1: 2 
2: 8 
2:12 
2:19 
4:12 
1: 3 
22:11 
22:16 
9: 8 
19: 7 
19:11 
30: 7 
B. EMPHATIC~ 
Gen. 13: 8 
26:28 
Num. 12:12 
Jud. 6:39 
15: 2 
II Sam. 14:17 
24:17 
I Kings 22:13 
II Kings 2: 9 
Neh. 1 : 6 
1:11 
I Chr. 21:17 
II Chr. 6:40 
18:12 
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nor belong to ( ,7\T\ ) another r:1an 
and let the Lord God be ( '7Pl ) a witness 
be not ( '7111 ) rebellious like 
and a full reward be ( ';"'\J"'l ) given you ••• 
Blessed be ( l'"''':l '7'\' ) the man who ••• 
And ~ay your house be ( ~~,, ) like the ••• 
may his God be ( . 'ii' \ with hirr. \ ) 
the Lord be ( .. 'i'l"' with you 
The Lord be ( .. ;""\, with you 
Blessed be ( .. ~ .. ) the Lord your God ••• 
Let the fear of the Lord be ( ':1' ) upon you ••• 
and may the Lord be ( ,~'1) with the 
D':l not be ( ''i\n ) like your fathers 
let there be (~ • 1':11'1) no strife ••• 
And let there be ( Nl. ,irn) an oath ••• 
Let her not be (\\r '~n) as one dead 
Let it be (~l-';"'1') dry only on ••• 
Let her be (~J •t;,n) yours instead 
let the wor' of my lord the king be ~l "i'Pi1~ comfortable 
11 ~ the lord your God be ( N.l • 'i'l') with ••• 
Let thy hand be ~]"'ill'\) against me ••• 
Let your 'Hord be (N.J.';"\') like one of them 
Let me inherit ( l'THi':l. .. , !ltl"'i1'1) a double share , •• 
Let thine ear be (NJ • ':'111) attentive 
Let thine ear be (N.l.';"''ll) attentive 
Let thy hand be (Nl • 'iln) against r:·1e 
let thine eyes be (~l"l'i1') open ••• 
Let your word be (~3· '71'V like one of them 
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C. OTHER 
Gen. 30:34 Let it be ( ~ii, ) as you have said 
Exo. 7: 0 / that it may become ( ~~~ ) a serpent 
Lev. 15:24 and (if) her i:npuri ty is ( ·~r\l ) bn him 
I Sam. 10: 5 "";'\"~, ) and there as you come to the city ••• 
II Kings 19:25 that you should ( ~~'n\ ) turn fortified ••• 
Gen. 12: 2 
17: l 
24 :6() 
27:29 
Exo. 18:19 
19:15 
24:12 
34: 2 
Num. 16:16 
Jud. 17:10 
18:19 
I Sar:'l. 4: 9 
18:17 
II Sam. 2: 7 
13:28 
II J(ings 11: 8 
I sa. 16: 4 
33: 2 
Jer. 48:28 
50: 8 
II Chr. 23: 7 
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APPENDIX XLIV 
QAL WPERATIVE 
and be thou 
and be thou 
Our Sister, 
':1' :'11 ) a blessino 
( ~~·~,., ) bl anele ss J 
"I I be ( ,.';'\ ~ the mother of thousands 
• •I, 
be ( i1).V: ) Lord over your brothers •.• 
be th0u ( :'1~!\ ) for the people to God-vvard 
Be ready ( il,l,~l .,~il ) by the third day ••• 
Co;1Ie up to me on the mb~ntain and be ( ':'1';'11 ) there 
tl \II' 
Be ready ( p~l ~ :.ry!: ) in the morning •• : 
Be present ( ~'~ ) you and all your co~pany 
'II 
Dwell with me, and be ( ~~.~1,) to me a father ••• 
Go with us, and be ( il':-11 ) to us a father 
"r •: 
Take courage and acquit yourselves 
Only be (~,~)valiant for me ••. 
" ~·\ 
,,,~I like men 
:. 
Let your hands be st:rong, and be ( .pryl, valiant ••• 
Be ( ·''~l. ) courageous and valiant 
Be ( .,,711 ) with the king when he goes out ••• 
I • 
Be '1v. ) a refuge to them from the destroyer 
Be ~,~·) our arm every morning 
"'II 
Be ( 11~':11 ) like the dove that nests ••• 
and be t' ~'';'\1 ) as the he-goats before the flock 
Be ( ,,,~1. ) with the king when he comes in 
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APP;.I\TDIX XLV 
NIP!-IAL PERFECT AS PAST NARRATIVE 'TENSE' 
A. COPULA 
NIL 
B. EXISTEf.!CE 
Exo. 
Deut. 
Jud. 
I Kings 
Jer. 
Joel 
Zech. 
Dan. 
Neh. 
11: 6 
4:32 
19:30 
20: 3 
20:12 
1:27 
5:30 
48:19 
2: 2 
8:10 
2: 1 
8:27 
12: 1 
6: 8 
B. TRANSITIOI'J 
Deut. 27: 9 
Such as there has never been ( ~~'';'I j 
Whether there has been i1' ';1l ';'1 I such a thing a s ••• 
•: I 
Such a thing has never happened ( ':'"''n'':"\~ 
Tell us how was this wickedness brought to pass ( ":"\1\~~l: 
V'ihat wickedness is this that has taken place 
';')'n'71l ) among you ? 
Has this thing been brought about ( ';'l'n~ ) by my Lord? 
An appalling and horrible thing has happened ( ":1l'l 'nJ ) 
What has happened ( 'iri'I'';'\J ) ? 
There has never been ';"\ '';'\ l ) 1 ike th ern 
There was no wage for roan 
and hissleep left ( ';"'}l'';'\J ) him 
And I, Dal:\:id, was overco'!le ( 'lP';'"\1 ) and lay sick • 
such as there has never been nn'';"'\l) since ••• 
no such things as you say have been done ( ':"1"':"\l ) 
this day you have become ( n,'i1J ) the people of ••• 
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APPENDIX XLVI 
"CAUSATIVE" COf.fNC"HATIOtJS :!F THE QAL & NIPHAL OF 71,':'\ 
A. QAL 
Gen. 26:35 
Num. 31:16 
Josh. ll :20 
II Chr. 22: 7 
B. NIPHAL 
Jud. 20: 3 
I I<ings l :27 
12:24 
II Chr. ll: 4 
Ezek. 21:12(7) 
and 39: 8 
And they made life bitter for Isaac pn ~ ,? iW1 ·'nib 7'1l"'ilTl) 
These causes the people of Israel ••• to act treac:h<=:>r-
:'Pi'l''l ~"J~ i"'~~ ~~iW' · 'l'l~ '''il 'il1'il ously 
For it was the Lord's doing to harden their hearts 
... p~n~ 'il T'l''il 'ill:'1' • 11~~ ':) 
But it was ordained by God that the downfall of Ahaziah •• 
,;"~,~ ·n-ol.'ln ';'\T\'7'1 -o.,ns~;'), 
How was this wickedness brought to pass 
'l1N.~';"l 'il'ii7'1 ':"\'li'ill ';,~'N. 
Has this thing been brought about by my Lord 
-:on;-, i'J.'1':'1 'il':-n i'~n 'l~ n~Yl '0~ 
For this thing is from me ••• 
'il m i'll'il -;,''ill ~n~ ~ '=> 
For this thing is from me ..• 
71 ~';") i 'J."'i';"l 7\ '7'll 'TH~ ~ ":) 
Behold it is coming, and it will be brought about. 
'il1,'illl 7\ ~:l 'il an 
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APPENDIX XLVII 
QAL PERFECT :HT!-i PARTICIPLES 
A. ACfiVE 
Gen. 
Exo. 
Deut. 
Jud. 
I Sam. 
II Sam. 
I Kings 
4 2 
37: 2 
42Hl 
42:31 
3: l 
9: 7 
9:22 
9:24 
31:27 
l: 7 
2:11 
17:34 
3: 6 
3:17 
5:15(1) 
12: 6 
18: 3 
II Kings 4: 1 
6: 8 
7: 3 
9:14 
Is a. 
Jer. 
I sa. 
Ezek. 
17:33 
17:4l(b) 
18: 4 
10:14 
26:18 
26:20 
3~:30 
59: 2 
16:22 
34: 2 
but Cain used to till ( ,:l.l~ ~ 'i\ ) the ground ••• 
Joseph was feed:ing the flock ( ~.,,., -;,•;,) with his 
brethilren 
Your servants have not been spying 
We have not been spying ( "C•?.A.,~ 
1l '~A"'\~ ... \':"1 ~~) 
''i1 ) 
A11d ivioses was sheph·'rding ( ~~li :"\'i1) the sheep of ••• 
You have been Tebellious ('01'1"~ "''""'~n) against Yahweh 
you provd>ked ("Dl'l''i1 "C'!)~'P~) the Lord 
You have rebelled against ( "Cl'"71 '0..,»~) the Lord 
You have rebe 11 ed against ( "'Cl'l''i'l "C'.,n~) the Lord 
(they) gathered ( 'O'IDP~~ ''71) under my table 
and the child did minister ( 1'""01') n•';'"t) unto the Lord 
Thy servant !(ept ( i1~li ;,•-;,) his father's sheep 
And Abner consolidate•' himself ( pnrtl'r.l ':"l'il) in the 
In times past ye sought ( "D •0p 'J.7) "0 l'P'i1) David 
For Hiram loved ( :lil l~ ';1'i1) David 
that had stooel ("tl~~ i'l•n) before Solomon 
Obadiah feared ( ~.,, 7l'';"\) the Lord geatly 
your servant has feared ( ~,, i1'il) the Lord .•• 
the king of Syria wa-rred ( 'tlTI~J il'il) against Israel 
there were four leprous G1en ( "C'')I"'\~~ l''i'l) at the ••• 
i1Jow JoTam kept ("'\~IIU il';'\) Ramoth -gilead o•. 
They feared ( "'Q'X"'\' l''i'l) the Lord, and served ( l'il 
b'-r.l1~) their own Gods. 
and served ("D"'-''J.~ 1'i\) their graven ima9es 
the children of Israel burnt incense ( '0''"\10?~ ... 1'11) 
unto ••• 
there was none that moved the wing :: 'i'i'J :'1\il) • •. 
;;licaiah ••• pr,phesied ( ~'J.J il 'i'\) in the days of 
there was a man that prophesied ( ~'J.Jl\'h ':'\,'i'l) 
For (they) have only done ('0'/ol~ l'i'l) evil ••. 
But y'Jur iniquities have separated ('C"~""T'l~ l'i1) .•. 
and were \Arel tering (1\.,1 ':1 'TYt:l~\:l.,~) in you1r: blood 
Woe to the shepherds who feed themselves ("'0,~'1 l,"i)) •.. 
Dan •. 
Neh. 
II Chr. 
36:13 
43: 6 
8: 5 
8: 7 
10: 2 
10: 9 
3:26 
6:14 
6U9 
13: 5 
10: 6 
18:34 
28:10 
B. PASSIVE 
I Sam. 
II Sam. 
I Kings 
Jer. 
Zech. 
Neh. 
I Chr. 
21: 9(8) 
10: 5 
13:32 
10: 3 
22:35 
32: 2 
52i25 
3: 3 
5:18 
13:26 
19: 5 
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and you have bereaved (n~''i'l Tl~':)uJ~\) your nation 
a.:1d a man stood ( ~~~ ~·';'1 ) by me 
And as I was considering ( 1":1.~ 1rl,.i'\) 
there was none that could deliver ( ? .,~,. ':'\ '':'\) 
n David, was mourning ( 7':l.~ 'n~ ·~"'i\ ) ... 
then I '~'·'as fallen ( "'1l.,.,'J 'T'\'':1) into a deep sleep 
Now the Nethini:11 dwelt ( ""' .. '::l.Uil"' ,,i\) in Ophel 
that would have put me in fear ( 'il' '~<\,.,''II\ \'':'1) 
Also they spoke ( "0''-'~~ ''":'\) of his good cleeds, and 
reported ( 1:1 'N. '~ n~ \'':'1 ) my words ••• 
where aforetime they laid ( "'tl''ll'\'l \•~) the meal 
who stood ( "tl.,""T~\\ \'';"1 ) before Solomon 
the king of Israel propped hi::JSelf up ( 1·~~~ ';,"-;,) 
for he loved (. -;,•~ .•. ':l.iWA.) the soil ••• 
because the king' s business required haste ( rrr\'l ... ':'1'';'\; 
for the men were greatly ashamed ( "D"~~~':)l '';"\ ) •.. 
this hath be.sn determined (':"1~1\,J ':'11'\"':'1) 
There was not anything hid ( 'D~-»1 :'1 1":'\) from the king 
and the king VJas propped up ( lh'))" -;,~~) in his 
chariot ••• 
Jeremiah was shut up ( l\1~~ ":'1'";1) in prison 
an officer that was set over ( "'T'~')'c;) ":"''''i\) the men of 
war 
Now Joshua was clothed ( Wl::lt, ':"l"n) 
Now that which was prepared ( ':"1\l.J~) ":"1•':'1) 
and he was beloved ( ~·~ ':l1l"t!ot) by his God 
for the men were greatly asha1.1ecl ( 'tl"~S':)'J ''':"1) 
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QAL PERFECT i.VITf-l HEAl< WAW WITH PARTICIPLE 
Exo. 36:29 and they were separate ( 
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APPENDIX XLIX 
QAL p;::RFECT c8:~s~cunvE vvn1; r-ARTICIPLE 
A. ACTIVE 
Gen. 1!:14 
Exo. 19:11 
Deut. 28:29 
28:66 
I sa. 14: 2 
30:20 
B. PASSIVE 
Deut. 
Josh. 
I Sam. 
Is a. 
Ezek. 
28:33 
28:3il 
8: 4 
25:29 
19: lO 
44: 2 
and I shall be a fugitive anci a wanderer ( i'Jl "))'J 'rt··~ 
and be ready ( ~'lf:lj 1':"11) against the third day 
and thou shalt grope 
your life shall han~ 
,;;..;;~or., ,,.m ) 
'll'~ ?n ''ill ) in doubt 
they will take captive ( '11"-:J.~ ''ill) 
• •. but your eyes shall see ( "'•N.i ,,~,) your Teacher ••• 
and you shall be opp.ressed ( l'lW~ 
so that you shall be driven mad ( 
but be ye all ready ~"'J'':ll "D'n"ill) 
the life of ~y Lord shall be bound 
"n"''~') 
)A~~ l'"'•in) 
and those ••• wi 11 be crushed ( "'0"'~ ~~~ ••• ''ill) 
it shall remain shut ( ~,~~ ~•i"'\) 
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QAL I:lPERFECT t'IIFI PARTICIPLE 
A. ACTIVE 
Exo. 
Lev. 
f'Jum •. · 
DE:'Ut. 
Jud. 
I sa. 
Jer. 
Neh. 
II Chr. 
23:26 
26:13 
13:45 
14:33 
1 () .... , 1 
..J..../ • .l.J. 
11:10 
3: 7 
50: 3 
13:22 
7:15 
B. PASSIVE 
Ben. 
Deut. 
II Sam. 
I Kings 
Is a. 
Jer. 
Mic. 
Nah. 
Ezek. 
Zech. 
Neh. 
I Chr. 
27:33 
7:14 
7:16 
7:26 
2:45 
2: 2 
14:16 
44:26 
4: l 
3:11 
36:38 
41: 6 
44: 2 
l3: l 
5:13 
17:14 
and none shall cast (';"1~::)\J)~ :1•;-,n) her young 
the curtains shall hand ( 'rt~i'C ~~":'\,)over the sides 
The leper ••• shall wear ("','hi~ ''':1') tarn clothes ••• 
the hair of his head shall hang ( ~,.,~ :1·~·) loose 
Your children shall be shepherds ( "!:l·~~~ ;•;,•) ••• 
But if any man hates (~'l'iu ... ~·~·) his neighbour 
The Lord '!Jill be witness (')\~1~ :"!~·) between us •. 
I will not be a healer (ID:l, ':"''ill'ol) 
none shall dwell ( :lWP ~··;,.) in it 
that they should puri~y themselves ( "'''i :1 ~~ ,,~,) 
Now my eyes will be open ( nrrt'nO Vit') 
and he shall be blessed ( lli::l ":'\'it') ... 
You shall be blessed ( lli:l ~·itn) •.. 
Y'J1.:,r throne•shall be established ( 
the house ••• will be est~blished ( 
,,~l :'\';',) 
p:~ 'l ~·it•) 
the throne of David shall be est~blished ( 11-:)J ':"l"it') 
the house of the Jnrd shall be established l'~l it"it') 
the people ••. shall be cast out ( "'D"S;::)Wh ''it") •.. 
my name shall no !Tiore be invobed ( """~T'l it•~•) 
the hbuse of the Lord shall be established v=>J iPit') 
You ,N· 11 be dazed ( 7H~S~ J ":"1~) 
So shall tile waste cities be filled ( T'\IN.~~ ... ":"'~"il~) 
they would not be supported ( "tt'~,'n~ 1'':'1") 
this gate shall be st:ut ( ·n:ro ':"'1'':1' ) 
there shall b•? a fountain opened ( i\l'll!)'l it'':'1') ••• 
so may he be shaken 
his throne shall be established ( 
Gen. 
Exo. 
Hos. 
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QAL INiP!:.RFECT 0R JUSSIVE PLUS V:EAK 'ifNi'! I.:JITH PARTICIPLE 
1: 6 
26:24 
9:17 
and let it divide ( '~"i':lh 'i'l'l ) the waters ••• 
and they shall be separate ~'~~'l'l \\i'l'\) ••• 
and they shall be wanderers ( "tl''"T"i\l \'':'!'\ ) ••• 
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APFENDIX LIT 
QAL Ii1!PERFECT cm:SECUTIVE ·,VIJH PARTICIPLE 
A. ACTIVE 
Gen. 
Jud. 
I Sam. 
II Sam. 
I Kin9s 
II Kings 
I sa. 
Esther 
Dan. 
Ezra. 
r·; eh. 
4: 2 
4:17 
21:20 
16:21 
19: l(b) 
7:10 
18: 9 
18: li1 
2.3:26 
7: 6 
8 :L:' 
1'):32 
5:24(10\ 
20:39 
20:40 
6: 5 
6:26 
17:25 
17: 28 
17: 29 
17:32 
17:4l(a) 
21:15 
9: 15 ( 16) 
59:15 
2: 7 
2:15 
1:16 
4: 4 
1: L1 
2:13 
2:15 
And .Abel used to keep sheep ( ~~~i ... • i1'1 ) ••• 
And he built ( :"ll1:l 'i,.l) a city 
And he became as he gre1.v up ( 'i'l:ll"'' '':''1'~) an archer 
and he did grind ( )TI\ID '':'I•\ ) in th2 pri sun house 
Ll1at a certain Levite sojourned ( .,~ ':"1'1) in 
And as Solomon was offering up ( ':'\~\\.,.., ... '':"1'\) the 
sacrifices 
And Saul eyed ( p~ ... '':"1 1\) David ••• 
Anc: David behaved hi~nself wisely ( ~·:>w~ ... '':"1'\) ••• 
And Daivd made haste ( ~'!)T\J ':"''\) to get a·.vay ••• 
but I have walked about ( 1~·':'1'IH~ ':'1':"1NI) in 
and David executed judgement ( UlC) w h ':"\ iur~ 
.'~nd when David cane ( No. :I. ... •':'1'\) to the 
So Hiram gave ( l'J"ll '':"\'\) Solo:.1on ••• 
And as the ;{ing passed by ( ""'':l.l\\ ''i'\'l) 
And as tlJy servant was busy ( ~\! lj ''i'\'\) 
But as one was felling ( L,,c:)b ':"''\) a beam 
a tent 
, 'i'\ ., ) 
And as the king I'Jas passing by (""1:11~ ... ''i'\'1) upon the wall 
which killed ( "D'~"'l-;, \'iVI) some of them 
and taught ( ":"1""1,1') '';"l'l) them how ••• 
But every nation made ( "D'WI~ l''i'l'l) gods of their o~'!n 
So they reared ( "0'~.,, \''i'\'\) the Lord ••• 
So these nations feared ( "tl')ol"'l' \'i\ 11) the Lord ••• 
• • • and have provoked ( 'tl''O~":)'Jil ~'il'\) me to anger 
they that lead ( •-,'liN.~ '':"1'\ ) this people 
Truth is lacking ( tl""li'a)~ '~'l'n ) 
And he brought up ( 
And Es~1er obtained 
~~No 'i1'l ) J-ladassar 
fi~ILI~ ''ill") favour ••• 
So the steward to,Jk away ( ~IL.Il ... 'il'l) their meat 
Then the people of the land wea:<:ened ( 1l'CJ""l~ ... 'il'\) ... 
And I fasted and prayed ( ~~0 "l\~l 'O'll' ·~~\) before God 
and I viewed (""l'l.HO ''i'l~l) the walls of Jerusalem ••• 
Then I v1ent up ( ilSl~ \'i'l~\ ) by night ••• 
I Chr. 
II Chr. 
6: 17 ( 32) 
18:14 
5: 8 
9:26 
17:12 
20:25 
21: 9 
24:12 
24:14 
30:10 
36:16 
B. PASSIVE 
Josh. 10:26 
II Sam. 19:10(9) 
20: 3 
I i(ings 13 :2LI, 
Esther 6: 1 
I Chr. 4: 9 
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And they mj nt stered "'C'~''Ha ~ 11i'l'l ) before the 
taberna'cle ••• 
and he executed ( i\ iL>, ~ '~'\ judgement ••• 
For the cherubim spread forth (1l 1 1b-,e;:, Pi\'' ) their 
wings ••• 
And he ruled ( ~uin~ 1 ~'') over the ••• 
And Jehoshapho,t grew great ( ?,.,,, 1Si\ 'i'\'l ) 
And they were three days in taking the spoil ( .. 11'i'\'l 
"D ' ~ ~ ~:l " ) ... 
And he rose up ( "Dj' '~'l ) by night 
And they hired ( "'0"'"'1~ w ''i'l'l ) ••• 
And they offered ( "D'~~~ l''i'\'l) burnt offerings 
So t\1e posts passed ("D'i~l~ \'i'l 11) from city to 
But they mocked ( "'l'':lL,~~ ''':"\'1 ) the messengers 
and they were hanging ( tl•t·nS:n ~'-:1'1 ) upon the trees 
and all the people 1"/ere at strife ( 1\'"'Tl ... ':'Pl ) v"i th 
So they ;;;ere shut up ( 'Til.,.,~ i"l'l ,, i'l:rn ) until ••• 
and his carcase was cast ( "l")',~yj~ 'i\'ll\ ) in the v1ay 
and tl ·ey \'Jere read "D'~,j>'l ,,-;,,, ) before the king 
And Jabez was more honourable ( 'i'l'l )than •. 
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AfPENDV:: LI II 
THE PARU~IE \ir 
A. PAST 
Gen. 
Nur:1. 
Ez~a 
39: 4 
39: 5 
42: l 
9:20 
9:21 
10:44 
and put him Lin charge of all that he had ••• 
1? w, -7~ ) 
and over all that he had '~ liJ' ,WN ·~'J 
the blessing of the Lord was upon all that he had 
'~ ~" "'\UN .,':> ) 
Jacob learned that there Das-( ~,) nrain in Egypt 
And ~ometimes ( "'IUN. ILl,,) the cioud was a few days ••• 
And sometimes ( ., li>tll r,i; ,, ) the cloud ii'eoained ••• 
some of them had ( li-') wives 
Neh. For there v,;ere those ( \iJ" ) who said ••• 
B. PRES2~\IT 
Gen. 
Ex. 
Num. 
Deut. 
Jud. 
18:24 
23: 8 
24:23 
28:16 
31:29 
33: 9 
33 :ll 
39: 8 
42: 2 
43: 7 
44:19 
44:20 
.0:4:26 
47: 6 
17: 7 
13:20 
22:2? 
13: 4(3) 
29:14(15) 
29:17(18) 
4:20 
6:13 
There were ( w' ) a 1 so those who said ••• 
And there were ( Iii"~ ) those who said .•• 
And some of ( 1~ riP ) our daughters have ••• 
Suppose there are ( ~, ) fifty righteous 
If you are 'Ni ll ing ( "D~ l.ll~'l -:n~ W' "DN. ) 
Is there ( 0\'Q, ) room in your father's house ? 
Surely the Lord' is ( V;, ) in this place 
It is ( ~, ) in my power to do you harm 
I have ( 0, ) enough, my broth~r 
And because I have ( W" ) t:mough 
He has pl:t everything that he :-,as ( .iJ' ) 
I have heard that there is ( 0, ) grain 
Have you ( 0'0 ) another brother? 
Have you ( oJJ:, ;::1,) a father or a brother ? 
'!Je have ( w• fa father 
If our youngest brother goes ( w• ) with us 
If you know that there is ( w" ) an able man 
Is ( ~,~) the Lord among us 
'.vhether there is. ( 1.iJ' :"' ) wood in it 
•I 
Ohthat there were ( w" ) a sword 
vvhether you love ('tl':l'i\1~ "'D':) t.iJ 1 ':1 ) tho Lord 
Ed ·.vith him '.'lho is ( lJ\1)~ ) here vJith us 
lest there be ( '-i.J' ) a'~ong y::nJ ••• lest there be ( W' ) ar,long you 
Is anyone ( l.l)~'i"l) here ? 
If the Lord is •t w" ) with us 
Jud. 
I Sas. 
II Sam. 
I ;cings 
Il Kin(;;s 
Jer. 
iv\ic. 
I sa. 
Joh. 
!vial. 
Ruth 
2st:~er 
13:14 
E:l9 
9:11 
:; : 12 
14 :3'? 
17:46 
20: 8 
21: 4 
21: "' ._) 
21: S' 
?.3:23 
9: l 
14:32 
17:12 
1:3:10 
2:16 
3:12 
5: 8 
C): 15 
10:15 
10:23 
14:22 
27:18 
31:17 
37:17 
41: 3 
2: l 
43: 8 
44: 8 
4:11 
1:14 
1:12 
3:12 
3: 8 
(3) 
(4) 
( 8) 
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in these h:Juses -~;::re are ( W" ) ... 
·.:r:. >,av:: straw ( W, ) anc: provcrder and 
I have: ( i.l.P ) bread anc' ···::.:-12 
Is ( W'':'1) the se.::r here ? 
••. He is ( ~, ) 
thJugh it be ( ll'-", in Jonat::an r:ty son 
that there is ( W' a ':Jod in Israel 
But if there is ( ~, ) guilt in me 
v;hat have yol: ( w , ) at :!and ? 
But there is ( W" ) holy bread 
Have y•)u ( w ~ ) not hers a spear ? 
and if he is ( l~w,) in the land 
Is there still ( I I left anyone \ w• I 
.<',.nd if there is ( 0, ) guilt in me 
I 
I 
r;othing baked have 
""'" 
? 
there is ( w., ) no nation ·Jr I , ' :<lngaom 
there are ( ~, ) with your servants 
The word of the Lord is ( W., ) with him 
he may that there is ( ~, ) a prophet in Israel 
If this is ( w, ) your mind 
Is ( W"i'\) your heart true ••• It is cU" ). 
Jehu said. If it is ( w, ) 
See that there is ( ~, ) no servant 
Are there ( W"~ ) any among the false gods 
If the word of the Lord is ( Iii., ) v1i th them 
There is ( ~,) hope for your future 
Is there ( 0·~) any word from the Lord? ••• There 
is ( W" ) 
For we have ( w• ) stores of whe.at 
Because it is 0"~ ) in the power of their hands 
The people vvho are blind yet have ti.J• ) eyes 
Is there ( W'':"\ ) a God beside me ? 
that great city in v;hich t!1ere are ( W' ) •.. 
who has ( w, ) a male in his floc(~ 
I h.::ve hope ( w, ) 
yet ther2 is ( li;• ) a !~insma>1 nearer than I 
there is ( ,liP ) a certait'l people 
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If now thou wilt prosper ( ~l ·1w• 'tl~ 
) loyally 
our brother 
the way 
If you i"'i 11 deal 
If yoc' \Nill send 
If thou wilt deliver 
by filY hand 
'"O'Wl~ ~':)W" 
-n1w~ 10, ) 
( ~'Wi~ lw" 
1ilou ld you have til'':"\ ) a worcl s1::.oken 
How long shall there be ( w '';'l ) lies 
For thc:re shall be ( W' ) i;l day 
For the1·e shall be ( 1.1)• ) a reward for 
From no':V on you \Vi ll have ( w" ) \:Jars 
) Israel 
your 'NOrk 
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r~ 
anc} there WaS nCJ Dan to till ( il'J.~~ r~) the ground. 
ana :1e was not ( Ul'N.) 
she had no ( -;,L, ,.~ ) child 
:lt \'!as not t01rard hi::J (W~')) 'l'l'~) as before 
there was no ( r~ ) water in it 
Joseph '!!as not ( l'~ ) in t:1e pit 
noile of the r:1en •.. \'ere ( )'~' ) thc::ce 
The keeper of the prison paic.' no heec ( -;, ~li )'N.) 
there ''ra s none ' ho c:odd interpret ( 'ilH~ )'N ) it 
but there 'i"as no one ( '"T'A~ r~') \Jho coulC explain 
for it could nQt ~e r.1easu:red ( -,~'t)» J~) 
Uow there was no :, r~ ) fooc~ in a 11 the land 
vrhen he sa·,.; that there \,VJ s ( r~ ) no ·nan 
yet it v:as not consu:-:led ( s~~ ll'l'N.) 
for there was not ( TN ) a house ~1ere one was not ( y~ ) dead 
but there \"/aS no ( r'/lt ) water 
wl1ere there was no ( 
Because he had no ( 
rK ) way to turn 
'' p~ ) son 
but (you) saw ( 'C.'~l'i "'":)'l'~ ) no frcrllt 
lf!here there V·iaS no ( r~ ) '.Vater 
t~~ougl: the man die:. not ( ,,lol ) deserve to die 
there was no one to rescue ( ~,~,~ T~ ) his 
there V'/a S no ( r~ ; foreign god V·!i th hill 
W)ne ·.~.·ent out ( X~l· )'N. ) and none ca:ne in 
but when h<? still did not open ( '!'\ lW~ 'll'~) the c'oors 
they ••• c::>ulc' not be countC?d ( 'il!> '0 ~ )''N. ) 
their camels "'ere ;eli U:out nunber ( ..,~~~ \'N.) 
But if not ( )'N. 'ON. ) let fire cor1e out 
he had nei tf,er ( )'N ) son nor daug:1ter 
you 'Nould not deliver ( ~·tim~ ll'N.) me 
her )j.u sband was not ( )'N. ) 'Vi th her 
he had nothing ( jN.) in his hand 
there c·:a s no ( l'W. ) king in Israel 
there was no ( !'~) :<ing in Israel 
lacking nothing ( ,,~) t!;at is in the earth and 
~ad no ( r~ ) dealings with anyone 
and there vias no deliverer ( ~,~~ )'~) anc: they 
had no ( r~ ) de a lings . 
there was no ( ''N) king in Israel 
for no ( \'N.) man took thern into his house 
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but there \Nas ( )'N ) no ans'Ner 
behold not one ( )'N ) of U:e inhabitants FvqS tiiere 
there was no ( r~) king in· Israel 
but llannah had no ( rN. ) children 
there vva s no ( r~ ) frequent vi sian 
There was not ( 1'N) a man among the people 
but they were not ( l'~) there 
we saw they were not to be found ( r ~ ) 
Jon;; than ••• was not ( )'N) there 
no man put ( :I·QJ~ ~~ ) his hanrl to his mouth 
there was not arran amono all that answered ( ml,')) )'N) 
there v1a s no ( 1'~ ) s:ivO rd 
no man saw it ( ;-,N ,-, .l'N ) or knew it .,.,, r~), 
nor die: ~"Y awake ( r·~~ )'~) 
they had no more ( l'N) strength to weep 
Abner was not ( )'lj'~ ) with C·avid 
the poor man had nothing ( r~ ) 
there was no one to part ( L,·~ ~ )'N ) them 
there was none to save ( 'S'W,)) l'N ) 
there was no one ( )'~) els~:: with us 
no stone v1as seen ( ';"!llt"')J )'~ ) 
There was nothing ( t~) in the ark 
none ( ~~ ) VJere of silver 
none ( ~~ ) was exempt 
there was no ( TN.) voice and no one ansv.rered 
( 71'l~~ ~·~) ' 
there was no ( . ,.~ ) voice; no one answered ( :"l'l,) )'N) 
and no one ( r~ ) heeded 
he was grme ( '~l'N ) 
\'li thout ( YN ) war 
there was no ( r~ ) king in Edam 
there was no ( rN ) sound or ( l~') sign of life 
there was no one ( r~ ) there 
there was no one ( )M) there 
and there vvas none to help ( "'Hl~ ,,N) Israel 
They do not fear ( ~·~-," )'~ ) the Lord, and they 
do not follovv ( "[l• w~ 'ON~ ) the statutes 
and their light ~V3 s not ( )'N ) 
there was no ( i~ ) man 
but no good carne ( )'~ ) 
·.:e looked for peace, but no good ,came: ( rN. ) 
they have not 1 i stened ( 'tl ~~)')11L) "Dl 'N ) 
there was no ( r~ ) water in the cistern 
the ppor people who owned nothing ( ~·N ) 
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those ~ho did not ( r~ ) deserve to drink 
There '.Vas none who dec larec:i ( i'.:l~ 1'N), none 
who proclaimed ( 'li'J')WYl rN ), none who 
heard ( ~ ~,0 r,\,1 ) 
when there was no ( r~ ) strange God among you 
was there no ( rN ) man? •.. was there no one 
to ansc·vcr ( :-, ll~ )'N ) 
there was no ( rN ) justice 
There was no ( )'~ ) man and wondered that there 
was no one to intervene ( '; 1.:1.:0b /'N) 
with no one passing thrOUc:]h ( .,~~~ r~ ) 
no one ( r~ ) was wj th me 
there wa•s no on.::: to help ( ., ~I' )'N ) there 
vvas no one to uphold ( l~~O 11N ) 
no one ansl'•'erecl ( ~JI)I 'N. ) 
there-> was no ( r~ ~ ) shepherd 
there was no ( r~ ) breath in them 
and tiley had no ( rN ) pillars 
you did not ( r~ ) return to me 
there was no ( 7\'l) 1 ~ ) wage neither vras there 
( YN ) any safety 
you havP. not kept (l:l·-,~0 "tJ~'l,~ ) my ways 
no one was compelled ( 't)J1N ri\!) 
for she had neither ( r~ ) father nor mother 
Esther had not made k.nown ( ,n-,.,~ )'~) ... 
;
1;'\Jrdecai did not bow down ( ~.,,~ r~) 
Youths without ( pN. ) blGmish 
there vva s no one who could deliver ( 
and did W:>t understand ( )':l~ i~ ) 
the people COJ.lld not distinguish ( -o~., ,~Yo) )'N ) 
there was no ( r~ ) beast with me 
theu: was no ( 1'N ) place for the beast 
Neither ( )'No ) I nor my brethren • • . none of us 
too!<: off ( ~\ 1.0 ILl ~:!) p ~tot ) our c l o t h e s 
no hoyses 'had been nuil t ( "D",J:J. r~) 
they could not understand ( '0'""'':)~ ~·~ ) the speech 
but his bnthers had not ( l'~ ) many children 
there vvas nothing ( \•l'l ) in 
silver was not considered ( 
were without ( \'~; number 
the ark 
':l\L1'n J r~) as anything 
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he had no ( r~ ) war 
until none ( r~' ) remained alive 
there was no ( r~ ) peace 
none had escaped ( ili.O'L,ID )'~) 
until they could carry no more ( ~W"b \'~~) 
the house of Ahaziah had no one ( )'~) able to rule 
they did not need ( r~ ) to dep~rt 
until there was no ( ly.~~) remedy 
animals that are not ( 'i1'l'l'~ ) clean 
there is not ( r~ ) a man on earth 
there is no ( J'N) fear of God at all in this place 
This is none other ( )'N ) than the house of God 
everyone that is not ~ ·Ul'~ ) speckled 
your Father does not ( ~,'l'~) regard me with favour 
no ( l'llt ) man is with us 
The 1 d is gone ( nl'~ ) 
He is not ( U'l'~) greater in his house 
there is no one to interpret ( .,:n,co \'til 
there is no one who can interpret ( ,~\~ 
There is none ( )'~ ) so discreet and wise 
and one is no mote ( \ll'~) 
one is no more ( ''l'l'~ ) 
) 
p~ ) 
Joseph is no more ( rl:l'N.) and Simeon is no more ( 'W~) 
if our youngest brother is not ( \ll'~ ) with us 
the lad is not ( \ll'~ ) with us 
the lad is not ( '~~~~ ) with us 
if the lad is not ( n'l•N.) with me 
for there is no ( ~~~ ) pasture 
No straw is given ( )nl ~~) to your servants 
there is on one ( f~ ) like your God 
there is no one ( 1'~ ) like me in all the earth 
there are no ( \'~ ) graves in Egypt 
is the Lord among us or not ( \'II: ) ? 
without ( \'~) payment of money 
if he has nbthing ( ''R ) 
without anyone seeing it ( -;,~r" \'~) 
the owner not being ( )'~ ) with it 
it is not ( \'~ ) the sound of shouting ••• nor ( ~~~ ) 
the sound • • l \ 
but does not part ( 'll"'"'c;)?:l T~ ) the hoM 
anything ••• that has not ( )'~ ) fins 
everything that has not ( y~ ) fins 
but is not cloven footed ( l'\~"0\U ':'1'l:I'N ), or 
does not chew ( 'i'S~~ ':"''.J 1 ~~ ) the cud 
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and does not appear ( 'i!~., ~ 1'~) deeper than the skin 
and the hair on it is not ( 1'N) white, and it is 
not ( ';"':l'l·~) deeper 
there is no. ( ,.~ ) white hair in the bright spot, 
and it be no ( I ":'~'l· ~ ) lower than •• o 
and it appears no ( )~~) deeper than •••• and 
there is no ( 1'~) black hair in it 
and the itch applears to be no ( r~ ) deeper than 
and it appears to be no ( Ul'~ ) deeper than 
and cannot ( 1'~ ) afford so much 
But if a priest's daughter o•. has no ( )'~) child 
the villages which have no ( )'~) vvall around them 
when none pursue9 ( 'C)i''\"'\ re-t j you 
they shall fall whenrone pursues ( ,-r'., )'~) 
though none pursues ( 9'"'T,, r~.) 
if the man has no ( J~~) kinsman 
and there is no ( j ) witness against her 
there is not ( r~) at all 
whether there is wood in it or not ( r~) 
the Lord is not ( )'N) among you 
in which there is rio ( ~'l\) blemish 
every open vessel which r\as no ( y~) cover 
there is no ( r~ ) water to drink 
let me only ( r~ 1'1) pass thr ugh on foot 
for there is no ( ,,~ ) food and no ( iN. ) water 
if a man des and has ( \'~) no son 
if he has no ( )'N. ) daughter 
if he has no ( '\~ ) brothers 
if his father ha~ no ( N~) brothers 
sheep which have no ( l\t) shepherd 
for I am not ( "ll'N ) in the midst of you 
I must not go over ( .,~~~ ':ll 1~) Jordan 
there is none other ( ~~ ) besides him 
there is no other ( ''N? 
he has no ( 1•N ) portion or inheritance 
whatever does not have ( r~) fins 
he has no ( )'~) portion or inheritance 
because he hds no ( YN ) portion or inheritance 
in the young woman tf1ere is no ( r~ ) offence 
And (he) has no ( pN.) son 
him who is not ( ~~l·~) here with us 
because our God is not ( ~~ ) among us 
a God of faithfulness andlwithout ( jN) iniquity 
there is no ( 1~N ) understanding in them 
there is no ( ''N ) God beside me o •• and there is 
none that can aeliver ( ~.,.,~~ ,,~ ) 
There is none ( r~ ) like God ) 
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The Levites 
You have no 
you have no 
have no ( l'~ ) ( r~) portion 
( ) N ) portion 
portion 
Is anyone here ? Say 'No' ( )'N ) . 
this is no ( r~ ) other than {he sword of Gideon 
but if not ( r~ ) 
is there not ( f'!lt:"' ) a woman 
when your heart is not·( r·~) with me 
a place where there is no (J'~) lack 
and nobody ( u.i,N. )'N ) take me intc:' his house 
there is no ( \'N) lack of anything 
There is none ( yw.) why ••• there is none ( \'~) 
be sides thee; there is no ( r~ ) rock like our God 
there is no ( r~ ) present to bring 
There is none ( )'~ ) like him 
then if there is no one to save ( ~'W1Jo:) \'~) 
for nothing can hinder ( ~~~ ~n )'~) the Lord 
the king desires no ( rM ) marriage present 
if you do not save ( Ul~h~ ll'N) your life 
it is not ( )'~ ) so 
there is no ( )'~ ) danger 
no one ( )'~ ) with you . 
I have no ( v~ ) bread at hand 
have you not ( fK ) here a spear 
for there is none ( yN. ) but that here ••• There 
is none ( 1'~ ) like that 
no one disc!loses ( ;,~\A f'N.) to me ••• none of you 
is sorry ( :"1~1n \'N) for me 
see that there is ho ( ''M ) wrong 
there is nothing ( \N) better for me ••• 
there is none ( 1''\ll) like thee, and there is 
not ( 1'~) God beside thee 
there is no ( 1'~) man deputed by the king 
I have no ( ,,~ ~ son 
commanders ahd servants are nothing ( rN ) to you 
we have no ( rN. ) portion 
it is not ( )'l'lt ) a matter of silver or gold ••• 
neither is it ( T~ ) for us 
there is neither ( r~ ) adversary nor ( r~ ) 
misfortune 
there is no one ( iN ) among us 
there is no ( ~~ ) God Like thee 
there is no ( r~) man who does not sin 
there is no ( \'~ ) other 
when tbey would say I He is not here ( r~ ) I 
There is nothing ( ~,~ ) 
you eat no ( ~~~ TNt) food 
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Naboth is not ( r~ ) alive 
Is there not ( )'N':i ) here another prophet 
sheep that have ( r~ ) no shepherd 
Is it because there is no ( yK) God in Israel 
Is it becasue there is no ( j~) God in Israel 
Is it because there is no ( ~ ~ ) God in Israel 
but if not ( ~~), it shall not be so 
Is there no ( ~':'\) prophet of the Lord 
Your maidserva t has nothing ( )'~) in the house 
There is not ( TN) another 
she has no ( )'~ ) son 
I know that there is nu ( )'~ r God in all the earth 
because they do not know ( "'0"'~.,, "''l'N) the law 
there is no ( /'N ) strength 
there is no ( )'~) soundness in it 
like a garden without ( y ~ ) water 
with none to quench ( ":"\':l':l'b n~) them 
there is no ( )'~) end to th<?ir treasurers ••• and 
there is no ( )'N ) end to their chariots 
there is neither ( \'N) bread nor ( rN ) mantle 
beautiful houses without inhabitants ( 'J\.bp r~-n) 
None ( ~,N.) is weary, none stumbles ( ~~th:> )'~) 
None can rescue ( L,~'l{~ )'~) 
cities lie waste without inhabitant ( 'Jiilr' r~~ and 
houses without ( )'~'11) men · 
there is no ( j'N ) dawn 
like sheep with none to gather them ( r:l]'7') r~) 
there is no straggler ( "'TI,':l. r~) in h1s ranks 
before morning they are no more ( nJ'lol) 
there is no ( rN ) restraint anymore 
I have no ( ,.~ ) wrath 
a tongue which you cannot ( i~ ) understand 
there is no ( r~ ) strength to bring them forth 
days without ( \'~) number 
burn with none to quench ( o;,':l,':)'h r~) it 
without inhabitant ( :J. 0 ,, r~~ } 
no man dwells ( ::1 w ,., r ~ ) in them 
the word is not ( )'""' ) in them 
0 foolish and senseless ( ~.', )'!~!~) people 
when there is no ( ~~~ ) peace I 
I do not hear ( ~~,0 ''l'NI.) you 
Do you not see ( :'IN li \'l'N;'l ) what they are doing 
because there is no ( r~Y)) room elsewhere 
no man repents ( 'tl'I"'J )'N) of his wickedness 
when there is no ( )'~ ) peace 
there are no ( y~ ) grapes on the vine, nor ( ?.:, )figs 
adders which cannot be ( rN. ) charmed 
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Is the Lord not ( r~ ) in Zion ? Is her king 
not ( \'N.) in her ? 
Is there no ( )'~ ) balm in G1lead ? Is there no \''It ) 
physician there ? 
neither is it ( )'ll) in them to be good 
There is none ( )'N ~) like thee 0 Lord 
There is none ( )'Nn) like thee 
and they are not ( "ttl'~'); there is no one to 
spread ( :"l~'J l'~ ) my tent 
but no man 1 ays ( tl 1u J'l'ot ) it to heart 
no flesh has ( r~ ) peace 
with none to open ( ~n I'D )'N ) them 
because there is no ( \'lit ) herbage 
there is no ( )''N.) healing for us 
things in which· there is no profit ( ~"\\'~ r~) 
burn with none to quench ( 7\~:H) )'N) it 
But you have eyes and heart only for ( 1'~ ) 
a vessel no one ( ''No) cares for 
this house shall b4 like §hilob ••• without 
inhabitant ( :lW P ,,~~-) 
this man does not deserve ( 1!, )'N) the sentence 
of death 
••• of terror and no ( y~) peace 
there is none ( 1'N.J')) like it 
no ( pP~t) healing for you 
for whom no one cares ( )'~ \IJ"W''T) 
because they are not ( ll~'N) 
without ( )'~,) man or beast 
without ( )'N'n) man or ( )'NI'l) beast ••• without ( )'N~) 
man or inhabitant ( ':l.IU,, ft-t~) or ( r~ 'V\) beast 
this place which is waste, without ( 1 Nt)) man 
without inhabitant ( ~\.1.11' )'NY)) 
I am not deserting ( t,!>,~ '':l::l''t:.) to the Chaldeans 
for the king can do nothing ( ~~~) against you 
for there is no ( \'N.) bread l~ft in the city 
No one dwells ( :l w~, r~ ) in them 
without inhabitant ( ':lW,, )'H.~) as it is this day 
there is no ( ''~ ) healing for you 
a ruin, without ':inhabitant ( :1.~ ,, )'It~) 
they are without ( )'N.) number 
The renown of Moab is no ( )' N. ) more 
with no inhabitant ( ':l~,, r~~) in them 
Has Israel no ( )'~ ) sons ? Has he no ( r~ ) heir( 
Is wisdom no ( y~i"\) more in reman ? 
and he is no more ( ''ll 1lo: ) 
a desolation without inhabitant ( :J 4iJ ~, p~~) 
Babylon shall become a heap of ruins ••• without 
inhabitant ( ':ll.i; ,, )'~ ~) 
Hos. 
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There is no ( r~ ) faithfulness or ( )'N ) kindness, 
and no ( )'~ ) knowledge of God 
none of them calls ( ~-wp )''l'l) upon me 
Ephraim is like a silly dove, silly and without ( r~ ) sense 
the standing grain has no ( ~~) heads 
they are among the nations as a useless 1-'IDT\ ,N.) 
vessel I 
We have no ( YN ) king 
be sides me there is no ( )'N. ) saviour 
powerful and without ( \'2t ) number 
because there is no ( 1'N) pasture for 
I am your God, and there is none ( rN.) 
Is it not ( ''11:. ) indeed so 
when he has rlo ( ''~ ) prey 
them 
else 
when there is no trap ( "'r 1r.1 y~ ) for it 
wfuth none to raise her up ( .,.., Y)'i' ~ ''N. ) 
and it devour, with none to quench it (I -;, ~::) r,) y~) 
for there is no answer (~HI~ )'~ from God 
Is there no ( )'l't ) king in you 
there is none to deliver ( ?'~"n ''R) 
there is no ( )'N) cluster to eat 
there is none ( r~ ) upright among men 
but none turns back ( o;,HH') )''Ill ) 
There is no ( )'~) end of treasure 
with none to d 1 sturb ( 'i"i '1"1 ~ rN) 
dead bodies without ( r~ ) end 
and that without ( r~ ) limit 
withrone to gather ( Y:ll"Y.) )'!\)them 
there is no ( r~) assuaging your hurt 
there is no ( \'N) breath at all in it 
nor ( TM) frui~ on the fines ••• and there is 
no ( r~) herd in the stalls 
till no inhabitant is left ( ':J. W P ''~ ~) 
without inhabitant ( :J.'l) 1' r~n) I 
Lebanon will not ( V~ ) suffice for fuel, nor 
( ''II:. ) are its beast enough 
who brings princes to nought ( r~~~' ) 
his under-tanding is unsearchable ( ,?n yN) 
to him who has no ( )'N.~·) might 
those who strive against you shall be as nothing ( ) 1~:)) 
those who war against you shall be as nothing ( "111::>) 
seek for water and there is none ( r ~) 
I sa. 
Ezek. 
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Behold you are nothing ( )'N't)) 
there is no one ( \''N); among these there is no 
( \~~ ) counsellor 
a prey with none to rescue ( s~"' ~ ~·N. ) ' a spoil 
with none to say ( "''hH~ )~'!\) 
beside me there is no saviour ~·~,,.., r~) 
there is none who can deliver you ( L.,~~ jl) r..: ) 
beside me there is no ( r~) God 
There is no ( ~· tl.l. ) rock 
his strength fails ( ~~~) 
there is no other ( r~ ); beside me there is no ( \''N. ) God 
I ar'n the Lord, and there is no ( r~) other 
your work has no ( r ~) handles 
and there is no ( ,,~) other 
and there is no ( \' ~ ) other 
and there is no ( yN ) other ••• there is none 
( )'lot) besides me . 
and there is no ( ''"' ) other 
there is no ( pot) other 
sit on the ground without ( r ~) a throne 
no one sees me ( ~lN.'"'I )~N.) 
no ( ,,N ) coal for warming oneself 
there is no one to save you ( l~'wr~ )'~ ) 
There is no ( )'~ ) peace 
Have I no ( )'~) power to deliver ••• for lack of 
( 1~N.~) water 
and has no ( )'~ ) light 
There is none to guide ( ?Til~ r~) her ••• there is 
none to take her ( ~ ~~ n 'h r~ ) by the hand 
he who has no ( r~ ) money 
no one lays ('OiL> r~ ) it to heart ••. while no one 
understands ( Y':l:)') l'!(~) 
There is no ( ,,~ ) peace 
no one enters sb t ( ~.,,, ,,~) justly, no one 
goes to law ( ta~:nu 1 l'N) honestly 
there is no ( \'~ ) justice 
like those who rlave no ( )'~ ~ ) eyes 
we look for justice but there is none ( ''N) 
There is no one that calls ( ~'"'1,1" r~) upon thy name 
none goes ( l~,'n )'N) to battle 
the Lord does not see ( i\~\""'1 ~~~) 
there is no ( v~ ) peace 
the wall is no more ( -1~ N), nor ( )'N.) those who 
daubed it 
there is no ( )'N. ) peace 
with none to search ( u:,.,,, ''N) or seek ( 101' :l.~ )'N.) 
all of them dwelling without ( r~'l) walls, and 
having no ( T~ ) bars or gates · 
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there is no ( 1'~ ) understanding 
you never have ( r~ ) enough • • • but you are not ( r~ ) filled ••. there is none ( )'~ ) warm 
Is it not in your sight as nothing ( yN~ ) ? 
there is no ( )'N.) water in it 
for there is no ( r~ ) shepherd 
is that no ( )'Ill.) evil •• is that no ( )'~) evil 
I have no ( yk) pleasure in you 
because he nu ( r~tl) longer regards 
for there is no ( ~~) one beside you 
they do not keep ( "0,\u,-; "'01'~) the king' s law so 
that it is not for the king' s profit ( ':"'iw r~) 
for no one might ( )'~) enter the king' s gate 
all this does me no good ( ~ IW n'l·~) 
for our afflication is not to be compared nHJ) r ~ )tc 
(it) cannot be ( ~~) revoked 
without touching ( -,.:nJ ''~) the ground 
there is none who contends ( r~,~~ r~) by my side 
for none can ( )'~) stand before thee 
we cannot ( r* ) stand in the open 
but you have no ( J'~) portion 
but it is not ( )'N) in our power to help it 
him for whom notliing is prepared ( 1l:>l r~) 
There is none ( f~) like thee 0 Lord, and there is 
no ( r~) God beside thee 
cedar trees without ( )'N.") . number 
iron beyond ( r~) weighing 
iron beyond ( ) N) weighing 
So the Levi tes no longer need ( r~ ) to carry 
there is no ( j~ ) abiding 
without ( y~) regard to their divisions 
there is no ( )'~ ) God like you 
there is no ( }'!'\) man who does not sin 
there is none C )'~ ) like thee to help ••. him 
that hath no ( TM~) strength 
is there not ( ,,N;,) here another prophet 
for he never prophesies ( ~:lUH~ nl'N) good 
these have. no ( \'llot) master 
for there 1 s no ( r~ ) perversion of justice 
so that none ( )'~'t) is able to withstand 
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we are powerless ( '11~ 1'~ ) 
for the Lord is not .( \'~ ) with· Israel 
you need no longer ( r" ) carry it 
But if you do not restore ( ~·lil'Y:I 1J'~) her ••• 
And if you do not ( r~) ,I will die 
if you will not send. ( -n'?wh lJ'~) him 
there will be neither ( )'~) ploughing nor harvest 
I 
I will not give ( 1TI1J ,~l·~) you straw 
your work will not be lessened ( 'j,~J )'~) 
if you will not 1 et my people go ( 'T'\ ~ ~ ~ l'l'~ ) 
there shall be no ( \'~) blood guilt for him 
and if not ( J'~); blot rne out of thy book 
if thy presence will not go ( "tP~~'i\ yN) with me 
none shall make you afraid ( ""T'.,Tlh r~) 
he shall not be ( r~ ) guilty of blood 
who wi .ll not :Jbey ( ~ 'h~ 'll'~) the voice of his father 
he will not obey ( '>\~1\U nl·~) our voice 
there shall be none to help you ( '))•~.() '~ r~) 
there shall be none to help you ( ')).II),~ r~ ) 
it shall not be ( r~ ) in the power of your hand 
no man will buy you ( 'illrp r~) 
if not ( r~ ) you speak 
you will have no ( p~) reward for the tidings 
if you do not go ( N,~ ,., ll'~ ) 
none shall bury her ( .,'J.,i' rN. ) 
I will not 1 i sten ( ~~'0 "'l'l 'N. ) 
of peace there will be no ( r~) end 
none will make them afraid ( .,,.,T'l~ ,,~ ) 
and be no more ( 1U'~) 
and none shall shut ( .,~'t) )'N) and none shall 
open ( ,., 11' ~ )'t\! ) 
none shall pass through ( .,':l,~ r~) it 
but none shall be ( )'~ ) there 
none will frighten them away ( .,.,i'n'l1 )'~) 
none shall gather them ( 't)~ ~ 'r.) \'~ ) 
I will not listen ( ',\')1)~11) "'ll\~ ) 
I will not hear ( ~~,0 ,Jl''llt ) their cry ••• I 
will not accept them ( "'0~ ,i ,ll'~ ) 
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with none to bury them ( ""':l,i' r~ ) 
my heart would not ( l'~ ) turn toward 
there will be no ( )'N~ ) place else to bury 
none shall make them afraid ( .,,.,,~ )'~ ) 
we will not listen ( 1P'!II~W ':l'l'~ ) to you 
none shall make him afraid ( ""T'"",'Y) r~) 
with none to gather ( y:J. -p ~ )'N. ) the :fugitives 
there shall be none ( 1l~'N. ) 
with none to raise him up ( "0 1y» )'N ) 
without ( )'~) king or ( j'R ) prince without ( )'N.) 
sacrifice or ( 1'~ ) pillar, without ( rN ) ephod 
and none shall rkscue ( L,•-a-n rN ) 
none shall make them afr~id 
none shall make them afraid 
there shall be none ( r~ ) 
and shall be no more ( l)'N ) for ever 
and shall be no more ( 1l'N ) for ever 
none shall make them afraid ( .,. • .,n~ LN) 
none shall make them afraid ( 11.,T'lh J'N( 
and he shall have nothing ( r~ ) 
there shall be no ( )'~ ) strength to stand 
none shall stand ( ih,)l \'R) before him 
with none to help ( """l~l~ )'''It ) him 
that there should be no ( r~~ ) remnant 
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THE USE OF r~ WITH PARTICIPLES 
A. PAST 
(a) Active 
Gen. 
Deut. 
Josh. 
Jud. 
I Sam. 
II Sam. 
I Kings 
II Kings 
Jer. 
Is. 
Mal. 
Esther 
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14:26 
17:34 
32:33 
41:26 
50: 2 
59:16 
60:15 
63a 5 
66: 4 
2: 9 
1: 8 
the keeper of the prison paid no heed ( :"1~\"'1 }'~) 
there was none who could interpret ( .,l'\1~ )'~) . 
but there was none who could explain ( '"'T 1~~ rH) 
but (you) saw no "'0'1\l, "D ~~· M.) form 
there was no one to rescue her ( ~·ILl,~ r~ ) 
none went out ~ ~,. rl't) and none came in ( ~':l r~) 
when he still did not open ( ""l"''e \~J'~ ) 
you would not deliver me ( ':11\'l..i>'~ l~'N ) 
there was no deliverer ( ~'~~ r~) 
but there was no answer ( ':"\~1'9 rN.) 
no man put ( ~~w~ Tl't) his hand to his mouth 
there was not a man ••• that answered ( ~ ~ ~~ "~ ) no man saw (':i~'~ ''!\)it or knew it (".,.,.)'tit) 
did any awake c r 'P ~ )'tot) 
nor 
there was no one to part them ( ~,~ n )'N ) 
there was none to save ( ~·l.in~ roa) 
no one answered 
no one answered 
and there was none to help ( .,~,~ \'N.) Israel 
they do not fear ( ""Q\~"''~ 'tll''l\) the !Lord, and they do 
not follow ( '1l'liJ\~ 't)J•N) the statutes 
they have not listened ( "tl'S~,u) "tl'l'~) 
There was no one who declared ( i'A~ \1~), 
proclaimed ( 'S'~W?:I \'~ ), none who hEiard 
none who 
was there no one to answer ( ':'Ill~ \'~) 
there was no one to intervene ( ~'A !)V) i"' ) 
with no one passing through ( ~:n~ r~ ) 
there was no one to help ( "'1~1')1 )'~) ••• there 
one to uphold C 1~ro r~) . I 
no one answered ( ':'\1 \')\ y ~) 
( "»~H.) )'~) 
was no 
you have not kept ( '"O'~l'l lui "'D :ll'~ ) my ways 
no one compe 11 ed ( "0) ,~ fN. ) 
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(b) Passive 
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B. PRESENT 
(a) Active 
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Esther had not made known Tl""T ~~ \'~) 
Mordecai did not bow down ~'"",.~ )'t.:l ) 
there was no one who could deliver ( ~'~h rl\!) him 
and did not understand ( r~· ~ r~) 
the people could not distinguish ( 'O'"""'~n r~) 
none of us took off ( "tl"l.OW~ )'~) our clothes . 
they cnuld not understand ( "'t!".,"~'n ,,~) the speech 
I -
silver was not considered ~WT'\J 1'~) anything 
until none ~emained alive ( i'PT'I~ )'N..,) 
until they could c:arry no more ( ,~llJv., rNt,) 
until there was no ( ~~ih r~") remedy 
yet it was not consumed ( '~ R r~ ) 
no stone was seen ( i'lN.,J )'N. ) 
no houses had been built ( 
there is none to interpret ( TN. "'l:n1~) it 
without anyone seeing ( i'l~,-, rN) it 
but does not part ("0''"'\~~ )'lit) the hoof, 
but is not cloven footed ( !\":H~w i'l jJ'~), or 
does not chew ( -:,S'j~ :"''l)'~) the cud 
and does not appear ( ilNi~ )'~) deeper than the skin 
and cannot afford ( 'nA~'I1 l'~) so much 
when none pursues ( tp1i ) ~ ) you 
they shall fall when none pursues ( ji'i )\~) 
though none pursues ( ,., ,, r~) 
I must not go over ( "'J.'~ 'W~) Jordan 
and nobooy takes me ( j't>~~ )'N) into his house 
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if there is no one to save ( ~·IIi m l'~) 
nothing can hinder ( ~~~ ~ b )'N. ) the Lord 
no one discloses ( ':1S1; )'~) to me ••• none of 
you is sorry ( i'IL,~n rN.) for me 
you eat no food ( ~':)\~ 1r~ ) 
because they do not know ( "'0'~.,,, "D~·~) the law 
'Hi th none to q1_1ench 'i'\':1. ":)'!~') \'W. ) them 
beautifl,ll houses without inhabitant ( ':l.W '' )'~~) 
no one stumbles ( L, I.4J '~ 1'~) 
none rescues ( L,'~'JI') )'~) 
cities 1 ie waste without inhabitant ( :l un' )'~~) 
like sheepwi th none to gather them ( r:l j'l 'Y) )'~) 
there is none who struggles ( ., .. Tl:l )'N) in his ranks 
with none to quench ( 'i'::l':)~ rN) it 
without inhabitant ( ':l.~ ,, )'N~ ) 
no man dwells ( ::J.IIJ,, r~) in them 
I do not hear ( -,'Y),W •ni:-1!) you 
Do you not see ( i'\~ ,., l~'~) what they are doing 
no man repents ( "'T\ l 1'\lt ) of his wickedness 
things which do not profit ( ~,~,~ j~ 
with none to quench ( 'i'l':l~Y.) )'~ it 
without inhabitant ( ':l.\LI,, r~)'S) 
for whom no one cares ( )'N ILI,,i) 
. without inhabitant ( ':l.IL/1, r·~l1) 
I am not deserting ( ~'1:!)\J ''31'~) ·to the Chaldeans 
No one dwells ( ':\.WP l'R) in them 
without inhabitant ( ::l.cliP ~~~~ 
a ruin, without inhabitant ( J.lo!Jl' )'N») 
with no inhabitant ( ':l\1),, ,,~n) in them 
a desolation without inhabitant ( ':l.W'' r~n) 
••• without inhabitant ( ':l~\' r~ ~) 
none of them calls upon me ( ~,,~ r~) 
when no one trap'S it ( w1' '~ rN. ) 
with none to raise her up ( -;, Y)li'~ rw. ) 
with noaa to quench it ( ':1':L ~~ )'N ) 
there is no answer ( 'ill~11 /'~) from God 
there is none to deliver c S·~~ r~ ) 
none turns back ( :"\JE)~ )'~) 
with none to disbur-b ( .,,..,"n'Y') 1'~) 
with noe to gather ( r':l p ~ r N. ) them 
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till no inhabitant is left ( ':l.W,, r~~) 
without inhabitant :lltJl'l v~'Y!I) 
none goes ( l~ 'i1 1'~ ) to battlle 
the Lord does not see ( ';'I~'"" r~) 
with none to search ( ~.,,.,. r~) or seek ( l.ilp":l.~ iN.) 
among these there is none who advises c Y~'' r~ 
a prey with none to rescue ( ~~s~ r~), a spoil 
with ncr.e to speak ( ·n~1 N ''N) 
there is none who saves ( ~"'W'» )''N) 
there is none who delivers ( ~'~'Y'l )'~) 
no one sees ( ~N li 1'N) me 
there is none who saves you ( ~, w1~ r~ ) 
There is none to guide ( ,,1~ )'~ her ••• there is 
none to take her ( 1?, ~ n~ ''N) by the hand 
no one lays ("Diu )'N.) it to Heart ••• no one 
understands ( V:l~ l'N.) 
no one enters suit ( 'eo\i)l' ,,~) justly and no one 
goes to law (La~ w J r~) hdnestly 
There is no one that calls ( ~i)y 1'~ upon my name 
they do not keep ( "0"0'~ "''l'~) the king' s law, 
so,that it does not profit ( ~'~ l'N) the king 
all this does me no good ( i'nW 'll'~) 
our affliction is not to be compared ( ';'11W ~~) 
without touching ( ~An l'~) the ground 
none who contends ( p ~11 nn l'N) by my side 
he never prophesises ( ~:lll1~ 'll'~) good 
you no longer need carry ( ~ iLJ'h r~) it 
No straw is given ( yn.J r~ ) to your servant 
if you do not restore ( :l •0 ~ ]J~~) her 
if you will not send ( ,,W'h ll'~) him 
I will not give ( 1nj ~ll'~) you straw 
if you will not let my people go ( ,L,w'b l"l'll-) 
if thy presence will not go with me ( "'0 ""~ u,,~ yN) 
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none shall make you afraid ( i''""!'n~ )'~) 
who will not obey ( ~'r)'\1) 1':l'l'~) the voice ofhis father 
he will not obey ( ~~'W 'W~) our voice 
there shall be none to help you ( -:t'ILI'~ )'~) 
there shall be none to help you ( '!»'0'~ )'~) 
no man will buy you (inrp r~) 
if you do not go ( N'IJ'"' ll'N) 
none shall bu:ry her ( ~~'~ ''N) \ I I 
I vfill not listen ( ~'hl~ -~J·,~ ) 
none shall make them afriad ( "i'""!n'h \'~) 
none shall shut ( .,;nt) 1'~) ... none shall open ('111W!) )'R; 
none shall pass through ( ..,~,~ rN ) 
none will frighten them away ( l'i'T1h l'~) 
none shall gather them ( .'1'0~~ r~ ) 
I will not listen ( ~~~~ 'JJ'~) 
I wiil not hear ( ~nHiJ ''lJ'~) their cry ••• I will 
not accept ( 1)'l',.., ·~)'~) them 
none shall bury them ( ..,::l.rp \'~) 
none shall make them afraid \ ~'.,'nY-1 r~ 
we will not listen ( "D'~~,ILI 'J'l 1 ~) to you 
none shall make him afraid ( 'l'.,'n~ )'N.) 
with none to gather ( r';lr'r') )'~) the fugi ti-.z:es 
with none to raise him up ( i:l~p~ t~) 
none shall rescue c S·~ 'b r~) 
none shall make them afraid ( 11"H!~ )'N) 
none shall make them afraid ""f'.,T'I'h r~) 
none shall make them afraid ( i''""!'n'b r~) 
none shall make them afraid ( 'i'""!'n~ 1'~) 
none shall deliver ( s~~~ x~) from my hand 
none shall stand ( i~'~ )'N.) before him 
with nooa to help ( ..,~l')l r~) him 
your work will not be lessened ( )l""'AJ )'R) 
400. 
B IBLICXJRAPHY 
This short list of books comprises only those which have been in 
constant use during the compilation of this study. The list would be 
exhausting as well as exhaustive if it were to include every comment-
ary on the Hebrew text which was consulted as points arose. Further-
more the comparative brevity of the list serves to underline the fact 
that the Massoretic Text itself has rightly been the primary source of 
information for the work. 
The edition of the Massoretic Text used throughout was that to be 
found in BIBLIA HEBRAICA edited by Rud. Kittel, the 7th ed.i tion published 
by Privilegierte wDrttembergische Bibelanstalt, Stuttgart in 1951. 
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